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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how place discourses emerge in places 

characterised by high levels of population migration, and to stimulate future 

research concerned with these phenomena. Within human geography literature (see 

Riddett 1995; Sheller 2004; Roberts and Young 2008) there is a growing assumption 

that population migration influences the way places are produced and maintained. 

Commenting on these phenomena in the Northern Territory of Australia for 

example, Roberts and Young (2008, p.53) suggested that high levels of population 

migration “inevitably impacts upon Darwin‟s sense of place”. If such an assumption 

is true, there will be implications for the management of places that are characterised 

by high levels of migration. 

My research explored this growing assumption that population migration influences 

the way places are produced and maintained. To conduct my exploration I first 

developed a case study (i.e. Mindil Beach in Darwin, Australia) and a theoretical 

framework influenced by social constructionism and symbolic interactionism. Next, 

I produced two data sets - NT migration phases and Mindil Beach discourses (using 

a descriptive analysis and Ethnographic Content Analysis [ECA] methodology 

respectively) – which formed the basis of my investigation. Through a comparative 

analysis of these data sets, I explored the possibility that the NT‟s migration patterns 

influenced the emergence of Mindil Beach discourses.  

My comparative analysis of NT migration phases and Mindil Beach discourses 

yielded valuable theoretical, methodological and practical results. In respect to 

theory, my results conveyed alternative theoretical perspectives regarding the 

influence of population migration on the production of place. Through an in-depth 

discussion of these perspectives I established a new agenda for future research. In 

respect to methodology, my results exhibited an unconventional execution of 

Ethnographic Content Analysis and therefore broadened the means by which place 

research can be undertaken. In respect to practice, my research proposed useful 

techniques to manage places characterised by extreme population migration. 
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C h a p t e r  1 :  

INTRODUCTION 

 “Almost all places across the globe are mediated by flows of 

visitors, as place after place is reconfigured as a recipient of 

some such flows” (Urry 2007, p.265). 

People move and places change. The above passage illuminates these two conditions 

which are fundamental to society. But how do places change in an environment 

which experiences high levels of population migration? In this chapter I introduce 

my research project concerned with the emergence of place discourses in this 

context. First, in Part 1.0, I describe the purpose of my research and briefly 

introduce my case study. Following this, I outline the extant knowledge regarding 

the emergence of place discourses in extreme migration contexts (Part 1.1) and the 

design of my study (Part 1.2). In Part 1.3, I outline the benefits of my proposed 

research. I conclude the chapter in Part 1.4 by defining the structure of my thesis. 

 

1.0 – THE EMERGENCE OF PLACE DISCOURSES IN THE CONTEXT OF 

HIGH POPULATION MIGRATION LEVELS 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how place discourses emerge in places 

characterised by high levels of population migration. Recent research within human 

geography has suggested that high levels of population migration may 

fundamentally alter the social life within, and the local culture of, particular places. 

For example, Roberts and Young (2008) suggested that large-scale population 

migration in Darwin (Australia) has influenced the sense of place experienced and 

constructed by the city‟s residents. In a similar vein, Easthope and Gabriel (2008) 

were concerned that high levels of migration in Tasmania (Australia) has led to a 

loss of „place distinctiveness‟. These observations suggest that migration transforms 

local geographies. They rest on the assumption that migrants are agents that actively 

shape the cultural fabric of places through which they pass. In this thesis I adopt this 

assumption and explore the emergence of place discourses in the context of high 
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population migration levels. I adopt a social theory framework (influenced by both 

social constructionism [SC] and symbolic interactionism [SI]) to investigate the 

production of place discourses in text media. 

Australia‟s Northern Territory (NT) is an ideal region for this study. Throughout its 

history the region has been subject to dramatic phases of population migration. 

Census data indicates that between 1986 and 1991 the NT had a higher proportion of 

in-movers and out-movers than any other Australian state or territory (ABS 1994). 

Extreme population migration patterns have been similarly observed at the smaller 

scale of Darwin, the NT‟s capital city. Two significant events - the bombing of 

Darwin in World War Two (1942) and Cyclone Tracy (1974) - caused the 

population to flee the city before it was rapidly re-populated by migrants. In the 

years following these events Darwin continued to be “defined by strong „population 

churns‟ of temporary residents, itinerants, drifters and seasonal workers” (Luckman 

et al. 2008). Enticing people to settle was a challenge. People came to visit or to live 

for the duration of a three or five year employment contract. However, only a small 

proportion became lifelong residents (Roberts and Young 2008). The sheer 

transience of Darwin‟s population has led to concerns that its incumbent residents 

are less aware of the cultural significance of the city‟s places (see Riddett 1995). 

To investigate the emergence of place discourses in the context of extreme 

population migration, I conducted a case study of Mindil Beach (Darwin). I adopted 

Mindil Beach as my case study for two reasons. First, it has historically been one of 

Darwin‟s most popular cultural precincts and therefore subject to a complex set of 

population flows and media attention. Second, unlike other areas in Darwin, there 

were historical records available which described the population flows associated 

with the site. The Mindil Beach case study was therefore instrumental to my 

exploration into the emergence of place discourses in the NT. I elaborate on the 

design of my study below but prior to this, I briefly outline the extant knowledge 

regarding population migration and place. 

 

1.1 – POPULATION MIGRATION AND PLACE: THE EXTANT KNOWLEDGE  

„Place‟ and „population migration‟ are two inherently geographical concepts that 
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reside at the core of this thesis – both are conceptually complex. There are “all sorts 

of words which refer to the generic qualities of place” (Harvey 1993, p.4) including 

milieu, location, neighbourhood, region, territory, and turf among many others. As a 

result the term „place‟ is used interchangeably in everyday language and it is 

associated with a wide range of synonyms and concepts. In this thesis I adopt the 

approach of Cresswell (2004), Anderson (1987) and Sheller (2004) who have 

conceived of place as a representation derived from discourses
1
. In this sense place 

is not just “a thing in the world but a way of understanding the world” (Cresswell 

2004, p.11). It exists without a materiality or a tangible quality and instead, it may 

be seen as a construction of words, of politics, of economics, or a combination of 

these human products (Tuan 1991). 

Vancouver‟s Chinatown (refer Anderson 1987) is an example of a place that was 

created through discourse. The town was rooted in the discourses created by 

Vancouver‟s authorities. Through the Vancouver News, the authorities created 

discourses which depicted Chinatown as unsanitary, secular and a haven of opium 

and gambling. Over time society came to adopt these discourses and they became 

interpreted as the town‟s „natural‟ features. 

„Population migration‟ is the second core concept of this thesis. Population 

migration is “just as spatial – as geographical – and just as central to the human 

experience of the world, as place” (Cresswell 2006a, p.3). Like the concept of 

„place‟ however, population migration is closely related to a range of other terms 

and concepts including transience, mobility, population turnover as well as other 

simple concepts used in everyday language such as tourism or travel. Scholarly 

discussions indicate that population migration is more readily defined and applied 

than other similar concepts (such as population turnover for example - see Dennett 

and Stillwell 2008). In simple terms, population migration involves the movement of 

people from one place to another based upon the belief that a new destination is 

better (in some quantifiable way) than their origin (Cresswell 2006c). Population 

                                                 

1
 A discourse is defined as a series of practices and performances through which meanings are 

produced (Johnston et al. 2000). Practices and performances are communicated through various 

forms of correspondence including media, songs, oral histories, written histories, essays, poems and 

pictures. In this thesis I specifically focus on discourses (as opposed to the representations that they 

create) contained within news articles published in the NT‟s major newspaper. 
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migration is distinguished from other concepts because it generally involves a 

degree of permanence with people moving to a destination for a long period of time 

(Urry 2007; Williams 2007; Williams 2007a) and further, because it is more readily 

studied using „push‟ and „pull‟ factors (see Walmsley et al. 1998). 

Migration research has shown that migrants influence places in a range of ways. 

Large scale refugee migrations have caused environmental issues including 

contamination of water, poor sanitation, soil erosion and pasture degradation 

(Ghimire in Hugo 2008, p.43). High levels of migration into the Tibetan areas of 

Western China caused economic hardships such as unemployment and reduced 

opportunities in the Tibetan agricultural markets. Social impacts have also been 

observed. In Tasmania (Australia) for example, a high level of young adult 

migration re-shaped local cultures and had a “particularly strong influence on the 

ways in which residents of Tasmania in general think about Tasmania as a place” 

(Easthope and Gabriel 2008, p.180).  

These studies suggest that migrants are agents that actively shape the places through 

which they pass. Thus, like these tangible aspects of places, I anticipate that high 

levels of population migration will influence the production and exchange of place 

discourses
2
. I posit the following research question which will guide my efforts to 

explore and understand the production of place discourses in this context:   

How do place discourses emerge in places with high levels of population migration? 

During my investigation I confront a number of sub-questions which are closely 

associated with my research question. For example, is it possible that the dramatic 

population migration observed in the NT impacted upon the discourses associated 

with Mindil Beach? Did the origin of migrants influence the place discourses 

developed and exchanged within Darwin? Did the age of migrants influence the 

discourses associated with Mindil Beach? 

The answers to these questions will have practical value related to urban policy and 

the management of public spaces in Darwin, and theoretical value related to the 

application of social theory and discourse analysis methodology in place based 

research. Below I outline the study that I designed to address these questions. 

                                                 

2
 A „place discourse‟ is simply a discourse (refer footnote 1) written about a place. 
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1.2 – STUDY DESIGN 

Migration and place - the two core concepts of this thesis - are intricately tied to 

human geography. Human geography is the branch of geography concerned with 

human communities, the differences between communities, and the way 

communities create and modify the earth‟s features (Johnston 1979). Studies 

associated with this branch of geography are designed with “a historical orientation; 

a focus on the role of human agency in environmental change, on material culture 

and…[on] links with anthropology” (Johnston, 1979, p.91). Human geographers 

place a particular importance on “language, representation, meaning and relations of 

power” (Gibson et al. 2004, p.125). In practice, human geographers use various 

combinations of “theoretical, epistemological (knowledge) and heuristic (discovery) 

context in which specific investigative techniques (methods) are applied” (Lewis 

2008, p.29).  

In accordance with the above human geography principles, I designed my study with 

a historical focus, a heuristic orientation, a range of methods, a focus on language 

and a combination of social theories. For the purpose of investigating the emergence 

of place discourses in the NT, my study design included the following three 

components:   

1) NT population migration analysis: a descriptive statistical analysis of NT 

population migration data (1971-2006). This analysis enabled me to identify NT 

migration patterns. 

2) Place discourses analysis: an analysis of Mindil Beach discourses (1971-2006) 

contained within the NT‟s major newspaper. This analysis enabled me to 

identify discursive patterns. 

3) NT population migration and place discourses: a comparison of results derived 

from my population migration analysis (component 1) and my place discourses 

analysis (component 2). This comparative analysis enabled me to explore the 

emergence of place discourses in the context of high population migration levels. 
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The design of my study was influenced by four delimitations
3
. I imposed these 

delimitations when I: 

1) Adopted Mindil Beach as my case study site. I described above why Mindil 

Beach was critical to my investigation into the emergence of place discourses in 

the context of the NT‟s high population migration levels. Admittedly there were 

other locations in Darwin which experienced high levels of population 

migration. However the historical data related to those areas was less readily 

available. 

2)  Selected the period 1971-2006 as the focus of my analyses. My decision to 

focus on this period was influenced by two factors. The first of these was the 

Australian census. The census is conducted every five years and provides a 

„snapshot‟ of migration patterns in Australia during the year it is conducted. I 

relied predominantly upon census results during my investigation, and 

subsequently, it was logical to select a commencement and conclusion date that 

coincided with census events. The second of these was Cyclone Tracy. The 

cyclone struck Darwin during 1974 and had a significant impact on population 

migration in the NT. I intended to investigate these impacts in my study. In order 

to do so, it was necessary to gain a snapshot of the NT population prior to the 

cyclone (i.e. prior to 1974) and to compare it with subsequent snapshots. The 

first census prior to the cyclone was conducted in 1971. Thus, I chose to 

commence my investigation from this date, and continue my investigation until 

the most recent census snapshot (i.e. 2006). I could have selected a different 

historical period for my analyses, however I predicted that the NT‟s migration 

patterns were more readily discernible between the period 1971-2006. 

3) Chose the NT News publication to be the subject of my discourse analysis. I 

made this decision for two reasons. First, the publication captured the daily NT 

news market as it was the only daily newspaper issued in the Territory (James 

2007). It therefore had the capacity to transfer place discourses more frequently 

and in greater volumes than the other (weekly) newspaper publications. Second, 

                                                 

3
 Delimitations define the boundaries of a study and limit the scope of a research project. They are 

imposed by the researcher when he/she decides what will or will not be studied in a particular project 

(Holloway 1997).  
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unlike the NT‟s other newspaper publications, the NT News had an uninterrupted 

production cycle spanning more that half a century.  

I note that in addition to newspapers, discourses are carried in various forms of 

human correspondence (e.g. online media, radio, television) or through human 

dialogue (e.g. lectures, songs, theatre, general conversation). Historical archives 

of these alternative sources were unavailable and I therefore relied solely upon 

the newspaper format. 

4) Selected Altheide‟s (1996) Ethnographic Content Analysis as my discourse 

analysis methodology. I selected this methodology because it was amenable to 

my theoretical stance and the overall design of my research. There are a range of 

discourse analysis methodologies available to human geographers, however 

many of these were less suited to the exploratory and ethnographic-style analysis 

which I undertook.    

The study outlined above will yield a range of positive outcomes. Below I elaborate 

on these outcomes which justify my research. 

 

1.3 – BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH 

The benefits of my research fall under three categories – methodological, theoretical 

and practical. In a methodological sense I illustrate the application of both SC and 

SI theories in the analysis of place discourses. My approach expands current 

methodological perspectives by enabling the construction of place to be analysed at 

both micro (individual) and macro (community) settings. By adopting this 

framework I exhibit a unique application of social theory and subsequently, I 

broaden the means by which social research can be conducted.  

My research yields theoretical benefits by exploring a relatively unchartered niche in 

human geography. As described above, there is a growing assumption that high 

levels of population migration influence the way places are produced and 

maintained (refer Sheller 2004). This assumption has been explicitly articulated in 

reference to Darwin in the NT (refer Roberts and Young 2008; Riddett 1995). To 

date however, no single study has explored how place discourses emerge and vary 
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over time in environments characterised by high population migration levels. My 

research illuminates these nuances and therefore provides a valuable platform for 

future studies concerned with the growing assumption outlined above. 

Last, there are practical benefits which stem from my research. These benefits relate 

to the management of Mindil Beach. My historical analyses reveal the rich cultural 

heritage associated with the site. These revelations may provide Darwin‟s local 

authorities with an opportunity to “improve the visitor (and resident) experience, 

place promotional techniques and…[the] representations of the locality” (Selby 

2004, p.202). In addition, my analyses illustrate the wide range of discourses that 

were associated with Mindil Beach throughout history. The erratic nature of these 

discourses (and their predicted affect on the community) might prompt authorities to 

consider their role in promoting the site within the local media. 

Above I outlined the purpose and design of my research, as well as the benefits that 

my research will produce. In the next section I provide specific details associated 

with my thesis. I define the structure of the thesis by introducing each chapter and 

describing its purpose. 

 

1.4 – THESIS STRUCTURE 

There are seven chapters which comprise this thesis (see Figure 1.1). Chapter 2 

presents a review of extant literature pertaining to migration and place. Initially I 

provide some clarity to the concept of place which is vague and interpreted in 

contrasting ways by those working within the discipline. I concentrate on the social 

dimension of „place‟ and, in particular, on the way place discourses are created. In a 

novel theoretical approach which integrates two social theories (SC and SI), I 

develop a framework which allows me to analyse the social construction of Mindil 

Beach through these discourses. In the latter stages of Chapter 2, I turn attention to 

the second key concept - population migration – and present studies which 

illuminate how places change under population migration pressures. I use these 

studies as a platform to launch my investigation into the emergence of place 

discourses in the NT context.  
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Figure 1.1 – The thesis structure. 

The first part of my empirical work associated with NT migration is presented in 

Chapter 3. This chapter is concerned with population migration (at the NT level) 

between 1971 and 2006. Initially I provide an overview of the types of migration 

that are responsible for changes to the NT population. I then describe six phases of 

population flows (i.e. inflows and outflows) yielded by my analysis of secondary 

population migration data. I also identify the changing composition of the NT 

population according to the origin, age, and sex of migrants. 

In Chapter 4 I reduce the scale of my population migration analysis. I introduce 

Mindil Beach as my case study and I investigate how the phases of NT population 

migration (i.e. at the Territory level) were manifest at the site (i.e. at the local level). 

In my analysis of local migration I draw upon an oral history archive and historical 

government records to highlight the population flows that impinged upon the site. I 

identify a range of social groups that have used the site and I describe how their 

activities shaped its geography over time. I conclude the chapter by considering how 

these observations relate to the social construction of places. 

Chapter 5 marks the point in the thesis where I shift attention to „place discourses‟, 

the second fundamental concept. In this chapter I outline the Ethnographic Content 

Analysis methodology which I used to study Mindil Beach discourses and gauge 

variation within the discourses over time. I identify the NT News as my source of 
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Mindil Beach discourses, and I outline the trustworthiness standards (Creswell 

1998) associated with my methods. 

Maintaining my focus on „place‟, I re-introduce Mindil Beach in Chapter 6 and 

present the results yielded from the Ethnographic Content Analysis exercise. These 

results indicate the range of Mindil Beach discourses that emerged from the NT 

News between 1971 and 2006. I conclude the chapter by exploring some factors 

which may have influenced the production of Mindil Beach discourses throughout 

the period in question. I consider migration as one of these factors. 

I conclude the thesis in Chapter 7 by focussing more closely on the influence that 

population migration may have upon place discourses. I take the results from my NT 

population migration analyses (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) and the results from my 

Mindil Beach discourse analysis (Chapter 6) and compare the two phenomena. 

Through this comparison I explore and discuss the possibility that place discourses 

and population migration are linked, and moreover, I establish some platforms for 

future research on this topic. Finally, I outline the implications (both practical and 

theoretical) and limitations of my research, and consider how these limitations might 

be addressed in future studies. 
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C h a p t e r  2 :   

THEORISING PLACE IN HIGH 

POPULATION MIGRATION CONTEXTS 

2.0 – INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is concerned with two social phenomena; population migration and 

place. Population migration is defined as the movement of people from one place to 

another based upon the belief that the new destination is better (in some quantifiable 

way) than the origin (Cresswell 2006c). Although it is a term commonly used in 

everyday language, the concept of place is less easily defined. The distinctions 

between „place‟ and other terms such as neighbourhood, territory or location are 

often blurred. It is therefore a complex term and one that is subject to competing 

interpretations. In the first part of this chapter I provide conceptual clarity for this 

term. 

The production of place discourses in places characterised by high levels of 

population migration is poorly understood. However, a handful of studies draw 

attention to the ways places change under the influence of migration pressures. In 

reference to the Caribbean, Sheller (2004) suggested that extreme population 

migration had an affect on the geography of the region. Places in the Caribbean, she 

suggested, were “formed and transformed by…physical and informational mobility, 

by cultural practices of travel and migration, and by the ever shifting mobilities of 

people, markets, [and] cultures” (Sheller 2004, p.14). Similarly, Easthope and 

Gabriel (2008) suggested that the migration of young people from Tasmania 

(Australia) influenced social life in the region, whilst Roberts and Young (2008) 

suggested that migration had consequences for the way the city of Darwin 

(Australia) was perceived by its residents. 

The above studies make the point that places and people are related. They suggest 

that places are sensitive social phenomena capable of being influenced by the people 

that move through them. A host of questions remain however if we are to gain an 

understanding of the complex relationships between population migration and place, 

and moreover, of the ways in which place discourses are produced in the context of 
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extreme population migration. For example, in what ways can the concept of „place‟ 

be understood and comprehended? This in itself is a rich vein of enquiry within 

cultural research (see for example Sack 1992; Harvey 1993; Massey 1993; 

Cresswell 2004; Heyes and Jacobs 2008; Relph 2008; Vanclay 2008). Moreover, if 

people are responsible for influencing the cultural fabric of places, then by what 

means do they go about this? If people are mobile cultural agents, how do their 

movements influence the way in which places are conceived?  

These challenging questions are among those confronted in this chapter, however 

they cannot be approached before some clarity is given to the nebulous concepts 

involved. I commence the task of clarifying these concepts in the following part of 

this chapter (Part 2.1) where I present and interrogate the various concepts of place 

available in the extant literature. Following this (in Part 2.2) I provide a theoretical 

framework which explains the role of the individual in the place making process. In 

Part 2.3 I turn attention to the second key concept - population migration – and 

elaborate on how it influences places. In the final part of the chapter (Part 2.4) I 

contemplate the emergence of place discourses in the context of high population 

migration levels and conclude by outlining how I propose to investigate this topic. 

  

2.1 – CONCEPTS OF PLACE 

There is a degree of difficulty associated with any attempt to conceptually grasp the 

term „place‟. This difficulty, referred to as the „problem of place‟ (Harvey 1993), has 

been well documented by geographers in the past (see for example Tuan 1991; 

Jackson and Penrose 1993; Cresswell 2004; Urry 2007; Relph 2008; Vanclay 2008). 

The problem stems from how the term „place‟ is used in everyday language. There 

are “all sorts of words which refer to the generic qualities of place” (Harvey 1993, 

p.4). These words include: milieu, location, neighbourhood, region, territory, and 

turf among many others. In addition, the term place can be used metaphorically (i.e. 

by referring to our „place in the cosmos‟ for example). As a result, the term „place‟ 

is used interchangeably in everyday language, and it has a wide range of synonyms. 

It is a word that seems to speak for itself therefore, and despite geographers 

enthusiasm for the study of places, there is “very little considered understanding of 
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what the word „place‟ means” (Cresswell 2004, p.1). Whilst no absolute definition 

of the term „place‟ has been agreed upon by geographers and other scholars 

interested in the subject, their work generally leans towards one of four place 

concepts.  

In the next section of this chapter I will present each of the four concepts and 

compare their fundamental attributes. Through this comparison I aim to demonstrate 

the contrasting ways which place can be interpreted. Furthermore, I aim to critically 

examine the four place concepts and appraise the suitability of each to place based 

research. A „sense of place‟ is the first concept I present and examine, and I follow 

this with an examination of „place meaning‟, „place as a representation‟, and „place 

as a commodity‟ (respectively the second, third and fourth place concepts).   

2.1.1 – Sense of Place 

The first concept of place known as „sense of place‟ is a “synaesthetic faculty that 

combines sight, hearing, smell, movement, touch, imagination, purpose and 

anticipation” (Relph 2008, p.314; see also Massey 1993, Roberts and Young 2008). 

A sense of place is developed according to the sensory perception of the individual, 

through his/her physical experience of the natural environment. This concept of 

place emerged strongly in the early work of influential geographer Yi-Fu Tuan 

(1974; 1977). For Tuan, an individual‟s concept of place was dependent upon 

his/her personal response to natural phenomena that s/he interacted with. Each 

person developed a sense of place by virtue of the “response of the senses to 

external stimuli and purposeful activity” (Tuan 1974, p.3). The human senses (i.e. 

sight, smell, touch etc.) are therefore paramount to an individual‟s sense of place. 

Other important factors which influence our sense of place include biological 

characteristics (e.g. height, age, spatial [dis]ability etc.), emotive responses, cultural 

background (nationality or origin of birth), and spiritual outlook among others. 

Places then, Tuan (1977) explained, are conceived differently by a visually impaired 

person compared to a person with full vision (see p.16), a child compared to an adult 

(see pp.19, 29), or an Eskimo compared to a Pacific Islander (see pp.80-1).  

When confronting the material environment there are three responses, Tuan (1974) 

suggested, that will affect an individuals sense of place. The primary response will 
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be aesthetic, a visual sensation which can produce the intense appeal and enjoyment 

one experiences when observing natural phenomena. The second response is tactile, 

whereby the individual takes “delight in the feel of the air, water and earth” (Tuan 

1974, p.93, my emphasis). The third response is largely emotive. Tuan asserted that 

this third response to place is related to the inner feelings that an individual has 

towards a place. The emotive response to place is more permanently felt than the 

first two responses; however it is less easy to express. In noting the above, and 

realising how an individual‟s sense of place is informed largely by their sensory 

response to external phenomena in the natural world, there is another notion that 

becomes applicable. 

Being predominantly a visual phenomenon, a landscape has a close relationship with 

an individual‟s sense of place. In commenting on this aesthetic phenomenon, 

Cresswell (2004, p.10) described that a landscape combines “a focus on the material 

topography of a portion of land (that which can be seen) with the notion of vision 

(the way it is seen)”. In the act of viewing a landscape, an individual is developing 

his/her sense of place. It is through this act of viewing that places, and especially 

those places experienced for the first time, are judged “by appearance, by some 

formal canon of beauty” (Tuan 1974, p.64). Obtained through the visual gaze, 

landscapes therefore enable the development of different versions of the world 

(Merriman et al. 2008). Other authors have similarly outlined this link between 

landscape and sense of place. 

For example, Dolores Hayden (1995), in her publication The Power of Place, 

articulated a strong association between an individual‟s sense of place and the visual 

consumption of landscapes. Like Cresswell (2004), Hayden understood a sense of 

place predominantly as an aesthetic concept. But moreover, Hayden (1995) 

suggested that sense of place is influenced by cliché landscape images that might 

include mellow brick eighteenth-century buildings, a sweep of the Great Plains, or a 

small harbour full of sailboats for example. These landscape images, aesthetically 

absorbed, are among those “which can easily become the clichés of tourist 

advertising” (Hayden 1995, pp.15-6). The influence of such images on our sense of 

place is so strong that some suggest landscapes provide the “essential character of a 

place” (Sauer in Hayden 1995, p.17).  
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In order to summarise this concept of place and to contrast it with the others to 

follow, I propose a categorisation scheme. Using this scheme I attempt to classify 

the fundamental attributes of place across three dimensions:  

1) Nature of the Knowledge (epistemology): refers to the phenomenon which an 

individual relies upon to construct his/her version of place (e.g. emotions, external 

objects). 

2) Source of Place Knowledge: defines where an individual‟s concept of place is 

derived from (e.g. sensory response to physical environment, experience and 

practice). 

3) Scale: refers to the context in which his/her knowledge of place was developed, 

and additionally, to how widely his/her knowledge of place exists (e.g. if a concept 

of place is developed in a group context, then the scale of that concept would be 

quite large [„community‟ or „society‟ for example]. Alternatively, if the concept of 

place was developed in highly personal circumstances then the scale would be 

individual). 

The first concept of place is summarised in terms of these three fundamental 

attributes in Table 2.1. Recall that an individual constructs his/her sense of place 

based upon his/her sensory response to external stimuli. An analysis of this scenario 

enables an identification of the first two attributes associated with the sense of place 

concept. Firstly, Table 2.1 illustrates that the nature of the knowledge 

(epistemology) associated with the first concept of place is external stimuli. This is 

due to the way that elements of the physical environment act uniquely upon the 

individual. Secondly, Table 2.1 illustrates that the source of place knowledge 

associated with the first concept of place is a sensory response to the environment. 

This is due to the way that an individual interprets and responds to the external 

forces that act upon him/her. Finally, owing to the intimate and personal nature of 

this interaction, the scale (the third fundamental attribute) of the sense of place 

concept is individual. This is due to way places are constructed according to the 

unique sensory response of each person. Table 2.1 additionally includes some 

examples of the methods (listed in the „methods‟ column) which can be used to 

investigate or measure an individual‟s sense of place. Image research and/or 
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mental/sketch mapping activities are amenable to research associated with this 

concept of place (see Heyes and Jacobs 2008 for one example of image 

research/sketch mapping used to ascertain senses of place).       

Table 2.1 – The fundamental attributes and amenable methods associated with the first concept 

of place. 

CONCEPT OF 

PLACE 

Fundamental Attributes 

METHODS 1) NATURE OF 

KNOWLEDGE 

(EPISTEMOLOGY) 

2) SOURCE OF 

PLACE 

KNOWLEDGE 

3) SCALE 

1) SENSE OF 

PLACE 

(SENSORY 

PERCEPTION) 

External stimuli (natural 

objects) 

Sensory response 

to the 

environment 

Individual 

Image 

research 

Mental/sketch 

maps 

 

Despite its widespread usage, this first concept of place (i.e. sense of place) is not 

without limitations. It is worthwhile to reflect upon Tuan‟s (1974; 1977) early 

discussions of place and the related sense of place framework that he developed. In 

Tuan‟s framework, place was considered only as a material environment that 

individuals respond to. According to this framework place is something that has 

physical properties, something that can be seen with the eyes and touched with the 

hands. It follows that in order to develop a response to external stimuli produced by 

the environment, and for an individual to comprehend the qualities of a given place, 

the place in question must actually be visited in person.  Moreover Tuan‟s concept 

of place consisted of natural phenomena as his references to air, water and earth 

demonstrated. However, these parameters are clearly limiting.   

If we consider other forms of place such as places that are observed through media 

(a travel documentary for example), we can see that Tuan‟s concept of place is some 

what inadequate. More than being reduced to something physical, material and 

something comprised of air, water and earth, places can exist in other ways. As 

Wilson (1980) proclaimed, a place can encompass both psychological and physical 

factors; it does not have to be based upon or linked with immediate behaviour or 

objects. Rather, it can be “known through the more abstract symbols of art, 

education and religion” (Wilson 1980, p.138). In thinking more broadly about the 

concept of place, other influential scholars have contributed to the development of a 
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second concept which extends beyond the limitations of the sense of place concept 

outlined above. 

2.1.2 – Place Meaning 

The second concept of place – „place meaning‟ – is best conceptualised by way of 

comparison alongside the idea of „space‟. The terms „place‟ and „space‟ both refer to 

a geographical area, or a certain location. According to the predominant view 

expressed in various cultural study writings (see for example Godkin 1980; Entrikin 

1991; Cresswell 2004; Cresswell 2006a; Relph 2008) though, the factor that sets 

place apart from space is meaning. Any given space, explained Cresswell (2004), is 

transformed into a place when it becomes a „meaningful location‟. Framed in this 

way, the concept of place refers “more to the meanings that are invested in a 

location than to the physicality of the locality” (Vanclay 2008, p.3). Meanings are 

invested in locations by virtue of the day to day activities undertaken by people. The 

following description of a student encountering a college accommodation for the 

first time illustrates this concept of place, and it also highlights how space is 

transformed into place through the student‟s activity. As a student in this setting you 

are first: 

“…confronted with a particular area of floor space and a certain 

volume of air. In that room there may be a few rudimentary pieces 

of furniture such as a bed, a desk, and a set of drawers and a 

cupboard…A close inspection may reveal that a former owner has 

inscribed her name on the desk…you notice a stain where 

someone has spilt some coffee. Some paint on the wall is 

missing….This anonymous space has a history - it meant 

something to other people. Now what do you do? A common 

strategy is to make the space say something about you. You add 

your own possessions, rearrange the furniture…put your own 

posters on the wall…thus the space is turned into place. Your 

place” (Cresswell 2004, p.2). 

Entrikin (1991) is one author whose work contributed to this second concept of 

place which emphasises place meanings. Like the work of Tuan outlined above, 

Entrikin‟s commentary on the concept of place was wide ranging and it 

subsequently covered a lot of geographical terrain. In contrast to Tuan however, 
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Entrikin (1991) extended the reaches of the concept of place to encompass more 

abstract ideas. In his view, “the geographical concept of place refers to the areal 

context of events, objects and actions. It is a context that includes natural elements 

and human constructions, both material and ideal” (Entrikin 1991, p.6). Owing to a 

heavier focus on human events, objects and actions, this concept of place differs to 

the material view supported by Tuan (which is more focussed on the tangible 

elements of the natural environment and the human responses to them). Within this 

concept of place meaning described by Entrikin (1991), there is one distinguishing 

factor in particular that produces a shift in geographical thought concerning place. 

Let us now take a closer look at this factor.    

Human agency is one factor more prevalent in this second concept of place than it is 

in the first. It is because of human agency - the action that Entrikin referred to - that 

“places take on the meanings of events and objects that occur there” (Entrikin 1991, 

p.11). Unlike Tuan (1974; 1977) in his early works for instance, Entrikin‟s concern 

was more to do with being conscious of an agents creation of place meaning, and 

less to do with the “natural production of places and natural law” (Entrikin 1991, 

p.45). In a way then, it can be suggested that the concept of place meaning inverts 

the interactive relationship between an individual and place that is depicted by the 

sense of place concept. Recall that the sense of place concept espouses a relationship 

whereby elements of the natural environment (read place) affect the senses of an 

individual. In an inverted scenario, the concept of place meaning conveys the idea 

that the agent affects the place by investing their meanings into it. It is 

predominantly this distinguishing feature of place meaning that separates it from 

sense of place, and consequently, it is a feature that advances geographical thought 

associated with place research. It is also a feature that has surfaced in more recent 

writings on place. 

In his recent investigation into the concept of place, Vanclay (2008) is another 

author that gave weight to place meaning (over sense of place) and to the influence 

of human agency. With traces of the ideas expressed by Creswell (2004) and 

Entrikin (1991), Vanclay (2008, p.3) articulated his view that “place is generally 

conceived as being „space‟ imbued with meaning”. By his way of thinking, places 

are simply spaces that are special to someone by virtue of personal meanings that 
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they attach to them. A range of examples of agency that attach meaning to space 

emerged in Vanclay‟s (2008) work, for instance when:  

 Community groups hold festivals which influence our feelings attributed to a 

space 

 Architects and planners physically manipulate a space 

 Developers create promotional material about a space 

 When someone gives a name to a space 

It is through their interaction with spaces that various agents can invest personal 

meanings into a setting to produce a place. 

Vanclay (2008) further elaborated to highlight the spatial components that are most 

readily ascribed with meanings. He suggested that noticeable landmarks embedded 

within a landscape are the foundations of personal meaning. These noticeable 

landmarks, Vanclay (2008, p.3) suggested, provide “an icon to which symbolic 

meaning can be ascribed”. In the example above which identifies the interaction 

between architects and space, a tall office building might therefore be the significant 

landscape feature that comes to bare the personal meanings of the agents. There are 

other noticeable landmarks that similarly enable the ascription of personal meanings. 

Memorials such as „Ground Zero‟ (i.e. the former site of the World Trade Centre in 

New York - see Sidaway and Mayell 2007) and patriotic monuments (see Atkinson 

and Cosgrove 1998) enable the ascription of meaning. Similarly, bridges featured in 

popular movies (e.g. the covered bridges in The Bridges of Madison County) 

become ascribed with meanings created by movie producers (Müller 2006). In their 

many forms therefore, noticeable landmarks provide a popular avenue for the 

ascription of personal meanings which contribute to the creation of place. 

The fundamental attributes of place meaning contrast with those associated with the 

first concept of place presented above. As depicted in Table 2.2, the nature of 

knowledge associated with place meaning stems primarily from human agency. 

Furthermore, the place meaning concept supports the idea that place knowledge is 

sourced from the practices that an individual chooses to undertake within a spatial 

setting. This scenario is entirely different to the first concept of place due to the fact 

that the individual in this case acts upon the environment (vis-à-vis the environment 
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acting upon the senses of the individual). As shown in Table 2.2, place meaning is 

developed at the scale of the individual, and accordingly, structured interviews with 

the individual or literature research are among the methods most amenable to 

investigations concerned with this concept of place. 

Table 2.2 – The fundamental attributes and amenable methods associated with the first two 

concepts of place. 

CONCEPT OF 

PLACE 

Fundamental Attributes 

METHODS 1) NATURE OF 

KNOWLEDGE 

(EPISTEMOLOGY) 

2) SOURCE OF 

PLACE 

KNOWLEDGE 

3) SCALE 

1) SENSE OF 

PLACE 

(SENSORY 

PERCEPTION) 

External stimuli (natural 

objects) 

Sensory response 

to the 

environment 

Individual 

Image research 

Mental/sketch 

maps 

 

2) PLACE 

MEANING 
Human agency 

Experience and 

practice 
Individual 

Interviews          

Literature/ 

document 

research 

Alongside the first concept of place, a critical examination of the concept of place 

meaning illuminates some strengths and weaknesses in terms of its application in 

placed based research. In comparison to the first concept of place, the strength of the 

place meaning concept is derived from its conceptual leap away from physical 

determinism. The place meaning concept advances geographical thought by 

encompassing more abstract qualities in its approach to place (e.g. the symbolic 

meanings that a student ascribes to furniture). Whilst the concept of place meaning 

has a frame of reference broad enough to include more abstract qualities of place 

however, tangible spatial elements still comprise an essential part of its framework. 

For example, without having buildings to attach their personal meanings to, 

architects (refer Vanclay 2008) could not interact with a space; without having 

furniture to ascribe their meanings to, students (refer Cresswell 2004) can not create 

their place. Thus, despite making a shift away from tangible spatial components, 

these components still comprise an essential part of the place meaning framework. It 

is here that a weakness of the place meaning concept can be identified because, as 

will be shown below, places can be completely immaterial. Consider places such as 

those experienced through acoustics (see Bandt 2008) or virtual realities (see Slater 
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et al. 1995; Sheller and Urry 2006) for instance. Being devoid of any tangible spatial 

components, these places are rendered problematic when analysed through the place 

meaning framework.  

What then can be said of the concepts of place covered up until this point? If the 

first concept of place (i.e. sense of place) can be criticised for not accounting for 

places beyond those which are considered only as a material and or tangible objects, 

does this second concept of place (i.e. place meaning) comprehensively account for 

all types of place? In making a shift in geographical thought towards a more 

subjective space imbued with symbolic meanings, does the concept of place 

meaning satisfy those seeking a holistic frame for place research? Based on my 

review of the extant literature on place, a negative response is the only response for 

these queries. This is due to the fact that places can exist in the absence of material 

features. I elaborate on this idea below by presenting a third concept of place which 

has a broader application than the first two concepts. In this instance, place is 

conceived of as a representation.  

2.1.3 – Place as a Representation 

In contrast to the first two concepts above, place has also been conceptualised as a 

representation. It is not just “a thing in the world but a way of understanding the 

world” (Cresswell 2004, p.11). As a representation, places exist without a 

materiality or a tangible quality. Instead, they may be seen as a construction of 

images, words, politics, economics, or a combination of these human products (Tuan 

1991). By this way of thinking, place exists almost exclusively in human 

consciousness or as an imagined geographical phenomenon. This concept of place 

allows an individual to map a representation of a place before they have even set 

foot there. A review of some influential works below will assist in further describing 

this third concept of place.  

A study by Anderson (1987) on the historical development of Chinatown in 

Vancouver (Canada) is valuable for conceiving of place as a representation. In this 

study the author reflects upon the relationship between place, power, racial 
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discourse
4
 and institutional practice to illustrate how place becomes a mental 

construct. Being something more complex than a space comprised of meaningful 

physical components, Anderson (1987, p.583, my emphasis) described Chinatown 

as a “historically specific idea, a social space that has been rooted in the language 

and ethos of its representers”. Chinatown therefore existed as a cognitive category, a 

cultural abstraction and as an „imaginative geography‟ that evolved over time and 

weaved its way into the consciousness of individuals.  

To explain how place representations emerged in the minds of Vancouver‟s people, 

Anderson (1987) referred to the activities of the city‟s municipal authorities. She 

suggested that the activities of Government agents legitimised the idea of Chinatown 

by creating “cognitive categories [which] stand as the official definition of a people 

and place” (Anderson 1987, p.584). These cognitive categories, communicating 

Chinatown as unsanitary, secular and a haven of opium and gambling, were applied 

to the place by the Vancouver News and Government legislation. The official state 

definition of Chinatown became an established expression and the above cognitive 

categories attributed to Chinatown were “carried forward in Government practice 

and rhetoric” (Anderson 1987, p.587). Thus, society came to adopt this dominant 

view of Chinatown, and it became a cognitive reality shared by those residing in 

Vancouver. In thinking about how Vancouver‟s Chinatown existed as a 

representation, there are other examples that come to mind in the extant literature.  

A useful example of this third concept of place is the Caribbean which has been 

identified as geographical region that exists in human consciousness more so than in 

a tangible form. The real Caribbean, Sheller (2004, p.13, my emphasis) suggested, is 

“always a performance of the vivid Caribbean of the imagination”. Within this 

imagination, the Caribbean is characterised by tropical paradise, verdant forests, 

exotic flora, more dominantly as a place to play, but also as a place of danger and 

risk. It is woven into human consciousness through texts, images and signs which 

“promote the exotic as a trademark” (Prideaux et al. 2004, p.6). As with the case of 

Vancouver‟s Chinatown described above, the Caribbean is a place that has become a 

shared representation developed through language, colonial histories and legal 

                                                 

4
 A “series of…practices and performances [contained in social dialogue] through which meanings 

are produced” (Johnston et al. 2000, p.180). 
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frameworks. The island of Jamaica provides a more specific illustration of how 

place exists as a representation. 

As evidenced by Sheller (2004), Jamaica is a place that is easily called into mind. 

Jamaica was present, for instance, in the consciousness of one individual prior to his 

visit to the island nation. Before his arrival this visitor declared that he had an 

impression of Jamaica, a mental construct, which was comprised of pirates, palm 

trees and marijuana. These constructs the author suggested, are “interpreted as a 

natural feature of Jamaica‟s landscape and people, packaged as a hedonistic place to 

play” (Sheller 2004, p.20). As with Vancouver‟s Chinatown, these mental 

representations of Jamaica were influenced by the language of its representers 

(Anderson 1987). In the case of Jamaica, such language emanated from sources such 

as a British Airways magazine that likened the island to the Garden of Eden. 

Magazines like these influence the representation of place maintained by an 

individual; they gave Jamaica a “symbolic standing as a „pleasure island‟ of laid-

back escapism” (Sheller 2004, p.20).  

To summarise this third concept of place (and compare it with the previous two 

concepts), its fundamental attributes are presented in Table 2.3. As described above, 

interactive human dialogue comprises the epistemological foundation of place as a 

representation. Accordingly, place specific narratives
5
, symbols and images are the 

source of place representations and the vehicles through which they are shared. The 

sharing of place representations within this third concept of place is an important 

feature which distinguishes it from the first two concepts. As shown in Table 2.3, it 

results in a scalar expansion of place knowledge; an expansion from place 

knowledge existing within the individual, to place knowledge existing across groups 

of people (i.e. community/society). Research concerned with place representations 

(derived from narratives, images and symbols) can be undertaken by utilising 

discourse and media analysis methods.    

Until this point I have concentrated on the concepts of place that are held by 

individuals or, at a larger scale, communities. I have illustrated above that an 

individual has the capacity to construct his/her consciousness of place based upon a 

                                                 

5
 A narrative is the recounting of one or more real or fictional events to an audience (McQuillan 

2000). 
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sensory response to the environment, personal experience or practice, or through an 

interpretation of narratives, symbols or images shared within a community. Yet to be 

discussed though is a fourth concept of place that is held more globally. In this 

fourth concept, an individual develops his/her place consciousness based exclusively 

upon the economic value of a given geographic location and its role in the global 

market place. Subsequently, his/her place consciousness is influenced by broad  

Table 2.3 – The fundamental attributes and amenable methods associated with the first three 

concepts of place. 

CONCEPT OF 

PLACE 

Fundamental Attributes 

METHODS 1) NATURE OF 

KNOWLEDGE 

(EPISTEMOLOGY) 

2) SOURCE OF 

PLACE 

KNOWLEDGE 

3) SCALE 

1) SENSE OF PLACE 

(SENSORY 

PERCEPTION) 

External stimuli 

(natural objects) 

Sensory response 

to the 

environment 

Individual 

Image 

research 

Mental/  

sketch maps 

 

2) PLACE 

MEANING 
Human agency 

Experience and 

practice 
Individual 

Interviews          

Literature/ 

document 

research 

3) PLACE AS A 

REPRESENTATION 

Interactive human 

dialogue 

Narratives, 

symbols and 

images 

Community/      

Societal 

Discourse 

analysis 

Media 

analysis 

social pressures including those applied through regional and local politics, 

economic activity, and the closely related activities of tourists. Below I outline the 

fourth and final concept of place (termed „place as a commodity‟) with reference to 

these broad social pressures.  

2.1.4 – Place as a Commodity 

Especially in the developed world, places are popularly conceived of as a 

commodity. In this fourth concept of place, it is the economic dimensions of a 

geographical location that impinge more dominantly upon the consciousness of an 

individual than its emotional or spiritual dimensions. When conceived of as a 

commodity, the significance of a geographical location stems from its market 
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potential; the way it can be made, marketed, bought and sold for profit. For those 

that subscribe to this concept, a place is recognised only for its capacity to be 

“transformed into a resource for local economic and social development within a 

globally evolving economy” (Urry 1995, p.152). This fourth concept of place can be 

more fully appreciated by turning to academic commentary associated with 

capitalism and the political economy.  

By its very nature, capitalism is a system that is compelled to impinge upon and 

commodify place. It is a system that is “necessarily growth orientated, 

technologically dynamic, and crisis prone” (Harvey 1993, p.6). This growth and 

crisis walk hand in hand. For as crises arise from the over accumulation of capital 

(underpinned by idle productive capacity and unemployed labour power), 

geographical expansion ensues to alleviate the situation, if only temporarily, before 

the process repeats. Primarily it is this geographical expansion (of centres of 

production, of labour power and of consumer bases), a key component of the 

capitalist system, which encourages people to conceive of place as a commodity.  

Geographical expansion under the capitalist system demands that places are 

conceived of as a commodity. To ensure a continuation of capital accumulation, the 

location for a new centre of production must be carefully selected. As a 

consequence, places become assessed predominantly upon their capacity to sustain 

new spatial relationships amenable to consumption practices (Sack 1992). They are 

conceived of not as meanings invested into a location (Vanclay 2008) and not as 

representations devoid of tangible elements (Cresswell 2004), but alternatively, as 

new production centres and new agglomerations of labour and social infrastructure 

(Harvey 1993).  

In her analysis of business improvement districts (BID‟s) established in various 

locations throughout New York, Zukin (1995) demonstrated how both the public 

and private sector, under the pressures of capitalism, uphold the fourth concept of 

place. Following a fiscal crisis in 1975, the state steadily reduced its provision of 

amenity services (e.g. street cleaning and garbage collection) in the city. 

Consequently, various places in the city became the centre of attention for their 

unsanitary condition and a distinct opportunity arose for entrepreneurs to capitalise 

on this situation. There became a “real incentive for business and property owners to 
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take up the slack” (Zukin 1995, p.33) left by the state. Essentially being partnerships 

between the state and private interests, 26 BID‟s were created by 1993 in an attempt 

to ameliorate conditions in the city. Each BID was controlled by a private 

corporation whose main function was to manage the upkeep of these areas in the 

city, and to increase their public appeal. Now in the hands of private interests 

functioning within the capitalist system, these places in the city quickly became 

conceived of as a commodity; an economic asset used to create revenue and profit. 

These places suddenly had a deeper economic function as a source of additional rent 

payments (originating from new commercial properties developed within the BID‟s) 

and tax relief for private investors. The function of the BIDS in this regard was 

reflected in the salary of one BID executive director who earned “$315,000 a year – 

more than double the mayor‟s salary” (Zukin 1995, p.34).  

The fourth concept of place also emerged in academic discussions concerning the 

political economy (see Soja 1989; Mullins 1991; Goodwin 1993; Boyle 1997; Waitt 

2001; Carment 2002). These discussions highlighted the way places are conceived 

of and treated, first and foremost, as pawns functioning in highly politicised urban 

economies. Goodwin (1993) is one particular author who provides an example of the 

way place is conceived of as a commodity and utilised to satisfy political and 

economic objectives. The author‟s case study on the restructure of London‟s 

Docklands from the early 1970s illustrated how places are commodified for market 

integration. Historically an area associated with blue-collar workers (predominantly 

employed as manual labourers in processing and manufacturing industries) and 

labour movement politics, the Isle of Dogs peninsula suffered dramatic economic 

decline towards the end of the 1970s. As the riverside industries weakened and 

docks were closed, employment in the area dropped in a combined process that left 

“huge swathes of derelict land a mile or two from the centre of London” (Goodwin 

1993, p.156). Throughout the years that followed there were two separate 

Committees (comprised of representatives from the Greater London councils, 

Dockland Boroughs as well as local interest groups) established in a highly 

politicised environment as attempts were made to rectify the economic malaise that 

had gripped the Docklands. The stakeholders championed their visions for the 

redevelopment of the Docklands and these were invariably characterised by 
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innovation, enterprise and vitality. The syntheses of these geographical visions 

provide examples of the fourth place concept. In each case, place (i.e. areas of 

London‟s Docklands) was conceived of as a commodity, as a new product to be 

bought and sold in the property market.  

In his analysis of the tourism sector of Queensland‟s (Australia) political economy, 

Mullins (1991) is another author that conceived of place as a commodity. Places in 

their entirety he suggested, are built in-line with the consumption practices of 

tourists. In accordance with the place as a commodity concept, Mullins (1991) 

viewed the Gold Coast and the Sunshine Coast (both in Queensland) as places that 

existed only to stimulate competition between cities, to act as tourist symbols, and to 

attract the consumption dollar, capital, and state expenditure. He supported this view 

by drawing attention to three factors which influence the commodification of these 

places: 

1) Consumption Practices: of “capitalists, the wealthy petty bourgeoisie, and a 

certain [variety] of the new middle class” (Mullins 1991, p.339). The built 

environment has been customised with pleasure facilities such as theme 

parks and resorts to cater for their practices. 

2) Boosterism: a process whereby “city governments and business leaders unite 

to boost their cities and use, among other things, evocative symbols to 

convince investors, consumers, potential residents etc. that their city is 

vibrant, innovative, fun, profitable etc. and a good place to live” (Mullins 

1991, p.33; see also Waitt 2001; Boyle 1997; Gibson 2010 for references to 

boosterism) 

3) Tourist Symbols: comprised of visual imagery (images of pleasure, fun and 

enjoyment) designed lure to tourists (Mullins 1991). 

By comparing this fourth concept of place with the three concepts outlined 

previously (see Table 2.4), its fundamental attributes can be distinguished. When 

conceived of as a commodity, place knowledge predominantly exists as a place 

product. Place products include promotional materials, advertising and stakeholder 

visions created to lure consumers. Unlike the three previous concepts of place, place 

knowledge arises from the economic value of a certain location, from the pursuit of 
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economic growth, and from competition for capital investment. When conceived of 

as a commodity, the scale of place is the largest of all the concepts. Place in this 

context exists globally, whereby the corporate elite and highly placed government 

officials both synthesise and comprehend a location primarily upon the basis of its 

productive capacity and global market potential. The methods used to research this 

fourth concept of place are also dissimilar to those associated with the other 

concepts outlined above. As shown in Table 2.4, economic analyses (related to 

trade, consumption and employment) are among the methods most amenable to 

research concerned with place as a commodity. 

Table 2.4 - The fundamental attributes and amenable methods associated with the four 

concepts of place. 

CONCEPT OF 

PLACE 

Fundamental Attributes 

METHODS 1) NATURE OF 

KNOWLEDGE 

(EPISTEMOLOGY) 

2) SOURCE OF 

PLACE 

KNOWLEDGE 

3) SCALE 

1) SENSE OF PLACE 

(SENSORY 

PERCEPTION) 

External stimuli 

(natural objects) 

Sensory response 

to the 

environment 

Individual 

Image 

research 

Mental/  

sketch maps 

 

2) PLACE MEANING Human agency 
Experience and 

practice 
Individual 

Interviews          

Literature/ 

document 

research 

3) PLACE AS A 

REPRESENTATION  

Interactive human 

dialogue 

Narratives, 

symbols and 

images 

Community/      

Societal 

Discourse 

analysis 

Media 

analysis 

4) PLACE AS A 

COMMODITY   

(LANDSCAPES OF 

CONSUMPTION) 

Place products 

Economic value, 

markets,  

competition and 

promotion 

Global 

Trade 

analysis 

Consumer 

indexes 

Employment 

figures 

Media 

analysis (e.g. 

promotional 

materials) 

By presenting the four concepts of place above, I have demonstrated that places can 
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be perceived differently depending on individual subjectivities. The first two 

concepts of place illustrate that it can exist in a physical, tangible state. In this form 

it contains features that impinge upon the senses of the individual, or conversely, it 

contains features that an agent inscribes with his/her personal meanings. I have also 

demonstrated that places have an inherent social dimension. This is especially 

evident in concepts 3 and 4 where place knowledge is shared between individuals 

(through dialogue or place products) at the community and global scales. In 

particular, it is this social dimension that appealed to Harvey (in Cresswell 2004, 

p.29):    

“Place, in whatever guise, is like space and time, a social 

construct. This is the baseline proposition from which I start. The 

only interesting question that can then be asked is: by what social 

process(es) is place constructed?” 

Like Harvey, I have an interest in the social construction of place and the processes 

by which place discourses
6
 are constructed. In the next part of this chapter I intend 

to pursue these interests and illuminate the processes in question. Below I present 

some social theory that will assist me in this endeavour. 

 

2.2 - CONSTRUCTION OF PLACE (SOCIAL THEORY FRAMEWORKS) 

In this part I present two social theories that facilitate an understanding of the ways 

in which place is socially constructed. First I present social constructionism and this 

is followed by symbolic interactionism.  

2.2.1 – Social Constructionism Theory 

The theory of social construction was closely examined by Jackson and Penrose 

(1993). At its simplest, the authors explained that social construction theory is 

“concerned with the ways in which we think about and use categories to structure 

our experience and analysis of the world” (Jackson and Penrose 1993, p.2, my 

emphasis). Examples of these categories include the „unsanitary‟ and „secular‟ 

                                                 

6
 A „place discourse‟ is simply a discourse associated with a place. 
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categories attributed to Chinatown (refer Anderson 1987), or the „pirates‟, „palm 

trees‟ and „marijuana‟ attributed to Jamaica (refer Sheller 2004). Social construction 

theory argues that many of these categories that we have come to “consider 

„natural‟, and hence immutable, can be more accurately (and more usefully) viewed 

as the products of processes which are embedded in human actions and choices” 

(Jackson and Penrose 1993, p.2). This is a powerful claim that is fundamental to the 

theory of social constructionism. It suggests that, aside from the objective 

(naturalistic) versions of reality, there is another valid version of reality comprised 

of the subjective (humanistic) interpretation of phenomena made by the individual.   

Jackson and Penrose (1993) advised those scholars adopting a social constructionist 

approach to be cautious when making their claim about the existence of a subjective 

reality maintained in the consciousness of the individual. To avoid being criticised 

for making such a claim, they recommended that constructionists make their 

position clear. That position is one that upholds the belief that categories exist (and 

that people act according to these categories), and simultaneously, it is one that 

refutes the belief that such categories are part of an unalterable, truthful version of 

reality. Each and every construction of „reality‟ must therefore “be seen as a product 

of the human capacity for thought and, consequently, [they] are subject to change 

and variability” (Jackson and Penrose 1993, p.3). Let us now look at a specific case 

where „reality‟ is socially constructed. 

Parnaby‟s (2003) study illustrated how categories commonly viewed as „natural‟ are 

in fact part of a socially constructed reality. Instead of focussing on how places are 

constructed, his study showed how homeless young people residing on the streets in 

various Canadian cities were constructed as a social problem. As a way of 

alleviating the poverty experienced on the streets, homeless young people (or 

„squeegee kids‟ as they were colloquially known) populated some of Canada‟s 

busiest street corners and offered stationary motorists a window washing service 

with the hope of receiving some money in return. Despite the positive influence that 

this activity made to the socio-economic situation of the squeegee kids, it was 

swiftly criticised by various drivers, pedestrians, and merchants as being adverse to 

urban order among other things. The criticisms levelled at the homeless young 

people quickly enabled the social construction of a squeegee kid reality, and some 
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„natural‟ categories were consequently attributed to them. 

Categories that were applied to the squeegee kids related to their appearance (dirty 

and dishevelled) and also to their behavioural conduct (criminal and frightening). 

These categories, emerging through local magazines and newspapers such as the The 

Toronto Sun, The Toronto Star and The Globe and Mail created negative idiomatic 

references and rhetoric which were attributed to the squeegee kids. Through an 

extensive use of such rhetoric, the “anti-squeegee claimants were able to construct 

the condition as a social problem requiring a „law and order‟ resolution” (Parnaby 

2003, p.282). The reality in Vancouver which framed the squeegee kids as dirty, 

dishevelled, criminal and frightening was clearly a socially constructed reality 

commonly viewed as „natural‟. This is not to argue that squeegee kids were devoid 

of these traits; in no way can such a claim be made. But the crucial point (a point 

also made by Anderson [1987]) is that the „squeegee kid‟ idea was a shared 

characterisation – one constructed and distributed by drivers, pedestrians, and 

merchants through rhetorical devices for their own purposes. Parnaby‟s study 

demonstrated that realities such as these are created through “particular rhetorical 

processes that may, and often do, become the taken-for-granted rationalities of the 

future” (Parnaby 2003, p.302).  

Although the construction of problematic homeless young people was the subject of 

Parnaby‟s work, the process by which this group was socially constructed was 

identical to that used in the construction of place. There are many examples of this 

in geographical literature (see for example Anderson 1987; Anderson 1993; Penrose 

1993; Carment 1997; Carment 2002; Buciek et al. 2006) and Sheller‟s (2004) study 

on Jamaica is a case in point. Palm trees, pirates and marijuana comprised part of the 

extensive rhetoric that was used to describe the island. Eventually these became 

shared characterisations and interpreted as the islands „natural‟ features. As with all 

of these studies, text media played a central role in the social construction of 

Jamaica. I will now elaborate on this role.   

2.2.1.1 – The Role of Text Media in Social Constructionism 

Text media plays a fundamental role in the social construction process. This is true 

in the social construction of place (refer to the cases of Jamaica and Chinatown 
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above) and also in the construction of social groups (refer to the case of squeegee 

kids). Text media influences the social construction process more so than other 

media formats such as radio, television or film. This is because it is more accessible, 

because it has a greater efficacy to disseminate knowledge and moreover, because 

the knowledge it transfers can be preserved for a longer period of time following its 

production (Lowenthal 1985; Tuan 1991; Wirf 2007). For these reasons media texts 

are powerful agents in the socialisation process that “serve to re-enforce and re-

create the dominant views of the cultures in which they are produced and 

consumed” (Carpenter 2001, p.267). But what is it that makes a textual account so 

powerful in its construction of the dominant view?   

Residing within text media, it is the careful arrangement of a narrative that enables a 

dominant view or social reality to be constructed. A narrative is a recounting of one 

or more real or fictional events by one individual (or group of individuals) to an 

audience (Bruner 1991). For example, a tour guide speaks to a group of tourists and 

describes a bushwalk - his/her speech is a narrative. Narratives are cultural tools that 

people use to organise their experience, their memory of human happenings and to 

construct their version of reality (Bruner 1991). In the context of place making 

narratives are extremely influential (see for example Findlay 2008; Heyes and 

Jacobs 2008). It is through narratives, through “accretional layers of gossip and 

song, oral history, written history, essays and poems…and through pictures” (Tuan 

1991, p.692) that place representations are produced. In other words, narratives 

carry the knowledge that informs the way places are represented. When we consume 

narratives that describe a given place, then we acquire information that can alter our 

perspective on that place (the study by Anderson [1993] outlined below provides an 

example of this). 

Narratives are comprised of subtle ideas that affect the way we comprehend place. 

These ideas, often implicitly contained within a narrative, are known as discourses. 

A discourse is defined as a “series of…practices and performances through which 

meanings are produced” (Johnston et al. 2000, p.180, my emphasis). A 

distinguishing feature of a discourse is its repetition throughout social dialogue. If 

discourses “aren‟t sufficiently rehearsed, that is, told often enough, we begin to 

forget them” (Schank and Abelson 1995, p.26). Thus, place discourses that are 
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continually re-produced over time within narratives become fixed in human 

consciousness and established as cultural norms. In this way they become “mutually 

agreed rules which govern description and discussion” (Johnston 1979, p.23) within 

society, and this structured discussion leads to the social construction of place. 

A study of the suburb of Redfern in Sydney (Australia – see Anderson 1993) 

highlights how narratives (and the discourses they contain) influenced the social 

construction of place. In the early 1970s Redfern was the centre of a highly political 

territorial dispute between Indigenous and Caucasian people (supported by various 

Government representatives) occupying space within the suburb. The debate 

revolved around a proposed Indigenous housing project which would have 

strengthened aboriginal rights and identity in the area. In this debate „Aboriginal 

Redfern‟ was politicised by competing place discourses; a „black commune‟ 

discourse which supported an Indigenous stronghold in Redfern was pitted against a 

„black ghetto‟ discourse which deplored an Indigenous presence in the suburb. 

These discourses were perpetuated through powerful public voices manifest in 

Sydney‟s dominant text media outlets - the Sydney Daily Telegraph and Sydney 

Morning Herald. With these discourses being broadcast city wide, Redfern was 

represented both a place for Indigenous residence and solidarity, and alternatively, 

as place where aboriginality was a problem. These became the dominant and shared 

representations of Redfern for the respective groups who consumed them. In 

articulating her findings the author demonstrated that “„places‟ – for all that they 

appear to be pre-given and pre-arranged – are constructed” (Anderson 1993, p.331). 

In the case of Redfern, discourses delivered through text media provided the means 

for this construction of place.  

To summarise I will reemphasise two crucial points that I have made above. First, 

using the example of the „squeegee kids‟ (refer Parnaby 2003) I have demonstrated 

the process by which phenomena become socially constructed. It involves the 

creation of shared representations (often viewed as „natural‟ components of the 

social world) through the use of rhetorical devices. I have demonstrated how this 

process applies to the social construction of places by referring to Jamaica (refer 

Sheller 2004) and Chinatown (refer Anderson 1987). Second, using the study of 

Redfern (refer Anderson 1993), I have demonstrated the critical role that text media 
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(including the narratives and the discourses they contain) plays in this process. This 

particular role cannot be emphasised enough; text media is a vehicle that carries the 

place discourses responsible for re-creating and re-enforcing shared place 

representations. For this very reason I propose to incorporate a qualitative media 

(i.e. newspaper articles) analysis exercise into my research in the subsequent 

chapters of this thesis. The media analysis exercise will allow me to capture place 

discourses that have impinged upon community consciousness. 

In the next section I introduce the second social theory known as symbolic 

interactionism (SI) and explain how it informs the proposed qualitative media 

analysis. When used in conjunction with social constructionism, SI provides an ideal 

theoretical platform for this activity. Like social constructionism it accommodates a 

macro perspective
7
 however it can also explain the actions and experiences of both 

producers and consumers of place discourses at a micro level. By illuminating these 

minutiae SI deepens our understanding of the way in which place representations are 

constructed at the level of individual.  

2.2.2 – Symbolic Interactionism Theory Overview 

Symbolic interactionism is a social theory that seeks to explain how people create 

meaning (or knowledge about the world) during moments of social interaction. It is 

concerned with the contact between individuals in everyday activity. The theory has 

strong links with the Chicago School
8
 whose ideas have furnished the basis of 

thousands of studies in areas such as community, race, class, work and families 

(Becker and McCall 1990). Of the many scholars associated with the school it is 

George Herbert Mead (a key researcher involved with the school from its 

foundation) who is viewed as the main originator of SI (although the term „symbolic 

interactionism‟ was coined much later by a student and follower of Mead named 

Herbert Blumer)(Layder 1994). Mead was radically opposed to the view that people 

                                                 

7
 Social constructionism theory generally provides a macro framework in comparison to symbolic 

interactionism. Social constructionism explains how representations of social phenomena are created 

in society, and how these representations become shared community wide. The theory however is less 

able to explain the actual synthesis of these representations at the more detailed level of the 

individual. 

8
 A group of scholars (associated with the University of Chicago's Sociology Department among 

other institutions) who contributed significantly to the development of social inquiry in the twentieth 

century (Layder 1994).  
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mechanically respond to stimuli and instead pursued the idea that people respond to 

stimuli in the social environment by reflecting on what particular stimuli „mean‟, 

and by selecting a line of behaviour that they think is appropriate to the situation at 

hand. In this respect Mead‟s position (and the position commonly held by symbolic 

interactionists) was distinctly dissimilar from theorists that subscribed to the 

behaviourist paradigm and saw human action as a conditioned response to external 

stimuli (Layder 1994). The concepts of SI that were developed by Mead gradually 

emerged in classic SI studies (see for example Becker 1953; Becker and Carper 

1956; Brim 1958; Olesen and Whittaker 1966; Bittner 1967; Thomas and Weigert 

1971) that were carried out in the decades following his death.  

A form of humanism, SI is a theory which seeks to explain human behaviour and the 

function of the human being in the social world. The relationship between people 

and the material objects that exist within the social world, as well as the interaction 

between people themselves, are core themes associated with the theory. The 

symbolic interactionist‟s perspective maintains a predominant “focus on the 

meaning of activity, the situation in which it emerges, and the importance of 

interaction for the communication process” (Altheide 1996, p.9). As expressed by 

Blumer (in Layder 1994, pp.61-2), SI theory holds that: 

1) “People act towards things on the basis of the meanings that these things 

have for them” 

2) “Meaning arises out of social interaction” 

3) “Meaning is handled in, and modified through, an interpretative process; it is 

not a permanently fixed and stable thing”. 

According to these principles an individual‟s perception of reality is generated 

through their personal experience in the first instance. It is then refined through 

social interaction with others and transmitted to following generations (Berger and 

Luckmann 1966). This sharing and transmission of knowledge during social 

interaction is an integral feature of SI theory. During interaction we not only seek an 

understanding each others‟ versions of reality, but “we define them reciprocally” 

(Berger and Luckmann 1966, p.130). In this way, our subjective reality is 

maintained during interaction with others.  
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Berger and Luckmann (1966) demonstrated the application of these SI principles in 

everyday life by referring to the way an individual perceives his/her self-identity 

(„identity‟ being his/her „reality‟ in this case). An individual can maintain his/her 

self-identity only in a social milieu that confirms this identity. For example, an 

individual can maintain his/her identity as an important person of the Catholic faith 

only if they maintain their significant relationship with the Catholic community. 

Disruption of significant conversation with the community threatens the subjective 

reality in question. In such circumstances the individual may resort to various 

techniques of reality maintenance (e.g. prayer or other religious exercises), but the 

reality-generating potency of these techniques is greatly inferior to the conversation 

they are designed to replicate. Cut off from his/her community, the individual living 

and socialising for many years among people of a different faith may experience a 

modification to his/her reality. In this way, SI theory suggests that his/her subjective 

reality has been altered through social interaction (I will demonstrate how this 

occurs in Section 2.2.2.1 - the Key Processes of SI theory). 

The interpretation of reality through social interaction is not without theoretical 

complications however. The interpretation of reality in this fashion will be 

problematic if “deviant versions of the of the symbolic universe come to be shared 

by groups of „inhabitants‟” (Berger and Luckmann 1966, p.106). In situations where 

there are conflicting versions of reality, Berger and Luckmann (1966, p.116) 

encouraged a deeper probe into the source of each reality claim:  

“To understand the state of the socially constructed universe at 

any given time, or its change over time, one must understand the 

social organisation that permits the definers to do their 

defining…it is essential to keep pushing questions about the 

historically available conceptualisations of reality from the 

abstract „what?‟ to the sociologically concrete „says who?‟” 

In SI theory the „definers‟ of the social universe rely upon a range of processes to 

propagate their interpretation of reality. These processes enable an individual to 

influence the social construction of reality through their behaviour and their 

interaction with others. The three most prominent processes include 

institutionalisation, objectivation and internalisation (Layder 1994). These key 
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processes are outlined below. 

2.2.2.1 – Key Processes of SI 

The first key process known as institutionalisation occurs when a group of actors of 

one type engage in habitualised actions
9
 and modify their conduct to suit their 

typification
10

 (Berger and Luckmann 1966). Berger and Luckmann (1966) provided 

an example of institutionalisation by referring to the social interaction of two 

individuals who met for the first time. The two persons - person „A‟ (P-A) and 

person „B‟ (P-B) - from entirely different social worlds begin to interact. During the 

course of interaction, P-A observes P-B perform and attributes motives to his 

actions. P-A produces a typification of P-B. P-B reciprocates by undertaking the 

same activity during the course of interaction. Over time, each person will engage in 

reciprocity of typification and establish a pattern of conduct for their counterpart; 

both P-A and P-B will play roles vis-à-vis each other.  

Repetitive social activity, routine conduct and reciprocity of typification are 

therefore paramount to the process of institutionalisation. During social interaction, 

the constant repetition of a reality claim can become distilled in human 

consciousness. Berger and Luckmann (1966, p.53) described this process whereby 

an individual‟s “habitualised actions…become embedded as routines in his general 

stock of knowledge, taken for granted by him and at hand for his projects in the 

future”. By Giddens‟ (1984) theory, human activity becomes institutionalised in 

“settings of interaction in which routine encounters occur [and] are reflexively 

monitored by their constituent actors” (Giddens 1984, p.200). This statement gives 

support to the idea that the continual (re)production of social activities are 

recognised by actors who modify their behaviour to suit their interactive 

environment.  

The second key process of SI is objectivation. Berger and Luckmann (1966) defined 

objectivation as a process whereby human expressions are manifest in products of 

human activity that are available to both their producers, and to other people as 

                                                 

9
 Any frequently repeated action, cast into a pattern, which can be reproduced with minimal effort 

(Berger and Luckmann 1966). E.g.: saying „good morning‟ to a colleague at work upon your arrival.  

10
 An expectation (based upon social norms) that actors of type „X‟ will perform actions of type „X‟ 

(Berger and Luckmann 1966). E.g.: an expectation that an employee (actor X) will say „good 

morning‟ (action X) to his/her employer upon his/her arrival to work. 
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elements of the common world. As an example, the authors described an argument 

between two men, one of which woke with a knife (a product of human activity) 

embedded in a wall above his bed the morning following the dispute. The knife was 

not produced for the exclusive purpose of being thrown at a man; however it became 

an object that expressed the anger of the adversary. In other words, the knife took on 

the meaning of anger and violence, and it became an objectively available 

constituent of reality. This example communicates the idea that any human product 

can be ascribed with certain meanings which may or may not reflect a „truthful‟ 

reality. In this sense, the process of objectivation encourages people to think of 

human products in detached and objective ways (i.e. they have an independent 

reality) (Layder 1994). 

Internalisation is the third key process associated with SI theory. Internalisation is 

defined as “the immediate apprehension or interpretation of an objective event as 

expressing meaning” (Berger and Luckmann 1966, p.129). For example, consider a 

person laughing. The person is laughing in a fit of hysteria. However I understand 

his/her laughter as an expression of mirth. In this case his/her subjectivity is 

objectively available to me, and furthermore, it becomes meaningful to me. One 

might say I have (mistakenly in this case) „internalised‟ the interpretation of reality 

that someone else has produced. It is through a communicative process like the one 

depicted in this scenario that other individuals influence our interpretation of reality 

and break the “distinction between subject and object, between internal and external, 

and joins them in the situation that we experience and take for granted” (Altheide 

1996, p.8). It is by the process of internalisation therefore that social products such 

as knowledge and the ideas that go along with them become the subjective reality 

for individuals (Layder 1994). 

In addition to these three processes there are other components of SI theory (which I 

will refer to as the „Key Features of SI‟) that are relevant to this discussion. They are 

not processes themselves, but instead they are products of social processes. For this 

reason they require the separate discussion below. The two key features are the 

social stock of knowledge and recipe knowledge developed by Berger and 

Luckmann (1966). Both features have pertinence to this thesis because they deepen 

our understanding of the way an individual accumulates knowledge and develops 
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place representations based upon his/her experience of the social world. I outline 

these features in the following section. 

2.2.2.2 – Key Features of SI 

An actors‟ social stock of knowledge refers to the detailed information concerning 

sectors of everyday life with which an individual frequently interacts (Berger and 

Luckmann 1966). The social stock of knowledge held by an individual is therefore 

based on experience, and on an increasing familiarity with the social world that is 

routinely encountered. In their day-to-day activities actors develop this stock of 

knowledge by monitoring continuously the flow of their activities, they “expect 

others to do the same for their own…[and] they also routinely monitor aspects, 

social and physical, of the contexts in which they move” (Giddens 1984, p.5). The 

social stock of knowledge therefore supplies actors with typifications required for 

the major routines of everyday life (Berger and Luckmann 1966), for all sorts of 

events and experiences.  

Berger and Luckmann (1966) theorised that the social world is structured in terms of 

routines of everyday life, so that in all situations in which the actor finds themself, 

they „know what to do‟. An actor relies upon their social stock of knowledge and 

upon typifications when functioning in social situations. An example of how a social 

situation is typified and stored into a social stock of knowledge was offered by 

Berger and Luckmann (1966): 

I know that my friend Henry is an Englishman, and I know that he 

is always very punctual in keeping appointments. Since 

„everybody knows‟ that punctuality is an English trait, I can now 

integrate these two elements of my knowledge of Henry into a 

typification that is meaningful in terms of the social stock of 

knowledge. 

In this example Henry has been typified as „English‟ and „punctual‟. This 

interpretation of Henry will now be a component of my social stock of knowledge 

and it will influence every future social encounter involving him.  

Closely related to the social stock of knowledge, recipe knowledge is another feature 

of SI theory that relates to an actor‟s knowledge of the social world. Recipe 
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knowledge occupies a prominent place in the social stock of knowledge and is 

defined as “knowledge limited to pragmatic competence in routine performances” 

(Berger and Luckmann 1966, p.42). Recipe knowledge has close similarities with 

the concept of „practical consciousness‟ developed by Giddens (1984) and defined 

as all the things which actors know tacitly about how to function in different 

contexts of social life, without being able to give them direct discursive expression. 

Thus, the fundamental and distinguishing feature of recipe knowledge is its affinity 

with practical knowledge, or knowledge that enables us to carry out the practical 

tasks which comprise our day-to-day activities. 

One helpful illustration of recipe knowledge is contained in a description of 

telephone use in everyday life (see Berger and Luckmann 1966). I use the telephone 

every day for pragmatic purposes of my own. I know how to do this. I also know 

what to do if my telephone fails to function – which does not mean that I know how 

to repair it, but I know whom to call on for assistance. My knowledge of the 

telephone also includes broader information on the system of telephonic 

communication. I know that some people have unlisted numbers for instance, and 

that I need to figure in time differences when making long distance calls, and so 

forth. The authors asserted that the telephonic lore described above is “recipe 

knowledge since it does not concern anything except what I have to know for my 

present and possible future pragmatic purposes” (Berger and Luckmann 1966, p.42, 

my emphasis). 

Language is the dominant means that actors rely upon to share their experience and 

create a social stock of knowledge and recipe knowledge. Many authors have 

described a strong link between language, words and speech (as the dominant form 

of social interaction) and knowledge development and transmission (see for example 

Giddens 1984; Lowenthal 1985; Bruner 1991; Tuan 1991; Schank and Abelson 

1995). Language „objectivates‟ the experience of an individual – it enables an 

experience, as conveyed by an individual, to develop a detached meaning and an 

independent reality (Layder 1994). Only then is it likely that these experiences will 

be transmitted from one generation to the next and from one collectivity to another 

and take the form of a social stock of knowledge or recipe knowledge (Berger and 

Luckmann 1966). The passage below best describes the relationship between 
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language and these SI features: 

“Language objectivates the shared experiences and makes them 

available to all within the linguistic community, thus becoming 

both the basis and the instrument of the collective stock of 

knowledge. Furthermore language provides the means for 

objectifying new experiences, allowing their incorporation into 

the already existing stock of knowledge, and it is the most 

important means by which…[knowledge is] transmitted” (Berger 

and Luckmann 1966, p.68). 

The key processes (institutionalisation, objectivation, and internalisation) and 

features (social stock of knowledge and recipe knowledge) of SI theory which I have 

presented above will remain central to the remainder of this thesis. To give these 

processes and features the prominence they deserve, Table 2.5 reproduces the above 

information in a summarised form by providing the definition of each feature, and 

also by making a reference to the example produced by Berger and Luckmann 

(1966). 

Table 2.5 – The Five key features and processes of SI (source: Berger and Luckmann 1966).  

KEY 

PROCESS/FEATURE 
DEFINITION AUTHORS‟ EXAMPLE 

SI PROCESSES 

Institutionalisation 

A group of actors of one type engage 

in habitualised actions and modify 

their conduct to suit their interactive 

role 

P-A observes P-B perform and 

attributes motives to his/her 

actions 

Objectivation 
Human expressivity is manifest in 

products of human activity 

A knife embedded in a wall 

expresses the anger of an actor 

Internalisation 

The immediate apprehension or 

interpretation of an objective event as 

expressing meaning 

A person laughing in a fit of 

hysteria, is understood to be 

expressing mirth 

SI FEATURES 

Social stock of 

knowledge 

Detailed information concerning 

sectors of everyday life with which 

an individual frequently interacts 

A person named Henry is 

typified as „English‟ and 

„punctual‟ based upon his 

routine social conduct 

Recipe knowledge 
Knowledge limited to pragmatic 

competence in routine performances 

The knowledge used to operate a 

telephone 
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Having provided an outline of the core concepts of SI theory above, it is necessary 

to evaluate how applicable the interactionist framework is to the qualitative media 

analysis activity that I proposed earlier. For this purpose, attention is now turned to 

how the SI perspective might account for the social construction of place through 

discourses contained in text media. 

2.2.3 – SI, Place Production and Discourses 

In this section I will explain how SI can be used as a theoretical framework to 

inform qualitative media studies of place discourses. I will achieve this by re-

producing the key processes and features of SI theory and using them to analyse the 

production of place discourses through text media interaction. 

Recall the first key process of institutionalisation. Just as the process of 

institutionalisation operates when individuals are engaged in embodied face-face 

interaction, so too does it operate when individuals are engaged in text media 

interaction. For example, journalists are a group of individuals engaged in 

habitualised actions; their action is writing place discourses. They have an 

interactive role in providing communicative text media to their audience. Just as the 

individual engaged in face-to-face interaction modifies his/her conduct to suit that of 

his/her counterpart, so too does the journalist modify his/her conduct (i.e. writing) to 

suit his/her interactive role. Institutionalisation therefore, as a key feature of SI, is a 

theoretical framework that can be applied to qualitative media studies of place 

discourses. 

The second key SI process – objectivation – can also be adopted for this purpose. 

For this to occur, the process of communicating a place discourse through text media 

must be understood an indicator “of the subjective processes of their producers, 

allowing their availability to extend beyond the face-to-face situation in which they 

can be directly apprehended” (Berger and Luckmann 1966, p.35). Thus, just as a 

knife embedded in a wall expresses the anger of the individual who put it there, so 

too does a document (as a product of human activity) express the place discourse 

maintained by its author. Used in this way, objectivation is a valid theoretical lens 

through which studies of place discourses can be undertaken.  

Thirdly, the theory of internalisation enables a place analyst to understand how 
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place discourses are developed through text media. Due to the process of 

internalisation, place discourses may be interpreted in divergent ways depending on 

the individual. For example, consider a place which is associated with a number of 

features including recreation facilities, gardens, community events and a burial site. 

The place is used for, or has been used for, all of these purposes. A discourse written 

about the site however emphasises the burial ground but no other feature. In the 

event that this discourse is internalised, the place becomes represented as a burial 

ground and nothing more.  

Social stock of knowledge is the next SI feature that can be used in qualitative media 

studies of place. Consider an individual who frequently internalises and interacts 

with a particular place discourse that is conveyed through the media. Over time, this 

place discourse becomes part of the common and everyday knowledge held by that 

individual. Through an SI framework, we could say that the discourse has become 

part of the social stock of knowledge held by that individual. I will refer to the earlier 

example involving Henry the Englishman and his routine social activity to 

demonstrate how this occurs. In the same way that Henry is typified as „English‟ and 

„punctual‟ based upon his routine social conduct, a particular place is typified as 

„dangerous‟ based upon routinely, socially re-produced media discourse that 

portrays the place in this way. Over time this re-produced place discourse will 

become crystallised in human consciousness. As a consequence, place (and our 

social stock of knowledge about the place) is informed by the discourse in question. 

The final SI feature which can be applied to qualitative media studies of place is 

recipe knowledge. Recall that recipe knowledge is knowledge limited to pragmatic 

competence in routine performances (Berger and Luckmann 1966). Using an 

example of telephone use Berger and Luckmann (1966) suggested this category of 

knowledge is developed through our pragmatic daily routines. The framework can 

also be applied to the production of place discourses in text media however. 

Consider the routine of a journalist reporting on local events or issues for example. 

His/her pragmatic routine involves writing narratives about a place. During this 

activity, he/she will integrate into his/her narrative the dominant place discourses 

that are routinely practiced in society. By doing so the journalist is relying on recipe 

knowledge. 
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I have re-produced the key processes and features of SI theory, their definitions and 

Berger and Luckmann‟s (1966) examples in Table 2.6 below. Additionally, Table 

2.6 summarises the examples used above which illustrate how SI informs qualitative 

media studies of place. Although the majority of the key processes and features of SI 

are concerned with macro behavioural interactions at the community level, two 

components of SI (i.e. social stock of knowledge and institutionalisation) allow for 

the analysis of micro behaviours. With these capabilities in mind, an SI theoretical 

framework can be relied upon for an investigation into the production and 

consumption of place discourses at the individual and community levels. In sum, the 

above examples demonstrate how SI can be used as a theoretical framework to 

inform qualitative media studies of place discourses. 

Table 2.6 – A summary of the five key features and processes of SI theory. 

KEY 

PROCESS/FEATURE 
(source: Berger and        

Luckmann 1966) 

DEFINITION          
(source: Berger and 

Luckmann 1966) 

AUTHORS‟ 

EXAMPLE   
(source: Berger and 

Luckmann 1966) 

EXAMPLE 

APPLICABLE TO 

PLACE  

SI PROCESSES  

Institutionalisation 

A group of actors of 

one type engage in 

habitualised actions 

and modify their 

conduct to suit their 

interactive role 

P-A observes P-B 

perform and 

attributes motives 

to his/her actions 

Journalists recognise 

how a place is typically 

described in society 

and they modify their 

place discourse 

accordingly  

Objectivation 

Human expressivity is 

manifest in products 

of human activity 

A knife embedded 

in a wall expresses 

the anger of an 

actor 

A text document 

expresses the discourse 

of place maintained by 

an actor 

Internalisation 

The immediate 

apprehension or 

interpretation of an 

objective event as 

expressing meaning 

A person laughing 

in a fit of hysteria 

is understood to be 

expressing mirth 

A place discursively 

portrayed as a burial 

site is understood to be 

a cemetery 

SI FEATURES 

Social stock of knowledge 

Detailed information 

concerning sectors of 

everyday life with 

which an individual 

frequently interacts 

A person named 

Henry is typified as 

„English‟ and 

„punctual‟ based 

upon his routine 

social conduct 

A place is typified as 

„dangerous‟ because it 

is routinely described 

as „dangerous‟ in the 

media  

Recipe knowledge 

Knowledge limited to 

pragmatic competence 

in routine 

performances 

The knowledge 

used to operate a 

telephone 

The knowledge a 

journalist uses to 

produce a written place 

discourse 

So far in this chapter I have outlined the various ways that place can be conceived. 
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The concepts presented earlier indicate that places are inherently subjective. I have 

used social theory to demonstrate how these place subjectivities are socially 

constructed at the macro and micro levels through human interaction. Additionally, I 

have highlighted the influential role that text media plays in the social construction 

process. The crucial message that the above work conveys is that places are 

intimately tied to the subjects that construct them. Having established this link 

between people and place, I would now like to think more broadly about the way 

people behave. In particular I will focus on the way people move. 

If people and places share an intimate bond, then it is logical to suggest that the 

movement of people will disrupt this bond in some way. In the next part of this 

chapter I turn attention to migration research and investigate whether or not this 

logic holds true. In the first section I introduce the theme of moving people by 

providing a chronological overview of the earliest concept of people movement (i.e. 

mobility). Following this, I present the concept of migration and describe its value to 

studies concerned with moving populations. In the final section I present some of the 

specific impacts that population migration has had upon places, but more 

importantly, I identify areas where these impacts are unknown. 

 

2.3 MOVING PEOPLE: MOBILITY AND MIGRATION 

In conventional social science “everyday movement has generally been discussed in 

terms of spatial behaviour – people‟s movements in large-scale geographical space” 

(Seamon 1980, p.150). Broader scholarly discussions concerning the movement of 

people involve a range of terms and concepts including transience, migration, 

mobility, population turnover as well as other simple concepts used in everyday 

language such as tourism or travel. The many and varied descriptions of the 

movement of people over geographic space make this phenomenon an elusive object 

of study, yet study it we must for the movement of people “is central to what it is to 

be human…[and] it is a fundamental geographical facet of existence” (Cresswell 

2006a, p.1). Therefore, it is necessary to outline some of the more prominent 

concepts associated with this phenomenon. 
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2.3.1 – An Early Concept of Movement: „Mobility‟ and its Evolution 

In offering his ideas on the movement of people, Cresswell (2006a) adopted the term 

„mobility‟. The author suggested that in its most basic sense, the act of mobility 

involves getting from point A to point B, or in other words it involves “the act of 

moving between locations” (Cresswell 2006a, p.2). As a concept, „mobility‟ 

developed and emerged alongside the concept of „movement‟ in the natural sciences. 

The origins of both concepts extend back to seventeenth century. They were used 

interchangeably when being “applied to persons, their bodies, limbs and organs” 

(Cresswell 2006a, p.20) and their capacity to move them. Still having close 

connections with the notion of movement, Cresswell (2006) explained that the term 

mobility was also used in social situations in the eighteenth century, for example 

when used in reference to a moveable and excitable crowd known as the mobility (or 

the „mob‟). In his commentary on the concept of mobility, the author outlined the 

three historical senses of the term (i.e. the way mobility has been „sensed‟ or 

perceived). Each is presented below.       

The feudal sense of mobility is identified as one of the earliest ways that people 

perceived mobility. This sense of mobility depicted the phenomena as something to 

be avoided. As the name suggests, this sense of mobility was held by individuals 

living in feudal societies characterised by intensely territorial communities 

comprised of landholders (Kings and those close to God) and vassals, slaves and 

peasants (workers who were granted land, and who were controlled by the 

landholders). Given this social hierarchy of feudal society, mobility was a luxury 

item. Anyone who was not a landholder was “for the most part, tied to the land 

[because] movement beyond the local was feared and forbidden” (Cresswell 2006a, 

p.10). In addition to situating mobility as something to be feared, the feudal sense of 

mobility carried a negative social stigma in respect to movement. To be “mobile was 

to exist on the margins…to be outside of obligations of place and roots” (Cresswell 

2006a, p.10). Accordingly, a minstrel living in a feudal society was deemed 

lecherous, irresponsible, and footloose; traits viewed unfavourably by the „settled 

folk‟. A feudal sense of mobility therefore supported the view of mobility as 

unnecessary, an unattractive act and something to be resisted.  

As feudal society gave rise to modernism, changing social patterns ushered in a new 
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way of thinking about mobility; the early modern sense of mobility. In contrast to 

the above, this second sense associated mobility with emancipation. This new 

concept emerged in the sixteenth century when “Europe was experiencing unheard 

of levels of mobility” (Cresswell 2006a, p.12) driven by increased human 

populations, changes in commerce (e.g. expansion of trading networks), and changes 

in agriculture (e.g. technological advances and less reliance on bodily labour). With 

larger markets for goods and wage labour, Kings and landowners found their power 

to control mobility diminished. Consequently, “people could now move over a much 

greater range without obtaining anyone‟s permission” (Cresswell 2006a, p.13). They 

enjoyed the freedom of movement and became disconnected from the order that had 

held life together previously. In the early modern sense, notions of liberty and 

freedom became strongly associated with mobility. 

Human societies today maintain a western modernity sense of mobility. In these 

contemporary times mobility is viewed “both centre and margin – the lifeblood of 

modernity and the virus that threatens to hasten its downfall” (Cresswell 2006a, 

p.21). In the first instance, the mobility which characterises the modern west 

(consider cars, trains and planes) is fundamental to the functioning of society. 

Today, the different forms of mobility influence the movement of people on a global 

scale. Mobility is often viewed favourably because it compresses or annihilates time 

and space (Soja 1989; Harvey 1993; Massey 1993). It can however simultaneously 

be viewed as something that is debilitating to society. Cresswell (2006a) explained 

that it can be blamed for adding artificiality, disorder and chaos to daily lives, 

especially for city dwellers. He highlighted this sense of mobility by comparing 

traditional rural life with that of modern urbanity. There is a distinct contrast 

between the two with the former being characterised by a slow pace, order, habits 

and routine, and the latter characterised by sensory overload, time management 

stress, and anxiety. Western modern society therefore has a distinctly separate 

notion of mobility than those societies gone before it.  

In addition to mobility, there are a number of other concepts that relate to the 

movement of people including migration, tourism and population turnover. I will 

outline these concepts below and discuss how they are practically applied in 

population studies.   
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2.3.2 – Migration and Other Population Movement Concepts 

„Migration‟ is a term that is regularly applied to the study of moving populations. In 

simple terms, it involves the movement of people from one place to another based 

upon the belief that a new destination is better (in some quantifiable way) than their 

origin (Cresswell 2006c). Another distinguishing feature of migration is that it 

generally involves a degree of permanence with people moving to a destination for a 

long period of time (Urry 2007; Williams 2007; Williams 2007a). When deciding 

upon a new destination, a migrating individual is influenced by „push factors‟ 

(factors which influence an individual to leave their origin) and „pull factors‟ 

(factors which influence an individual to go to their destination). More specifically, 

Walmsley et al. (1998) suggested that these „push‟ and „pull‟ factors can be broken 

down into the following four categories: 

 Physical characteristics: relating to the climate and attractiveness of the 

destination places under consideration 

 Social characteristics: relating to whether or not a place is congruent with 

the migrants „self identity‟ 

 Employment and facilities: relating to the presence of shops, jobs and 

schools, and the migrants access to them 

 Characteristics of the dwelling: relating to the size, character and tenure of 

the migrants potential new dwelling. 

In addition to the abovementioned defining features, the push and pull factors 

associated with migration add conceptual clarity to the term. These factors enable 

the term to be practically applied in population studies (for examples of its 

application see Hannam et al. 2006; Argent and Walmsley 2008; Drozdzewski 2008; 

Easthope and Gabriel 2008). 

There are two other terms popularly used in population studies to conceptualise the 

movement of people. The first of these is tourism. As described in the previous 

section, tourism is a form of movement that is influenced by consumption desires 

(Urry 1995). Tourism and travel involve the movement of people into consumption 

centres, where they “reside for a short time – a few days or a few weeks – in order to 

consume some of the great range of goods and services on offer. This consumption 
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is for fun, pleasure, relaxation, recreation etc., and is not a consumption of basic 

needs in the way of housing, health care, education and so on” (Mullins 1991, 

p.326). It therefore contrasts with migration as a form of movement because it is 

relatively temporary, and further, because employment (pull factor) prospects are of 

no consequence to tourists. The term tourism and these associated parameters have 

been popularly utilised in migration research (see for example Bell and Ward 1998; 

Aronsson 2004).  

The second term - population turnover – is comparatively obscure in a conceptual 

sense and less easily applied in population studies. The term is defined as the 

movement of human populations in to or out of a region in a given time period of 

interest (ABS 1994; Dennett and Stillwell 2008). Less clear though are the 

parameters associated with the application of the term. For example, unlike 

migration it enables the researcher to study people movements characterised by 

long-term or short-term stays at the destination. Furthermore, whilst consumption 

practices might influence the phenomenon, they are not fundamental to an 

investigation involving it (unlike tourism studies). These characteristics complicate 

the way the term is applied in population research, and consequently, the “precise 

meaning and the way in which it can be calculated is not universal” (Dennett and 

Stillwell 2008, p.134). Examples of its application in migration research have been 

provided by Bygren (2004) and also by Foulkes and Newbold (2008).  

Having charted the more popular concepts associated with moving people and 

outlined the practical advantages associated with the migration and tourism 

concepts, I will now investigate how place is affected by the movement of people. In 

the following section I place a particular emphasis on migration and consider 

migrants as “social beings [capable of] reshaping nature and one another to produce 

their collective social life” (Cronon 1992, p.32). I present a number of studies which 

illustrate how mobile people (as cultural agents) influence society through their 

actions and behaviour. I will also explain how geographical knowledge in this area 

may be improved.  

2.3.3 – Impacts of Moving Populations 

When thinking about the consequences of the movement of people for society, 
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environmental impacts are among those most easily recognised. These impacts are 

especially prevalent in places characterised by high volumes of moving people. The 

report authored by Hugo (2008) exhibited the range of ways that the environment is 

affected by the mass movement of people. His report included a focus on the 

situation of refugees (also see Smith 1993 for a discussion of this social group), their 

forced re-location as a form of mass people movement, and how the sudden and 

unpredictable nature of refugee movements had a negative affect on the 

environment. The environmental damage that arose from these movements was 

realised in various forms:   

“Deforestation is one of many environmental problems facing 

refugees in developing countries. Others include the depletion and 

contamination of water, overcrowding, poor sanitation, soil 

erosion and pasture degradation. In some cases, forest coverage 

and other environmental problems existed prior to the arrival of 

refugees; in others the problems have been exacerbated by the 

refugees” (Ghimire in Hugo 2008, p.43). 

In Australia specifically, there has also been a concern that migration contributes to 

environmental impacts. Those commenting on this issue worry that Australia‟s 

natural resource base is insufficient to sustain a larger population derived from high 

volume migration (AHRC 2008; Walmsley et al. 1998). 

In addition to environmental impacts, it has been articulated that social impacts 

(both positive and negative) are associated with migration. The social impacts of 

migration are recognised by reference to social capital, or the “connections among 

individuals – social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that 

arise from them” (Putnam 2000, p.19; see also Western et al. 2005). In his 

commentary on this topic, Urry (2002) suggested that migration had a positive affect 

on these connections among individuals. Migration, he suggested, “is central to 

glueing social networks together, while physical travel is especially important in 

facilitating those face-to-face co-present conversations, to the making of links and 

social connections, albeit unequal, that endure over time” (Urry 2002, p.265). 

Conversely, Putnam (2000) and Barker and Taylor (2005) argued that social capital 

is negatively affected by moving populations. In Putnam‟s (2000) analysis of 
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movement among suburban automobile commuters, he argued that their corporeal 

mobility caused a reduction in their involvement in community affairs, a 

fragmentation of their social groups and a subsequent weakening of social capital. 

Whether it produces positive or negative impacts, this debate gives a strong 

indication that the movement of human populations has specific consequences for 

social life.     

The impacts of migration are also felt economically as evidenced in a number of 

nations around the world. Demographic changes in the Tibetan areas of Western 

China (see Fischer 2008) provided a striking example of such impacts. These 

migration changes produced a dramatic influx of non-Tibetans from other parts of 

China (largely Han Chinese and, to a lesser extent, Chinese Muslims). Owing to the 

sheer volume of Han Chinese people that moved in and out of this region, “tourists 

(mostly domestic Han Chinese) outnumbered the local population in the Tibet 

Autonomous Region” (Fischer 2008, p.631). Fischer described the dire economic 

affect of this population invasion, whereby Tibetan locals experienced economic 

hardship associated with unemployment and reduced opportunities in agricultural 

markets in their towns and cities. Economic impacts associated with migration are 

not tied to this region alone.  

Empirical studies carried out in Australia have recognised both positive and negative 

economic impacts derived from migration (see AHRC 2008; Argent and Walmsley 

2008; Garnett et al. 2008). The Australian Human Rights Commission (2008) 

declared that positive economic impacts were attributed to migration. The 

commission stated that migrants contributed to the economic development of 

Australia by filling skill shortages, putting a demand on goods and services and 

investing in the Australian economy (effectively they added $610 million to the 

budget surplus in a single year). In nonmetropolitan Australia, population migration 

stimulated by cultural festivals produced local employment opportunities (refer 

Gibson et al. 2010). For this reason festivals have become cornerstones of economic 

development campaigns which seek “to attract particular demographic groups with 

high disposable incomes” (Gibson et al. 2010, p.280).  

Conversely, a regional study which focussed on nursing staff in the Northern 

Territory (NT) of Australia (refer Garnett et al. 2008) reported negative economic 
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impacts associated with migration. These negative economic impacts were derived 

from nurse recruitment activities, reduced productivity amongst newly hired staff, 

staff vacancies, nurse training and termination processes. In monetary terms, the 

total annual cost associated with the movement of nursing staff amounted to an 

estimated $6,884,519. This research in the NT paralleled the Chinese study (refer 

Fischer 2008) by illuminating some negative economic impacts associated with 

migration. 

According to some studies (see Sheller 2004; Easthope and Gabriel 2008; Roberts 

and Young 2008) high levels of migration also impact upon the way places are 

perceived and woven into the consciousness of society. Sheller‟s (2004) study on the 

Caribbean, where global movements of migrants, tourists, workers, entrepreneurs 

and criminals influenced the intangible (imagined) geographies of the region is a 

case in point. In Tasmania (Australia) a high level of young adult migration re-

shaped local cultures and had a “particularly strong influence on the ways in which 

residents of Tasmania in general think about Tasmania as a place” (Easthope and 

Gabriel 2008, p.180, my emphasis). In Darwin (Australia), large-scale population 

migration impacted upon the sense of place maintained by the city‟s residents (refer 

Roberts and Young 2008, my emphasis). These studies all make the point that 

population migration has a distinct affect on the ways places are perceived and 

woven into the consciousness of society. 

The above studies clearly indicate that moving people are agents that shape the 

places they pass through. Together they highlight that migrants can impinge upon 

the environmental, social, economic and imagined qualities of such places. 

Nevertheless, if we consider how migrants might impinge upon the production of 

place discourses per se, then there are questions that remain unanswered. For 

example, what happens to place discourses in places characterised by high levels of 

migration? Do place discourses become altered or do they remain unchanged? 

Furthermore, does the composition of migrant populations have a bearing on place 

discourses? These unanswered questions illuminate a salient void in geographical 

knowledge. 

Below I conclude this chapter by proposing a study to address this void. I present a 

research question to guide the study and identify the theoretical framework and tools 
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which I will utilise for my investigation. In addition, I will identify a case study for 

the research. 

    

2.4 – INVESTIGATING PLACE DISCOURSES IN THE CONTEXT OF HIGH 

POPULATION MIGRATION 

In this chapter I have created a platform which enables an investigation of place 

discourses in an environment characterised by high levels of population migration. 

Firstly, I presented the various and most popular ways that place can be understood, 

and I explained how researchers engaged in cultural studies approach it differently. I 

demonstrated (through my use of SI and social constructionism frameworks) how 

people produce and modify place discourses, and the role that media plays in this 

process. Lastly, I presented the various forms of people movement and drew 

attention to some ways in which mobile people, as cultural agents, are capable of 

influencing society through their actions and behaviour. 

Using this platform I intend to investigate the following research question: 

How do place discourses emerge in places with high levels of population migration? 

To pursue an answer to this question I have selected Mindil Beach in Darwin (NT, 

Australia) as my case study site. This site is located in a geographical region 

characterised by dramatic population migration and is itself a place which exhibits 

dramatic population flows. It is also a site that receives regular attention in Darwin‟s 

print media. For these reasons it is an ideal case study site for the proposed 

investigation. 

In the subsequent chapters my investigation will produce a number of achievements 

that contribute positively to the academy and to the development of public policy. In 

this thesis I apply established theories (i.e. social constructionism and SI) and a 

conventional method (i.e. media discourse analysis) to a unique place which exhibits 

two topical geographical phenomena (i.e. a high level of population migration and a 

range of place discourses). By integrating this theoretical and methodological 

approach into my investigation I will produce an original piece of academic work 

which enriches the practice of cultural research. In addition to having an academic 
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value, this thesis will be valuable to those involved with the development of NT 

public policy and the management of public spaces within the region. It will provide 

an insight into how migration dilutes or strengthens the awareness of specific Mindil 

Beach discourses. This knowledge will be important for managing valuable aspects 

of the site (such as natural features or recreational facilities). Results from this thesis 

will also have tourist policy implications. They will assist policy workers concerned 

with “developing the place product in order to improve the visitor (and resident) 

experience, place promotional techniques and understanding a range of 

representations of the locality” (Selby 2004, p.202).   

Having outlined the nature of this thesis and my proposed study, I will now provide 

some NT context. In the next chapter I describe the population migration patterns 

which have characterised the NT historically and I present some empirical data that 

will be integral to my analysis of place discourses in Chapter 6. 
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C h a p t e r  3 :  

POPULATION DYNAMICS IN THE 

NORTHERN TERRITORY (1971-2006) 

3.0 – INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter I present a descriptive analysis of population migration flows 

(inflows and outflows) observed in the Northern Territory (NT - see Figure 3.1). My 

analysis focuses on both national and international migrations that occurred in the 

region between 1971 and 2006
11

. Within these parameters I pursue three objectives. 

First, I aim to illustrate the volatile population migration which has characterised the 

NT (in comparison to other regions of Australia) throughout this period. Secondly, I 

aim to show how this migration has changed the composition of the NT population. 

Finally, I consider how these population dynamics may have influenced the 

representation of Mindil Beach in news discourse. 

 

Figure 3.1 – The Northern Territory is located to the west of Queensland, to the north of South Australia, 

and to the east of Western Australia.  

                                                 

11
 See Appendix 1 for the rationale associated with the selection of these dates. 
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I achieve these objectives in four steps. First (in Part 3.1), I provide an overview of 

the population system operating within the NT. Second (in Part 3.2), I present 

secondary data and identify six phases of historical migration flows in the NT. I 

describe some factors which have influenced these flows, and additionally, I identify 

the composition of the population according to the origin, age and sex of the 

incumbent residents. Third (in Part 3.3), I summarise these phases. I conclude the 

chapter in the final step (Part 3.4) by considering how the ebb and flow of people in 

the NT may have influenced the cultural fabric of the region, and more specifically, 

how it might relate to the way Mindil Beach has been described in media discourse. 

  

3.1 - THE NT’S POPULATION ‘SYSTEM’ 

During my investigation of NT population flows I encountered three components of 

population change which influence population dynamics (ABS 2006). Together, 

these three components (listed and defined below) are part of the population system 

that was responsible for changes to the NT population; 

1) Natural Increase (NI) – NI is simply defined as the “excess of births over deaths” 

(ABS 2006, p.68).  

2) Net Interstate Migration (NIM) – NIM is “the difference between the number of 

persons who have changed their place of usual residence
12

 by moving into a given 

state or territory and the number who have changed their place of usual residence by 

moving out of that state or territory during a specified time period. This difference 

can be either positive or negative” (ABS 2007, p.68). 

3) Net Overseas Migration (NOM) – NOM “is based on an international traveller‟s 

duration of stay being in or out of Australia for 12 months or more. It is the 

difference between the number of incoming travellers who stay in Australia for 12 

months or more and are added to the population (NOM arrivals), and the number of 

outgoing travellers who leave Australia for 12 months or more and are subtracted 

from the population (NOM departures)” (ABS 2009a, explanatory notes). 

                                                 

12
 See Appendix 1.2.2 for a definition of this phrase. 
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The NOM component is comprised of two categories of movers. The first of these is 

permanent movers, defined as “travellers who move to or from Australia on a 

permanent basis. Permanent arrivals (settlers) include: travellers who hold migrant 

visas (regardless of stated intended period of stay); New Zealand citizens who 

indicate an intention to settle; and those who are otherwise eligible to settle (e.g. 

overseas born children of Australian citizens). Permanent departures refer to 

Australian residents (including former settlers) who on departure state that they are 

leaving permanently” (Golebiowska 2009, p.3).  

The second of these is long term movers, defined as “travellers who move in and out 

of Australia for a period of 12 or more months but not permanently. Long-term 

arrivals include overseas migrants (visitors and temporary entrants) who intend to 

stay in Australia for 12 months or more and Australian residents returning after an 

absence of 12 months or more overseas. Long-term departures refer to Australian 

residents who intend to stay abroad for 12 months or more and overseas visitors 

departing who stayed 12 months or more in Australia” (Golebiowska 2009, p.3). 

Each of the three components of population change outlined above was a stimulus of 

change in the NT‟s population system. Predominantly it is the system, in its entirety, 

that has been the subject of analysis in recent times (see Taylor 1989; ABS 1994; 

Bell and Ward 2000; Golebiowska and Carson 2009). Unlike these studies, I am 

only concerned with part of the system. My focus in restricted exclusively to non-

Indigenous NOM and NIM (including its permanent movers and long-term movers) 

as opposed to NI. NI is a very interesting component of the population system, 

however in the context of the NT‟s population dynamics it plays much less 

significant role than NOM and NIM. I provide my full rationale for overlooking 

both NI and Indigenous migrants in Appendix 1. 

Having identified the NT‟s population system and outlined my focus, I will now 

identify six phases of NT population flow (1971-2006). I describe some factors 

which have influenced these flows, and additionally, I identify the composition of 

the incumbent population in each phase according to migrant origin, age and sex. 
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3.2 PHASES OF NT POPULATION FLOW (1971-2006) 

Between 1971 and 2006 the dramatically fluctuating population exhibited six phases 

of population flows (i.e. three net inflows and three net outflows)
13

. The red text in 

Figure 3.2 identifies each phase and indicates their respective commencement dates 

and durations throughout the 1971-2006 period. The figure illustrates how NIM and 

NOM fluctuated throughout history. NOM was less volatile than NIM and rarely 

exhibited a net population loss. In contrast, NIM fluctuated significantly and 

exhibited three phases of net population loss. Most noticeably, a net outflow of 

people to interstate can be seen during Phase 2. The patterns depicted in Figure 3.2 

facilitate our understanding of how the NT “consistently has a higher rate of 

population turnover than any other State or Territory” (ABS 1994, p.1) in Australia. 

 

Figure 3.2 – Six phases of NT population flow (1971-2006). 

Below I analyse each respective phase in chronological order. I describe the nature 

of population flow in each phase and some factors which were influential during 

                                                 

13
 The information used is this chapter was predominantly sourced from the national Census of 

Population and Housing conducted in Australia by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). Further 

information regarding the Census, its associated migration variables, and the reliability of census data 

is provided in Appendix 1. 
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these phases. In addition, I identify the composition of the incumbent NT population 

and describe variation in the population according to the following three 

characteristics: 

 Origin (both interstate and overseas origins) 

 Age  

 Sex  

I provide further information regarding the definitions of these characteristics, (as 

well as my rationale for selecting them) in Appendix 1. 

3.2.1 – Phase 1: Net Population Inflow (1971-1975) 

The early 1970s was associated with a period of sustained rapid population growth 

in the NT. In the local media pubic attention was drawn to the interstate migration 

issue and the „sudden rush of tourists‟ (see Figure 3.3; Many Tourists Now Coming 

to Top End 26/07/1971, p.9) which influenced NT population expansion. A 1971 

news report described the way that:  

“Both Australian and foreign born [tourists] use Darwin as a way 

station. Some plan to save their Darwin earnings and boomerang 

straight back to the cheaper economic climate of Asia...most stay 

in Darwin three to four months. Then, richer by $600, they move 

along and Darwin doesn't see them until next cycle” (Young 1971, 

p.6). 

Concentrating around Darwin, the rapid influx of newcomers caused the population 

of the city to increase by more than 15,500 people in the 5 years leading up to 1971 

(ABS 1989). The incoming population was a concern for the city‟s urban planners: 

“The main concern of planners was finding room for residential 

development in a site hemmed in by mangrove swamps and 

dominated by the large airfield. The immediate solution was to 

create an outer ring of northern suburbs designed as self-

contained neighbourhoods…The furious pace of activity gave rise 

to opportunistic estimates made by the Cities Commission for a 

regional population of 225,000 by the year 2000” (ABS 1989, 

p.2). 
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Figure 3.3 – Tourists were among the newcomers to Darwin in 1971 (source: Many Tourists 

Now Coming to Top End 1971). 

During the first two years of the decade the NT population increased by an estimated 

14% to a total of approximately 94,000 people (ABS 2004a). This increase was the 

second largest in comparison to the other regions of Australia (the Australian Capital 

Territory was the only other region to have a larger proportional increase). The NT‟s 

population composition was altered as a consequence of this increase. 

Phase 1 Population Composition 

Interstate Origin 

Towards the mid 1970s, a significant number of migrants from other parts of 

Australia were arriving to the NT. Throughout 1973 and 1974 interstate migration 

accounted for around 45% of population growth, and it was a major component of 

population change (Carson 2008). 
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Overseas Origin 

During the early 1970s the Darwin population was comprised of a diverse range of 

nationalities. At this point in history “increased immigration by people of various 

nationalities, most notably Greeks, enriched the population” (Carment 1996, p.17). 

The arrival of overseas migrants to the NT emerged as a significant social issue 

during 1971. A newspaper report (see Figure 3.4) identified young people from 

Afghanistan (and Europe generally) as being among the immigrants. 

Age  

The age composition of the population was similarly diverse during the early 1970s. 

The news article entitled Darwin – Back Door to the „Promised Land‟ (refer Figure 

3.4) suggested that a 24 year old from New South Wales (NSW), and a 33 year old 

from Queensland were typical of those who contributed to Darwin‟s population 

turnover at this time. Certainly, two thirds of the NT population was aged under 30 

years during 1973 (Carson 2008). Another news article suggested that people of all 

ages were among a very high proportion of visitors arriving to Darwin on bus safari 

holidays (Many Tourists Now Coming to Top End 26/07/1971, p.9; refer Figure 3.3). 

 
Figure 3.4 – An NT News article describing the composition of the community in Darwin and 

the NT (source: Young 1971). 
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Sex 

In his analysis of the sex composition of the NT population, Carson (2008) 

described an over representation of males during the early 1970s. The “sex ratio
14

 

was 120.5 men per 100 women in 1973” (Carson 2008, p.3). The author explained 

that this unbalanced composition was evident well before 1973. 

The growth observed in the NT at the start of the 1970s was abruptly halted when a 

catastrophe struck Darwin during December 1974. The population inflow was 

reversed as a result of this catastrophe. 

3.2.2 – Phase 2: Net Population Outflow (1975) 

The tropical cyclone (Cyclone Tracy) that devastated Darwin on Christmas Eve in 

1974 was responsible for a change in NT population dynamics. The cyclone 

“damaged or destroyed more than 90 per cent of the city” (ABS 1989, p.2)and had a 

significant impact on Darwin‟s population. An “estimated 43,500 people were 

resident when the cyclone struck. Within days, 35,000 were evacuated (Roberts and 

Young 2008, p.6). In addition to the evacuees, deceased persons also contributed to 

a reduction of Darwin‟s population. The official death toll was 71, however many 

people still debate that figure, especially given the fact that many families may have 

been away on Christmas holiday‟s, and further, that the 1970s was the height of the 

„hippy‟ period in Australia when many people seeking an alternative lifestyle were 

living transient lifestyles in the city (Roberts and Young 2008).  

The impact of Cyclone Tracy was not limited to the population of Darwin. In 

contrast population changes were evident across the NT. Between June 1974 and 

June 1975, the total NT population declined by more than 10%. In the year 

following the event, the NT‟s population decreased from about 105,000 people to 

about 90,000 (Carson 2008). Distinct changes to the composition of the NT 

population were caused by this population outflow. 

 

                                                 

14
 A sex ratio is the ratio of males to females in a population. The sex ratio number indicates the 

“number of males for every 100 females in the population” (Carson and Brown 2008, p.2). 
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Phase 2 Population Composition  

Interstate Origin 

There were small inward population flows during Phase 2. NSW and South 

Australia were the sources of most of these migrants (Carson 2008). 

Overseas Origin 

During the immediate post-Tracy period, NOM had a negligible effect on the 

population composition. In contrast to NOM, population change was most heavily 

influenced by “interstate migration [which] accounted for two thirds of population 

increase” (Carson 2008, p.5) over the two years following Cyclone Tracy. 

Age 

In terms of age composition, Carson (2008) highlighted a reduction in the number of 

individuals aged 20-29 years, and an increase in the number of individuals aged 30-

39 and 5-14 years. Whilst the “immediate in-migration of 30-39 year olds may be 

explained by workforce replacement post Cyclone Tracy, the growth in the 

population aged 5-14 years is more difficult to explain. It may be that mid-level 

bureaucrats recruited to help rebuild Darwin‟s services brought with them their 

young families” (Carson 2008, p.7). 

Sex 

In respect to the sex composition of the population present in the NT after the 

Cyclone, Carson (2008) described an increase in the over representation of males. In 

1975 the “sex ratio climbed to 129.1, which was the highest since 1960” (Carson 

2008, p.3).  

Together phases 1 and 2 depict a significant expansion of the NT population 

followed by a sudden and dramatic reduction as consequence of the natural disaster. 

This ebb and flow of people into and out of the NT was not an isolated historical 

event. As illustrated below, the flow of the NT population was again altered at the 

commencement of Phase 3 during the late 1970s. 

3.2.3 – Phase 3: Net Population Inflow (1976-1986) 

During Phase 3 the NT again experienced an inflow of migrants. Despite feelings in 
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some quarters that Darwin should have been abandoned altogether after the cyclone, 

the Federal Government immediately pledged to re-build the city and the Darwin 

Reconstruction Commission was formed to plan and co-ordinate the renovation 

(ABS 1989). This decision provided the initial stimulus for the commencement of 

Phase 3 which entailed a large volume of people migrating to the NT.  

An additional stimulus for inward migration was created in 1978 when the NT 

achieved self-governance and was relinquished from Federal Government control. 

Prior to this time “Commonwealth governments were frequently blamed for the 

Territory‟s problems, with politicians and bureaucrats in Canberra criticised as out 

of touch with the Territory‟s aspirations and needs” (Carment 2005, p.30). This was 

evident in the announcement made by the NT‟s incumbent Chief Minister on Self 

Government Day in 1978: 

“We are cutting the apron strings that have tied us to Canberra‟s 

control for almost 70 years. Territorians fed up with remote 

control and its mistakes have been crying out for years for this 

advance. Now we have come of age” (Carment 2005, p.30).  

The new NT government “received most state-type powers except those over health 

services, education (both transferred to Northern Territory control in 1979) and the 

thorniest of all political areas, Aboriginal affairs” (Powell 2000, p.228). Self-

governance activities resulted in an increase in the size of the Territory‟s public 

service and consistent growth of around five percent per annum (Taylor and Carson 

2008). 

The NT‟s self-governance coincided with the creation of a regional development 

policy which took effect during the first half of the 1980s, and resulted in the 

expansion of Government spending and an NT construction boom (ABS 1989; 

Taylor 1989). Taylor (1989) illustrated a correlation between the amount of 

Commonwealth Government funds injected into the NT (including Federal 

Government redistributions, and per capita payments from the Commonwealth 

Grants Commission) and NT population growth under this policy. He also linked 

growth in the first half of the 1980s to specific regional developments such as the 

establishment of a mining town in Jabiru, the resort town of Yulara, the Royal 

Australian Air Force (RAAF) base near Katherine, and the satellite settlement at 
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Palmerston designed to accommodate Darwin‟s overspill population (Taylor, 1989; 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the location of these places). 

 

 

Figure 3.5 – The Northern Territory of Australia (map created by David Lamb, CDU). 

 

The large number of inward migrants that arrived to the NT during the late 1970s 

ensured that both the Territory and Darwin populations were restored very quickly 

(Carson 2008). Indeed by the end of 1977, the population of the NT was fully 

restored to the pre-cyclone level (ABS 1989). Bureaucrats and a replacement 

construction workforce flooded Darwin as part of this restoration process (Carson 

2008). Table 3.1 indicates how the size of the NT population grew during the early 

years associated with Phase 3. 
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Population growth rates for the NT as a whole continued 

to increase during the first half of the 1980s. Data from 

the 1986 census exhibited “a high water mark of several 

years [of] rapid growth in the Territory” (Taylor 1986, 

p.192). 

 Phase 3 Population Composition 

Interstate Origin 

As described earlier, bureaucrats and a replacement 

construction workforce comprised a large proportion of  

Table 3.1 - NT Population 

Size (source: ABS 2004a) 

  

Year Population Size 

1976 101,135 

1977 106,879 

1978 111,904 

1979 116,081 

1980 121,686 

  

the people that flooded Darwin as part of the restoration process. Migrants to the NT 

arrived from a range of locations around Australia: 

 “Many of the immigrants from other States and Territories 

reported in the 1976 census were…not people who had been in 

Darwin in 1974. Data were limited to people who changed 

address at any time between 1971 and 1976, but the major 

sources of immigrants were Sydney (14%), Adelaide (13%), 

Melbourne (12%) and regional Queensland (10%)” (Carson 

2008, p.5). 

Inward migration to Darwin was seen as cause of social problems during the mid 

1970s. An accommodation crisis stemming from the cyclone forced a large number 

of inward migrants to live in ad hoc residential dwellings. At various locations 

throughout Darwin, these „unauthorised campers‟ were frowned upon by local 

authorities. Commenting on this situation, one news reporter (see Figure 3.6) 

explained that the “campers – people who would have otherwise parked on Darwin‟s 

beaches – have come from every corner of Australia” (Sharp 1976, p.22, my 

emphasis). 

Census data associated with Phase 3 indicated high levels of interstate migration. 

Taylor (1989) pointed out that between 1981 and 1986 the NT had the highest 

proportion of interstate migrants in Australia. Of all interstate migrants in the 

country at this time, 50.4% were present in the NT compared with 47.9% in the 
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Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and 19.3% in Queensland. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 - A 1976 news report described an influx of migrants from „every corner of 
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Australia‟ (source: Sharp 1976).  

Overseas Origin 

Throughout the first two years of Phase 3, NOM significantly contributed to a 

change in the NT population. During this time “overseas migration began its 

dramatic rise – from 0.3% [of the NT‟s population growth] in 1976 to 23% in 1978” 

(Carson 2008, p.3). This rise was not sustained however. Midway through the Phase 

(i.e. during the early 1980s) overseas migration decreased (Carson 2008).  

Age 

In respect to the age of the migrants that arrived to the NT at the commencement of 

Phase 3, Carson (2008) identified the 25-34 year old age group as salient. According 

to the 1976 census, they accounted for almost “one third of all interstate migrants to 

the Northern Territory” (Carson 2008, p.5). The age of NT migrants received some 

attention in the local press during 1976. News reports described a high rate of 

population turnover amongst the student age groups and people in the working age 

groups (see Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8). It is likely that this population turnover 

contributed to the population composition changes observed during Phase 3.  

Sex 

Phase 3 also exhibited a change to the sex ratio of the NT population. The sex ratio 

returned to its 1973 level in 1977, and steadily decreased over the remainder of 

Phase 3 (Carson 2008). This indicated that the proportion of females in the NT 

became progressively larger throughout the period. 

The population growth that occurred in the early 1980s was not sustained and this 

led to a new phase of population outflow in the latter half of the decade and beyond. 

3.2.4 – Phase 4: Net Population Outflow (1986-1995) 

Taylor (1989) suggested that a change in the level of Government spending was 

again the catalyst for NT population change observed at the commencement of 

Phase 4. Severe spending cutbacks (particularly in public works expenditure) 

commenced in 1986 and continued for the remainder of the decade. This reduction 

of expenditure had widespread effects given that 10% of the NT workforce was 

employed in the construction sector alone in 1986 (Taylor 1989). Consequently, a 
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significant number of people left the NT.  

 

Figure 3.7 - A 1976 news report described high population turnover amongst teachers and 
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students in the NT (source: Call for Urgent Schools Study 1976). 

 

Figure 3.8 - A 1976 news report described high population turnover amongst people in the 
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working age groups in the NT (source: Floating Population a Poser for Kass 1976). 

Census data showed a substantial increase in the number of people that moved out of 

the NT in 1986, and simultaneously, a relatively sharp fall in the number of people 

that moved in (Taylor 1989). These population dynamics led to the NT‟s first overall 

population decline since World War II (Taylor 1989), and also the establishment of 

a new trend involving “increased out migration from the Territory to other parts of 

Australia
15

” (Carson and Brown 2008, p.1). Since the commencement of this trend 

the annual number of interstate arrivals to the NT has rarely been greater than the 

number of interstate departures, and this has resulted in net population loss (see 

ABS 2004a). This is not to say however that the flow of inward NT migrants 

receded completely.  

In contrast, despite the net population loss the NT actually maintained high levels of 

inward migration throughout the 1990s in comparison to other regions of Australia. 

Figure 3.9 illustrates that 10-15% of NT‟s population was comprised of temporary 

interstate movers during 1991
16

. This was a high proportion compared to the other 

regions illustrated. Figure 3.10 illustrates that inward migrants to the NT fluctuated 

around 10% (of the total NT population) for most of the decade. In contrast, in all 

other states (excluding the ACT) the proportions of inward migrants were less than 

4%. 

There were a number of factors which influenced the inward migration patterns 

during Phase 4. Bell and Ward (1998, p.67, my emphasis) indicated that the NT‟s 

mining and tourism sectors were partly responsible;  

“A high rate of visitation from interstate is consistent with the 

Territory‟s tourism attractions, but it may also reflect its 

extensive mining activities. Increasingly mining operations in 

remote areas are based on fly-in/fly-out arrangements and mining 

personnel have among the highest rates of interstate movement of 

all industry sectors”. 

                                                 

15
 Carson and Brown (2008) pointed out that this increased outward migration of people from the NT 

since 1986 has been partly offset by high natural increase and high levels of overseas immigration. 

16
 This proportion is possibly inflated due to the timing of data collection. The census was conducted 

in August; high tourist season in northern Australia (i.e. the NT) and outback Australia, and low 

season for southern Australia and the east coast. Thus, it is likely that data captured in the NT‟s low 

tourist season would reflect different patterns. 
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Figure 3.9 - Proportions of temporary interstate movers in various regions of Australia, 1991 

(source: Bell and Ward 1998). 
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Figure 3.10 – Inward migrants as a proportion of the total population in each of the Australian 

states and territories, 1990s (source: ABS 2004a). 
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Brown et al. (2008) and Brown and Bell (2003) similarly contended that tourism and 

mining activities were a stimulus of inward migration during the 1990s and beyond. 

This was readily observed in some of the NT‟s desert towns like Alice Springs (refer 

Figure 3.5) which catered for large numbers of “temporary visitors including tourists 

and fly-in/fly-out (FIFO) workers, whose usual place of residence is elsewhere in 

Australia” (Brown et al. 2008, p.31). The build up of Australia‟s defence force 

capabilities in the NT was also identified as a contributing factor (see Taylor and 

Carson 2008). 

Phase 4 Population Composition 

Interstate Origin 

At the commencement of the phase, the vast majority of Darwin‟s incumbent 

resident‟s where “from somewhere else, particularly [from] other Australian states” 

(ABS 1989, p.4). Interstate migration emerged as a social issue in a 1991 news 

report (see Itinerant Figures Up Fourfold 09/02/1991, p.2; Figure 3.11) which 

claimed that many „white itinerants‟ were in Darwin and seeking employment.  

The 1991 census results indicated that the largest proportion (23%) of interstate 

movers originated from Queensland (ABS 1994). Regardless of their origin, it was 

“striking that one in seven people counted in the Northern Territory were away from 

home on the night of the [1991] census and one in ten usually lived in another state 

or territory” (Bell and Ward 1998, p.68).  

 Overseas Origin 

At the commencement of Phase 4, a smaller proportion of the NT population was 

from overseas than from interstate. Amongst the overseas contingent, 1986 census 

results indicated that 60 nationalities were “represented [in Darwin], including long 

established communities such as the Chinese, Greeks and Italians, as well as an 

increasingly significant number of new settlers from neighbouring parts of Southeast 

Asia” (ABS 1989, p.4). 

Census estimates for the 1986-1991 period indicated that overseas born people 

accounted for “19% of the Northern Territory‟s population” (ABS 1994, p.2). 

Again, this proportion was less than that associated with interstate movers. NOM 
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Figure 3.11 – A 1991 news article described the 

presence of southern immigrants and itinerants (of 

European appearance) in Darwin (source: Itinerant 

Figures Up Fourfold 1991).  

to the NT remained stable in the 

final two years (1994 and 1995) of 

Phase 4 (see ABS 1998). 

Age 

During Phase 4 the age 

composition of Darwin‟s 

population was similar to the 

previous phase. Between 1986 and 

1989 it contained “more young 

adults and children and few old 

people. This [was] both a cause and 

product of the city‟s high rate of 

population mobility” (ABS 1989, 

p.4). At the NT level, “there was a 

strong net movement of people in 

to the Northern Territory for the 20 

to 24 and 25 to 29 year age groups” 

(ABS 1994, p.2) during the 1986-

1991 period. At the same time, 

there was a “steady decline in 

movement among older age 

groups” (ABS 1994, p.2). 

Sex 

The sex composition of the NT 

population remained relatively 

stable during Phase 4. An analysis 

of “movers in and out of the 

Northern Territory [indicated] no 

real difference between proportions 

of male and female movers” (ABS 

1994, p.2) during the 1986-1991 

period. 
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By the end of Phase 4 the NT had experienced almost ten continuous years of net 

population outflow. The outflow was interrupted in 1995 when the direction of NT 

population migration altered. 

3.2.5 – Phase 5: Net Population Inflow (1995-1998) 

Phase 5 exhibited a three year hiatus in NT population outflow. There was little 

research available which identified the cause of this brief inflow. Khoo et al. (2008) 

however drew attention to the (457) temporary business entry visa, introduced 

during 1996 when Australia‟s immigration policy became more focused on skilled 

recruitment. Largely “in response to the new global economy and business groups 

wanting more flexible arrangements for bringing in skilled workers from overseas” 

(Khoo et al. 2008 , p.198), the 457 Visa allowed employers to sponsor employees 

for a stay of up to four years. It enabled migrants to enter Australia through 

intracompany transfers, it was open to people with trades skills, and it was not 

subject to an annual quota. The visa was designed to be renewable, and visa holders 

were able to apply for permanent residence. The introduction of the 457 Visa 

coincided with the population inflow in Phase 5. It is feasible therefore that it was a 

partial catalyst for the change. 

The inflow volume varied over the three years 

associated with Phase 5. During 1995 and 1996 census 

estimates (see Table 3.2) indicated that inflows were 

relatively small (384 and 328 people respectively). 

Despite this, the NT (in 1995) maintained a population 

turnover rate five times that of the national average 

(ABS 1997). The inflow (1,754 people) associated with 

the final year of Phase 5 was more dramatic. 

Phase 5 Population Composition  

Interstate Origin 

Table 3.2 – Net interstate 

migration, NT, 1994-1998 

(source: ABS 2004a). 

Year 
Net Interstate 

Migration (NT) 

1994 -875 

1995 384 

1996 328 

1997 1,754 

1998 -472 

During the first year of Phase 5 (1995), a larger proportion of those people that 

arrived to the NT were from interstate locations as opposed to overseas locations 
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(ABS 1997a). Ranking from largest to smallest, net gains were made from NSW, 

Victoria and South Australia (ABS 1997a). The same states provided the largest net 

flows into the NT during the following year (ABS 1997). During the latter part of 

Phase 5 (1996-1998) the number of people that arrived to the NT increased (see 

ABS 1997b; ABS 1998). During those years Victoria was the state that provided the 

highest number of interstate migrants (see ABS 1997b; ABS 1998). 

Overseas Origin 

NOM to the NT showed a small increase during the first year of Phase 5 (ABS 

1997a). During the final years of the phase (1996 and 1997) contrasting patterns in 

the NOM sub-categories were witnessed; permanent arrivals decreased whilst long 

term arrivals increased (see ABS 1998). This meant that the initial NOM increase 

was not sustained for the duration of the phase. 

Age 

As with Phase 4, the NT population was very young during Phase 5. More than “one 

quarter (26.7%) of the Northern Territory‟s population at 30 June 1997 was aged 0–

14 years while more than half (54.1%) of the population was aged 29 years and 

under” (ABS 1998, p.13). Moreover, “only 3.2% of the population was aged 65 

years and over” (ABS 1997b, p.15) during 1996. The NT‟s high population turnover 

was identified to be factor contributing to these age structures: 

In the NT “the high population turnover helps to keep the 

population young, as more mobile younger people move to the 

Territories to live for a relatively short period, before returning to 

other states” (ABS 1997, p.33). 

During 1996 the NT News claimed that the NT‟s backpacker market was strong (see 

Figure 3.12). If this claim was correct, a strong backpacker market would have 

ensured younger people were present in the NT during Phase 5.  

Figure 3.12 - A 1996 news report described the strong backpacker market in the NT (source: 

Backpacker Market 'Strong' 1996). 
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Sex 

My analysis of the sex composition of the NT population during Phase 5 revealed a 

higher proportion of males than females. The sex ratio was 105.5 during 1996 (ABS 

1997). Similarly, according to census estimates, there were more men (100,062) 

than women (89,123) residing in the NT during 1997 (ABS 1998). 

The NT recorded a negative net interstate migration figure in 1998 and this signified 

the end of Phase 5. 

3.2.6 – Phase 6: Net Population Outflow (1998-2006) 

During the later part of Phase 6 (i.e. 2005), the NT‟s mining and construction 

activity began to peak (Taylor and Carson 2008). Based upon prior observations 

concerning the link between employment and NT population change (refer Phase 4 

and see Brown et al. 2008; Brown and Bell 2003), one might expect to have seen a 

net influx of people moving into the NT at this time. Surprisingly however, this was 

not the case.  

Instead, population estimates indicated a net outflow of people from the NT (see 

ABS 2004a) during each year associated with Phase 6. The 2006 census recorded 

“very high rates of interstate migration, with the net result being a loss of population 

to other states and territories” (Carson et al. 2008, p.5). Observations regarding the 

cause of this population change are few, however one newspaper report (see Last 

Chance to Enjoy Mindil 2001) identified the collapse of ANSETT
17

 and the terrorist 

attacks on the US World Trade Centre during 2001 as two events which reduced the 

level of inward migration to the NT. 

Phase 6 Population Composition  

Interstate Origin 

Despite the fact that the NT experienced a net population outflow during 1998, 

migrants did arrive from other regions of Australia. Of those that arrived from 

interstate, NSW provided the dominant proportion (ABS 1999b). Brown and Bell 

(2003) provided some insights into the source of migrants that arrived to the NT as 

                                                 

17
 ANSETT was a major Australian airline placed into administration in 2001 after suffering financial 

collapse. 
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Phase 6 progressed. They described that in 2001, “16.5% of people enumerated 

within the Northern Territory were away from home and that over half of these 

temporary movers were usually resident in a different state” (Brown and Bell 2003, 

P.5, my emphasis). They also pointed out that many of these interstate migrants 

were associated with the tourism and mining sectors which underpinned the NT 

economy. In particular, Tasmania provided the most number of interstate migrants 

during 2001. It “was the only state that provided a net gain of interstate migrants to 

the Northern Territory” (ABS 2002, p.5). 

Overseas Origin 

Table 3.3 shows that NOM contributed positively to NT population growth every 

year throughout Phase 6 whilst NIM made mostly negative contributions. NOM 

therefore played a critical role in “offsetting net interstate population losses” 

(Golebiowska and Carson 2009, p.40) throughout the phase. Census data indicated 

that England, New Zealand (NZ) and the Philippines were the three countries which 

provided the most number of migrants to the NT in both 2001 and 2006 (see 

Golebiowska 2009a). 

Table 3.3 - Components of NT population growth (NOM and NIM) , 1998-2006 (source: Golebiowska 

2009). 

 

Age 

The NT maintained a relatively young population during Phase 6. During the early 

stages of the phase (i.e. June 2001) the NT “had the highest proportion of people 

aged 14 years and under of any state or territory, 26% compared to 21% nationally. 
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The [NT] also had the highest proportion of people aged 20–34 years, 27% 

compared to 22% nationally. In contrast it had the lowest proportion of people aged 

65 years and over, 4% compared to 13% nationally” (ABS 2002, p.11). Brown et al. 

(2008) found that younger non-Indigenous people (i.e. people aged 15-35 years) 

exhibited high movement rates in the NT‟s desert regions. 

The age structure of the NT‟s population did not change greatly towards the end of 

Phase 6. During 1998 it had higher proportions of younger people, and smaller 

proportions of older people (aged 65 years and over) compared to the other 

Australian States and the Australian Capital Territory (ABS 1999b). Similar 

observations were made during 2006 when the NT “had the highest proportion of 

children aged under 15 years” (ABS 2006a, p.6). 

Although the proportions of younger people were larger than the proportions of 

older people throughout Phase 6, it is important to note that growth within the older 

cohorts was quite significant (Creed 2008). As indicated in Table 3.4, census data 

showed that the total number of non-Indigenous residents in the Northern Territory 

over the age of 55 increased between 2001 and 2006. The 55-64 year old age group 

was salient in this respect, and large growth was also exhibited by those aged 65 

years or more. 

Table 3.4 - Total number of older (i.e. 55+ years old) non-Indigenous NT residents, 2001 and 

2006 (source: Creed 2008c). 

 

This pattern of growth in the NT‟s older age groups was also identified by Carson 

and Brown (2008). The authors explained that 18% of the working age population 

was aged 50 years or more in 1976 (i.e. the commencement of Phase 3), and that this 

figure had risen to 32% by 2006 (i.e. the end of Phase 6). 
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Sex 

In respect to sex, the composition of the NT population was skewed towards males 

during Phase 6. The sex ratios displayed in Table 3.5 indicated that the proportion of 

males became progressively larger whilst the proportion of females reduced. Data 

from the 2001 census depicted a similar scenario. The NT population was comprised 

of 104,400 males and 95,500 females (ABS 2002) at this time. 

Above I have identified how the flow and composition 

of the NT population changed across six separate 

phases between 1971 and 2006. In the following part I 

provide a summary of these phases. 

3.3 – SUMMARY OF NT POPULATION 

DYNAMICS (1971-2006)  

The population dynamics observed within the NT  

Table 3.5 – NT sex ratios, 

1998, 2002 and 2006 

(source: ABS 2006b). 

Year Sex Ratio 

1998 110.9 

2002 111.0 

2006 112.1 

between 1971 and 2006 were influenced by a range of factors including tourism, 

Cyclone Tracy, Government reconstruction programs post-Tracy, immigration 

policy and varying injections of Federal Government funds into the NT. These 

factors transformed the population in two ways. First, they affected the flow of 

migrants into and out of the region. Figure 3.13 illustrates that the flow of migrants 

was comprised of three net inflows and three net outflows. 

Second, they altered the type of migrants in the region (i.e. the composition of the 

population). Table 3.6 summarises the population composition changes according to 

origin, age, and sex of the incumbent NT residents. The table shows that the origins 

of NT residents varied across the six phases. European people (especially Greeks 

and Italians) were identified in Phase 1 and Phase 4, whilst Asian people were also a 

component of the population in the latter of these phases. In respect to domestic 

(interstate) origins, NSW and South Australia featured in most phases. Phase 4 was 

unique given that Queensland was the source of most migrants to the NT. 

Age was perhaps the most striking feature of the NT population composition. As a 

general observation, there were high proportions of young people resident in the NT 

during each phase (refer Table 3.6). In particular, there were high proportions of 
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people aged 20-29 years. The phase associated with Cyclone Tracy (i.e. Phase 2) 

was significant however given the salient reduction in the number of people aged 

20-29 years. During each phase, the NT‟s young population was emphasised by the 

small proportions of older people (aged 65+ years).   

Jan 1970 „75 „80 „85 „90 „95 2000

Date

Dec 2006

LEGEND

Net inflow Net outflow

PHASEPHASE

1 3

6

5

42

 

Figure 3.13 – Summary of net population flows (NT, 1971-2006).  

Finally, there were more males than females residing in the NT at all times between 

1971 and 2006. The over representation of males in the population did vary over 

time however. Most noticeably, there was an increase in the over representation of 

males during Phase 2, and an equally noticeable decrease in Phase 3 (refer Table 

3.6). 
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Table 3.6 – Summary of the NT‟s population composition (1971-2006). 

Characteristic of NT 

residents 

Phase 1 (1971-1975) Phase 2 (1975) Phase 3 (1976-1986) Phase 4 (1986-1995) Phase 5 (1995-

1998) 

Phase 6 (1998-

2006) 

Origin Interstate: Migrants 

arrived from other 

parts of Australia and 

accounted for around 

45% of population 

growth. Overseas: 

Afghanistan, Greece 

and greater Europe. 

Interstate:  Migrants 

(from NSW and South 

Australia) influenced 

population change most 

heavily. Overseas: 

NOM had a negligible 

effect on changes to the 

population composition. 

Interstate: Migrants 

flooded Darwin from all 

regions (predominantly 

from NSW, South 

Australia and Victoria). 

Overseas: Migrants 

significantly contributed 

to population change in 

the first two years but 

less so during the early 

1980s. 

Interstate: Migrants 

(predominantly from 

Queensland) were 

proportionally larger 

than overseas 

migrants. Overseas: 

60 nationalities 

represented 

(predominantly 

Chinese, Greek, 

Italian and Asian 

peoples). 

Interstate: Migrants 

(predominantly 

from NSW, 

Victoria and South 

Australia) were 

proportionally 

larger than overseas 

migrants. Overseas: 

Migrant numbers 

increased initially, 

and then receded. 

Interstate: NIM 

contributed less 

positively than 

NOM to NT 

population change. 

Migrants were 

predominantly from 

NSW (1998) and 

Tasmania (2001). 

Overseas: Migrants 

were predominantly 

from NZ, England 

and Philippines. 

NOM had a more 

positive 

contribution than 

NIM.  

Age High proportion of 

people aged 20-29 

years old, tourists of 

all ages.  

Reduced number of 

people aged 20-29 

years, increased number 

of people aged 30-39 

and 5-14 years. 

High proportion of 

people aged 25-34 years 

old, high turnover of 

students and those of a 

working age. 

High proportions of 

young people aged 

20-29 years. Fewer 

old people aged 65+ 

years. 

High proportions of 

young people aged 

0-29 years. Fewer 

old people aged 65+ 

years. 

High proportions of 

young people aged 

0-14 and 20-34 

years. Fewer old 

people aged 65+ 

years. 

Sex Over representation of 

males. 

Increase in the over 

representation of males. 

Decrease in the over 

representation of males 

(i.e. increased proportion 

of females). 

Proportions of males 

and females 

remained unbalanced 

but steady. 

Over representation 

of males. 

Proportion of males 

became 

progressively 

larger. 
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3.4 – CONCLUSION 

Most clearly, my analyses in this chapter revealed changes in the type of migrants 

(i.e. the composition of the population) in the region throughout the historical period 

in question. My analyses highlighted the changing composition of the population 

according to the origin, age and sex of the incumbent residents. This varying 

composition of the NT population is likely to have affected the social construction of 

local geographies. Many authors assume that as migrants come and go they interact 

with local cultures and play a role in transforming the places they visit (see for 

instance Sheller 2004; Easthope and Gabriel 2008; Roberts and Young 2008). 

According to this assumption, social groups with contrasting origin, age and sex 

characteristics will inevitably influence local geographies in different ways. Having 

identified the varying types of migrants that have resided in Darwin I will be able to 

explore this assumption in subsequent chapters. 

My analyses have also exhibited the volatility which characterised the NT 

population between 1971 and 2006. This volatility is exhibited by the alternating 

phases of population flows (i.e. inflows and outflows) in the region. My analyses of 

these flows are somewhat limited due to my decision to focus on a part of the NT‟s 

population system (i.e. non-Indigenous NOM and NIM) as opposed to system in its 

entirety. Similarly my non-empirical approach restricted the methodological and 

therefore analytical potential of my study. Nevertheless, the secondary data has been 

sufficient for my analysis of NT population dynamics, and it has enabled me to 

highlight the dramatic population flows that have occurred between 1971 and 2006. 

The enormous population outflow which occurred in Phase 2 (1975) is a case in 

point. As with my observations concerning migrant types, my observations 

concerning these population flows will facilitate my investigation into the 

production of place discourses in an environment characterised by high levels of 

population migration. 

In the chapters that follow I prepare a case study for this investigation. I firstly focus 

on one particular place (Mindil Beach in Darwin, NT) and illustrate how it has been 

invented and reinvented over time by various migrant groups. Next, I illustrate the 

discursive representation (i.e. place discourses) of Mindil Beach in Darwin‟s text 

media. I will then conduct a comparative analysis of population migration phases 
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and place discourses and explore the possibility that the two phenomena are linked. I 

discuss the findings of my analysis in the context of future research and create an 

agenda for further studies associated with the production of place discourse in 

environments which exhibit high levels of population migration. I will confront a 

range of questions throughout my investigation. For example, what Mindil Beach 

discourses emerged in society when the NT experienced a population inflow during 

in Phase 3? What Mindil Beach discourse emerged following the population outflow 

associated with Cyclone Tracy? From a different perspective, was there a specific 

Mindil Beach discourse that emerged when Queensland migrants arrived to the NT? 

By confronting and discussing these queries (among others) in the subsequent 

chapters of this thesis, I create novel research agendas concerned with population 

migration and place.  
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C h a p t e r  4 :   

THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF 

MINDIL BEACH (1913 – 2000) 

4.0 – INTRODUCTION 

Interviewee: “Do you know why it‟s called Mindil Beach?” 

[Interviewer: no] 

Interviewee: “I don‟t know whether they still grow there – a little 

thing that grows up that‟s like a little onion. It‟s not actually an 

onion – it‟s [got] a little nut on the bottom. But if you pulled it up 

out of the grass, out of the sand like that, it looks like an onion. 

That‟s a Mindil, and they‟re edible. They‟re beautiful to eat. You 

just put them in the fire and break the….” 

[Interviewer: you have to cook them?] 

Interviewee: “Oh, you got to cook them, yeah. Oh, you can eat 

them raw but they‟re nicer when you cook them. So that‟s a 

Mindil” (NTAS 1984c).  

This interview dialogue defines how my case study site (i.e. „Mindil Beach‟) 

received its name. The dialogue was sourced from the collection of oral history 

transcripts held by the Northern Territory Archives Service (NTAS). This collection 

provided a rich insight into the historical geography of Mindil Beach (i.e. changes to 

the site over time) and, in addition to historical government records
18

, it formed the 

basis of the historical description presented in this chapter.  

Mindil Beach was an ideal case study for my investigation into the emergence of 

place discourses in a region characterised by high levels of population migration. I 

selected this site for examination because it has been characterised by extreme 

population flows throughout history and also in more recent times. By analysing this 

site I highlight how the NT‟s population flows affected geographies at the local 

level. This case study was therefore critical to the broader objective of my thesis. 

                                                 

18
 See Appendix 2 for further information regarding these historical government records. 
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Using the case study I provide insights into the way local population flows 

influenced the cultural fabric of Mindil Beach, and in turn, these insights support my 

analysis of the social construction of Mindil Beach in subsequent chapters. 

The area known as Mindil Beach is located approximately 2.5 kilometres from the 

city of Darwin in a north-west direction (see Figure 4.1). Myilly Point is the 

headland at the southern end of the beach, whilst Bullocky Point rises from the sand 

at the northern end. Behind the dunes (and running parallel to the beach) are a 

number of features. Extending from Myilly Point towards Bullocky Point, these 

features include Little Mindil Beach, Mindil Creek, the SkyCity Casino and 

entertainment complex, and lastly, a large tract of land comprised of a grassed area 

with some vegetation, a road and a number of pedestrian footpaths. Darwin High 

School is a dominant structure located immediately to the north of this area (upon 

the Bullocky Point headland). 

Despite being referred to as a „beach‟, the area known as Mindil Beach generally 

encompasses a broader geography than the beach alone. Furthermore, it is difficult 

to determine a specific boundary for the site. Excluding the high school, all of the 

features mentioned above are generally synonymous with the name Mindil Beach. 

Thus, a person who says they are visiting Mindil Beach today might be visiting the 

Casino, Mindil Creek, the beach, or the parkland adjacent to the beach. Commenting 

on this character of the site, one Darwin resident described how Mindil Beach has 

strong associations with other nearby parts of the city: 

“Mindil Beach, of course, has always been the most popular 

beach close to the city, and it is in this area that the Casino, I 

think, has been built. From there on of course you can extend 

your thoughts to the Botanic Gardens and the high school and the 

golf course, and now the marina”(NTAS 1995). 

Although the exact boundaries of Mindil Beach are vague, I selected a definitive 

case study area (refer Figure 4.1) as the subject of this chapter. Initially I only 

included the beachfront and its adjacent grassed spaces in the case study area. The 

boundaries of the area were then expanded based upon the availability of data and 

the nature of that data. For example, during the analysis of oral histories records I 

encountered recollections which indicated the presence of a waste deposit in the area 

of the current day Golf Course (refer Figure 4.1). Rather than referring to this area 
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as the „waste deposit area‟, a number of the oral history participants referred to the 

area as „Mindil Beach‟. Thus, I made the decision to include the Golf Course within 

the boundaries of the case study. I applied this principle throughout my research and 

the boundaries of my study site were progressively modified until I finished my data 

collection.  
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Largely owing to the presence of SkyCity Casino (see Figure 4.2), Mindil Beach 

today exists predominantly as a tourist precinct. Various facilities were installed on 

the site to cater for the resort clientele including a large beach front swimming pool 

and outdoor entertainment areas (refer Figure 4.2). A number of tennis courts are 

also located at the site. These facilities operate only a short walk from the beach 

itself which is popular with tourists. Large concerts and corporate events are hosted 

by the Casino on a regular basis and these are well patronised by local residents and 

tourists alike. The complex is a major tourist drawcard in its own right, and it 

subsequently serves as an important feature of the local economy. 

In addition to these functions however, Mindil Beach is perhaps equally well known 

for its sunset markets held twice a week during the dry season. As shown in Figure 

4.2, the markets are comprised of a large number of temporarily erected market 

stalls where artisans and business people sell their products to market patrons. Of all 

the uses of the site, it is the markets that attract the most number of people to the 

area. Market organisers explain that the market: 

“Supports over 300 small businesses, provides employment for 

more than 1000 locals and contributes more than $15 million to 

the Northern Territory economy each year. The Markets are 

renowned for the magnificent sunset over Mindil Beach…On any 

given Thursday & Sunday throughout the dry season market 

patrons can enjoy the tastes of five continents, with over 1200 

different menu items, and an extensive array of handmade craft 

including crocodile products, indigenous art and jewellery. Every 

week a variety of live entertainment is offered including live 

bands, street performers, cultural dance, acrobatics and fire 

shows”(Sunset Market Organisers, 2010). 

The markets are well promoted throughout the NT generally, and in and around the 

city more specifically. The markets are quite a spectacle, and they transform a 

relatively dull and lifeless tract of land adjacent the Casino into a thriving tourist 

hub. 

With my case study area established, my aim in this chapter is to present a historical 

geography of Mindil Beach (1913-2000) and illustrate how local population flows 

have influenced the site. I identify a range of social groups that have interacted with  
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Figure 4.2 – Clockwise from top; the SkyCity Casino and hotel complex, market stalls at the 

sunset markets (source: Sunset Market Organisers 2010), an entertainment area outside the 

Casino, and the hotel swimming pool. 

the site during the historical period in question. Using the available historical 

accounts, I describe the ways the various social groups have used the site and how 

their activities have shaped its geography. In pursuit of this aim I first present (in 

Part 4.1) the historical geography of the site. I then conclude (in Part 4.2) by 

reflecting upon the various population flows that have influenced Mindil Beach, the 

nature of those influences, and how my observations in this chapter relate to the 
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social construction of places. I provide details regarding the data used in this chapter 

(i.e. oral histories, inwards correspondence and spatial data), the trustworthiness of 

the data, and the methods associated with its use in Appendix 2.  

 

4.1 –THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF MINDIL BEACH (1913-2000) 

The information presented below is derived from secondary sources and is therefore 

the history of Mindil Beach as told by long-term Darwin residents and NT 

Government officials. Consequently these historical accounts have a limited scope. 

They do however provide an insight into “personal experience, eye witness accounts 

and the memories of people whose perspectives might otherwise be ignored or 

neglected” (Bornat 2001, p.221). In the first group of recollections that emerged 

from the oral history archives, Mindil Beach was portrayed as a site characterised by 

a range of Indigenous uses. 

4.1.1 – Indigenous Utility in the Early 1900s: Food, Relief and Burials 

During the early 1900s there was a regular movement of Indigenous people into and 

out of the Mindil Beach area as they sought refuge from poor social conditions. In 

particular, Indigenous children held captive in Kahlin Compound on Myilly Point 

(see Figure 4.3) used Mindil Beach as their sanctuary. Kahlin Compound was 

“originally established in 1912 for the housing and „supervision‟ of Aborigines in 

the town area” (Carment 1996, p.62). The Government removed half-caste children 

from their parents and forced them into the facility where they could be raised 

according to European ideals. Oral history records described these events and also 

the living conditions associated with the compound: 

 “The Aboriginal Department would not allow a full blood 

Aboriginal woman to have children – half caste children 

especially – on her own without the father, see. So they sent us 

into the Aboriginal Reserve then, Kahlin Compound they called 

it…all the half-caste children were collected and taken away from 

their parents…anyway, in this case we were shunted into the 

thing, and well, you talk about really bad conditions, you know, 

we were hungry most of the time; growing up, you know” (NTAS 

1938). 
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Figure 4.3 – Views of Kahlin Compound: photograph from inside the compound (top: Garrard 

and Edna n.d.), a birds-eye view (middle: Zumaran 1915) and a survey plan (bottom: 

Brockman 1919). 
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~ 

“They put you right away in there, and that‟s where you 

stayed…we supposed to go to school, but I didn‟t ever go to 

school”. 

[Interviewer: because the compound was locked at dusk or 

something wasn’t it?] 

“Yes, locked at six. No toilets. We had to run around and get our 

own buckets for the night soil, you know. We‟d be lucky if they let 

us go [to the toilet] in the morning, because he‟ll probably sleep 

in, the Superintendent” (NTAS 1982). 

From 1914, and as late as 1934, Mindil Beach was a source of food for the children 

of Kahlin Compound. Three interviewees recalled the way they used the site for this 

purpose despite the threat of physical harm:   

“We never had any regular meals or anything like that, or 

schooling there. So we used to go down to the [Mindil Beach] 

foreshore or down to the Botanical Gardens and pinch a few 

coconuts. Or the Chinese gardens and pinch something else. 

Always hunted, when we done the Chinese garden down below 

there, on the flats, run the risk of getting shot too” (NTAS 2000).  

~ 

“We were more or less forced to steal [from mango and coconut 

trees at Mindil Beach] on account of being hungry” (NTAS 1938). 

~ 

“We used to go down to the beach once a week, later, after, when 

Doctor Cook found out that we was starving and we wasn‟t 

getting much. So they gave us a little bit of freedom to go once a 

week now, to get a couple of native women to take us down to the 

beach, Mindil Beach. And we used to have a good time then, you 

know, getting mangoes, or berries off trees” (NTAS 1979b). 

By these statements one can imagine that Mindil Beach was a valued site for 

children from Kahlin Compound in the early 1900s. The site provided a source of 

food for the children, and despite the threat of being caught stealing food, it possibly 
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provided a relief from the harsh compound conditions. Efforts to exclude Indigenous 

people from Mindil Beach were quite real however. A public proclamation written 

in 1918 by the then NT Government Administrator testifies this fact. The 

Administrator called the attention of the public:    

“To the provisions of section 9 of the Aboriginals Ordinance 

1911, whereby it is declared unlawful for any Aboriginal or half-

caste to be or remain within such prohibited area unless with the 

express permission of the Protector or a Police Officer and also 

whereby it is declared an offense for any person (a) To induce any 

Aboriginal or half-caste to come within a prohibited area (b) To 

suffer any Aboriginal or half-caste to come within a prohibited 

area (c) To conceal or harbour any Aboriginal or half-caste 

within a prohibited area. N.B. Speaking broadly the above area 

begins at the Banyan Tree at the top of the old steps from Myilly 

Point down to Mindil Beach” (Gilruth 1918). 

It seems that Indigenous resistance to this legislation was strong at this point in 

history. Figure 4.4 depicts Indigenous people making use of the mangroves and tidal 

creek that were once thriving features of Mindil Beach. In addition, alongside its use 

as a source of food, Mindil Beach was used as a burial ground:   

“Well I came here in 1918…it was an established rule that no 

Aboriginal could be buried in the white or European cemetery. So 

they had to bury them on Mindil Beach, and right about where the 

Casino is now. But what they had to do, they had to put the dead 

bodies into a canoe and sail them right around Myilly Point like 

that, and come back into Mindil Beach, and bury the dead. Now 

all [the Indigenous people] did that [for their dead] – every one 

of them – because I witnessed time and time again the same 

thing” (NTAS 1984c). 

Indigenous burials and the related flows of Indigenous peoples were sustained at 

Mindil Beach up until the late 1920s, and during the same period, corroborees and 

totem poles (see Figure 4.5) were often witnessed at the site. Eyewitness accounts of 

the corroborees were reported as late as 1933. The following two interview excerpts 

describe these Indigenous cultural activities: 
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Figure 4.4 - Indigenous people making use of the tidal creek 

at Mindil Beach. Embossed caption reads Mindil Ck, Darwin‟ 

(source: Unknown n.d.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 – Indigenous culture at Mindil Beach. Clockwise from top left, captions on rear of 

photographs read: “Corroboree – Mindil Beach near Kahlin Compound, Darwin, 1939” 

(Humble n.d.[c]), “Totem Poles on Mindil” (Allcorn n.d.), “Burial N.A.” (Levitt n.d.[b]), and 

“Corroboree – Kahlin Compound, Darwin, late 1930s” (Humble n.d.[d]). 
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 “1926 or ‟27…there was a vacant block…they [the Indigenous 

people] cut a track down there – right down to the beach. Now the 

old Aboriginals still buried their dead there, but instead of 

coming around by canoe they carried the dead from Kahlin 

[compound] down through that path to the burial grounds. And 

there was a little sandbar here, right where that building is now 

for the Golf Club thing there. There was a sandbar there the Tiwis 

– that‟s the Bathurst Island people – they had several graves there 

with the totem poles and everything erected. Whatever happened 

to them I don‟t know” (NTAS 1984c). 

~ 

“Almost under the mango trees, they [Indigenous people] used to 

bury the Christian natives and they used to hold corroborees 

there once a year for them”.  

[Interviewer: was that when you were a little girl - you 

remember that?] 

“Well, yes, they used to bury them there right up till I was 

married in 1933 and we used to go down and watch them, my 

husband and I. We only lived on top of the hill there, top of 

Gilruth Avenue, and we used to go and watch them. They used to 

get so worked up, you know, with the heat, throwing spears, and 

my husband used to say: „come on, we‟d better get home and get 

out of the way” (NTAS 1981b). 

The burial ritual and associated corroboree held for each deceased person was 

elaborate. However, the nature of these activities varied depending on the age of the 

deceased. Children aged under ten years were buried immediately. A relative would 

“rub their bodies with charcoal and eat a collection of yams then, if the child was 

considered to be good, they would have a corroboree until sunset. In the morning a 

small wooden pole painted yellow, red and white would appear over the grave and 

the camp would move a short distance away” (Bannister 1999, online). In the case of 

a young adult, the procedure was modified. The body was not buried, but instead 

wrapped in bark and pierced to let the body fluids flow out. It was then placed in the 

branches of a tree in the Mindil Beach area. In the case of elderly people, the corpses 

“were left to decompose where they lay and corroborees would be held during the 
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period of decomposition” (Bannister 1999). Following this, the corpse was buried 

and corroborees continued for several days. 

At various points throughout history Darwin‟s local authorities made attempts to 

segregate the burial places of Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. Early survey 

plans depict plots of land that were set aside as proposed cemetery sites (see Figure 

4.6). Oral history records did not indicate whether or not the proposed cemetery was 

considered for Indigenous peoples, however records containing recollections from 

the 1940s described the presence of an Indigenous cemetery at Mindil Beach. One 

interviewee remembered that the cemetery was located on a plot of land set back 

from the beach: 

“I know where the Aboriginal cemetery was… it was further back 

off the beach; it was to the east of…Gilruth Neck, yes, to the east 

of Gilruth Neck” (NTAS 1984f). 

 

Figure 4.6 – An early survey plan depicting a proposed cemetery site set back from Mindil 

Beach and adjacent Parap Road (source: Brown 1918). 

One long term Darwin resident similarly remembered the cemetery being located 

“back from Mindil Beach near the Botanical Gardens” (Beach Graves of War 

Victims 1981).  
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Around the same time that Mindil Beach was being used for food, relief and burials 

by Darwin‟s Indigenous peoples, other groups used the site for market gardening 

and small scale agricultural purposes. These uses are described below. 

4.1.2 – Market Gardens and Small Scale Agriculture in the Early 1900s 

As early as 1913 and extending into the 1920s, historical material indicated that 

Chinese market gardens and farming activities were prominent features of Mindil 

Beach. Long term Darwin residents recalled the location and nature of these farming 

activities, and also the range of produce that was derived from the gardens:   

“The vegies they [the Chinese market gardeners] grow 

themselves…we‟ve had fresh fruit here for 6, 7, 8 months of the 

year. I don‟t know how the Chinese can grow it. In the hot climate 

here like this…Chinese can still grow things, can still grow 

cabbages and all that. But they grow under shade”. 

[Interviewer: they had their own vegetables growing?] 

“Yes…Chinese cabbages, snake beans…big long snake 

beans…but the Chinese could grow English Cabbage, but they 

mostly grow that…Spring Cabbage I think they‟re called. But the 

Chinese grew them here. There‟s melon, all sorts of melon they 

grow” (NTAS 1981). 

~ 

“You know where the Gardens cemetery is? You come around like 

that past the Gardens Ovals, past the cemetery like that and 

headed up towards the Telford Hotel… Well, there used to be a 

piggery there run by Chin Quan and over here was a big Chinese 

garden, and in between was a salt marsh – the tide used to come 

right up near that road there” (NTAS 1984c). 

~ 

[Interviewer: I also understand that there used to be Chinese 

market gardens down in that area. Do you know about them?] 

“Yes…further up from the cemetery…where all those mango trees 

are, that used to be a market garden and piggery. A bloke by the 

name of Chin Queung used to have it” (NTAS 1991e). 
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Set back from the beachfront and situated adjacent to the roads on the fringe of the 

city, various plots of land were used for the cultivation of these crops. The survey 

plans shown in Figure 4.7 illustrate the locations of two Chinese Gardens at Mindil 

Beach, and the photograph in Figure 4.8 provides an example of an early Chinese 

market garden in Darwin. 

Historical records indicated a flow of Chinese people into the Mindil Beach area. 

The Government leased various allotments at the site to Chinese people, many of 

whom were interested in establishing market gardens. One such person was Mr. 

James Pang Quee, who in 1914 applied to lease a portion of land adjoining an 

allotment leased by his father throughout the early 1900s. A special license for 

gardening purposes was granted to Mr. Quee in 1915 (see Figure 4.9). As illustrated 

below in Figure 4.10, the plot attained by Mr. Quee was located in close proximity 

to other market garden areas and governed by miscellaneous garden leases (denoted 

by the acronym „M.L‟). Prominent in the Mindil Beach landscape in 1915, these 

features were also observed as late as 1951 (see for example Dept. of Lands 1915-

84; 1991e).  

Inwards correspondence material written after 1915 was slightly more specific in 

regards to the type of farming enterprises that existed at Mindil Beach. For example, 

records indicated the existence of livestock farming activities at Mindil Beach 

during 1915 and beyond, and a related influx of European people. In a letter 

addressed to the NT Government Secretary (see Figure 4.11), dairy farmer Mr. S. 

Rilstone applied for a lease of plots nearby to the Chinese gardens. In a similar 

fashion, Chinese market gardeners Mr. Chin Loong Bing and Mr. Chin Loong Fon 

were granted land for gardening, pig breeding and poultry raising in 1929 (see 

Figure 4.12). Farm sizes and the type of produce farmed at Mindil Beach also 

became more apparent. In a joint application in 1917, two men sought a 21-year 

lease of 10 acres of land for the purposes of vegetable growing and mixed farming 

(see Haydon and Blevin 1917). In 1930 Mr. Martin Coyne applied to cultivate 

peanuts on a nearby plot (see plot no. M.L.35 displayed in Figure 4.13) and Mr.Chin 

Quan obtained 6 acres for his farming enterprise (see Dept. of Lands 1913-84[c]).  
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Figure 4.7 – In 1914, Chinese gardens at Mindil Beach were bounded by Cavenagh Street and 

Hood Terrace (top: Boulter 1914b) and adjacent to Myilly Point (bottom: Boulter 1914). 
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Figure 4.8 - Doctors Gully, Darwin. Although situated outside the case study site, this photo 

offers an example of a Chinese garden situated nearby to Mindil Beach during the 1880s 

(Foelsche 1883). 

 

Figure 4.9 - A special license for gardening purposes granted to Mr. Quee in 1915                   

(source: Quee 1915). 
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Figure 4.10 – The plot attained by Mr. Quee in 1915, and other market garden areas at Mindil 

Beach (source: Brown 1915). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 – A letter from Mr. S. Rilstone addressed to the NT Government concerning the 

lease of land at Mindil Beach for farming purposes (source: Rilstone 1915). 
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Figure 4.12 – A lease granted to Mr. Chin Loong Bing and Mr. Chin Loong Fon in 1929 for 

gardening, pig breeding and poultry raising at Mindil Beach (source: Dept. of Lands 1913-84). 
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Figure 4.13 – Correspondence associated with Mr. Martin Coyne‟s lease in 1930; letter of 

application (top) and map of plot (M.L.35) intended for peanut cultivation (bottom, source: 

Dept. of Lands 1913-84[b]).  
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This historical material from the early 1900s indicated that Mindil Beach was a 

productive agricultural area comprised of small scale farming enterprises. As 

demonstrated by the following excerpt, these enterprises were retained in the 

memories of the oral history interviewees:   

“Where Mindil Beach is now, on the other side of where that cliff 

is, there used to be a grove of Mango trees; that was a huge 

Chinese garden down there, and up on this side of the creek 

where the Casino is now, there was a grove of coconut trees from 

there right up to Bullocky Point” (NTAS 1984c).  

Alongside the Indigenous uses described earlier, the above agricultural uses 

resemble an additional cultural dimension of Mindil Beach that was evident 

throughout the early 1900s. The cultural richness of the site during this period was 

further increased by the activities of European people. The next section elaborates 

on these activities.   

4.1.3 – The European Influence during the Early 1900s 

As early as 1918, historical records indicated the presence of a Sanitary Reserve and 

European Cemetery at Mindil Beach. Adjacent to the cemetery, the Sanitary Reserve 

consisted of a tract of land where human waste was either incinerated or buried, at 

least up until the late 1930s. The survey plan displayed in Figure 4.14 indicates the 

location of these features in relation to the roads that were on the fringe of the city. 

As described by the following interviewees, this area is today part of the Darwin 

Golf Course:  

“There‟s a lake down here, they‟re making a lake down the golf 

course, well that was the old rubbish dump, where Mr. Brooker 

used to have his garbage and night soil place down there”. 

[Interviewer: wouldn’t it smell terribly?] 

“Well of course. No body lived here in those days” (NTAS 

1981d). 

~ 

“They used to dump it [the night soil] down, you know, where 

there used to be a rubbish dump. A rubbish dump one side, and 
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the night cart on the other side. Just let me think now. Where the 

golf course is – that used to be there…It was only a small area; it 

was divided more or less in two; one area was the rubbish dump 

and the other area was for the night soil….As a matter of fact, I 

think the rubbish dump is where the golf club have got their lake 

now. I think that‟s the spot where the rubbish dump, and where 

they‟ve got their greens – further back this way towards Mindil 

Beach way – that‟s where the night soil was” (NTAS 1991e). 

 

Figure 4.14– The Sanitary and Cemetery Reserves at Mindil Beach in 1918. A road on the 

fringe of the city (i.e. Hood Terrace) is illustrated at the bottom right hand corner of the plan 

(source: Power 1918). 
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Various interviewees had recollections associated with these less pleasant aspects of 

Mindil Beach:  

[Interviewer: what about sewerage, you had an outhouse 

obviously?]  

“We had a little outhouse down the back and the lavendar man 

used to call twice a week”. 

[Interviewer: where would he have disposed of the contents?] 

“Well, I never followed him, but I have been told he dropped them 

over where the golf course is now, between Mindil Beach – you 

know where the Golf Course is – there!”. 

[Interviewer: yes, the municipal golf course, in there?] 

“Yes, so my friend tells me. I didn‟t know, never thought of it, but 

what I did know was that the pan man also had a flock of goats 

and he used to supply milk [laughter], but it never enticed me to 

buy milk actually” (NTAS 1981b). 

~ 

“Before the war it was night soil [that was used in Darwin]”. 

[Interviewer: and the carter came and took your pan?] 

“Yes that‟s right, yes”. 

[Interviewer: where were the dumps, do you know?]  

“…On the flat towards Mindil Beach – there‟s a bit of a flat there 

– that‟s where they used to deposit a lot of it”. 

[Interviewer: untreated?] 

“I don‟t know how they did it – they did a lot of burning I know 

that”. 

[Interviewer: yes, but it usually went onto the beach?] 

“So far as I know yes” (NTAS 1982d). 

~ 
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 “…Mr Brooker. He was the night carter but he also sold milk; he 

had about 5 cows and about 500 goats…But his main job 

was…digging the big long trenches where they used to tip all the 

night refuse”. 

[Interviewer: where was that? Where did they tip it?]  

“That was on the other side of the road from the Botanical 

Gardens. There was a cemetery, and then the Sanitary Depot; 

they was alongside one another” (NTAS 1990b). 

Inwards correspondence also verified the use of Mindil Beach as a Sanitary Reserve 

and European Cemetery. Correspondence (displayed in Figure 4.15) between the NT 

Director of Lands and Darwin‟s Health Inspector in 1918 suggested that there was 

concern that the Sanitary Reserve in particular was adverse to the health of Darwin‟s 

population. The cemetery was similarly viewed to be an unwanted feature of Mindil 

Beach by the NT Administrator. Initially the Government official was not in favour 

of Chinese and European people being buried in the same cemetery. He decided that 

only deceased people of European descent should be buried at the site, and planned 

for a separate cemetery reserve to be created elsewhere for the interments of Chinese 

people. The unsuitable swampy topography of Mindil Beach was a factor which 

influenced his decision: 

“The old Chinese Cemetery is situated in a very bad position and 

during the heavy rains is subject to flooding to such an extent that 

the buried corpses are washed out of the graves, and the 

occupiers of two properties a short distance below the cemetery, 

suffer by having their wells filled by water that has run through 

the graves, and repulsive debris such as rags, bones and hair etc. 

deposited on their grounds” (Dept. of Lands 1908-47).    

Later however, the Administrator deemed the land to be located “in a most 

unsuitable position in the centre of town – if Parap is included – and right in the 

front on (sic) the main entrance to our beautiful Botanic Gardens” (Dept. of Lands 

1908-47). Consequently, the prohibition of further European burials was pronounced 

in the local gazette on the 21st December 1921 and new cemetery sites were 

planned. 
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Figure 4.15 – Letter from NT Director of Lands to Darwin‟s Health Inspector (top) and 

response from the inspector (bottom, source: Trower 1918b). 

 

In the early 1900s, the non-Indigenous population regularly interacted with Mindil 

Beach and reportedly found more pleasant uses for the site. Large scale celebrations 

were one example of this. During June 1918 the secretary of the Returned Sailors 
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and Soldiers Imperial League of Australia made an application to the Government to 

use Mindil Beach for a day of entertainment. Permission was granted and the league 

hosted an event which included horse and other races, and an evening concert 

(Breen 1918). In addition, „Empire Day‟ (a celebration of Queen Victoria‟s 

Birthday) was held annually throughout the late 1920s and early 1930s and involved 

“a big picnic at Mindil Beach” (NTAS 1995b). As the following oral histories 

excerpts described, (unauthorised) camping and games for school children were 

among the other European activities that resulted in a regular flow of visitors during 

1919 and the early 1920s respectively. In the first excerpt below a Government 

official suggested that the European campers were disturbed by local Indigenous 

people: 

“I have the honor to inform you that for some time several 

Europeans have been camped on Mindel [sic] Beach. I would 

point out that lately I have had considerable trouble with the 

Aboriginals from that quarter through the Aboriginals obtaining 

strong drink. I have not sufficient facts to prosecute can anything 

be done to remove those persons?” (McDonald 1919). 

~ 

“Oh, at Mindil Beach we used to have – the nuns used to take us 

for school picnics, school sports picnics two or three times a year; 

races along the sandy beach, and we had picnic lunches there. We 

took our sandwiches and cakes. We used to have a nice day there 

on special occasions” (NTAS 1991c).  

By the late 1930s the popularity of Mindil Beach as a camping site had increased. In 

recounting her observations at the site circa 1938, one interviewee described a 

proliferation of improvised shelters and housing:   

“By that time most of the people that were buying their own 

places or living in these places, just made up – they put up 

hessian walls. A wooden frame with hessian walls and they would 

cement wash it, you see, until it made it dry and then they had an 

open window with a wooden frame set out with the boards, you 

see, and out at Mindil Beach and those places they had bottles in 

the ground, dug in the ground, so you walked on the top of the 

bottles for a floor and…the 4 gallon kerosene tins, they were in a 
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box, you see, and partitioned and you could use them for a little 

cupboard because they were all wood” (NTAS 1984d). 

In the years that followed Mindil Beach was becoming overwhelmed by the 

population influx and the expanding makeshift community. In the eyes of one 

interviewee; “it was becoming a shanty town” (NTAS 1981d). Memories associated 

with the early 1940s were harmonious with the excerpt above:   

“There was no accommodation available. We lived there [on 

Mindil Beach]. We had to take our own water down…I can 

remember now…families in little huts, which they sort of 

extended…it was sort of a floating population all the time” (NTAS 

1982f). 

~ 

“Every inch of available shelter was occupied. Before the war I 

had seen Mindil Beach, a lovely stretch of beach between Myilly 

Point and the old Vestey Meatworks, which occupied the next 

headland. Now to my astonishment I found that in the shelter of 

the trees just behind the beach there were rows and rows of tents, 

trailers and camps, occupied to their capacity and these remained 

for years. Lots of them were occupied by the wives and families of 

aircraftsmen working on the RAAF headquarters…It took some 

years for the RAAF installation to be fully completed, meanwhile 

there were numbers of women bringing up their families in these 

tents on Mindil Beach and in old huts” (NTAS 1984). 

In providing both accommodation and space for social pursuits, Mindil Beach 

remained an important cultural precinct for people of European descent throughout 

the 1940s. The beach setting and its relaxing atmosphere had a definite appeal to the 

non-Indigenous people of Darwin (see Figure 4.16). In addition, people were 

attracted to the natural features (illustrated in Figure 4.17) which were situated 

adjacent to the beach:   

Mindil Beach “was a fascinating place because where the Casino 

is now and all that lovely parklands area, that was a big 

mangrove swamp, tidal mangrove swamp, and between that 

swamp and the beach was a bit of what they call rainforest, and 

there were coconut trees along the beach” (NTAS 1982b). 
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Figure 4.16 – Non-Indigenous people enjoying Mindil Beach during 1945 (bottom: Mitchell 

1945c; top: Mitchell 1945d) 
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Figure 4.17 – Natural attractions surrounding Mindil Beach: Mindil Creek (visible on right 

hand side of photograph) winding its way across Mindil Beach to the ocean (top: Gillot n.d.); 

Mindil Beach fore dunes during the post war period (middle: Agostini n.d.) and „Coconut 

Grove‟ (bottom: Duke n.d.). 
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“I remember being down at Mindil Beach and swimming, and 

watching out for the crocs, sharks and Portuguese Man-of-war; 

and fishing with bent pins for gold and white little fish in the 

creek near where the Casino is now” (NTAS 1999). 

People walking down to Mindil Beach invariably passed along a coconut lined road 

(affectionately known as „Coconut Grove‟
19

 – refer Figure 4.17) which added 

aesthetic appeal to site. It is not surprising therefore that oral history records 

described Mindil Beach as an informal meeting place, a place to socialise and relax 

with friends, and a playground where children explored and enjoyed the natural 

environment. The memories (presented in Table 4.1) of people who visited Mindil 

Beach during the 1930s and 1940s were vividly expressed. 

Table 4.1 – Memories of Mindil Beach during the 1930s and 1940s. 

 Young men living in Darwin would “go to 

Mindil Beach, and they‟d all sit around and 

drink, and then the heavens would open and 

it would rain like billy-oh, and so they would 

all have to come back into town – walking” 

(NTAS 1982c). 

 “We used to go down to the various 

beaches. Mindil Beach was one that the 

groups used to go to. That was one thing – 

though the girls were all in short supply, you 

were always taken out with about, oh, ten or 

twelve lads. And everyone was battling to 

protect you, you know, that was it. You‟d go 

down to Mindil Beach, which was rather 

lovely of the nights because they‟d take their 

musical instruments – but always a case of 

beer. That was something that went through 

my mind when they had the sunset 

ceremony in Darwin, and seeing all the beer 

coming out in cartons” (NTAS 1992b). 

My friends and I would take a “gramophone, 

and sit on Mindil Beach and sing” (NTAS 

1995c).  

“Then we went, of course, for a walk down 

to Mindil Beach…And the sunset – it was 

magnificent. It‟s something that just stays 

there; it was really great” (NTAS 1998). 

“As kids we made a lot of use of Mindil 

Beach. We spent a lot of our time on Mindil 

Beach wandering up and down…climbing 

the coconut trees and generally getting into 

mischief” (NTAS 1982e). 

As children “we used to be able to swim on 

Mindil Beach without fear of sharks, 

crocodiles or stingers…we used to swim 

regularly on Mindil Beach” (NTAS 1984e). 

                                                 

19
 There are conflicting recollections regarding the disappearance of coconut trees from Mindil 

Beach. Some believe Australian soldiers destroyed the trees after the war by detonating explosives 

beneath them (see NTAS 1991) whilst others believe they were destroyed during the bombing of 

Darwin (see Beach Graves of War Victims 1981). 
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Between the years 1914 and 1941 Mindil Beach was subject to a diversity of cultural 

uses. These uses became more diverse however when air raids associated with the 

Second World War impacted upon Darwin. The affects of the February 1942 

Japanese bombing of Darwin Harbour and the city of Darwin were devastating. 

Located nearby to the harbour and the city, these affects altered the cultural fabric of 

Mindil Beach. In the first instance, it was the deceased victims of the bombings, 

carried in ocean currents around to the shores of Mindil Beach, which created a new 

cultural dimension at the site. Whilst assisting in removing injured people from the 

harbour, one interviewee was asked to help “get rid of some of these people that 

have been washed up on Mindil Beach” (NTAS 1984f). Other interviewees present 

at Mindil Beach at the time of the first air raid recounted their experiences: 

“I went to him [the Lieutenant] and I said: „there‟s been a call 

that Mindil Beach [is covered] with bodies being washed ashore‟. 

We went around to Mindil Beach, and we worked until eleven 

o‟clock that night [picking] the bodies up…and we were putting 

them in holes about three foot, or four foot deep, and leaving them 

there. Of course that was being controlled by officers. And then 

we went ashore. The next day they came down and they arranged 

for them bodies to be removed” (NTAS 1992). 

~ 

There were “a hundred bodies, and there were still plenty more 

coming in. One of the shocking sights to see was the dogs – there 

was no food around the place, and [they were] eating the corpses 

on the beach. There were hundreds of dogs flying around” (NTAS 

1988). 

Other recollections from the day of the first air raid told a slightly different story in 

respect to the handling of the deceased. In contrast to the above observation, one 

individual recalled how the victim‟s bodies were buried on Mindil Beach. Following 

the raid he recalled collecting “sand from Mindil and Kahlin Beaches near where the 

Casino now stands. At the time there was a long trench where bodies were still being 

laid to rest, mostly decayed flesh and a few bones with tags on them marked 

„unknown‟” (Dahlenburg 1986). These observations concerning the burial of the 

deceased were corroborated by other data sources: 
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“A long trench was dug between where the Casino now stands 

and Kahlin Beach. Bodies were buried there as they were 

recovered – quite a number along the beaches, mainly little bags 

of bones and bits of flesh; a large number had tags „unknown‟” 

(Wiston 1991). 

~ 

“I can remember seeing this big long trench…more or less a 

community grave, and that‟s where all the people that they 

found…were buried…it was our job, if a body was reported, to go 

down [to Mindil Beach] and see what we could do…we would go 

down – this would be just the first or second day after the raid - 

and see what was the condition of the body, and I can remember 

we found a yank, which we buried there and then. On other 

reportings that came, there was a bit of a leg or something like 

this, and we‟d bury it there, on Mindil Beach” (NTAS 1982g). 

~ 

“I‟d take my truck down to the beaches – mainly Mindil Beach. 

When we went down there, there were bodies everywhere, and we 

were picking them up and putting them on the truck, and taking 

them up. And quite a lot of them – or most of them – were buried 

at Mindil Beach” (NTAS 1988). 

Whilst many memories concerning the burials were harmonious, the actual number 

of deceased persons which were buried on the beach was fiercely debated. Featured 

in one news report, army war veteran Rex Ruwoldt stated that his fellow soldier 

“counted more than 300 bodies in one grave, and he couldn‟t bring himself to look 

into a second grave nearby. There were bodies two to three deep stacked on the 

backs of trucks” (Baxter 2001b). In a separate media report however, the number of 

bodies estimated to be buried at the site was much larger. Here, a Government 

official declared that “they had buried their eight hundredth (800th) that morning 

and he had broken down (nerves) and could not do any more” (Hore 2001). The 

memories of one interviewee were less clear, however he did “not believe the figure 

given of two hundred and forty, or something like that, is anywhere near correct” 

(NTAS 1992d) because bodies were found for weeks after the initial raid. 
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In addition to the burials, the bombing of Darwin stimulated other cultural changes 

at Mindil Beach in the years following 1942. With the city‟s infrastructure 

decimated, and its dwellings damaged, Mindil beach was utilised as a resource to 

address the ensuing chaos. Recollections from various interviewees described how 

the site was used as a source of building materials during times of hardship: 

“We‟d run out of what they call the spawls, which is bigger rock, 

to make the aggregate from: „Let‟s go and have a look at the 

beach‟. So we went out to Mindil Beach, drove along the beach 

picking up anything that was from half a pound, or say, five 

hundred grams to a hundred kilos, out along the foreshore…[we] 

gathered up the stone round there, threw it back on, went back to 

the crusher, crushed it” (NTAS 1992d). 

~ 

“I had a truck, and I was carting sand. I went into the post office 

in the morning, when the post office opened, and sent some mail 

away, and then headed down to a place called Mindil Beach, 

where we where carting our sand from” (NTAS 1988). 

~ 

“We were restricted to certain places...we weren‟t supposed to 

get it off Mindil Beach, but then when things got very tough and 

they wanted sand and we were short – we got short of petrol and 

everything else – they said: „Oh get it where you can‟…I got a 

load of sand off Mindil Beach the morning we were raided” 

(NTAS 1991b). 

Memories associated with Mindil Beach during the late 1940s also depicted the site 

as a solution to Darwin‟s accommodation shortages which stemmed from the air 

raids. As a consequence, its popularity amongst transient non-Indigenous people 

was sustained. The site supported makeshift shelters for rehabilitating soldiers and 

camping space for Darwin‟s visitors: 

“We used to go down to Mindil Beach quite a lot, and walk down 

through the Gardens onto the beach. On the beach there used to 

be a lot of soldiers who were rehabilitating themselves – there 

was a lot of shacks they built on the seafront – we became quite 

friendly with a few of those boys. We used to drag the nets and get 
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the fish, and cook them on the beach. But they were boys that 

were rehabilitating themselves before they could go home” (NTAS 

1995e). 

~ 

“In 1948, when we took a team to Darwin; Mick Costello was 

captain and I was vice-captain. Darwin didn‟t provide us with 

any accommodation, so we all slept on Mindil Beach. In those 

days Darwin didn‟t have any air-conditioning, so after the first 

night most of the girls moved down to Mindil Beach, as well as 

the boys, because that was the coolest place in Darwin to sleep. In 

1949, we took another team to Darwin, both men‟s and 

women‟s…we again camped on Mindil Beach” (NTAS 1996). 

Inwards correspondence similarly affirmed that Mindil Beach was used as a solution 

to the city‟s accommodation shortages until as late as 1959. The letter shown in 

Figure 4.18 indicates that local authorities were opposed to this scenario. 

Recollections concerning the cultural utility of Mindil Beach faded at the beginning 

of the 1950s. At this point in time few oral history records referred to Mindil Beach 

as a place for Indigenous ceremonies, a place of (Indigenous and non-Indigenous) 

shelter, a place to socialise or a place for children to play. The records were also 

devoid of references to the war induced cultural uses (i.e. a source of building 

materials and a site of makeshift accommodation). In fact, frequent recollections of 

the sites cultural usage did not resurface in the records until 1975. 

The bombing of Darwin in 1942 is a possible factor which interrupted the historical 

records related to Mindil Beach. In the years following the attack, Darwin developed 

into a city heavily influenced by the military. I suspect the increased military 

presence coupled with civilian wartime tensions reduced the prevalence of social 

pursuits in and around the city. Mindil Beach may have been visited less frequently 

by the population and accordingly, references to Mindil Beach became obsolete in 

the historical records. Mindil Beach re-emerged in the oral history transcripts from 

1975 onwards and the records identified an additional group of people that 

influenced the site. It is to this historical period I now turn. 
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Figure 4.18 – Letter from Darwin‟s Health Minister to the NT Administrator regarding sub-

standard accommodation at Mindil Beach in 1959 (Hasluck 1959). 
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4.1.4 – Mindil Beach in More Recent History (1975 - 2000) 

Recollections associated with Mindil Beach again surfaced from the historical 

records one year after tropical Cyclone Tracy obliterated Darwin on Christmas Eve 

1974. Like the Japanese air raids almost 33 years earlier, Cyclone Tracy had a 

disastrous impact on Darwin‟s infrastructure, environment, and the well-being of the 

city‟s population. A housing shortage once again gripped the city and Mindil Beach 

became a temporary (albeit unsatisfactory) solution to this problem. Mindil Beach 

was functioning as a council managed caravan park during the mid 1970s (see 

Figure 4.19), and the park was gradually being overwhelmed by an influx of Darwin 

residents that had lost their homes during the cyclone.  
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At times, the facilities at Mindil Beach were used as a surrogate for household areas 

lost in the disaster. As one interviewee recalls, a rotunda (see Figure 4.20) located at 

Mindil Beach during the 1970s (and as early as the 1950s) was used as a place to eat 

evening meals: 

“The following weeks after the cyclone, after I finished putting up 

street signs out at Nightcliff, the northern suburbs, I come into 

town start putting up signs and that, replacing them all; having 

dinner down Mindil Beach under the rotunda there” (NTAS 

1984h). 

 

 

Figure 4.20 – The rotunda at Mindil Beach, shown here in 1945 (top: Burns 1945) and 1952 

(bottom: Unknown 1952), was popularly utilised in the period after the cyclone. 

As time progressed, the caravan park reached its capacity and the less fortunate 

residents were forced to camp in prohibited areas at the site. Council deemed these 

residents to be the cause of social and environmental problems at Mindil Beach. In a 

news report which covered these issues, one council alderman claimed that “more 

erosion was being caused on the beach by campers than by the caravan park on 
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Mindil Beach” (Van Park Uproar Looms 1976). Subsequently, the campers were 

quickly identified as an „unauthorised‟ and unwelcome social group. Featured in a 

separate news report, Darwin‟s incumbent Mayor described how local authorities 

caused a large population outflow from Mindil Beach: 

“Sixty-one groups of the campers were asked to leave Mindil 

Beach last weekend by a city council inspector accompanied by 

two police officers…Today there were up to 100 people sleeping 

in their cars, caravans and tents on Darwin beaches. The 

situation is desperate” (Campers Asked to Quit Beach 1976). 

Other news reports told a different story however. These reports suggested that the 

council had a hidden agenda when it attempted to remove the „unauthorised‟ 

campers from Mindil Beach. One family featured in these reports claimed that they 

were being removed only to make way for seasonal NT tourists. A member of this 

family declared that he had attempted to “find a site after advertising for weeks but 

we found nothing. We were told we could stay until the end of the Wet, and [until] 

the tourists started to arrive. Now out of the blue, we are told to leave” (On This Day 

2001). In addition to other similar articles, this news report indicated that dominant 

social classes (i.e. non-Indigenous middle class and tourists) maintained exclusive 

usage of the site at the expense of the homeless minority groups. In the years that 

followed, the use of Mindil Beach became increasingly oriented towards these 

dominant social classes. 

In the early 1980s, the cultural landscape of Mindil Beach was significantly altered. 

The “Manager of the Mindil Beach Caravan Park sold the land in 1978 for the 

development of the Darwin Casino” (Dunn 2002) adjacent to the beach. Large scale 

construction works commenced, and they were undertaken in apparent disregard of 

the sites previous cultural utility. As described by the following historical records, 

the first indication of this was the disturbance of burial sites. There was some debate 

however about whether these were burial sites of the Indigenous people or of the 

war victims:   

[Interviewer: when they went to build the Casino did anyone 

know about the graves? Was anyone asked?] 
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“Yeah, there was some controversy about the bodies they were 

digging up there”. 

[Interviewer: it would’ve been quite a shock for the people to 

start finding bones - they’d probably think at first there had 

been a murder committed or something]   

“Yeah. A lot of people even had the cheek to say that they weren‟t 

Aboriginal bones. They said they were some Malay people or 

something [that] had been buried there long years before Darwin, 

or something to that effect. But that‟s not right – I was an eye-

witness to the burials”. 

 [Interviewer: was anything done about it then, when they found 

out it was Aboriginals’ graves?] 

“No, they just went right ahead with it”. 

[Interviewer: did they? What did they do with the bones they 

found?]  

“No-one did anything, so they just went ahead, and what they did 

with the bones, I don‟t know. And whether there‟s still more 

buried there I don‟t know” (NTAS 1984c). 

~ 

“When they built the Casino on Mindil Beach, there was bones 

dug up there, and we buried a lot of bodies there at Mindil Beach. 

I‟m not saying that they are the bodies, but they could have been 

the bodies of some of those soldiers, sailors, etcetera, that were 

killed in the first raid on Darwin” (NTAS 1988). 

~ 

“During earth works for the project many human remains were 

found in a deep trench…[some] claimed they were Aboriginal 

remains. Later reports claimed they were remains of Mocassin 

fishermen…[others say] the bombing victims were buried at 

Frances Bay, along Mindil Beach and in a huge bomb hole” 

(Dunn 2002). 

~ 
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“They got these bodies when they were building this Casino and 

they reckon that they were from the Aboriginal cemetery; I don‟t 

think so, I think they were Lascars they dug up, Lascars that were 

buried”.   

[Interviewer: because they were just being buried on beaches?] 

“They were buried on the top of the beach, right where the 

Casino is built, that‟s where they were – just the other side of 

Mindil Creek” (NTAS 1984f). 

The Casino development proceeded despite the presence of human remains, but not 

without further complications. The topography of the site proved to be an additional 

obstacle to the construction teams; consider:   

“...the clearing up of Mindil Beach for instance. That used to be 

full of coffee bush, right up as far as the Gardens itself, where the 

oval is now. That was all…coffee bush, and swamp land” (NTAS 

1991). 

Even after being reclaimed, the swamp land at Mindil Beach continued to 

complicate the construction activities. One interviewee explained that the “big 

problem was laying down the foundation piles at Mindil tidal swamp. They were 

driven through layers of sand and mud to an extraordinary nine to twelve metres 

before hitting soft rock. There is almost as much under the ground as now rising 

above the Mindil sand. I saw 200 columns, each standing on a cluster of four 

underground piles, nearing the weight of the monolithic pyramid structure, which is 

Darwin‟s permanent Casino” (Muddimer 1981).  

Once it was completed in 1983, the development was a catalyst for an influx of the 

dominant social class. The sprawling Casino complex comprised 106 hotel rooms, 

three restaurants, a cabaret room, and a number of bars and gaming areas. As 

described by the Casino‟s gift shop manager, these facilities “totally changed the 

social face of Darwin” (Hindle 2008, p.69). A crowd of about 1500 gathered at 

Mindil Beach for the opening celebrations which included “music from several 

bands, skydiving and fireworks display” (A Gala Style for Mindil's First Night 

1983). Among the crowd where VIP guests such as the NT Administrator, military 

officials, the NT Chief Minister, and Darwin‟s Lord Mayor (Casino's Big Day 
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1983). News reports explained that these „official guests‟ were the Casino‟s 

preferred clientele, as opposed to the general „public‟ who also attended Mindil 

Beach that night. When they attempted to enter the Casino premises, members of the 

general public caught the attention of venue security who struggled to: 

“get them back outside and keep the doors closed until 8.30pm 

when the public was allowed in. Meanwhile, official guests sat 

dry and comfortable in the cabaret room for $50 a head” 

(Crowds Flock to New Casino 1983, my emphasis). 

The preferential treatment that was shown to wealthier guests on the Casino‟s 

opening night was extended into the mid 1980s. By 1986 the Casino management 

had developed a strategy to attract affluent Asian „high rollers‟ to the venue. Twice 

weekly they chartered a Singapore Airlines airbus to transport the Asian gamblers to 

Darwin. The management committee “reserved about 45 first-class and business 

class seats for wealthy Asian gamblers it hopes will patronise its exclusive gambling 

room, the Aspinall International” (Biddle 1986). This was a strategy that ensured a 

regular turnover of wealthy clientele and the establishment of a non-Indigenous 

middle class culture at Mindil Beach. This culture was reflected in the attire of local 

patrons that visited the site; “all of a sudden people were buying shirts, ties and 

jackets for the first time” (Hindle 2008, p.89).  

During 1987 a second commercial enterprise was established at Mindil Beach which 

further altered its cultural fabric. Officially named the „Mindil Beach Sunset 

Markets‟, “36 stalls attracting more than 500 people” (Second Time Lucky for the 

Mindil Beach Markets 2001) were temporarily erected in the parkland areas behind 

dunes. Held once a week during its inaugural year, the market stalls created a 

commercial environment where local business people and artisans sold their hand 

made products, food and beverages and various forms of entertainment. The markets 

quickly became a popular feature of Mindil Beach and a stimulus of extreme 

population flows into and out of the site on market evenings. In June 1991, the NT 

News reported that more than 7000 people attended the markets, and that only those 

arriving early enough were able to “avoid the car park crush” (Bartlett 1991, p.23).  

Whilst the expanding enterprises at the site were welcomed economically, there 

were also some negative impacts for Mindil Beach. Community sentiments 

indicated that the market had “become too crowded and is losing its basic character 
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and attraction” (Muddimer 1991, p.5). A $380,000 facelift to improve crowd 

movement and stallholder services was undertaken in an attempt to solve these 

problems. This facelift included new paved areas, improved lighting, new toilet 

facilities, and sand dune stabilisation works. 

The construction works were carried out in February 1992 and represented the most 

extensive undertaken at Mindil Beach since the Casino construction. In a familiar 

saddening event associated with these earth works, “skeletal remains of a young 

Aboriginal girl were unearthed only 15 metres from the site of previously identified 

Aboriginal burials” (Riddett 1995, p.39). Once again, there was considerable public 

debate over whose remains had actually been disinterred, however coronial findings 

verified that the deceased‟s anatomical features were consistent with an Indigenous 

person (refer Riddett 1995). As the traditional custodians of the site, the Larrakia 

people were distressed by the exhumation of their ancestor. The following excerpt 

describes this scenario: 

“Mindil Beach was extended at this stage, and when the 

extensions were done some bones were found…We had this hole 

overnight down at Mindil Beach, and had to determine whether 

they were Aboriginal remains and, if so, how we‟d treat them. 

That caused quite some difficulty all round. The contractors were 

upset and wanted to keep working; the City Council didn‟t want a 

hole left in the ground in the area; the Sacred Sites Authority 

weren‟t willing to shut the ground down until we knew what we 

were dealing with; we couldn‟t do anything about the bones 

because it was a coronial matter, and had to get the Coroner 

involved; and the local Indigenous population were quite upset 

with the thought it was human remains” (NTAS 2003). 

Following consultations with relevant government agencies, the Tiwi and Larrakia 

Indigenous groups conducted a traditional mourning ceremony in November 1992 to 

put to rest the bones unearthed earlier in the year. 

Despite the distressing aspects associated with its development, the Mindil Beach 

Sunset Market continued to exist as an economically valuable and popular weekly 

event. The site became renowned for the markets and it functioned as a successful 

enterprise for the remainder of the decade. Although the actual markets stalls were 

only temporarily erected, the market infrastructure (e.g. numerous electricity outlets, 
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bare parking lot, lighting) were permanent landscape fixtures which acted as a 

reminder of the tens of thousands of people that descended upon the Sunset Markets 

every Thursday night throughout the dry season (Wirf 2007). Utilising the Casino 

drawcard to its full potential, the stallholders greatly benefitted from the tourist 

dollar. Functioning together, the Casino and the markets consolidated a culture at 

Mindil Beach which catered to the desires of non-Indigenous middle class people 

and tourists. Seven million dollars worth of renovations to the Casino in 1996 

(including new restaurants and retail outlets, additional gaming facilities and 

„tropical touches‟ being applied to the final appearance of the venue) retained the 

patronage of this demographic (see Casino Adds the Finishing Touches 1996; Allen 

1996) and ensured this culture was maintained at Mindil Beach. 

 

4.2 – CONCLUSIONS 

My case study analysis yielded two distinct periods associated with the historical 

geography of Mindil Beach 1913-2000. I will refer to the first of these periods as the 

Cultural Mosaic Period, which occurred from 1913 until 1949. Recollections 

associated with this period depicted Mindil Beach as a cultural patchwork. 

Throughout the early 1900s eyewitness accounts described Indigenous people using 

the site for burials and corroborees (NTAS 1981b), as a source of food, and for relief 

from the conditions in Kahlin Compound (refer NTAS 1979b; NTAS 2000). 

Interviewee‟s additionally recalled small scale agricultural areas comprised of 

Chinese market gardens at this time. The cultivation of mango trees and cabbages 

alongside Chin Quan‟s piggery (refer NTAS 1984c; NTAS 1991e) were among their 

memories. In the decade that followed, European culture was also observed at the 

site. It was used as a sanitary reserve (refer NTAS 1981b), as a venue for non-

Indigenous community celebrations (refer NTAS 1995b), a place to socialise and 

relax (refer NTAS 1982c), and in later years, for the burials of war victims (refer 

NTAS 1982g; NTAS 1988). The diversity of Mindil Beach recollections diminished 

however in the period that followed. 

In a distinct cultural transformation, my analysis revealed that Mindil Beach entered 

a second period - the Commercialisation Period (1975-2000) - characterised by 

recollections associated with recreation, tourism and consumption. In contrast to the 
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eclectic cultural fabric described earlier, memories in this period depicted Mindil 

Beach as a place of mainstream culture and a place where this culture was regulated 

by Darwin‟s political elite. Recollections associated with this period mainly 

described the way the site catered for elite cultural activities and the desires of 

tourists. Such activities included gambling, seaside holidays, and the consumption 

of goods and services. Memories of the luxurious Casino complex and the crowds 

that at times overwhelmed its facilities (refer Casino‟s Big Day 1983; Hindle 2008) 

were also among those recalled. In addition, memories of the bustling sunset 

markets and the products sold to consumers were salient in this group (refer Bartlett 

1991; Second Time Lucky for the Mindil Beach Markets 2001). Taken together, 

these memories highlight the commercial transformation of Mindil Beach. 

I have summarised each of the two periods described above in the first three 

columns of Table 4.2. From left to right, these columns display the name of the 

period, the social groups which comprised the population flows associated with each 

period and lastly, the range of ways that the respective social groups used the site. 

Adjacent to these columns, I have also included the „Place Concept‟ column. This 

column links the historical geography of Mindil Beach to one or more of the four 

concepts of place outlined in Chapter 2. 

As shown in Table 4.2, my analysis suggested that Mindil Beach was conceived of 

through the place meaning framework during the Cultural Mosaic Period. During 

this period, each social group that interacted with Mindil Beach invested their 

meanings into its tangible features. In respect to the Indigenous and Chinese 

peoples, this was evidenced through their burial sites and market gardens 

respectively. In respect to the European people, this was evidenced through their 

sanitary reserve and war victim burial sites. These multiple place meanings 

contributed to the cultural patchwork associated with the Cultural Mosaic Period. 

My analyses indicated that Mindil Beach was conceived entirely differently in the 

commercialisation period. Table 4.2 shows that the site was conceived of both as a 

commodity and as representation during this period. The political elite viewed the 

site in terms of its market potential and its capacity to produce economic and 

political advantages. This concept of place was exhibited by the sale of the caravan 

park in 1978, and later, by the Casino development and programs to attract 

international high-rollers. Tourists conceived of Mindil Beach in a similar fashion. 
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Place representations lured tourists to Mindil Beach where they consumed the goods 

and services on offer at the markets and adjacent entertainment areas. 

Table 4.2 – A summary of the Cultural Mosaic and Commercialisation Periods. 

Period Social Groups 

(population 

flows) 

Usage of Mindil 

Beach 

Place Concept 

Cultural Mosaic 

(1913-1949) 

Indigenous (early 

Cultural Mosaic 

Period) 

 

Burials and 

corroborees, food 

source, social 

welfare 

Place Meaning 

Chinese and 

Europeans (early 

Cultural Mosaic 

Period) 

Agriculture\market 

gardens 

Place Meaning 

Europeans (late 

Cultural Mosaic 

Period) 

Sanitary reserve, 

community 

celebrations, burial 

of war victims 

Place Meaning 

Commercialisation 

(1975-2000) 

Political elite Commerce (e.g. 

markets and 

Casino), a political 

instrument (e.g. 

caravan park) 

Place as a 

Commodity 

 

Tourists Gambling, seaside 

holidays, 

consumption 

Place as a 

Commodity 

Place as a 

Representation 

 

The above summary completes my historical geography of Mindil Beach (1913-

2000). In this chapter my analysis afforded two main achievements. First, I 

illustrated how the NT‟s dramatic population flows were manifest at a local level. In 

addition to those shown in Table 4.2, such population flows included the transient 

campers and caravan park patrons, the people who sought improvised shelters at 

Mindil Beach (refer NTAS 1984d) and the “floating population” (refer NTAS 

1982f) adversely affected by Cyclone Tracy. Second, I illustrated how the site 

changed as a consequence of these flows. Table 4.2 shows how the sites usage 
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varied over time in relation to the respective flows, and moreover, the way the 

concept of Mindil Beach developed into a representation and a commodity during 

the Commercialisation Period. This second achievement provides a solid foundation 

for the subsequent chapters. It demonstrates the socially constructed nature of 

Mindil Beach, or in other words, how Mindil Beach is a product of human actions 

and choices (Jackson and Penrose 1993). 

In the next two chapters I delve deeper into the cultural transformation of Mindil 

Beach. Specifically I investigate how Mindil Beach discourses have varied over time 

and additionally, I outline the methodology that I adopted for the analysis of those 

discourses. 
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C h a p t e r  5 :  

ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTENT ANALYSIS 

AND THE NT NEWS 

5.0 – INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 2 I demonstrated that places are complex phenomena which can be 

conceived of as a representation. I explained that these representations are socially 

constructed through human interaction, and moreover, that discourses play an 

important and influential role in the social construction process. I also drew attention 

to the increasingly important role that human migration plays in modern society. In 

the previous two chapters I have been concerned with this phenomenon in the 

Northern Territory (NT). Using Mindil Beach as a case study I demonstrated how 

the NT‟s extreme population flows have been manifest at the local level. 

Building upon my previous work, this chapter marks a pivotal step in my endeavour 

to explore the emergence of place discourses in the context of high population 

migration. Below I begin to integrate place discourse as the second central theme of 

my thesis and in turn, I identify Mindil Beach discourses and explore their variation 

over time. It is tempting at this point to speculate on how these discourses might 

vary. If we accept that people are cultural agents that actively produce places during 

their everyday interaction, then what happens to place discourses in societies like 

Darwin where migration is extreme? In order to explore possible answers to this 

question I will now look at place discourses more closely. My initial step in this task 

involves identifying my source of Mindil Beach discourses and additionally, the 

methodology which I will apply during my discourse analysis. 

My objective in this chapter is therefore twofold. First, I identify the NT News 

publication as one source of Mindil Beach discourses and explain why it was the 

most valuable source for my research purposes. Second, I introduce the 

Ethnographic Content Analysis (ECA) methodology developed by Altheide (1996). 

ECA provided me with a means to collect and analyse Mindil Beach discourses 

from the NT News.  

In pursuing these objectives I frequently utilise some complex terms and concepts 

including place representations, narratives and discourses (mentioned in Chapter 2) 
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and also some new terms including frames and themes. The subtle differences 

between these terms often cause confusion amongst readers. In order to avoid this 

confusion I have developed the categorisation scheme (displayed in Figure 5.1) 

which defines and provides conceptual clarity for these terms. The scheme is 

comprised of concentric spheres which illustrate the hierarchical relationship of the 

terms. The exterior sphere contains the superior term (i.e. place representation), 

whilst the interior sphere contains the inferior term (i.e. discourses). Thus, the 

categorisation scheme illustrates that discourses are the foundation of themes, 

frames and narratives which, in turn, are the foundation of place representations (i.e. 

the socially constructed reality) maintained by society. In this sense place 

representations are the aggregate of the other components contained within the 

scheme. Note also that I have included the interaction sphere within the scheme. I 

included this sphere simply to re-enforce that narratives and are exchanged between 

individuals during human interaction and that this interaction influences the 

production of place representations. Text media is of course a social dialogue and 

one means by which this human interaction takes place. 

For the remainder of this thesis I adhere to the scheme illustrated in Figure 5.1 and 

use the terms according to the definitions shown. As the need arises in this chapter, I 

re-state the definitions of these terms and outline their pertinence to the ECA. In 

presenting this prelude however I wish to emphasise the crucial point that 

“representations of place…are shaped by available discourses” (Cormack et al. 

2008, p.75). In other words, discourses are the foundation of socially constructed 

realities. 

In the first part of this chapter (Part 5.1) I provide my rationale for using ECA, text 

media, and the NT News in my research. Next, in Part 5.2, I introduce the ECA 

methodology and outline how I applied it to the analysis of NT News articles. I also 

describe my trustworthiness standards (Creswell 1998) associated with the ECA 

exercise. I conclude in Part 5.3 by briefly summarising the key points of the chapter. 
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DEFINITIONS 

Place Representation - A mental concept of the world formed through the 

language, signs and images that are exchanged between members of a culture (Hall 

1997). 

Narrative - The recounting of one or more real or fictional events by one individual 

(or group of individuals) to an audience (McQuillan 2000). 

Frames - Broad thematic emphases of a narrative (Altheide 1996). 

Themes – The recurring typical theses that run through a lot of narratives (Altheide 

1996). 

Discourse - A series of practices and performances through which meanings are 

produced (Johnston et al. 2000). 

Figure 5.1 – Categorisation scheme which defines and outlines the relationship between 

discourses, narratives and place representations. 
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5.1 – ECA, TEXT MEDIA AND THE NT NEWS: MY RATIONALE 

Below I provide my rationale for utilising the ECA methodology and applying it to 

text media. I also outline my reason for selecting the NT News as my source 

publication. 

5.1.1 – Rationale for utilising ECA 

I selected ECA as my methodology for two reasons. First, the methodology is 

consistent with the social constructionism and symbolic interactionism frameworks 

that I adopted for this thesis. The ECA approach maintains that everything in society 

is socially constructed through a process of communication and interpretation 

(Altheide 1996). Furthermore, it provides a means to analyse the communicative 

processes that individuals use to maintain social realities or social stocks of 

knowledge (Altheide 1996). It was therefore a methodology which was amenable to 

my theoretical stance and the overall design of my research. 

Second, my research was concerned with complex phenomena that required 

thorough qualitative exploration. I required a methodology that sought to move 

away from simple empiricism and causality towards an ethnographic-style analysis. 

ECA is a qualitative methodology that encourages this approach. It contrasts with 

more rigid quantitative analysis techniques with positivist orientations (I elaborate 

on the difference between ECA and quantitative discourse analysis methodologies in 

Section 5.2.1). I selected ECA as my methodology for these reasons. 

5.1.2 – Rationale for applying ECA to newspaper articles 

At the smallest scale ECA is concerned with the analysis of discourses. Discourses 

are carried in various forms of human correspondence. They might be carried for 

instance through different media formats (e.g. newspapers, online media, radio, 

television) or through human dialogue (e.g. lectures, songs, theatre, general 

conversation). Admittedly this range of discourse sources is extensive and 

subsequently, a rationale for my decision to apply the ECA to newspapers (instead 

of the other material) was required. 

A reflection upon the design of my research project provided a justification for my 

decision. Recall that my research was concerned with NT migration and the 
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emergence of place discourses throughout history. Owing to the historical nature of 

my investigation, I required a source of Mindil Beach discourses that was:    

 Extensive (i.e. produced with degree of regularity and preferably throughout my 

entire sample period) 

 Accessible (i.e. a historical archive existed and I was permitted to search and 

extract information from this archive)  

 Available at minimal financial cost  

Unlike the other discourse sources referred to above, newspapers satisfied all of 

these conditions and therefore proved to be the most suitable source of discourses 

for my research. I selected newspapers as my source for this reason. 

5.1.3 – Rationale for selecting the NT News as my source publication 

I made my decision to include the NT News in my analysis only after I investigated 

the range of newspaper publications produced in the NT. A number of different 

newspaper publications were produced in the NT throughout its history. The first of 

these to be regularly printed with a machine in the NT was the Northern Territory 

Times and Government Gazette (commonly referred to as The Northern Territory 

Times). It was first published in November 1873, in the back room of a government 

office, by a young Adelaide journalist named Richard Wells who brought the first 

printing press to Darwin via a ship named the Gothenburg (James 2007). It remained 

in print until 1932. Other newspaper publications, at times being produced 

concurrently, included the North Australian (1883-1890), the Northern Standard 

(1921-1941 and 1946-1954) and the Army News (1941-1945). In addition to these, 

the Northern Territory News (NT News) was a popular newspaper publication in the 

NT.  

In recent history the NT News has been the most dominant, regularly written news 

publication in the region. Its first edition was published in 1952, and it competed 

with the Northern Standard for its first two years before the latter publication ceased 

production. Since the commencement of its production, the publication has 

presented popular news stories and current affairs to the population of Darwin and 

the NT. The NT News has covered events occurring both overseas and within the NT 
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however news articles associated with Darwin have comprised the bulk of its 

coverage. 

Related to its characteristics outlined above, there were two reasons why I chose to 

use the NT News in my ECA. First, the publication captured the daily news market 

as it was the only daily newspaper issued in the Territory (James 2007). It therefore 

had the capacity to transfer place discourses more frequently and in greater volumes 

than the other (weekly) newspaper publications. Second, unlike the NT‟s other 

newspaper publications, the NT News had an uninterrupted production cycle 

spanning more that half a century. It therefore provided me with an opportunity to 

effectively trace the discourses that it contained. I specifically included the NT News 

in my ECA for these reasons. 

Above I have outlined my rationale for adopting the ECA methodology and for 

including text media and the NT News in my research. I will now proceed by 

introducing the ECA methodology and by outlining how I applied it to the analysis 

of NT News articles. 

  

5.2 - METHOD 

5.2.1- Ethnographic Content Analysis (ECA)   

I analysed Mindil Beach discourses manifest in the NT News using the ECA 

approach developed by Altheide (1996). ECA is a qualitative media analysis 

methodology used to obtain, categorise and analyse different media documents 

(such as newspapers and magazines) in addition to other forms of media delivered 

via the television and cyberspace. ECA is an approach which blends the “traditional 

notion of objective content analysis with participant observation to form 

ethnographic content analysis” (Altheide 1996, p.2). The relationship between ECA 

and ethnography is based upon their shared objective to record and map the way 

people construct culture (Lewis 2008). In the context of ECA, this is achieved by 

interpreting the meanings conveyed in text media. As with all ethnographic research, 

these meanings are assumed to be reflected in various modes of information 

exchange, and when applied to text media, the visual and contextual nuances of a 

news report are paramount (Altheide 1996).  
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ECA is unlike the traditional positivist and quantitative approach to media analysis 

which engages in a rigorous quantitative testing of phenomena against a template 

devoid of human interface (Guba and Lincoln 2005). Instead ECA encourages the 

investigator to be reflexive and interactive, and it enables an element of ongoing 

discovery as progress is made towards the research goal. It is in this vein that ECA 

enables documents to be “studied to understand culture – or the process and the 

array of objects, symbols, and meanings that make up social reality shared by 

members of a society” (Altheide 1996, p.2). 

The characteristics of ECA are clearly distinguished from those associated with 

quantitative approaches (QA) to media analysis (see Table 5.1 for a comparison). 

Unlike QA which is concerned with measurement reliability, Altheide (1996) 

suggests that the emphasis of ECA is fixed more on research validity. Although 

itself a term commonly associated with QA, validity in this sense refers instead to 

the degree of rigour in a research project, as determined by the interpretive 

community
20

 who check the research for credibility and good practice (Bradshaw 

and Stratford 2005). ECA is also dissimilar to QA in terms of researcher 

involvement. The main investigator is involved with the concepts, relevance and 

development of the protocol and the way in which items are collected for purposes 

of later analysis (Altheide 1996). Furthermore, in contrast to QA, data collection for 

ECA is predominantly undertaken using purposive or theoretical sampling 

techniques. These techniques do not intend to provide a representative sample “since 

the emphasis is usually upon an analysis of meanings in specific contexts” 

(Bradshaw and Stratford 2005, p.72). I elaborate on the sampling technique that I 

adopted in Section 5.2.3. 

As shown in Table 5.1, ECA focuses on narrative data
21

 in addition to numerical 

data that is more commonly associated with QA and always allows the researcher to 

make analytical commentary on this data. I demonstrate how I used these types of 

data in my ECA in the The Application of ECA to NT News Articles section (see 

                                                 

20
 The interpretive community is comprised of supervisors, peers and other qualified academics who 

provide an external check of the research process. They keep the researcher honest by asking difficult 

questions about methods, meanings and interpretations, and they provide the researcher with an 

opportunity for catharsis (Creswell 1998).   

21
 This includes discourses which are embedded within narratives. 
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Section 5.2.3). ECA not only involves the measurement of the frequency and extent 

of terms consistent with QA approaches, but it also enables the investigation of text 

meaning, and encourages the provision of descriptive information (Altheide 1996).  

 

Table 5.1 – A comparison of quantitative media analysis and ECA (source: Altheide 1996). 

 
QUANTITATIVE APPROACH 

TO MEDIA ANALYSIS (QA) 

ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH 

TO MEDIA ANALYSIS (ECA) 

Emphasis Reliability Validity 

Primary researcher 

involvement 
Data analysis and interpretation All phases 

Sample Random or stratified Purposive or theoretical 

Type of data Numbers Numbers; narrative 

Narrative 

description and 

comments 

Seldom Always 

Concepts emerge 

during research 
Seldom Always 

Data analysis Statistical Textual; statistical 

Data presentation Tables Tables and text 

 

 

The qualitative text analyst produces this descriptive information by repeatedly 

exploring the sampled texts, and by noting the peculiarities contained in the sample 

(Roberts 1997). It is through this process that the analytical concepts emerge and are 

applied to the text in ECA research. Roberts (1997) described this as a key 

difference between QA and ECA. On the one hand “quantitative researchers specify 

their measures and their tests in advance…on the other hand, qualitative [ECA] 

researchers typically explore their data, applying one classification scheme after 

another, before settling on that scheme (or schemes) that in their view resonates best 

with their data” (Roberts 1997, p.2). Analysis therefore “takes place throughout the 

entire research process, a study is shaped and reshaped as a study proceeds, and data 

is gradually transformed into findings” (Watt 1991, p.95). In ECA, both statistical 
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and textual analyses can be applied to media content following its collection (see 

Carpenter 2001; Markman and Simons 2003 for examples of this).  

Whilst the above overview of ECA provides a general description of the 

methodology used in my research, it remains to be seen how amenable ECA is to the 

SI theory which underpinned my thesis. In order to make this connection, I link the 

two in the following section. 

5.2.2. - ECA through the Theoretical Framework of SI 

In its approach to document analysis, ECA is derived from the theoretical 

methodological position set forth by George Herbert Mead and Herbert Blumer (as 

well as Berger and Luckmann among others). This position maintains that: 

 “Social life consists of a process of communication and interpretation 

regarding the definition of the situation” 

 “It is this communicative process that breaks the distinction between 

subject and object, between internal and external, and joins them in the 

situation that we experience and take for granted” 

 Everything is “under construction, even our most firmly held beliefs, 

values and personal commitments. What we consciously believe and do is 

tied to many aspects of reality maintenance, of which we are less aware, that 

we have made part of our routine stock of knowledge” (Altheide 1996, p.8). 

These assumptions correlate with the following three main features of SI (see 

Layder 1994): 

1) People act towards things on the basis of the meanings that these things 

have for them 

2) Meaning arises out of social interaction 

3) Meaning is unstable and modified through an interpretative process. 

ECA and the theoretical framework of SI are therefore analogous. The concept of 

ECA upholds the fundamental beliefs of SI by describing social meaning as a fluid 

social phenomenon. Furthermore, ECA and SI are analogous in the way they 

describe communication as being integral to the definition of social objects and to 

the development of stocks of knowledge. 
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In order to comprehend how ECA is underpinned by the SI framework, it is essential 

to understand media communication as a form of social interaction that is influential 

in the creation of social meaning. Media communication is a form of interaction that 

operates within a symbolic environment - an environment of words, images and 

meanings that surround us from our earliest moments of existence (Danielson and 

Lasorsa 1997). The source (producer) and the audience (consumer) of media texts 

operate within this environment. The producer of a text maintains a definition of 

social reality. He/she delivers it to consumers in the community via discourses 

contained in a medium such as newspapers, blogs, websites, pamphlets or 

newsletters. The first instance of interaction occurs at this point. Consumers receive 

the medium, interpret the discourses contained within it, and in a second instance of 

interaction, propagate their interpretation to fellow community members (whom 

may even include the original producer of the news report). Through structured 

community discussions involving the exchange of discourses, a dominant and shared 

representation of reality eventually emerges. In turn, this dominant version of reality 

emerges in text media for future interpretation.  

Anderson‟s (1987) study of Chinatown in Vancouver provides an example of the 

way individuals interact with text media to create a specific version of reality. The 

producers of the Vancouver News first labelled Chinatown an eyesore to civilisation 

and a place where sanitary laws were abused. In the months that followed, the press 

described Chinatown as an area of hateful haunts and a pest-producing quarter. 

These versions of reality were read by consumers, interpreted, and relayed in their 

future discussions. In one such discussion, a Government employee described 

Chinatown as a place of unmixed evil, and an unmitigated nuisance. Subsequent 

discussions ensure these social meanings become routinely used in the public 

domain (Altheide 1996). 

I have described above how SI (the theory) informs the practice of ECA (the 

methodology). In the next section I provide some context to the ECA exercise by 

explaining how I applied these features to my analysis of Mindil Beach discourses 

contained within NT News articles. 
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5.2.3 - The Application of ECA to NT News Articles 

I applied the ECA to the NT News by implementing twelve key steps developed by 

Altheide (1996). They included:    

 Step 1: Identify the focus of the ECA  

The focus of an ECA should be designed with two enquiries in mind (Altheide 

1996). These are: 

1) What was shown in media correspondence?  

2) How was it shown? 

Accordingly, I focussed my ECA on what Mindil Beach discourses appeared in the 

NT News, and on how these discourses were presented. In addition, I made two other 

important decisions in relation to my ECA focus. 

Firstly, I decided that my ECA would be limited to articles written during the period 

1976 – 2006 at five year intervals. My rationale for this decision is best explained by 

referring to the core concern of this thesis; an exploration into NT migration and the 

Mindil Beach discourses that emerged from text media. In order to undertake this 

investigation, two types of data were required: 

1) Population migration data 

2) Data containing Mindil Beach discourses 

NT population migration data (exhibited in Chapter 3) was only available for the 

period 1976 – 2006 at five year intervals. Thus, for comparative purposes, I had to 

obtain a parallel population migration sample (i.e. 1976 – 2006 at five year 

intervals). I excluded from the ECA all newspaper articles written on dates other 

than these.  

Second, I decided that I would include an analysis of manifest content to support my 

analysis of latent content in my ECA. Manifest content is the descriptive 

information contained in a media message that is easily recognised and immediately 

digested by the reader. Manifest content has been described as the information 

existing „on the surface‟ of a text document, and it contrasts with latent content 

which is characterised by information „hidden beneath the surface‟ of a text 

document and which is obtained through deeper analysis (see Lombard et al. 2002). 
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The integration of both types of analysis within the ECA is an approach 

recommended by Cullinane and Toy (2000). The initial manifest analysis enabled 

the identification of explicit themes and the most emphasised topics (Kondracki et 

al. 2002) related to Mindil Beach, and it facilitated the interpretation of more 

implicit messages during the latent analysis. With the ECA focus established, I 

progressed to Step 2.  

 Step 2: Become familiar with the process and context of the information source. 

Explore possible sources of information. 

The process and context associated with the production of the NT News was not 

dissimilar from that associated with other newspapers. Like any broadsheet 

newspaper the NT News covered popular topical issues pertinent to its region (and 

beyond). The process involved the regular and frequent publication of news topics in 

a uniform format, the creation of an information medium as opposed to an 

entertainment medium, and the creation of an avenue to broadcast political and 

ideological views (Danielson and Lasorsa 1997). At Step 2 it became evident that 

the voices of minority groups were poorly represented within the NT News 

publication. This followed similar observations made about other regional 

newspapers. For example, Powell (1993) observed that a Sydney broadsheet 

newspaper catered exclusively for its dominant social groups, and Barclay and Liu 

(2003) contended that Maori people were poorly represented in New Zealand‟s 

popular print media titles. 

Prior to realising that the NT News was the only source of Mindil Beach discourses 

suitable to this thesis, I made an attempt to identify others. Initially I explored an 

archive of oral histories held by a Government agency in the NT as a possible source 

of useful Mindil Beach discourses. These oral histories (instead used in Chapter 4) 

were recorded irregularly and infrequently, and were therefore not amenable to the 

ECA method or my overall research design. Additionally, and as described in the 

previous chapter, there are various constraints associated with the practice of oral 

history interviewing. Such constraints include the age and life stage of interviewee 

(Bornat 2001), and the existence of partial interviewee memories/recollections 

derived from retrospective interviewing (Miles and Crush 1993). These constraints 

render oral histories a less trustworthy source of discourses compared with those 
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contained in newspaper accounts. For these reasons the NT News was the only 

source of Mindil Beach discourses that was suitable to my ECA activity.  

 Step 3: Become familiar with several (6 to 10) examples of relevant articles (i.e. 

those containing a Mindil Beach Narrative), and select a unit of analysis.  

I gained a familiarity with individual NT News articles by completing a scoping 

activity. In this activity I read every daily NT News edition printed during January, 

February and March 1970. Note that editions printed in this year were not part of my 

actual ECA sample. I read each newspaper paying particular attention to those 

articles which mentioned Mindil Beach. This process enabled me to recognise the 

layout of the NT News and familiarise myself with its various sections (e.g. editorial, 

local news, international news, news in brief, classifieds, real estate etc.). During the 

scoping activity I also produced an understanding of the prevalence of Mindil Beach 

narratives within the publication, and formed the early discourse categories that I 

eventually used in Step 4 (see below). As a consequence, it provided me with a 

primary insight into the form of Mindil Beach narratives contained in the 

newspaper. I set aside a small number of articles that contained Mindil Beach 

narratives and retained them for use in Step 4. 

During the scoping activity, I made a decision concerning the unit of analysis that I 

incorporated into the ECA exercise. A „unit of analysis‟ refers to the portion or 

segment (e.g. a particular page, an individual article, a certain paragraph) of relevant 

documents that will actually be subject to ECA. Altheide (1996) suggested that a 

choice regarding the selection of a unit of analysis should be informed by the 

research problem that is being investigated. In respect to my thesis, this choice was 

informed by my desire to uncover dominant Mindil Beach discourses conveyed 

within narratives written in the NT News. Knowing that meaningful discourses are 

often made up of a single word or a simple phrase consisting of two or three words, 

and further, that an idea is often comprised merely of the connection between two or 

more symbols embodied in a single sentence (Danielson and Lasorsa 1997), I 

decided that the entire individual article (including any heading, body text, caption 

text and/or images) mentioning Mindil Beach was my unit of analysis. I made this 

decision “because it was clear from the content of the messages [contained in the NT 

News articles] that they could not be further reduced before analysis without losing 

valuable contextual information” (Markman and Simons 2003, p.16). In other 
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words, in order for me to identify the Mindil Beach discourses contained within a 

narrative, it was necessary to analyse each individual article in its entirety. Images 

which accompanied the newspaper articles conveyed a “special meaning and were 

also a critical part of the language being spoken” (Armstrong 1999, p.280). For this 

reason I subjected images (for instance those that depicted features of the site, 

children playing on the beach, people posing for the camera, or people involved with 

staged performances) to the analysis. 

 Step 4: Draft a protocol (data collection sheet) 

Step 4 marked the phase where I first introduced a protocol (or data collection sheet) 

into my ECA exercise. The protocol is the most important element of the entire ECA 

exercise. Below I provide an overview of the protocol and an explanation of how I 

utilised it.     

A protocol is a list of questions, items, categories or variables that guide data 

collection from documents (Altheide 1996, p.26). It is therefore an essential utility 

of ECA. Rather than being produced at the end of data collection and analysis, the 

protocol is drawn up prior to commencement and entries are gradually and 

progressively added to it during the execution of ECA. The protocol itself consists 

of two tables – Table A and Table B - as displayed in Figure 5.2.  

 

Figure 5.2 – Example of a draft ECA Protocol used in the analysis of Mindil Beach narratives 

contained in NT News articles. 

Case number Source Publication Date of Article page location Title Frame Theme Discourse Notes

1 NT News 20/01/1970 7 Powerful Brew at Beach Corroboree 1 1 1 The beach referred to is 'Japanese Beach' 

2 NT News 22/01/1970 6 Mindil Beach Party 2 2 2

3 NT News 11/02/1970 3 Mindil Provides Construction Materials 3 3 2

4 NT News 18/02/1970 7 Beach games 2 4 3

5 NT News 8/03/1970 11 Bones on the beach 1 3 4

FRAMES THEMES DISCOURSES

Legal 1 crime 1 indigenous people behave antisocially 1

Community 2 unsocial behaviour 2 Indigenous ceremony 2

Economy 3 social event 3 Camp Site for soldiers 3

Natural resources 4 Recreation area 4

TABLE A

TABLE B

“Very broad thematic emphases or definitions of a report” or “a way of discussing the 

problem or the kind of discourse that will follow” 

“General meanings or even „miniframes for a report‟” or “the recurring 

typical theses that run through a lot of reports” 

“A series of practices and performances through which meanings 

are produced” 
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Table A, the first of the two tables, has 9 columns with the following headers and 

definitions: 

1) Case Number – a number sequentially allocated to each article analysed 

(i.e. I allocated number „1‟ to the first NT News article that I analysed, 

number „2‟ to the second and so on).   

2) Source Publication – the title of the newspaper which contained the 

article. Each article that I analysed in this ECA exercise was sourced 

from the NT News. 

3) Date of Article – the production date of the newspaper article (generally 

found at the bottom of the page alongside the newspaper page number). 

4) Page Location – the page of the newspaper where the article appeared 

(generally found at the bottom of the page alongside the newspaper 

publication date). 

5) Title – the title of the newspaper article. 

6) Frame – A numeral, corresponding to a particular frame in Table B 

which is allocated during the analysis of an NT News article.  

7) Theme - A numeral, corresponding to a particular theme in Table B 

which is allocated during the analysis of an NT News article.  

8) Discourse - A numeral, corresponding to a particular discourse in Table 

B which is allocated during the analysis of an NT News article.  

9) Notes – miscellaneous information specific to a newspaper article can be 

included in the notes column. 

The second table (Table B) contained in the protocol listed all the categories 

(frames, themes and discourses) that emerged from the NT News articles. Table B is 

best understood as a „lookup table‟ or a „storage table‟ which holds the categories 

that are individually applied to NT News articles during analysis. The three columns 

in Table B (refer Figure 5.2) are „frames‟, „themes‟ and „discourses‟. A description 

of each is provided below:  

1) Frames – these are defined as “very broad thematic emphases or 

definitions of a report” or “a way of discussing the problem or the kind of 
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discourse that will follow” (Altheide 1996, p.30). Altheide (1996) 

suggested that frames are concerned more with the ordering of stories 

than on the content of the story itself (i.e. the frame is often the first idea 

to be presented in news article). A frame should provide a general 

definition of the news article that was read. For example, a news report 

concerning illegal drug use could be assigned a frame of „Public health‟ 

or „Criminal justice‟ depending on the way the problem was presented. In 

practice, I also developed the frame by identifying the main message that 

the news article delivered about Mindil Beach. It defined a single topic 

area which accounted for all (or the majority) of the issues raised in the 

news report.   

2) Themes – these are defined as “general meanings or even „mini-frames 

for a report‟” or “the recurring typical theses that run through a lot of 

reports” (Altheide 1996, p.30). Certain themes become appropriate if 

particular frames are adopted. For example, within the „Criminal justice‟ 

frame, themes of „Legislation‟, „Courtroom proceedings‟ and 

„Sentencing‟ may be appropriate. Themes therefore share a subordinate 

relationship with frames (see Figure 5.3). Different themes can be used in 

the same frame however, so they are not determinate (Altheide 1996). 

For this thesis, I developed themes by isolating a topic area (relative to 

the frame) to which the news article drew attention.  

3) Discourses – these are defined as “a series…of practices and 

performances through which meanings are produced” (Johnston et al. 

2000, p.178). Discourses are specifically concerned with the content of 

the news story as opposed to the order of the messages within the story. 

A discourse is formed when a message is repeated within news 

correspondence. For example, one news report described „erosion at 

Mindil Beach‟ and the „degradation of sand dunes‟. Based on this 

repeated message concerning the condition of the dunes, I developed and 

defined a discourse termed „Damage/ill repair‟. I then applied this 

discourse to the report. 

As mentioned above, frames, themes and discourses are part of a hierarchical 

relationship. Frames (the broadest and most general classification of a news article) 
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assume the superior position in the hierarchy, followed by themes and discourses 

(the most specific classification). This relationship is depicted in Figure 5.3 where a 

theme is nested within a frame, and a discourse is nested within both of these 

categories.  

DiscourseFrame ThemeLEGEND:

 

Figure 5.3 – The relationship between frames, themes and discourses (source: Altheide 1996). 

Once the protocol (comprised of Table A and Table B) had been designed (i.e. each 

column in Table A and Table B had been added to spreadsheet), I commenced 

preliminary analysis. This involved developing a frame, theme and discourse for the 

NT News articles that I obtained during the scoping exercise at Step 3. It is important 

to note that the frames, themes and discourses developed and entered into Table B 

reflect only the manifest content of the news articles. My analysis of latent content 

did not commence until a later step (i.e. Step 10) in the ECA.  

 Step 5: Develop several preliminary categories (variables) to guide data 

collection. 

Above I have outlined the protocol concept and I have illustrated and defined its 

components. I will now demonstrate how I developed and added the preliminary 

categories to the protocol during the ECA. For the purposes of this demonstration, I 

will refer to Figure 5.4 where a single case number (i.e. Case Number „1‟) is shown. 

Case Number 1 records data associated with an article titled „Big Day Monday‟ (I 

have provided a copy of this article in Appendix 3). I will demonstrate how each cell 

in the record (i.e. the row) was filled. From left to right across the record, I will 
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describe why the data was entered into each cell. I must emphasise that one record 

was added to Table „A‟ every time a newspaper article containing a Mindil Beach 

narrative was read. Thus, the record for Case Number 1 was empty prior to the „Big 

Day Monday‟ article being read.  

1
Community and 

Social Events‟
1

Community 

Resource(s)
1Community

DiscoursesThemesFrames

TABLE B

111
Big Day 

Monday
718/02/1970NT News1

NotesDiscourseThemeFrame
Title of 

article

Page 

location

Date of 

Article

Source 

Publication

Case 

number

TABLE A

 

Figure 5.4 – Preliminary categories were developed, added to Table B, then copied to Table A. 

The coloured arrows indicate where the categories were copied to.  

Firstly, I added data associated with „Big Day Monday‟ to the „Case Number‟ cell. It 

was assigned the case number „1‟ so I entered this numeral into the cell. This was 

simply because it was the first article printed in 1970 that contained a Mindil Beach 

narrative (and consequently it was the first article analysed). Secondly, I entered the 

title of the source publication – NT News - into the „Source Publication‟ column. 

Thirdly, I entered the publication date of the article into the „Date of Article‟ 

column. „Big Day Monday‟ was printed on 18th February 1970, so I entered this 

date. Next, I entered the page where the article appeared (i.e. page 7) into the „Page 

Location‟ cell. I then entered „Big Day Monday‟ into the „Title of article‟ column. 

At this point I had to develop and assign a „frame‟, „theme‟ and „discourse‟ to the 

„Big Day Monday‟ article. I integrated Table B (refer Figure 5.4) into the exercise at 

this point. 

I previously outlined the process that was involved with the development of a frame, 

theme and discourse. In accordance with this process, I first developed the frame for 

„Big Day Monday‟. I decided that the „Big Day Monday‟ article had a broad 
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emphasis on community (i.e. community spirit and social cohesion). Thus, I 

developed a „Community‟ frame and defined it as an article which emphasised the 

concept of „community (e.g. community spirit, social cohesion) or the consequences 

stemming from some act or affair that are felt community wide‟. Like all frames, I 

stored the „Community‟ frame in Table B. I placed the numeral „1‟ in the cell 

adjacent to the term „Community‟. This is simply because it was the first frame to be 

developed. Moving to the right along the row in Table B (refer Figure 5.4), I next 

encountered the „themes‟ column. Thus, I had to develop a theme for the „Big Day 

Monday‟ article. I developed a theme titled „Community Resource(s)‟. This theme 

emphasised Mindil Beach as a place with the „capacity to attract or provide 

something useful to the community (e.g. space, capital, natural resources or public 

amenities)‟. Being the first theme in Table B, I entered the phrase „Community 

Resource(s)‟ into the cell beneath the „themes‟ heading, and assigned it a numeral of 

„1‟ (refer Figure 5.4). Moving to the right along the row in Table B for a second 

time, I encountered the „discourses‟ column. I then had to create a title and 

definition for the discourse contained within the „Big Day Monday‟ article. I 

developed a discourse titled „Community and Social Events‟. I defined this 

discourse as one which described Mindil Beach as „venue for organised, large scale 

community celebrations or festivals‟. I added the title of the discourse to the 

discourse column, and entered the numeral „1‟ into the cell beside it (refer Figure 

5.4). Having developed the discourse, we can see that one frame termed 

„Community‟, one theme termed „Community Resource(s)‟, and one discourse 

termed „Community and Social Events‟ was stored in Table B. I then copied the 

numerals assigned to each of these to Table A (refer Figure 5.4) and completed the 

record associated with the „Big Day Monday‟ article. 

I developed the frames, themes and discourses dynamically throughout the ECA. If I 

read an article and a suitable category (i.e. frame, theme or discourse) was not 

already stored in Table B, then I had to create a new one. I did this in one of two 

ways. Firstly, I redefined a category already existing in Table B to accommodate the 

information emerging from the new article associated with Mindil Beach. If this was 

not possible, then I developed a new category and entered it into the table. 

Subsequently, I revisited the categories entered into Table B (and their definitions) 
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each time an NT News article was read. I provide an example of this procedure 

below. 

In this demonstration I indicate how a new discourse was developed, added to an 

existing list of discourses in Table B, and copied to Table A. For this demonstration 

I will refer specifically to the article titled „Stretching for a Nibble‟
22

 (see 

corresponding record in Figure 5.5) which I read following the „Big Day Monday‟ 

article. „Stretching for a Nibble‟ reported on a circus that was visiting Darwin and 

performing at Mindil Beach. It mentioned the community excitement related to the 

event and described the „big crowds‟ that it attracted. Firstly, I developed a frame for 

this article. Like „Big Day Monday‟, I found that „Stretching for a Nibble‟ 

emphasised the concept of „community (e.g. community spirit, social cohesion) or 

the consequences stemming from some act or affair that are felt community wide‟. 

Thus, I allocated the same frame to „Stretching for a Nibble‟ that I allocated to „Big 

Day Monday‟ (i.e. „Community‟). By looking at Table B (refer Figure 5.5) we can 

see that the „Community‟ frame was already existing and that it was allocated the 

numeral „1‟. I therefore allocated this numeral to the „Stretching for a Nibble‟ 

article. I added a new record in Table A to represent the „Stretching for a Nibble‟ 

article, and I placed the numeral „1‟ in the frame column. Next, I had to develop a 

theme for „Stretching for a Nibble‟. The article described Mindil Beach as a versatile 

place (i.e. it provided space for the large scale event - an elephant was pictured 

making use of the open spaces adjacent to the beach – and provided natural 

resources which were collected by children). This recurring message was closely 

related to the „Community Resource(s)‟ theme that I developed previously. 

Consequently, I allocated this theme to „Stretching for a Nibble‟. I reflected this by 

placing the numeral „1‟ in its record in Table A. Lastly, I had to develop a discourse 

for the article. The „Stretching for a Nibble‟ article made numerous references to the 

behaviour of the elephant. These references formed a series of practices and 

performances depicting Mindil Beach as a „strange or unique place comprised of 

unusual events and characters‟. I labelled this the „Novelty‟ discourse. At this point 

in time there was no discourse termed „Novelty‟ existing in Table B. I therefore had 

to add it to Table B. Thus, I entered the term „Novelty‟ into Table B in the discourse 

                                                 

22
 I provide a copy of this article in Appendix 3. 
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column. It was the second discourse entered into the table, so I assigned it the 

numeral „2‟. As shown in Figure 5.5, I then copied this numeral into Table A to 

complete the „Stretching for a Nibble‟ record. 

2Novelty

1
Community and 

Social Events‟
1Community Resource(s)1Community

DiscoursesThemesFrames

TABLE B

211

Stretching 

for a 

Nibble

1425/02/1970NT News2

111
Big Day 

Monday
718/02/1970NT News1

NotesDiscourseThemeFrame
Title of 

article

Page 

location
Date of Article

Source 

Publication

Case 

number

TABLE A

 

Figure 5.5 - A new discourse is developed, added to an existing list of discourses in Table B, and 

copied to Table A. The coloured arrows indicate where the categories were copied to. 

Above I have demonstrated how the protocol was filled with data associated with 

the ECA of manifest content. Following the development of the preliminary 

categories, I repeated the exact procedure described above to analyse each article in 

the sample. During the next step, I progressively populated Table B with a range of 

frames, themes and discourses
23

. 

 Step 6: Test the protocol by collecting data from several documents. 

At Step 6 my ECA moved from NT News articles written in 1970 to articles included 

in the actual sample. I applied the ECA to the first edition of the NT News written in 

1971 and continued my analysis from this date onwards in a chronological order to 

progressively develop my knowledge of particular events, and to more fully realise 

the development of Mindil Beach discourses. I collected and included any articles 

                                                 

23
 For a complete list of the frames, themes and discourses that I developed during the manifest 

analysis, see Appendix 3.  
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with a mention of Mindil Beach in my analysis. During the collection and analysis 

activities there were additional frames, themes and discourses that emerged from the 

manifest content of the news articles.  

 Step 7: Revise the protocol and select several additional cases to further refine 

the protocol. 

I conducted a revision of the protocol when all articles containing Mindil Beach 

narratives from 1971 had been collected and tentatively analysed. My revision 

involved checking the definitions of all categories to ensure that they were succinct 

and appropriate for the articles that they represented. I made modifications to 

inadequate categories listed in Table B of the protocol as needed. I made the 

modifications in one of four ways: categories were renamed, re-defined, split into 

two or merged into one. Three examples of categories which I modified at Step 7 are 

illustrated in Figure 5.6. I split the „Recreation Area‟ discourse in the draft protocol 

into two (i.e. the „Exercise‟ theme and the „Leisure and Enjoyment‟ discourse). In 

addition, I re-named the „Camp Site for Soldiers‟ discourse in the draft protocol to 

the „Residential Accommodation‟ discourse in the revised protocol. These changes 

(and others like it) improved my revised protocol and my ECA activity overall.  

FRAMES THEMES DISCOURSES

Legal 1 crime 1 indigenous people behave antisocially 1

Community 2 unsocial behaviour 2 Indigenous ceremony 2

Economy 3 social event 3 Camp Site for soldiers 3

Natural resources 4 Recreation area 4

TABLE B

FRAMES THEMES DISCOURSES

Lifestyle 1 Exercise 1 Leisure and Enjoyment 1

Danger/Public Hazard 2 Crime/malevolence 2 Natural Predators 2

Community 3 Entertainment 3 Community and Social Events 3

Politics 4 Community Resource(s) 4 Residential Accommodation 4

TABLE B

Change #1
Change #3

Draft Protocol

Revised Protocol

- Camp site for soldiers 

(Discourse)

- Recreation Area (Discourse)

Draft Protocol

- Change #3:Residential 

Accommodation (Discourse)

- Change #1: Exercise (Theme)

- Change #2: Leisure and Enjoyment 

(Discourse)

Revised Protocol

changed 

to

Change #2

                              

Figure 5.6 – Three examples of modifications that were made to Table B of the ECA protocol 

during Step 7. 
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For the purpose of further refining the concepts that I used in the protocol, I 

conducted two separate mock ECA exercises with volunteers during Step 7. Two 

qualified academic researchers participated in the first exercise whilst the second 

involved two lay participants. In both mock ECA exercises, I provided each 

participant with an ECA protocol and some sample NT News articles containing a 

Mindil Beach discourse. In addition, I provided each participant with full 

instructions concerning the execution of ECA, and each undertook an analysis of the 

respective articles. I compared the results from their analyses and discussed any 

differences between their results in a group setting. My procedure mirrored that used 

by other researchers (see Armstrong 1999; Lombard et al. 2002) where coding 

problems and disagreements were discussed prior to revising the protocol. The 

discussion which followed the mock ECA exercise provided me with an insight into 

the different ways a Mindil Beach discourse might be interpreted, and further, it 

enabled a comparison with my own interpretations. By virtue of this collaboration, I 

gave consideration to a wider range of analytical concepts and my overall ECA 

process was improved as a result. 

 Step 8: Arrive at a sampling rationale and strategy (e.g. theoretical, purposive, 

opportunistic, cluster or stratified). 

By Step 8, I had completed much of the preliminary work associated with the ECA 

of NT News articles. I had gained a familiarity with the NT News and Mindil Beach 

narratives and discourses, established a unit of analysis and developed a trustworthy 

protocol following its upgrade. During Step 8 I turned attention toward the issue of 

sampling, and advice from Bradshaw and Stratford (2005) was informative in this 

regard. The authors pointed out that in qualitative research, “the sample is not 

intended to be representative since the emphasis is usually upon an analysis of 

meanings in specific contexts” (Bradshaw and Stratford 2005, p.72). Instead, a 

qualitative sampling technique appropriate to ECA research needs to be primarily 

concerned with capturing meanings and themes contained in text messages (Altheide 

1996). My research required a sampling technique which facilitated an in-depth 

exploration of changes in the dominant Mindil Beach discourses, and further, one 

that enabled exploration and understanding as opposed to prediction (Elliot in 

Wakefield and Elliott 2003). 
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To satisfy these requirements, I adopted the theoretical sampling technique. This 

technique involves “the selection of material based on emerging understanding of 

the topic under investigation” (Markman and Simons 2003, p.17, my emphasis). 

Theoretical sampling is therefore a technique that takes place during the ECA as an 

understanding of the topic develops. It allows the researcher to either include or 

exclude articles from the sample based upon their pertinence to the research topic. In 

this way it differs to rigid sampling techniques that trap the analysis through the 

application of preset categories and cases (Altheide 1996). I explain below how I 

applied the theoretical sampling technique during my ECA. 

Firstly, I developed an understanding of the topic. This involved determining what 

Mindil Beach narratives and discourses were manifest in the NT News, and 

additionally, how they were manifest. My early ECA activities facilitated this 

objective. For example, during the scoping activity (refer Step 3) I became familiar 

with the prevalence of Mindil Beach narratives (and their embedded discourses) 

within the NT News and the layout of the publication. My development of 

preliminary categories at Step 5 deepened my understanding of the topic. Next, with 

this understanding in mind, I selected the material to be included in the sample. In 

the context of this thesis, this process involved selecting a number of sections of the 

NT News for disqualification from the ECA. These sections are listed below in Table 

5.2 along with my rationale for their exclusion. 

In addition to the sections listed in Table 5.2, I frequently found other articles 

(across all sections of the NT News) that I excluded from the ECA. These articles 

can be classified into two types. The first type was any news article that mentioned 

Mindil Beach by association only. One article that described a police car chase 

which ended at Mindil Beach is an example of this type of news feature. The 

dominant focus of this particular article was the car chase itself, the people involved, 

the disturbance to the community, and the reckless behaviour of the driver - much 

less Mindil Beach which was mentioned only as an adjunct to the story. This article 

(and others like it) was therefore excluded from the ECA because it failed to deliver 

a narrative about Mindil Beach as its central and most salient topic. Put another way, 

Mindil Beach (or an event at the beach) had to be the dominant subject and focal 

point of the article for it to qualify for inclusion in the ECA. 
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Table 5.2 – Sections of the NT News which were disqualified from the ECA exercise, and the 

rationale for their disqualification. 

SECTION OF NT NEWS 

PUBLICATION 
RATIONALE FOR ECA DISQUALIFICATION 

Real Estate Section 

In the early stages of collection I observed that this section 

had only scant references to Mindil Beach. Moreover, these 

references were made for the sole purpose of indicating the 

proximity of an advertised property to Mindil Beach. The data 

in the Real Estate section was therefore irrelevant to the study 

as it failed to offer any pertinent descriptive narratives about 

the site. 

Public Notices Section 

(including the „What‟s on‟, 

„Community Diary‟ and 

„Monday Pinboard‟ 

sections
24

) 

As with the real estate section of the newspaper, I observed 

during the early stages of collection that these sections had 

only scant references to Mindil Beach. They failed to offer 

any pertinent descriptive narratives concerned with Mindil 

Beach, and I consequently disqualified them. 

„Palmerston and Beyond‟ 

section (renamed „NT and 

Beyond‟ in the 2001 

edition) 

This section contained articles which focussed on newsworthy 

issues in the town of Palmerston and its surrounding areas. 

Mindil Beach is not located in Palmerston so it was very 

unlikely that information on Mindil Beach would have 

appeared in this section of the newspaper. I disqualified it 

from the ECA for this reason. 

Advertisements 

References to Mindil Beach were included in some adverts for 

major events such as the Beer Can Regatta and Mindil 

Markets. Such references were limited to the scheduling of 

events, event sponsors and contact information. Accordingly, 

the advertisements failed to offer any pertinent descriptive 

narratives concerned with Mindil Beach and for this reason, I 

disqualified the advertisements section from ECA. 

Entertainment Section 

The entertainment section featured small articles which 

advertised and listed details of organised community 

entertainment events. References to Mindil Beach were few in 

this section and were limited to the scheduling of events, 

event sponsors and contact information. The entertainment 

section generally did not contain any descriptive narratives 

concerned with Mindil Beach and I disqualified it from ECA 

for this reason. 

                                                 

24
 The „Community Diary‟ and „Monday Pinboard‟ sections were only in the 2006 edition of the NT 

News. Both sections were not part of the newspaper in any other years included in the sample. 
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Table 5.2 cont. – Sections of the NT News which were disqualified from the ECA exercise, and 

the rationale for their disqualification. 

SECTION OF NT 

NEWS 

PUBLICATION 

RATIONALE FOR ECA DISQUALIFICATION 

Historical Features 

Section 

The historical features section contained stories about past people, 

places and events in Darwin. Occasionally Mindil Beach was 

mentioned in this section, however given that this thesis compares 

population migration phases and Mindil Beach discourses from the 

same temporal period, this material was irrelevant to the project and 

I consequently disqualified it from ECA. 

 

Sports Section 

Few articles in the sports section were associated with Mindil 

Beach. Those that were observed generally mentioned Mindil Beach 

as the venue for water sports events. The majority of such articles 

were focussed on the competitors, their recent performance results, 

and interviews with the competitors. The sports section generally 

did not contain any descriptive narratives concerned with Mindil 

Beach and I disqualified it from ECA for this reason. 

 

Articles written with an exclusive focus on Little Mindil Beach comprised the 

second type of articles which I excluded from the ECA. The area known as Little 

Mindil Beach is generally regarded as a separate geographic entity to Mindil Beach 

proper by Darwin residents. As illustrated in the previous chapter, it is a tract of land 

located at southern end of the beach beneath Myilly Point. A creek separates Little 

Mindil Beach from the area recognised as the Casino and Mindil Beach proper. It 

has been devoid of tourist infrastructure throughout history (unlike the area on the 

opposite side of the creek) and is much less visited by Darwin‟s population. 

Subsequently, articles concerning this area were scant in the NT News. For these 

reasons, I excluded articles written about Little Mindil Beach from the ECA.  

 Step 9: Collect the data using preset categories (if appropriate) and many 

descriptive examples. Apply a midpoint analysis, then complete the data 

collection and manifest analysis. 

Having collected all appropriate articles from the 1971 editions of the NT News, my 

ECA re-commenced at Step 9 with the editions produced in 1976. I collected 

relevant articles, subjected them to a manifest content analysis and added them to 

the protocol following the procedure outlined earlier. I continued this procedure in a 

sustained, chronological and rigorous fashion until I had added all articles written in 
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1986. At this point in time I temporarily postponed my data collection and applied a 

midpoint analysis to the sample.  

A midpoint analysis involves the examination of data to permit emergence, 

refinement, or the collapsing of additional categories in the protocol (Altheide 

1996). My midpoint analysis provided an opportunity to ensure the articles in the 

sample were relevant, that the categories used in the protocol were succinct and that 

their definitions were accurate. When my midpoint analysis was complete, I re-

commenced my collection and manifest analysis of the articles. I finalised data 

collection online using the Newstext
25

 service. Through this service, I collected 

articles produced in 2001 and 2006 using a simple online search form. Again, I 

applied a manifest analysis to the articles in a chronological order. I concluded Step 

9 when I had added all relevant newspaper articles produced during 2006 to the 

protocol. In total, I analysed 212 NT News articles
26

.  

With the manifest analysis complete at this point, the data in the protocol 

highlighted the explicit themes and the most emphasised topics (Kondracki et al. 

2002) that emerged from my NT News sample. My protocol enabled me to isolate 

the Mindil Beach discourses visible at surface level. This provided me with a 

foundation for the interpretation of more implicit discourses during the latent 

analysis in Step 10. 

 Step 10: Perform latent content analysis 

Recall that latent content is the information „hidden beneath the surface‟ of the text 

contained in a media document (Lombard et al. 2002). Accordingly latent content 

analysis is concerned with deeper discourses implied in the manifest text (Kondracki 

et al. 2002) rather than discourses that are immediately observed and apparent. By 

integrating the latent content analysis at Step 10 I was able to identify these deeper 

Mindil Beach discourses within the NT News articles. 

I modified the protocol with two additional columns (see Figure 5.7) to 

accommodate my analysis of latent content within the NT News articles. The first 

                                                 

25
 Newstext is an online service which provides back issues of newspaper articles for a fee. I obtained 

articles written in 2001 and 2006 via this service. 

26
 31 articles (from 1971), 29 (1976), 32 (1981), 12 (1986), 25 (1991), 21 (1996), 33 (2001), 29 

(2006). 
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column I added was the „Article Type‟ column. The data I entered into this column 

described the format of each article. For example, if an article featured a heading, 

body text and an accompanying image, then I entered the phrase „header, body, and 

image‟ into the „Article Type‟ column in the record which represented that particular 

article. I added this information to the protocol purely for the purpose of creating a 

methodological note for each article. The methodological note in this column made 

it easier to identify individual hard copies of newspaper articles following their 

archival. As shown in Figure 5.7, the second column I added to the protocol was the 

„Analysis‟ column. I entered results from my analysis of the latent content contained 

within each article into this column. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 – The two additional columns that I added to the protocol at Step 10 are highlighted 

in red. 

My latent content analysis utilised and built upon the results yielded by my analysis 

of manifest content. I conducted my latent content analysis by considering the 

following questions in respect to the discourse contained within the manifest content 

of each individual article:   

1) What does this Mindil Beach discourse allow me to think? 

2) What does this Mindil Beach discourse prevent me from thinking? 

3) What is between the lines, or what is missing from this discourse? 

4) What social forces are influencing the Mindil Beach discourse that is 

manifest in the article? 

5) Is this discourse part of something bigger?  

Case number Source Publication Date of Article Page location Title of article Frame Theme Discourse Article Type Notes Analysis - whats beneath the text?

1 NT NEWS 30/01/1971 3 N/A 1 1 1 Image and captionPhoto of young boy and tw o large dogs on MindilPlace as a stage. In this article Mindil Beach is a place w here leisure is performed. This is evident by the 'great picture' that the child and the animals make, and by reference to the leisure routine of the subjects.   

2 NT NEWS 5/03/1971 1 Girl, 17 says raped on Mindil Beach2 2 10 Front page text (heading and body)Rape allegationPlace and Geography of Fear. In this article place is associated w ith criminality, and a fear of personal safety at the beach. This is evdienced by the apearance of the w ord 'rape' in the title and sub-title, and by the failed police investigation that could suggest that a predator remains at large. 

3 NT NEWS 12/03/1971 5 Aiming for 10,000 on the beach3 3 3 Header, body and image(s)Image of female in sw imw ear on Minidl and close-up inset of male event organiserPlace as an icon. Place as gendered. Mindil Beach is an iconic place entertainment in this article; and a place of hype and spectacle. This is reflected by the description of the events and activities to be held at the beach. Additionally, but perhaps related, this discourse involves the portrayal of a gendered place, w here w omen are part of the spectacle (see image of one of the 'pretty' girls, bikini clad on the beach).

4 NT NEWS 19/03/1971 13 No Mindil Beach milk complaints - Mayor4 4 5 Header and body text Place and political economy. Here place is contested on the grounds of capitalism. This discourse show s early signs of capitalist development and entreprenuerism at Mindil Beach. This is evidenced by the debate surrounding rights to the local business market. 

5 NT NEWS 23/03/1971 5 Stalemate over Mindil Beach milk deliveries4 4 4 Header and body text Place and political economy. Here place is contested on the grounds of capitalism. This discourse show s early signs of capitalist development and entreprenuerism at Mindil Beach. This is evidenced by the debate surrounding rights to the local business market and reference to 'free enterprise' in Darw in.

6 NT NEWS 21/04/1971 8 N/A 3 4 3 Column feature - text only Place as gendered. In this article place is presented as an arean w here w omen are a spectacle (again a reference is made 'shapely young girls' in bikini's). In this w ay place is also a theatre for (male) consumers and a place w hich re-enforces sex-role stereotypes. 

7 NT NEWS 1/05/1971 1 Big day Monday "on the beach'3 3 3 Front page text (heading, body and image)Close up image of a female smiling Place as an icon. Place is an icon of entertainment; a place of hype and spectacle in this article. This is reflected by the description of the events and activities to be held at the beach. This article 'globalises' Mindil by situating it as the centrepiece of the entire 'top end', rather than just the centrepiece of Darw in city.

8 NT NEWS 3/05/1971 3 Four sea w asp stings w ont stop carnival2 3 2 Header and body text Place as an icon. Place is an icon of the 'pioneer' vision; the rugged character rhetoric often ascribed to the NT population. It situates Mindil Beach as the site w here humans must use their experience and prow ess to overcome natural barriers. This is portrayed by a reference to the w ater sports 'professionals' w ho can 'take care of themselves'.

9 NT NEWS 4/05/1971 6 11,000 on the beach3 3 3 Header, body and image(s)3 images of actvities at 'on the beach'Place and icon. Place is an icon of entertainment in this article; a place of hype and spectacle. This is reflected by the description of the events and activities to be held at the beach. Through the images show n in this article, Mindil Beach is also gendered place (i.e. w here w omen exist as a spectacle) and also a place w here humans confront the ills of nature (i.e. w asps stings)

10 NT NEWS 4/05/1971 9 On the beach too 1 3 6 Header, image and captionImage of male w ith snake w rapped around his neckPlace as a stage. In this article Place is a stage, and a place w here the 'territory lifestyle' is perfomed. Mindil Beach is a place w here man meets the unique NT environment. This is evident by the 'unusual sight' of a man w alking (performing) w ith a snake w rapped around him.   

Additional 
column 
#2: 
“Analysis” 

Table A 

Additional 
column 
#1: 
“Article 
Type” 
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By pursuing answers to the above enquiries, I maintained a concern with identifying 

the rhetorical themes that emerged from within the newspaper articles (Parnaby 

2003) but moreover, I sought to identify the subtle messages which alluded to 

specific cultural dimensions of Mindil Beach. After I had considered the discourse 

in each article in terms of the above 5 enquiries, I compiled responses to them into a 

single paragraph generally consisting of three or four sentences. I entered this 

paragraph into the „Analysis‟ column of the protocol (refer Figure 5.7) where it 

formed my overall analysis of latent content contained within each individual article. 

 Step 11: Compare and contrast the latent content analysis results shown in the 

„Analysis‟ column, identify discourses within the latent content, and write 

summaries of the key findings. 

When my analysis of latent content in every NT News article listed in Table A was 

complete (and I had entered the analysis results into the „Analysis‟ column), then I 

compared individual results. At this step I sought to identify discourses contained 

within the latent content. As with the discourses contained within the manifest 

content, the discourses in the latent content were formed when a series of practices 

ascribed a specific meaning to Mindil Beach. However, unlike those identified 

within the manifest content, the series of practices were conveyed in separate 

articles written on the same dates, or written on dates in close succession
27

. 

My comparative analysis yielded five Mindil Beach discourses within the latent 

content (I present and comprehensively discuss these in the next chapter). In Table 

A of the protocol I highlighted (with a coloured band) the records of the articles 

which together comprised a single discourse (see „comparison of results‟ in Figure 

5.8). This ensured they were easily distinguished in the protocol. Next, I produced 

summaries of each discourse that I identified during the comparison of results. 

These summaries are the key findings derived from the entire ECA exercise and the 

exclusive focus of the next chapter. As shown in Figure 5.8, I created a Legend in 

                                                 

27
 Note that the development of discourses during the latent analysis was undertaken independently 

of the „frames‟ and „themes‟. These categories were only associated with the manifest content 

analysis where discourses were identified within single articles (as opposed to multiple articles in the 

latent content analysis).  
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the protocol sheet which represented each discourse. In the Legend I displayed the 

colour corresponding to each Mindil Beach discourse in Table A, alongside a brief 

written précis. I concluded Step 11 when I had produced a summary of every Mindil 

Beach discourse and I had added each to the Legend. 

Title of article Frame Theme Discourse Article Type Notes Analysis - whats underneath the text?

On the beach too 1 3 6 Header, image and captionImage of male with snake wrapped around his neck

$5000 picked up - on the beach3 4 7 Header, body and image(s)Image of 2 event organisers and a pile of moneyPlace as a commodity. In this article place is commodified. Mindil Beach is situated as an important facet of the local economy, and perhaps a place that is functioning in a neo-liberal economic capacity. Throughout the article, references to 'profit, 'gross total' and 'money' and private sector organisations (APEX, YMCA) re-enforce this neo-liberal place discourse.

N/A 1 5 3 Image and caption Place as a stage. Place as gendered. This article presents place as a stage. This is reflected by the description of the events and activities to be held at the beach, all which are performed spectacles. This article also portrays a gendered place, where women are part of the spectacle (see image of young 'beauty queen' wearing a bikini at Mindil Beach).

$8000 raised on the beach3 4 7 Header, body and image(s)close up image of male event organiser Place as a commodity. In this article place is commodified. Mindil Beach is situated as an important facet of the local economy, and perhaps a place that is functioning in a neo-liberal economic capacity. Throughout the article, references to 'money', 'expenses' and 'funds' and private sector organisations (APEX, YMCA) re-enforce this neo-liberal place discourse.

"On the beach" - YMCA thanks3 4 4 Letter - header and body Place as a commodity. In this article place is commodified. Mindil Beach is situated as an important facet of the local economy, and perhaps a place that is functioning in a neo-liberal economic capacity. Mindil Beach as a place serves an important role in the political economy with 8DN radio, APEX and the YMCA all having a favourable stake in the community event held at the site

N/A 2 2 10 Column feature - text only Place exclusion/marginalis. Place is associated with the 'other', or a deviant sub-culture in this article. It refers to a fire kept 'stoked most of the night' which could be perceived as an inappropriate act at a time when most respectable people are at home sleeping. Additionally, this reckless behaviour resulted in injury to a defenceless 2-year old.

N/A 2 2 10 Column feature - text only Place exclusion/marginalis. Place is again associated with the 'other', or a deviant sub-culture in this article. In this particular case an appeal is made for people to be 'reasonable' (as opposed to being reckless??) by extinguishing their beach fires. Consistent references to 'dander' also creates a geography of fear and a 'moral panic' concerning safety in certain places.

Great beach catch 1 5 1 Header, body and image(s)Image of male fisherman holding a fish

Sea wasps now deadly2 6 2 Front page text (heading and body)

Stretching for a nibble3 3 6 Header, image and captionImage of a crowd of people and an elephant

N/A 3 3 3 Column feature - text only

Beaches and the wet3 4 1 Letter - header and body Place and Tourism. In this article place is bought and sold to tourist consumers. The concern in this article is that Mindil is not being leveraged to its full extent to attract (elite water sports) tourists. The theme of Globalisation emerges in this article by the comparison made by the author to other destinations (i.e. Townsville) that may have the competitive tourist edge on Darwin.

Caravan sites shortage 'costing $ thousands'5 4 4 Header, body and image(s)Image of caravansPlace and Tourism. The concern in this article is that Darwin, through a lack of caravan parks, is not leveraged to its full extent to attract interstate tourists. The theme of Globalisation emerges in this article by the comparison made by the author to other destinations (i.e. Cairns and Townsville) that may have the competitive tourist edge on Darwin. Furthermore, this article suggests that there is tension bewteen the tourist population and available accomm in Darwin (e.g. Caravan owners turned away from parks due to capacity limits)

Numbers mean laws broken4 4 4 Header and body textImages of two politiciansPlace and Tourism. Place is positioned in this article against a complex backdrop of the political economy and tourism. It describes an increasing pressure on Darwin to accommodate its population in suitable dwellings, and a need for land release in the city. The debate here is how place, as an integral component of the tourism industry, can be best utilised in an expanding city.

Enough sites for caravans' - operator claims5 4 4 Header, body and image(s) Place and Tourism. Mindil is described in this article as a against a complex backdrop of the political economy and tourism. It describes an increasing pressure on Darwin to accommodate its population in suitable dwellings, and a need for land release in the city. The debate here is how place, as a commodity, can be best utilised in an expanding city. 

N/A 4 6 9 Image and captionclose up image of rubbish scattered over some sandPlace as an icon. In this article Mindil is an icon of Darwin's development and aesthetic progress; almost as a kind of indicator of public amenity. There is a scalar dimension involved here; that somehow Mindil Beach (being the aesthetic centrepiece of Darwin city, albiet at a micro level) is a good indicator of more macro pressures that are affecting the entire region. Again the political economy is a subtle theme residing beneath this text, with the litter highlighted on the beach being drawn into the sewerage plan debate.

N/A 2 6 2 Image, caption and textImage of a warning sign and a male who donated them to the communityPlace and Tourism. Places are bought and sold to tourist consumers in this article, and the concern here is that Mindil is not being leveraged to its full extent to attract tourists. Here a business man (who is this man?? What business does he run? What does he gain by donating these warning signs to the community?) is highlighting the need for a tourist-friendly environment. Mindil then is seen as crucial to the tourist industry.  

Worried about erosion4 6 9 Letter - header and body Place perception. Again in this article we can see a contrast relating to how MIndil is percieved. On one hand we have a view of place as natural (with references made to erosion, tides,  mangroves etc) and on the other we have things like the caravan park, roadways and sidewalks. In the main though, even though the title suggests beach loss is the main concern, the 'threat' to the man made place is the more dominant message that is being delivered here.

Council seeking to stop beach sand loss3 6 2 Header, body and image(s)Image of Darwin's MayorPlace politics and place perceptions. There is a tension in this article about what Mindil Beach should be (e.g Caravan Park vs. beach and its natural environs) and how the place should be treated. Further, this article illustrates two perceptions of place; one as a human environment constructed by man, that other the natural environment affected only by natural forces. The author contrasts 'rebuilding' and 'plannning' at the beach with 'waves', 'storms' and 'natural forces' .  

LEGEND

Place is being commodified. Mindil Beach is an important feature of the neo-liberal economy and is being packaged for consumption.

Place is affected by tourism. Increasing tourist numbers in Darwin have placed pressure on tourism infrastructure and Mindil Beach is a possible solution to this pressure.

Place perception. Debates concerning the use and management of Mindil Beach highlight contrasting perceptions of place as 'natural' and 'man made.'

Place as a stage. In this article Place is a stage, and a place where the 'territory lifestyle' is perfomed. Mindil Beach is a place where man meets the unique NT environment. This is evident by the 'unusual sight' of a man walking (performing) with a snake wrapped around him.   

Place as a stage. Place and Identity. Mindil Beach is a stage, and a place where the 'territory lifestyle' is performed. This performance involves leisure and outdoor enjoyment. Additionally, by referring to the 'great catch' and the 'fight' between the fisherman and the fish, place represents NT identity, (or the 'pioneer' vision) whereby man overcomes/dominates the environment.

TABLE A

Place and Geography of Fear. Place is framed as a site of danger in this article. A fear of injury is developed with high numbers of sea wasps being described. The fear rhetoric is evidenced by the apearance of the words 'deadly', 'fatal' and 'dangerous' and by the observations of 'many quite large' wasps in the beaches which are 'thick with them'. 

Place is a stage, a place where spectacles are performed for a consuming audience. In this case Mindil Beach is a stage capable of supporting an event that 'drew big crowds'. 

Place is a stage, a place where spectacles are performed for a consuming audience. In this case Mindil Beach is a stage capable of supporting an event that 'drew big crowds'. 

Comparison of Results

(similar results highlighted 

with coloured bands)

Summary of Key Findings (each 

coloured band defined 

separately in the Legend)
 

Figure 5.8 – During the comparison of results, homogenous discourses in Table A of the 

protocol were highlighted with a coloured band of the same colour, and summaries of these key 

findings were placed in a Legend. 

 Step 12: Integrate the findings (i.e. the latent content analysis results) including 

the discourse interpretations in a draft document. 

During the final step of the ECA I collated the discourse summaries and the results 

contained in the protocol into a draft document. In the draft document I presented 

each Mindil Beach discourse contained in the sample, along with a thorough 

description of its attributes. Given that the goal of qualitative research “is to 

understand and explain emergent phenomena, and [that] our method focuses on 

interpretation and the production of knowledge, rather than the discovery of 

generalisable laws” (Lindlof in Markman and Simons 2003, p.16), I structured the 

draft to emphasise the Mindil Beach discourses yielded by my ECA. Following a 

number of revisions of the draft, I produced a final copy of the key findings for 

inclusion in this thesis.      
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In Table 5.3 I provide a recap of the ECA procedure that I followed during my 

analysis of NT News articles. The table reiterates each of the twelve ECA steps 

outlined above. In the next section I describe the trustworthiness standards (Creswell 

1998) that I met during data collection and analysis and the ECA exercise. 

 

Table 5.3 – Twelve steps of ECA as they were applied to the analysis of NT News articles        

(source: Altheide 1996). 

STEP ECA ACTIVITY 

1 Identify the focus of the ECA. 

2 
Become familiar with the process and context of the information source. 

Explore possible sources of information. 

3 
Become familiar with several (6 to 10) examples of relevant articles (i.e. 

those containing a Mindil Beach narrative), and select a unit of analysis. 

4 Draft a protocol (data collection sheet). 

5 Develop several preliminary categories (variables) to guide data collection. 

6 Test the protocol by collecting data from several documents. 

7 
Revise the protocol and select several additional cases to further refine the 

protocol. 

8 
Arrive at a sampling rationale and strategy (e.g. theoretical, purposive, 

opportunistic, cluster or stratified). 

9 

Collect the data using preset categories (if appropriate) and many 

descriptive examples. Apply a midpoint analysis, then complete the data 

collection and manifest analysis. 

10 Perform latent content analysis. 

11 

Compare and contrast the latent content analysis results shown in the 

„analysis‟ column, identify discourses within the latent content, and write 

summaries of the key findings. 

12 
Integrate the findings (i.e. the latent content analysis results) including the 

discourse interpretations in a draft document. 
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5.2.4 – Trustworthiness of the ECA 

I met four standards to ensure the trustworthiness and comprehensiveness of my 

ECA exercise. I define the four trustworthiness standards (Creswell 1998) below 

along with a description of how I met them during the ECA: 

1) Methodological Coherence – “The interdependence of qualitative 

research demands that the question match the method, which matches the 

data and the analytical procedures” (Morse et al. 2002). 

I met this standard in two ways. Firstly, I ensured that my question matched my 

method. In the case of my thesis, the question (presented earlier as the focus of the 

ECA) was:  

What Mindil Beach discourses were shown in the NT News, and 

how were they shown? 

My method, of course, was Altheide‟s (1996) ECA. To repeat an earlier description 

of the methodology, ECA is one used obtain, categorise and analyse discourses 

conveyed in media documents (Altheide 1996). It was therefore an ideal match with 

the question above. Secondly, I met this standard by ensuring the ECA method 

matched the data that I used. ECA was specifically designed for the purposes of 

analysing the content of media communications. I demonstrated (using the twelve 

steps of the ECA above) how the ECA methodology accommodates discourses 

conveyed through text media. There was a clear match therefore between ECA (the 

method) and the narratives and discourses that were derived from NT News articles 

(the data) used in this thesis.  

2) Sampling Sufficiency – In reference to the trustworthiness of a sample 

selection associated with qualitative research, Bradshaw and Stratford 

(2005) outlined some important recommendations. The authors pointed 

out that whilst there are no rules to govern sample selection and sample 

size in qualitative enquiry, there are some important declarations that 

qualitative researchers should produce to increase the trustworthiness of 

their project in this regard. These declarations involve the researcher 

justifying to supervisors, the interpretive community and to readers of the 

work, why he/she has selected the particular case and associated 

phenomena for his/her investigation. 
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The NT News publication resembles the case referred to by Bradshaw and Stratford 

(2005). I previously outlined why this publication was the information source most 

amenable to my research (refer Part 5.1). Mindil Beach narratives, and the 

discourses they contain, resemble the phenomena referred to by Bradshaw and 

Stratford (2005). I previously outlined my rationale associated with my selection of 

these phenomena in the sample (refer Step 8 and Table 5.2 above). To re-iterate, I 

chose these phenomena because they contained Mindil Beach discourses which 

manifested shared place knowledge. I individually selected the narratives using a 

theoretical sampling technique in accordance with the parameters I specified at Step 

8. 

3) Theoretical Thinking – a requirement in qualitative research that involves 

shifting between macro and micro “perspectives, inching forward 

without making cognitive leaps, constantly checking and rechecking, and 

building a solid foundation” (Morse et al. 2002, p.12). 

The macro perspective associated with my research was comprised of the SI 

theoretical framework whilst the micro perspective was comprised of my individual 

investigations into place discourses expressed in the NT News articles. My 

theoretical thinking in this context demanded a consciousness of how SI theory at a 

macro level might explain changing patterns in Mindil Beach discourses at a micro 

level. Conversely, my theoretical thinking involved an ongoing consideration of how 

individual discourses yielded by my ECA might be part of a larger meta-narrative.  

In terms of the checking and rechecking that characterises theoretical thinking and 

ensures the trustworthiness (Creswell 1998) of data analysis, my protocol revision 

described above (refer Step 7 of the ECA) was instrumental. The revision enabled 

me to check definitions of the frames, themes and discourses for coherence and 

suitability to the Mindil Beach discourse investigation. In addition, my mock ECA 

exercises undertaken at Step 7 also provided an opportunity to check the 

trustworthiness (Creswell 1998) of my data analysis. As described above, I achieved 

this by collaborating with other researchers and giving consideration to a wider 

range of analytical and theoretical concepts. 

4) Positionality - In describing positionality, Rose (1997) suggested that this 

trustworthiness standard exists to satisfy a need to situate knowledge in 
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qualitative research. Positionality is “based on the argument that the sort 

of knowledge made depends on who it‟s makers are” (Rose 1997, p.307). 

Thus, to achieve trustworthiness, the maker of knowledge (i.e. the 

researcher) needs to disclose to the interpretive audience his/her unique 

personal characteristics that may influence the knowledge creation 

process. 

When considering my positionality, I identified two salient topics that should be 

disclosed to the interpretive audience. The first of these was my residency status 

throughout my candidature. During my candidature I lived in Darwin and also 

outside the NT. It was likely that long-term Darwin residents had a greater 

familiarity with Mindil Beach than I did, and that they had experienced (in person) 

the events that occurred there throughout history. On these grounds, I might be 

criticised for being an „outsider‟ and for having investigated a site which I visited 

relatively less than other individuals. In response to such criticism, I argue that 

actual visits to Mindil Beach were less relevant to the ECA than the possession of 

intimate knowledge about the site conveyed through news articles. 

The second topic salient to this positionality discussion is my philosophical 

approach which entails symbolic interactionism and social constructionist 

frameworks. My approach was not adopted uncritically. Rather, I developed it in the 

early stages of my research and compared and contrasted it with other philosophical 

positions and relevant theories such as structuration (Giddens 1984). In drawing 

from the humanistic tradition, I developed an interest in the way social meanings 

and place discourses are created through human interaction. Subsequently, I upheld 

the idea that knowledge was socially produced and that the discourses conveyed in 

Mindil Beach narratives were valid versions of the truth. The humanistic perspective 

that I pursued in this thesis had implications for the results produced from the ECA, 

and the interpretive audience should bare this in mind. 

 

5.3 - SUMMARY 

In this chapter I introduced the ECA methodology (Altheide 1996) which I adopted 

for the analysis of Mindil Beach narratives and the discourses they contained. I 

outlined in detail the twelve steps that I carried out during the ECA exercise for the 
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purposes of obtaining, categorising and analysing individual news reports contained 

within the NT News. I also described the trustworthiness (Creswell 1998) of my 

ECA exercise. My ECA was improved by meeting four trustworthiness standards. I 

achieved methodological coherence for my study by outlining the links between SI 

theory and the ECA method. I justified the sufficiency of my sample to the 

interpretive community by outlining why the case (i.e. NT News) and phenomena 

under investigation (i.e. Mindil Beach discourses) were selected for inclusion in my 

ECA. I achieved theoretical thinking by retaining a consciousness of both the macro 

theoretical perspective (i.e. my SI perspective) and the micro operational perspective 

(i.e. my individual analyses of NT news articles) during the execution of the ECA. 

Lastly, my disclosure concerning my positionality has positively influenced the 

trustworthiness of my ECA. My implementation of the ECA exercise and the 

trustworthiness standards that I met together afforded an identification of the way 

Mindil Beach discourses changed over time. I present these discourses in the 

following chapter. 
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C h a p t e r  6 :  

MINDIL BEACH DISCOURSES (1971 – 

2006) 

6.0 - INTRODUCTION 

My objective in this chapter is to present the results of the ECA exercise. These 

results identify the range of Mindil Beach discourses that emerged from the NT 

News sample. In Part 6.1 I present and illustrate each discourse with examples from 

the NT News. Next, in Part 6.2, I provide a brief summary of these discourses and 

identify how they changed over time. I conclude in Part 2.3 by exploring some 

factors which may have influenced the discursive portrayal of Mindil Beach. 

 

6.1 – ECA RESULTS: MINDIL BEACH DISCOURSES 1971-2006 

My ECA yielded five separate discourses. Each discourse contributed to a distinct 

representation of Mindil Beach relative to its date of production. Below I describe 

each of the five discourses and their occurrence within the sample. In order to 

illustrate their occurrence comparatively, I add each individual discourse to a 

cumulative figure which I progressively expand throughout Part 6.1.  

6.1.1 - Discourse 1: Mindil Beach as a Stage for the „Territory Lifestyle‟ 

The Stage for the Territory Lifestyle (STL) Discourse incorporated two interrelated 

ideas and each was a significant component of Darwin‟s cultural fabric. First it drew 

upon the Territory Lifestyle that was portrayed as an inherent part of social life in 

Darwin. Second, it presented Mindil Beach as a Stage; a social arena where the 

Territory Lifestyle was observed. Each of these ideas is described below. 

The Territory Lifestyle is an idea that pervades social life in Darwin. Subscribed to 

by many, it is an idea that portrays life in the NT as blissful. The Territory Lifestyle 

is characterised by outdoor activities (i.e. fishing, watersports, sunbaking etc.), 

contact with the natural environment, relaxation, and general enjoyment stemming 

from Darwin‟s tropical climate. This idea is perpetuated by many sources of public 

information and people including politicians, residents, travel brochures and tourism 
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websites. It was regularly proclaimed in the NT News for example, that the Territory 

Lifestyle is synonymous with comfort, a slow paced social environment, and a lack 

of stress that the more densely populated southern cities and regions of Australia fail 

to exhibit. 

The Territory Lifestyle idea exists to satisfy Darwin‟s political objectives. Roberts 

and Young (2008) made some observations on this subject. They suggested that the 

Territory Lifestyle has historically been employed to offset the negative impacts of 

Cyclone Tracy borne by the city. Following Cyclone Tracy, Darwin “needed to 

attract, and if possible, retain, a greater population to ensure its continued viability 

as a city” (Roberts and Young 2008, p.59). Subscription to the Territory Lifestyle 

idea provided a means to achieve this objective. Darwin was impelled to entice 

people to the area by matching the “lifestyle expectations of elsewhere” (Roberts 

and Young 2008, p.59). 

Secondly, the STL Discourse incorporated the idea that Mindil Beach was a stage. 

In this sense it was a platform where demonstrations of the Territory Lifestyle took 

place. Mindil Beach supported the Territory Lifestyle activities such as cracking a 

whip at the markets, attending one of the outdoor concerts at SkyCity, or enjoying a 

glass of wine and the sunset on the beach. The idea contended that Mindil Beach 

was Darwin‟s ultimate venue to provide a dose of the Territory Lifestyle, the one 

place where an individual was guaranteed the opportunity to experience and 

consume the thrills of NT existence. 

Just as the Territory Lifestyle was synthesised for political reasons, so too was the 

idea of Mindil Beach as a stage. Zukin (1995) suggested that places are commonly 

developed according to specific ideas in order to achieve political objectives. Cities, 

she says, from “New York to Los Angeles and Miami seem to thrive by developing 

small districts around specific themes” (Zukin 1995, p10). The author suggested that 

the development of such places is necessary to produce urban oases that have a 

certain appeal to middle class society. This class of people is sought after because 

they have an economic function in attracting capital, developing new technologies, 

and creating new business opportunities (Aguiar et al. 2005). The two ideas 

associated with the STL Discourse are therefore interrelated. The stage (i.e. Mindil 

Beach) enables a demonstration of the lifestyle (the Territory Lifestyle), and both 

function together to achieve political objectives. 
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Having outlined the two ideas that are incorporated within the STL Discourse, I will 

now define the discourse itself. The STL Discourse was an aggregate comprised of 

four separate sub-discourses. These sub-discourses included Mindil Beach as a: 

1) Stage for Leisure Activities 3) Stage for Entertainment 

2) Stage for Community (Cultural) Events 4) Stage for the Pioneer 

Each of the sub-discourses contained a series of practices and performances which 

ascribed certain meanings to Mindil Beach (Johnston et al. 2000). The ideas 

conveyed in each sub-discourse were slightly different however each had strong 

references to the function of Mindil Beach as a stage used to demonstrate a 

particular aspect of the Territory Lifestyle. Thus, rather than being exclusive, I found 

that each individual sub-discourse seemed to feed into the aggregate discourse. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates this relationship with the four sub-discourses merging to form 

the aggregate STL Discourse. 

       

LEGEND

Stage for the Territory Lifestyle (STL)

Stage for Leisure Activities
Stage for Community (Cultural) Events

Stage for Entertainment

Stage fo
r „T

he P
ioneer‟

Sub Discourses

Discourse

 

Figure 6.1 - Four sub-discourses merging to form the aggregate STL Discourse. 
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I discovered that the STL Discourse appeared the most frequently of all those that 

were yielded from the ECA. Excluding the years 1976 and 2006, this discourse 

appeared in each year of the sample (see Figure 6.2). Below I define each of the sub-

discourses which contributed to the STL aggregate. 

Jan-70 Jan-75 Jan-80 Jan-85 Jan-90 Jan-95 Jan-00 Jan-05

Mindil Beach as a stage

for Territory Lifestyle

OCCURRENCE OF THE STL DISCOURSE WITHIN THE NT NEWS SAMPLE

Sample Range (newspaper publication date)

 

Figure 6.2 - The occurrence of the STL Discourse within the NT News sample. 

6.1.1.1 - Stage for Leisure Activities 

Stage for Leisure Activities was the first sub-discourse which contributed to the STL 

Discourse. This sub-discourse depicted Mindil Beach as a stage where leisure 

activities, unique to Darwin and its surrounds, were demonstrated and observed. My 

analysis revealed the first instance of this sub-discourse during May 1971 when 

Mindil Beach was depicted as a stage used by Darwin‟s beachgoers and other local 

characters. One example was the news coverage of a beauty queen competition at 

the site (Untitled 08/05/1971, p.3) shown in Figure 6.3. During my analysis I 

identified an association between Mindil Beach and the demonstration of beauty and 

beachside leisure pursuits. The article created this association by displaying a photo 

of the competition‟s beauty queen at Mindil Beach and by describing the way she 

was lost in the crowds that came to view her performance. A second article 

published in May 1971 similarly depicted Mindil Beach in this way. There were all 

manner of “sights for the mighty crowd to see down at Mindil Beach” (On the 

Beach Too 04/05/1971, p.9) on this occasion when a local resident was featured in 

the NT News walking with a snake wrapped around his neck. Nearby market patrons 

were pictured looking on. I found that this news report portrayed Mindil Beach as a 

stage where uniquely Territorian leisure pursuits were demonstrated for an 

audience. 

An article titled Great Beach Catch (28/05/1971, p.7) further re-enforced the first 

sub-discourse. A local fisherman and his catch were the subject of this particular 
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article and both were featured in a theatrical photograph on Mindil Beach. The 

fisherman was pictured holding a large fish he had caught at the Beach. The site  

 

was depicted as being the ideal 

place for a leisure activity that 

was popular among Darwin 

residents. This idea was 

similarly conveyed in the Lick 

and Throw (10/08/1971, p.3) 

article which focussed on a child 

enjoying leisure activities on 

Mindil Beach. The article 

included an image of the young 

child smiling and playing ball 

games. The depiction of the site 

as a stage for leisure pursuits 

was echoed in the article titled 

Into Training (29/07/1971, p.24) 

where members of a football 

team were featured enjoying the 

beach during their physical 

training. My analyses of these 

articles indicated that Mindil 

Beach was stage where the 

leisure activities of Territorians 

was both performed and viewed. 

In their entirety, these articles 

reinforced the STL Discourse by  

Figure 6.3 – Coverage of a beauty queen competition 

at Mindil Beach (source: NT News 08/05/1971, p.3). 

depicting outdoor activities, contact with the natural environment, and leisure 

pursuits as being endemic to Mindil Beach. 

6.1.1.2 - Stage for Community (Cultural) Events 

In a second sub-discourse which contributed to the aggregate STL Discourse, Mindil 

Beach was depicted as a material stage for community events. This place sub-
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discourse was not unlike those created in other Australian cities which sought to 

build awareness of place, community pride, and a sense of place belonging (see 

Vanclay 2008). I found that NT News articles associated with this sub-discourse (A 

Fun Series on the Beach 20/04/1981, p.7; Beach Ball 02/05/1981, p.2) depicted 

Mindil Beach as the foundation of Darwin‟s cultural activities; a venue providing 

the necessary infrastructure for various community events. Examples of events 

supported by the venue and which underpinned this sub-discourse included “aquatic 

jousting, ballgames, a „garbo‟ race, balloon races and a commando course” (A Fun 

Series on the Beach 20/04/1981, p.7). News coverage of a circus production held at 

Mindil Beach (Stretching for a Nibble 08/11/1971, p.3) provided another example of 

a community event supported by the site, and an example of the way Mindil Beach 

was portrayed as a material stage for community events. This article pictured a 

young child offering some food to an elephant and described the community 

enjoyment yielded by this particular interaction.   

The news coverage of Darwin‟s annual Beer Can Regatta (formerly titled On the 

Beach) significantly contributed to the second sub-discourse. My analysis of this 

coverage yielded references to family enjoyment, mateship, community harmony, 

and the premier status of Mindil Beach as the host venue for the event. Examples 

emerged frequently from the NT News with Mindil Beach being home to a “fun-

filled program including sand castle building” (Thousands at Beach 05/05/1981, p.1) 

for all family members during the 1981 regatta, and in a separate occurrence 

associated with the 1986 regatta, a home to a fashion parade, a kicking competition 

and a parachute drop for “all of Darwin” (On the Beach 29/04/1986, p.19) to see. 

Copies of these articles are provided below (see Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 

respectively). Indeed the news coverage of Darwin‟s regatta over the remainder of 

the sample echoed these ideas. The recurring nature of these references reinforced 

the STL Discourse. From an SI viewpoint then, it can be suggested that the practice 

of producing this Mindil Beach sub-discourse became institutionalised amongst the 

NT News journalists, and that as a consequence, the sub-discourse was forged into 

the social stock of knowledge held in the consciousness of Darwin‟s community 

(Berger and Luckmann 1966).  

NT News articles written in later years of the sample similarly depicted Mindil 

Beach as stage for community events. These articles drew attention to the way the 
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site promoted community spirit and social cohesion. The site was regularly depicted 

as a source of community strength and solidarity, in much the same way that 

Redfern was depicted as a black commune and an Indigenous stronghold by that 

demographic (refer Anderson 1993). To render this status to Mindil Beach, news 

 

Figure 6.4 - News coverage of Darwin‟s annual Beer Can Regatta                                       

(source: NT News 05/05/1981, p.1). 

coverage commonly focussed on the exhibition of family values, and the bonding of 

various community groups at the site. An article titled Darwin‟s Big Day Out 
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(26/03/2001, p.6) is an exemplar of this sub-discourse. The article employed rhetoric 

of family cohesion in reference to a charity event held at Mindil Beach. It conveyed 

this message by drawing attention to two siblings (accompanied by their pet dog)  

 

Figure 6.5 – News coverage of Darwin‟s annual 

Beer Can Regatta (NT News 29/04/1986, p.19). 

enjoying each others company and to 

people who had joined together for the 

cause. An accompanying image of a 

grandfather piggy-backing his 

grandson deepened this rhetoric. 

Comparable depictions of the site 

emerged from Beach Fun For Best 

Friends (09/04/1996, p.4), where the 

NT News described Mindil Beach as 

one family‟s choice venue for their 

regular family outing. An image of 

siblings playing happily in the sand 

was again appended to this article. 

6.1.1.3 - Stage for Entertainment  

The third sub-discourse (contributing 

to the STL aggregate) that I 

recognised during the analysis was 

related to entertainment. This sub-

discourse portrayed Mindil Beach as a 

stage for entertainment through 

references to visual spectacles, 

overwhelming excitement and blissful 

experiences. This sub-discourse can 

perhaps be viewed as a mild version of 

Sheller‟s (2004) Caribbean dreamscapes comprised of exotic places and places of 

fantasy. In particular, it was news coverage of the Mindil Beach Markets that 

frequently articulated the above ideas. String duo musicians, stallholders dressed in 

wild tropical colours, whip crackers and sculptures (see Troppo Time at Mindil 

Markets 12/09/1996, p.5) comprised the entertainment extravaganza displayed at the 
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markets during September 1996, whilst fire breathing and face painting (Fire 

Breathers Go for Record 14/09/1996, p.4; Fire Breathing Doesn‟t Ignite 

17/09/1996, p.13) were also forms of entertainment supported by Mindil Beach at 

that time. Respectively, these articles contained photographs of a group people 

blowing flames from their mouths and a young child with artwork painted on her 

face. The series of ideas related to entertainment spectacles which was derived from 

these articles formed one instance of the STL Discourse.    

Media reports associated with the Mindil Beach Markets were not alone in forging a 

sub-discourse of the site as a stage for entertainment. My analysis found that news 

stories related to other events (such as the National Family Day held in Darwin) also 

depicted Mindil Beach as an entertainment platform. One instance of this media 

coverage (appearing in March 2001) contained a day long entertainment schedule at 

Mindil Beach featuring martial arts demonstrations, emergency services 

demonstrations, band performances and children‟s rides among other entertainment 

activities (see Fun at Beach 22/03/2001, p.30). The depiction of the site as a stage 

for entertainment was echoed in an article published in the following days. This 

article contained photographs of people enjoying the various forms entertainment 

provided at the venue (see Darwin‟s Big Day Out 26/03/2001, p.6).  

The SI framework is useful for interpreting the regular production of the above 

messages in the media. The production of these messages in a tight temporal 

sequence may be understood as process that was influenced by recipe knowledge 

(i.e. pragmatic competence employed by the NT News journalists during the routine 

production of this type of Mindil Beach sub-discourse). It may also be a factor 

which contributed to the concept of Mindil Beach as a stage for entertainment being 

engrained into the community‟s social stock of knowledge (Berger and Luckmann 

1966). In either case, the iteration of this sub-discourse contributed to the production 

of the aggregate STL Discourse. 

Aside from the news coverage of large scale annually occurring events (such as the 

Mindil Beach Markets and the National Family Day), my analysis showed that the 

NT News depicted Mindil Beach as a stage for entertainment in its coverage of 

smaller events held less regularly at the site. Media commentary associated with 

these smaller events also described Mindil Beach as an arena of excitement and 

blissful experiences. Coverage of the Playgroup Association Fun Day for young 
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children held at Mindil Beach (Sarah Joins Tots for Fun Day 06/06/1996, p.2) was a 

case in point. In this instance the sub-discourse was created through references to 

children frolicking in the sand, children participating in painting, drawing and 

games, and further, through an image of a happy child with her face painted. By 

emphasising another event held only temporarily under a big top at the site, news 

coverage similarly framed Mindil Beach as a stage for entertainment. This particular 

article described the excitement associated with the musical production „Grease‟ and 

the community‟s anticipation of the event. It reported Mindil Beach as the venue 

where Darwin‟s community went to “get a thrill” (Grease „is‟ the Word at Big Top 

15/10/2001, p.3). In its coverage of these smaller events the NT News perpetuated 

the concept of Mindil Beach as an entertainment arena and subsequently, the STL 

Discourse was strengthened. 

6.1.1.4 – Stage for „The Pioneer‟ 

The idea of The Pioneer stems from Australia‟s colonial period. It was during this 

time that European‟s migrated to Australia and developed their colonial vision for 

the nation (see Heathcote 1994). In this vision the Europeans were the pioneers of 

the Empire‟s newest settlement. The colonisers saw themselves as being the first 

people to be involved in developing and improving an untamed frontier. The 

Australian colony was: 

 “…attractive only in so far as it was „improved‟ by European 

man [sic] and his [sic] works. Where the landscape could offer 

little of value, it must be replaced or added to…by the animals 

and crops of the settlers” (Heathcote 1994, p.258). 

The idea of The Pioneer conforms to the NT‟s pioneer vision outlined by Carment 

(2005). Historically, according to Carment, the NT‟s pioneer vision emphasises the 

rugged character of NT individuals and their past struggles to tame the frontier. He 

described the fundamental belief of the pioneer which emphasises the NT as a place 

existing across an indeterminate boundary, a place set in the bush, outback or the 

never-never, and a realm characterised by the unknown, danger, and even anarchy. 

The NT‟s pioneer vision is rhetorically maintained by the NT Government and also 

by the wider NT population. This observation was made by Powell (2000), who 

declared that non-Indigenous NT residents enjoy the (perhaps ill-founded) idea that 

they still live on a frontier. 
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In the fourth sub-discourse which contributed to the aggregate, Mindil Beach was 

depicted as a Stage for The Pioneer. My analysis yielded this sub-discourse as early 

as May 1971. This early news coverage depicted Mindil Beach as an arena where 

Darwin resident‟s conflicted with nature, or more accurately, as an arena where 

humans routinely dominated nature. One media report which commented on the 

threat of sea-wasp stings to individuals visiting the beach ascribed the rhetoric of 

danger and the unknown to Mindil Beach: 

“One 12-year-old boy swimming at the beach was stung severely 

over one-quarter of his body…if they swim, they do so at their 

own risk” (Four Sea Wasp Stings won‟t Stop Carnival 

03/05/1971, p.3). 

The same article highlighted the rugged character of the NT population by defining 

them as water sports professionals who took care of themselves by utilising their 

experience and prowess to overcome natural predators at Mindil Beach. News 

coverage of a fisherman‟s fight with a fish at Mindil Beach (Great Beach Catch 

28/05/1971, p.7) similarly conveyed the consciousness of Mindil Beach as Stage for 

The Pioneer. Explained through an SI framework, it was the process of 

internalisation (Berger and Luckmann 1966) that led to this portrayal of the site. 

Instead of being interpreted simply as a site of recreation (i.e. a site for fishing), the 

depiction of Mindil Beach as a place where the fisherman had landed his great catch 

was internalised by the NT News audience and consequently, it was interpreted as a 

place where people routinely confronted and dominated nature. These depictions of 

Mindil Beach were harmonious with the pioneer vision and they added weight to the 

STL Discourse.    

Mindil Beach was similarly portrayed as a Stage for The Pioneer in the years 

following 1971. My analysis revealed sub-discourses that depicted Mindil Beach as 

a site of progress and development following Cyclone Tracy (which occurred on 

Christmas Eve 1974), and also as a site where the resilience of the NT population to 

this disaster was manifest. Excerpts from a letter to the editor published slightly 

more than a year after Cyclone Tracy provides one example: 

“Citizens must realise that Darwin must go on [after the 

cyclone]...Darwin is again a city and not a disaster area” 

(Council Stand Applauded 18/02/1976, p.20). 
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I found that the above article employed a rhetoric which situated Mindil Beach as 

symbol of Darwin‟s return to a mature, responsible and independent city after the 

cyclone. Drawing upon the pioneer vision, the author both encouraged and hailed 

the community‟s efforts to go on and overcome the hardships associated with the 

aftermath of the cyclone. This depiction of Mindil Beach as a place where the robust 

character of NT residents was readily observed also appeared in later news reports 

(see Warm Sun the Only Stinger at the Beach 06/05/1991, p.3; Crackin‟ Good 

Market Stall 12/05/2006, p.5). In the 2006 article for example, an NT couple were 

featured selling hand made goods produced from various parts of crocodiles that 

they had hunted and killed. The article included a photograph of these goods 

including belts, handbags and footwear. Proclaiming their robust character and their 

triumph over nature, the couple explained their activities which lead to the 

production of their products: 

“We have a permit to shoot up to 100 crocs a year and our 

products are made with everything from the crocodile except its 

guts…we use its tail, feet, skulls ... all for different products” 

(Crackin' Good Market Stall 12/05/2006, p.5)  

By depicting Mindil Beach as the source of progress, development, and robust NT 

individuals who triumph over nature, the above articles were closely associated with 

the pioneer vision. They strengthened the STL Discourse which emerged from my 

analyses.    

6.1.2 - Discourse 2: Mindil Beach as a Commodity 

Places become commodified in order to achieve economic and social objectives. 

When required, they become “transformed into a resource for local economic and 

social development within a globally evolving economy” (Urry 1995, p.152). They 

become new sites of production centres and new agglomerations of labour and social 

infrastructure (Harvey 1993). Recall that in the case of London‟s Docklands (refer 

Goodwin 1993), the creation of a new vision supported this transformation. My 

analysis revealed a second discourse that situated Mindil Beach closely to these 

observations.  

The second discourse - Mindil Beach as a Commodity - depicted Mindil Beach as a: 
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 Consumable; a product to be packaged, bought and sold. It depicted Mindil 

Beach as a market place for the selling of goods and services (i.e. a venue 

from which consumables were sold), but moreover, it depicted the space 

itself (i.e. its aesthetics, odours and sounds) as an item available for 

consumption. Mindil Beach in this scenario was not unlike Queensland‟s 

Gold Coast which was developed for tourism in accordance with human 

consumption practices (Mullins 1991; Prideaux 2004). 

 Tool in Darwin‟s political economy; a regional economic asset that was 

fundamental to the success of Darwin‟s tourism industry. Mindil Beach was 

depicted as a political tool utilised by the state to pursue its political 

objectives. The use of places for this purpose has been identified previously 

(refer to Goodwin 1993 for an illustration of the way London‟s Docklands 

were used to achieve political and economic objectives of the state.)   

As shown in Figure 6.6, this second discourse occurred less frequently than the first. 

It occurred on four separate occasions (i.e. May 1971, December 1971, June 1976 

and April 1996) throughout the sample.  
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Sample Range (newspaper publication date)

 

Figure 6.6 - The occurrence of Mindil Beach discourses within the NT News sample. 

I found that the Mindil Beach as a Commodity Discourse first occurred in May 

1971. This occurrence was derived from news reports related to the annual On the 

Beach carnival held at the site. News coverage of this event illuminated the capacity 

of stakeholders to produce an income from Mindil Beach. To this affect, my analysis 

revealed numerous references to profit, funds and to the gross total received from 

the event. Two of the articles that were associated with this discourse are presented 

in Figure 6.7. They commodified Mindil Beach by employing fiscal references in 

their titles (i.e. $5000 Picked Up - On the Beach 05/05/1971, p.13; $8000 Raised on 

the Beach 11/05/1971, p.3), and the former of the articles contained a photograph of 

the event organisers surrounded by money. Explained through an SI lens, the  
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Figure 6.7 – Two NT News articles associated with the „Mindil Beach as a Commodity‟ 

discourse (source: NT News 05/05/1971, p.13 [top] and NT News 11/05/1971, p.3 [bottom]). 
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audience of these news reports internalised (Berger and Luckmann 1966) the fiscal 

references and the associated photographs that they contained. Consequently, the 

community‟s interpretation of the objective events reported at Mindil Beach led to 

the site being interpreted as a commodity. A third article associated with this 

discourse perpetuated the depiction of Mindil Beach as a Commodity by hailing the 

event as “a great financial success” (“On the beach” - YMCA Thanks 11/05/1971, 

p.6, my emphasis). In these reports, the site was comprehensively portrayed as a 

commodity to be traded to the consuming public for a fee. 

My analysis revealed a second occurrence of the Mindil Beach as a Commodity 

Discourse in December 1971. On this occasion the discourse was synthesised amid 

reports of economic downturns in Darwin. The NT News reported that Darwin‟s 

tourist industry was losing “thousands of dollars a year to Queensland resorts 

because of the acute shortage of tourist caravan parks and beachfront sites” 

(Caravan Sites Shortage „Costing $ Thousands‟ 15/12/1971, p.3). The 

overwhelming concern expressed in the media at this time was that holiday makers 

were visiting other Australian destinations like Townsville and Cairns in preference 

of Darwin which had a “desperate shortage of Caravan Parks” (Numbers Mean Laws 

Broken17/12/1971, p.6). This situation was deemed to be detrimental to Darwin‟s 

tourism industry with ramifications extending to other sectors of the economy. 

Mindil Beach however was portrayed as one feature of the city that had the capacity 

to ease this problem. 

Broadcast as Darwin‟s premier caravan park at this time when tourist 

accommodations were in high demand, news coverage depicted Mindil Beach as an 

economic asset which underpinned the tourism industry. I found that the coverage 

communicated the idea that Mindil Beach was an essential component of the tourism 

industry, and a feature which was mitigating the onset of regional tourism chaos. 

One article expressed the popularity of Mindil Beach Caravan Park amongst the 

tourists and also the need for more caravan parks like it: 

“People preferred the City Council‟s Mindil Beach park because 

it was more central…another park, centrally located, would be 

desirable and if this park was to be of a high standard Darwin 

would benefit” („Enough Sites for Caravans‟ - Operator Claims 

27/12/1971, p.8). 
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In what can be understood as a consequence of objectivation (Berger and Luckmann 

1966), another news report expressed an understanding of the caravan park as a 

great success and one that needed to be replicated at other beach front locations in 

the Darwin surrounds (Numbers Mean Laws Broken 17/12/1971, p.6). Both of these 

articles contributed to Discourse 2 by describing the site as a regional economic 

asset that was fundamental to the success of Darwin‟s tourism industry. 

My analysis again revealed the Mindil Beach as a Commodity Discourse in June 

1976 (refer Figure 6.6). This instance of the discourse occurred at a time when 

Darwin was experiencing the aftermath of Cyclone Tracy. At this time, the Darwin 

Reconstruction Commission (the primary state agency tasked with providing new 

housing options for Darwin‟s population and repairing residential properties 

damaged by the cyclone) was making slow progress in resurrecting the city. 

Eighteen months had elapsed since the tropical cyclone devastated the city however 

news coverage continued to describe Darwin as being in a state of fragility and re-

development. At the subject time, the city‟s sanitary and overcrowding problems 

had reached Mindil Beach; septic tanks at the site overflowed and Darwin‟s dire 

housing circumstances extended to the beach front. Darwin‟s incumbent Mayor 

described the situation: 

“There were 100 people sleeping in their cars, caravans and tents 

on Darwin beaches. The situation is desperate…municipal 

inspectors had told these people [on Mindil Beach] to move on” 

(Campers asked to quit beach 29/06/1976, p.2). 

Mindil Beach was therefore a political powder keg with the council refusing to 

allow unauthorised camping on the site on one hand, and the Darwin Reconstruction 

Commission seeking to sustain temporary housing (thereby opposing council) on the 

other. In the news coverage of this issue, Mindil Beach resembled a political tool 

used by both political agencies. 

Van Park Uproar Looms (30/06/1976, p.3) was the first article associated with the 

1976 occurrence Discourse 2. This article articulated council‟s vision for an 

extension of the Mindil Beach Caravan Park; 
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“The City Council is urgently seeking means of increasing 

Darwin‟s caravan keeping capacity” (Van Park Uproar Looms 

30/06/1976, p.3). 

In announcing this vision, council was disguising their desire to remove unsanitary 

and unauthorised campers from the site. However, council‟s hidden agenda became 

evident in other articles (Beach Camping 23/06/1976, p.15; Campers Asked to Quit 

Beach 29/06/1976, p.2) associated with Discourse 2. In these articles it was clear 

that the extension would have allowed council to achieve their primary goal to expel 

unwanted campers:  

“The area the council is seeking for a temporary caravan park 

extends for about 90 metres on either side [of the existing 

site]…the park will be under council‟s control… and camping on 

public beaches would be strictly prohibited” (Van Park Land 

Release Sought 13/07/1976, p.2). 

This group of articles framed Mindil Beach as a tool to achieve the political 

objectives of the state, and together they established the discursive portrayal of 

Mindil Beach as a Commodity. 

My analysis revealed the fourth occurrence of Discourse 2 during April 1996 (refer 

Figure 6.6). In the three articles which comprised this discourse, Mindil Beach was 

framed as a consumable entity and a component of Darwin‟s political economy. The 

discursive portrayal of Mindil Beach as a site available for consumption was 

exemplified in an article entitled Mindil Mayhem: 10000 rock up (26/04/1996, p.3). 

The article described how different elements of the site were devoured: 

People arrived to the markets to “claim their small piece of beach 

territory…[then] milled about slowly, inhaling the aromas and 

soaking up the atmosphere” (my emphasis).  

This consumption rhetoric similarly emerged in Yes, the Markets are Here Again 

(24/04/1996, p.5) when attention was drawn to the numerous arts and crafts market 

stalls which “sell everything from exotic candles to satays”. The article included a 

photograph of a crowded thoroughfare lined with market stalls. The group of articles 

conveyed the notion that Mindil Beach was a place for the selling of goods, but 

additionally, these articles described how the aromas and atmosphere of the site 
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were consumed. News coverage which depicted Mindil Beach as a regional 

economic asset fundamental to the success of Darwin‟s tourism industry also 

emerged in April 1996 (see Visit New-look Darwin Casino 25/04/1996, p.31 and 

refer Yes, the Markets are Here Again 24/04/1996, p.5). Described as a drawcard for 

high-rollers from Asian countries, the Casino at Mindil Beach was depicted as the 

foundation of tourism in Darwin and as a key feature of the regions broader political 

economy.  

6.1.3 - Discourse 3: Mindil Beach as a Protected Site  

Places are often significant aspects of people‟s lives. A place can be a “territory of 

significance, distinguished from adjacent and from larger or smaller areas by its 

name, by its particular environmental qualities, by the stories and shared memories 

connected to it, and by the intensity of the meanings people give to it or derive from 

it” (Relph 2008, p.311, see also Heyes and Jacobs 2008 and Vanclay 2008). 

Consequently, it is common for people to engage in the preservation of places that 

are significant to them. Their urge to do this is driven by presumptions that relics (or 

fragile qualities of a place) are desirable and necessary to our identity, and that 

places are finite and dwindling (Lowenthal 1985).  

In accordance with the above ideas, my analysis revealed a third discourse which I 

termed Mindil Beach as a Protected Site. As illustrated in Figure 6.8, Discourse 3 

occurred twice in the sample. News articles associated with this discourse depicted 

Mindil Beach as a place which had its essential character under threat, and as a place 

where these threatened features were protected. In the first occurrence of the 

discourse in March 1981, the natural environment at Mindil Beach was depicted as 

being protected from a threatening tourist development. I again identified the 

discourse during my analysis of later news reports (i.e. August 1996 – refer Figure 

6.8) when Darwin residents rallied to defend the sites cultural utility. 

In the first occurrence of Discourse 3, I found that the foreshore of Mindil Beach 

was described as an invaluable and unique natural component of the site and one 

which was facing destruction due to a proposed hotel development. News reports 

encouraged the community to protect the site from a: 
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Figure 6.8 - The occurrence of Mindil Beach discourses within the NT News sample. 

 “commercial development on this impeccable foreshore 

land…the project consists of hideous high-rise buildings which 

would forever be a blot on the shoreline” (Give Public the Facts 

04/03/1981, p.6).  

Rhetorical statements which highlighted the protective behaviour (of both council 

and community figures) re-enforced this discourse. The council‟s decision to “reject 

the city engineer‟s recommendation to approve the development” (Foreshore 

Proposal Rejected 03/03/1981, p.2) was one example of the way Mindil Beach was 

depicted as a protected site. In this particular article Council was commended for its 

decision to preserve the area for the community. The rhetoric continued in the article 

shown in Figure 6.9 with references to community efforts to “halt construction of a 

Casino on reserved foreshore”, to “solid legislative protection” of the site, and lastly 

to the “Save Mindil campaign” (Unique Chance 10/03/1981, p.6, my emphasis). 

These articles communicated the notion that the Mindil Beach foreshore was a 

natural feature facing irreversible damage, and together they discursively portrayed 

Mindil Beach as a protected site.  

Apart from its natural assets, I found that Mindil Beach was also portrayed as a site 

protected for its cultural utility. News articles published in August 1996 (refer 

Figure 6.8) inferred that community intervention was being implemented to mitigate 

threats to various cultural aspects of the site. In the first articles comprising this 

discourse, Mindil Beach was depicted as a protected site when organisers of the 

Beer Can Regatta threatened to cancel the annual cultural event due to a lack of 

community interest. In an attempt to ensure the longevity of this cultural dimension 

of Mindil Beach, key community members repeatedly encouraged the public to 

protect the event; 
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Figure 6.9 – Mindil Beach depicted 

as a protected site (source: NT News 

10/03/1981, p.6). 

 

“Lions Club Spokesman Barrie Burns said a lack of 

entries threatened the survival of the event. He 

called on the public to make sure there will be more 

boats entered next year. Otherwise the famous 

annual event may not go ahead” (Entries Down: „96 

Beer Can Regatta may be the Last 12/08/1996, p.1) 

 

~ 

 

“We are putting it to the public that if they want this regatta to 

continue they will have to become more involved” (Beer Can 

Regatta „May be the Last‟ 12/08/1996, p.3). 
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My analysis also identified Discourse 3 in other articles published in August 1996. 

In Plea to Reopen Beach Access (22/08/1996, p.13) news coverage described Mindil 

Beach as a site protected from the destructive littering behaviour of beach users. In 

this article a council spokesperson emphasised the need to maintain the aesthetics of 

Mindil Beach. A separate article - No Lights: Mindil Parkers in Dark (31/08/1996, 

p.12) - alluded to the way the community was protecting the pedestrian amenity of 

the area. The repetitive production (in rapid temporal succession) of this message 

can again be interpreted as a habitualised and institutionalised practice which caused 

the Mindil Beach as a Protected Site Discourse to be forged into the social stock of 

knowledge maintained by Darwin residents (Berger and Luckmann 1966). 

6.1.4 - Discourse 4: Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory  

The intimate relationship between place and memory is well recognised (see 

Lowenthal 1985; Belanger 2002; Chang 2005; Sidaway and Mayell 2007 for 

example). It is known that places (including their landscapes, buildings, monuments, 

street furniture, public art and place names) serve as sites of memory tied to various 

aspects of social life. Cultural studies have indicated that markers of memory are 

everywhere in the city: they are “found on commemorative plaques, on buildings 

and battlefields; etched into automobile license plates, and woven into the city‟s 

visual and literary cultures” (Belanger 2002, p.70). 

In harmony with the above ideas, my analysis revealed a fourth discourse which I 

termed Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory. News articles published in September 

and October 1981 (see Figure 6.10) yielded this discourse. As the name suggests it 

described Mindil Beach as a place of memory, or as a place comprised of mnemonic 

cues. It suggested that the significance of Mindil Beach was derived from 

nostalgically significant landscape features. Articles that were associated with this 

discourse described various features within the Mindil Beach landscape as being 

embedded with the memories of Darwin residents. 

More specifically, I found that the articles associated with the Place of Memory 

Discourse depicted Mindil Beach as a place embedded with memories of human 

burials. In the first article associated with this discourse (see Figure 6.11) comments 

from a long-term Darwin resident drew an association between Mindil Beach and 
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Figure 6.10 - The occurrence of Mindil Beach discourses within the NT News sample. 

 

Figure 6.11 – Mindil Beach depicted as a place 

of memory (source: NT News 28/09/1981, p.4). 
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memories related to the bombing of Darwin in 1942. Amongst his numerous 

memories on this topic, the resident “remembers burying 10 people at Mindil Beach 

in one day” (Mindil Skeletons „not Aborigines‟: Lee 28/09/1981, p.4) following a 

Japanese air raid on the city. The resident‟s comments regarding a historical 

Aboriginal burial ground near the beach (and its relation to specific landscape 

features at the site) further extended the rhetoric of Mindil Beach as a place of 

memory. This rhetoric was continued in a second article associated with Discourse 4 

(see „Bones are Aboriginal‟ 3/10/1981, p.2) where comments of another long-term 

Darwin resident were featured. In this instance sand dunes located at the northern 

end of the beach in 1981 were portrayed as mnemonic cues for the remembrance of 

grave sites. The resident recounted an occasion when he walked over the sand dunes 

and observed the location of the grave sites.   

My analysis revealed one final article which depicted Mindil Beach as a place of 

remembrance. The article referred to the efforts of local Indigenous peoples to 

establish a memorial at Mindil Beach that marked the burial site of their ancestor - 

“Tiwi islander, Turimpi, who died in 1921” (No Funds for Memorial 22/10/1981, 

p.2). A memorial garden and a memorial featuring traditional Tiwi Pukamani burial 

poles were among those proposed for the site. My analysis suggested that this news 

coverage depicted Mindil Beach as a place embedded with Indigenous memories. In 

accordance with the first two articles associated with Discourse 4, this third news 

report described Mindil Beach as a place characterised by nostalgically significant 

landscape features. 

6.1.5 - Discourse 5: Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place (Place Marginalisation)  

The creation of places that exclude minority groups is not uncommon. It is generally 

the dominant social group(s) that define who and what should be excluded from any 

particular place (Anderson 1987; Wells 2007). Places can be made exclusive by 

these groups who in their own minds construct a “boundary between „their‟ territory 

and „our‟ territory” (Anderson 1987, p.583). The look and feel of places therefore 

“reflect decisions about what – and who – should be visible and what should not” 

(Anderson 1987, p.583). My ECA yielded a fifth and final discourse (termed Mindil 

Beach as an Exclusive Place) which described Mindil Beach in this manner. 
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As shown in Figure 6.12, Discourse 5 appeared on one occasion only (i.e. during 

April and May 1991) in the sample. The news articles associated with Discourse 5 

conveyed the idea that Mindil Beach was a place to be used exclusively by those 

who behaved in a socially appropriate manner. I found that the news coverage 

defined homosexual and itinerant people in particular as being deviant in this 

respect, and as being unwelcome at the site. 
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Figure 6.12 - The occurrence of Mindil Beach discourses within the NT News sample. 

In April 1991 the NT News broadcasted allegations made against homosexual and 

itinerant people living in Darwin. Both groups of people were blamed for loitering 

and partaking in sexual activity in the Mindil Beach toilet blocks, for the sexual 

harassment of council staff who maintained the facilities, and also for vandalism 

occurring at the site. The first articles associated with Discourse 5 immediately 

distinguished the two minority groups as being a problem in the Mindil Beach area, 

even before the allegations had been substantiated: 

“After continuing complaints about itinerants and homosexuals 

haunting [Mindil] beach toilets, council staff [are] investigating 

the problem” („Sex-toilet Car‟ Seen at Creche 27/04/1991, p.1, 

my emphasis). 

~ 

A meeting between the Police Commissioner and Lord Mayor of 

Darwin was held to discuss “problems allegedly caused by 

homosexuals and itinerants frequenting beachfront toilets” 

(Police, Mayor Meet on Gay Sex Problem 30/04/1991, p.3, my 

emphasis).  

Through my analysis I found that these two media reports framed Mindil Beach as a 

place where homosexual and itinerant people (the others) were a problem. The 
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problem rhetoric that emerged in both articles re-enforced the depiction on Mindil 

Beach as a place that was marginalised from these deviant social groups. 

In addition to the above news reports, there were two others which contributed to the 

discursive portrayal of Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place. My analysis results 

indicated that the first article published in May 1991 contributed to Discourse 5. It 

similarly described the site as a place where deviant homosexuals and itinerants 

were unwelcome. The article declared that any: 

“Offensive behaviour at public facilities could not be tolerated by 

the community…[and that] all sections of the community are 

being asked to join in the efforts to remove unacceptable use of 

public facilities” (Gay Group Suggests Sex-venue Solution 

3/05/1991, p.3).  

This increased effort to deter inappropriate behaviour at Mindil Beach resulted in 

homosexuals avoiding Mindil Beach in favour of other locations in the city. The 

publicity had: 

“Driven part of the city‟s gay community further 

underground…[and it] would not be long before gangs with 

baseball bats went hunting for homosexual men at Darwin 

beaches” (NT Aids Council Warns of Gay-bashing Fears 

4/05/1991, p.3).  

This iterative portrayal of the site as an exclusive place (for heterosexual and non-

itinerant individuals) can be understood as an example of institutionalisation (Zukin 

1995) whereby journalists have habitually created specific Mindil Beach discourses 

to suit their interactive role with the wider Darwin community.      

Above I have presented the five discourses (including their dates of production) that 

my ECA yielded. My analyses indicated that Mindil Beach discourses varied over 

time. I provide a summary of these varying discourses below. 

 

6.2 - MINDIL BEACH DISCOURSES: CHANGE OVER TIME 

A graphical summary of my ECA is shown in Figure 6.13. This summary illustrates 

the way that Mindil Beach discourses varied throughout the period 1971-2006. In 
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addition, it is possible to identify relationships between the discourses. The STL 

Discourse was the first to emerge from the sample. This discourse occurred 

continuously between 1971 and 2001 (excluding a hiatus in 1976 which is not 

depicted in Figure 6.13). Thus, the STL Discourse often occurred simultaneously 

(i.e. within the same month or year) with the other discourses. At almost every year 

in the sample, it had a co-existent relationship with at least one other discourse. 

Stage for ‘Territory Lifestyle’ (STL)

Place of

Memory

Commodity

Jan 1970

(Start of 

Sample)

Dec 2006

(End of 

Sample)

„75 „80 „85 „90 „95 2000

Exclusive

Place

Protected

Site

Protected

Site

Commodity

MINDIL BEACH AS A(N)…

Date

 

Figure 6.13 – A summary of the Mindil Beach discourses that emerged from the ECA. 

The second and third discourses that emerged from the sample depicted Mindil 

Beach as a Commodity and a Protected Site respectively. This sequence (i.e. the 

occurrence of the Mindil Beach as a Commodity Discourse before Mindil Beach as 

a Protected Site Discourse) repeated at the end of the sample. In contrast to the 

above, my analysis revealed a fourth discourse that depicted Mindil Beach as a Place 

of Memory. This discourse occurred in the same year as the Mindil Beach as a 

Protected Site Discourse (refer Figure 6.13). Next, during 1991, my analysis showed 

that the Mindil Beach was discursively portrayed as an Exclusive Place. As 

illustrated in Figure 6.13, this fifth discourse occurred simultaneously with the STL 

Discourse but no other. The final two discourses (i.e. Mindil Beach as a Commodity 

and Mindil Beach as a Protected Site) occurred in the same temporal sequence 

referred to above. 
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Whilst the above summary illustrates how Mindil Beach discourses changed over 

time, yet to be discussed are the reasons why they changed. The following 

discussion explores some possible explanations for the patterns that I observed. 

 

6.3 – DISCUSSION 

In the chronological order in which they emerged, this discussion more closely 

investigates each Mindil Beach discourse. Below I explore some possible reasons 

why the Mindil Beach discourses changed throughout my sample. 

Discourse 1: Mindil Beach as a STL 

It is essential that cities, in all their different forms, contain a cultural precinct; a 

place that has widespread appeal, a place that people embrace, a place that 

stimulates public pride, and a place that evokes a sense of citizenship (Mullins 1991; 

Goodwin 1993). These places often contain large scale projects which are used to 

build confidence, promote, draw attention to, and raise the image of a city (Mullins 

1991; Goodwin 1993). Functioning in this capacity, such places provide the local 

community with a degree of security and comfort. They contain or reflect the 

cultural character with which the majority of the community can identify.  

This argument may explain why Mindil Beach was almost continually understood as 

a STL throughout the sample (refer Figure 6.13). If every city needs a cultural 

precinct to raise its image, build its confidence, and promote it, then judging by the 

NT News discourse, Mindil Beach has satisfied this need in Darwin. My analysis 

revealed that the site has almost constantly been Darwin‟s flagship cultural precinct. 

It was used to evoke a sense of citizenship (refer Thousands at Beach 05/05/1981, 

p.1; On the Beach 29/04/1986, p.19) and to promote the city by advertising the 

relaxing outdoor lifestyle (refer Great Beach Catch 28/05/1971, p.7; Lick and Throw 

10/08/1971, p.3; Into Training 29/07/1971, p.24). The site was also used to build 

civic confidence following the devastation of Cyclone Tracy (refer Council Stand 

Applauded 18/02/1976, p.20). In sum, the Mindil Beach as an STL Discourse has 

existed almost constantly throughout the sample. It has always been Darwin‟s 

cultural precinct - a stage used to demonstrate confidence, pride and a sense of 

citizenship. 
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Discourses 2 and 3: Mindil Beach as a Commodity, Mindil Beach as a Protected 

Site 

As I described in the summary above, it is possible to discern a sequential pattern 

between Discourses 2 and 3 within the ECA results. The Mindil Beach as a 

Commodity Discourse emerged on two occasions. The next discourses to emerge on 

each of these occasions was the Mindil Beach as a Protected Site Discourse (refer 

Figure 6.13). Thus, a pattern was evident within in the ECA results. Whilst this 

observation in no way established a cause and effect relationship, one explanation of 

this pattern is feasible. 

A return to Harvey‟s (1993) commentary on the capitalist system is helpful in 

providing this explanation. The author described how places are inevitably affected 

by the capitalist system and its cyclical process of capital growth, geographical 

expansion, and finally, crisis. Recall that as the growth of capital commences, places 

are commodified and consumed until the time when crisis intervenes. Such crises 

can take many forms including urban insurrections, worldwide recessions, or the 

disruption of political or economic power (Soja 1989). 

These theoretical insights can be used in an attempt to explain the sequential 

occurrence of Discourse 2 and 3 within my ECA results. It might be said that as a 

result of attempts to expand Darwin‟s tourism industry (refer to Caravan Sites 

Shortage „Costing $ Thousands‟ 15/12/1971, p.3 and Numbers Mean Laws Broken 

17/12/1971, p.6 describing efforts to attract interstate tourists and compete with 

Cairns and Townsville) Mindil Beach became a commodified place. Furthermore, it 

is feasible that the efforts to protect Mindil Beach from tourist development (refer 

Give Public the Facts 04/03/1981, p.6) created a crisis that terminated Darwin‟s 

tourism expansion efforts that commenced in 1971. This pattern of capital growth 

and crisis closely imitates the iterative cycle described by Soja (1989) and Harvey 

(1993). Their observations can therefore be used to explain the temporal emergence 

of Discourses 2 and 3 within my sample. 

Discourse 4: Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory 

In 1981 the Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory Discourse emerged (this discourse 

followed the Protected Site Discourse which occurred during the same year – refer 

Figure 6.13 for an illustration). Places become sites of memory because people long 
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to experience an exotic antiquity, and to know what actually happened in history 

(Lowenthal 1985). People therefore strive to maintain the places that are associated 

with their important lifetime memories. In addition, places of memory are 

fundamentally linked to social identity (Atkinson and Cosgrove 1998; Belanger 

2002; Carment 2005; Chang 2005). They preserve local identities or create new 

identities for city spaces, and they emerge in society for these purposes.  

It is plausible that the above insights explain why the Mindil Beach as a Place of 

Memory Discourse emerged from the sample. Following news reports which 

depicted Mindil Beach as a Protected Site (refer Foreshore Proposal Rejected 

03/03/1981, p.2 and Unique Chance 10/03/1981, p.6), sand dunes located on the 

foreshore were ascribed with memories of human burials (refer „Bones are 

Aboriginal‟ 3/10/1981, p.2). These events reflect Lowenthal‟s (1985) assertions that 

people desire to know what happened in history, and further, that they strive to 

maintain the places that are associated with their important lifetime memories. News 

articles written during 1981 concerning the establishment of an Indigenous 

memorial at the site added to the Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory Discourse. In 

light of the above academic commentary (refer Atkinson and Cosgrove 1998; 

Belanger 2002) the planned installation of Tiwi Pukamani burial poles (refer No 

Funds for Memorial 22/10/1981, p.2) can be understood as an act which created 

and/or strengthened an Indigenous identity at Mindil Beach. In sum, it may be 

suggested that the Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory Discourse occurred because 

local residents were interested in publicly disclosing the details of historical human 

burials, and further, because they wanted their local identities preserved at the site. 

Discourse 5: Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place 

The Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place Discourse was the fifth yielded by my ECA 

(refer Figure 6.13). Places which exclude certain social groups arise due to unequal 

power relationships. These inequitable social relationships ensure that “people with 

economic and political power have the greatest opportunity to shape public culture” 

(Zukin 1995, p.11) and control public places. As a consequence, places become off-

limits to minority groups, or to those groups who identify with the other. In certain 

instances places of exclusion are created for economic reasons. In these instances 

city myths containing discourses which marginalise minority groups are produced 

for the purposes of promoting the investment potential of a given site (Aguiar et al. 
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2005). These observations related to power and economic progress might offer a 

possible explanation why the Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place Discourse 

emerged from the NT News.   

During 1991, I found that news reports described Mindil Beach as a place where 

homosexual and itinerant people were unwelcome. Being among Darwin‟s most 

powerful political figures, the Police Commissioner and Lord Mayor of the city used 

the NT News (refer Police, Mayor Meet on Gay Sex Problem 30/04/1991, p.3) to 

broadcast their views on “what – and who – should be visible and what should not, 

[and] on concepts of order and disorder” (Zukin 1995, p.5). Their status as powerful 

political figures granted them access to Darwin‟s major public interface where they 

could marginalise the city‟s minority groups (i.e. homosexual and itinerant people). 

The economic perspective outlined by Aguiar et al. (2005) might offer a further 

explanation as to why Discourse 5 occurred. In line with the authors‟ observations, 

this discourse concerning offensive and unacceptable behaviour at the site may be 

interpreted as a city myth synthesised by Darwin‟s political figures. By creating 

such a myth, local authorities aimed to lure potential investors by purporting to 

maintain a decent place where offensive and unacceptable behaviour was outlawed. 

The above discussion has been exploratory. It has provided some feasible 

explanations as to why the different Mindil Beach discourses (yielded from my ECA 

exercise) emerged. The explanations suggest that various social pressures are 

capable of modifying place discourses. None of the observations above however 

directly illuminate population migration as one of these social pressures. I described 

in Chapter 2 that migration is predicted to have real consequences for place, and I 

must now apply this idea to the case of Mindil Beach. To carry out this task, I return 

to the questions raised at the beginning of this thesis; is it possible that the dramatic 

phases of migration observed in the NT are related to the discursive portrayal of 

Mindil Beach? Does a comparison of Darwin‟s migration phases (identified in 

Chapter 3) and the Mindil Beach discourses (identified above) reveal any patterns 

which warrant further research? In order to answer these questions, I compare these 

two social phenomena in the following chapter. 
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C H A P T E R  7 :   

DISCUSSION:  EXPLORING THE 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NT 

POPULATION MIGRATION PHASES AND 

MINDIL BEACH DISCOURSES (1971-2006) 

7.0 – INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters I outlined the volatility associated with NT population 

migration phases (see Chapter 3) between 1971 and 2006, and also the range of 

Mindil Beach discourses (see Chapter 6) that emerged throughout those phases. I 

conclude the thesis in this chapter by comparing these two phenomena and focussing 

more closely on the influence of population migration. I explore and discuss the 

possibility that changes in migration phases may be linked to changes in the Mindil 

Beach discourses. My discussion produces a new research agenda associated with 

population migration and place discourses, and I offer a range of ideas which 

facilitate future studies. 

I pursue four aims in this chapter. First, using the results that I obtained through my 

comparative analysis
28

 of the NT‟s population migration phases and Mindil Beach 

discourses (1971-2006), I aim to identify possible relationships between the two 

phenomena. Rather than presenting these as empirical or causal relationships, I 

intend only to identify these possible relationships as areas of association. Second, I 

aim to explore each possible relationship by referring to secondary data (i.e. human 

geography literature and historical material associated with Mindil Beach). Third, I 

aim to establish four areas for future research concerned with population migration 

and place. Finally, I aim to outline the implications (both practical and theoretical) 

and limitations of my research, and describe how these limitations might be 

addressed in future studies. 

This chapter is divided into five parts. In the first part (7.1) I present the results of 

my comparative analysis of NT population migration and Mindil Beach discourses, 

                                                 

28
 The data and methods associated with this exercise are comprehensively described in Appendix 4. 
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and discern four possible relationships in my sample. I conduct a deeper exploration 

into each possible relationship by discussing pertinent secondary data. In the second 

part (7.2) I frame and discuss each possible relationship in the context of future 

research. In the third part (7.3) I focus on the implications of my research. From a 

practical perspective these relate to the management of places in Darwin. From a 

theoretical perspective the implications both extend and challenge current 

assumptions regarding the social construction of place. In the fourth part (7.4) I 

discuss the research limitations pertinent to this study. I conclude the thesis in the 

final part (7.5) by providing a chapter summary.    

Having presented the objectives and structure of this chapter, I will now identify and 

describe the four possible relationships yielded by my comparative analysis.  

 

7.1 – EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NT POPULATION 

MIGRATION PHASES AND MINDIL BEACH DISCOURSES (1971-2006) 

During my comparative analysis (1971-2006) I found four instances where a change 

in the phases of NT population migration temporally corresponded with a change in 

Mindil Beach discourses. I will refer to each of these instances as a possible 

relationship (PR). Each PR encourages a deeper probe into the possibility that 

population migration and place are linked. Below I present each PR in this context. 

7.1.1 – PR1: Population Inflow and Mindil Beach as a Protected Site 

In the first PR that I identified, population inflows occurred simultaneously with the 

Mindil Beach as a Protected Site discourse. This PR is illustrated in the composite 

graph
29

 (see Figure 7.1) which compares the population flow data and Mindil Beach 

discourse data across the sample. Note that each phase of population flow is labelled 

in red at the top of the graph whilst the Mindil Beach discourses are represented by 

the coloured rectangles in the centre. A time line appears at the bottom of the graph 

                                                 

29
 I comprehensively explain how I designed and created the composite graph in Appendix A4.2 (see 

step 1). 
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for reference purposes
30

. The graph therefore indicates the range of Mindil Beach 

discourses that emerged in the NT News, and additionally, the alternating flows of 

NT population migration across the sample. By comparing these two variables I 

found that: 

 On two occasions – once during Phase 3 and once during Phase 5 - a population 

inflow seemed to coincide with the Mindil Beach as a Protected Site discourse 

 The Protected Site discourse did not emerge in any of the three phases associated 

with a population outflow.  

On the first occasion (refer Phase 3 in Figure 7.1) a population inflow seemed to 

coincide with a discourse depicting the protection of natural features (including the 

coastline and the adjacent public land) at Mindil Beach. On the second occasion 

(Phase 5) a population inflow seemed to coincide with a discourse depicting 

pedestrian areas as protected parts of the site. These observations may be 

circumstantial however they encourage a deeper exploration of the link between 

population inflow and the Mindil Beach as a Protected Site discourse. I conduct this 

exploration below by discussing some pertinent secondary data (e.g. cultural studies 

writings and historical material derived from my research). 
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Figure 7.1 – Mindil Beach discourses Vs NT Population Flow, 1971-2006. 

                                                 

30
 In this chapter each of the four relationships will be illustrated in a composite graph characterised 

by the same layout described here (i.e. phase numbers and population data at the top, Mindil Beach 

discourses in the centre, and a time line at the bottom).  
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Population Inflow VS Mindil Beach as a Protected Site Discourse: A Deeper 

Exploration 

A small number of studies support the idea that population inflows make people 

nervous and provoke protective behaviour. In the extreme case of Mozambique for 

example, inward migration was seen as a taboo subject, a matter of state security and 

a phenomenon that had to be addressed through border protection and the 

monitoring of irregular people movements (Raimundo 2009). In another case 

(Tibet), inward population migration stimulated community concerns related to 

resource exhaustion and cultural interference (see Fischer 2008). Fischer (2008) 

articulated how the inflow of people into Tibet from other parts of China stretched 

economic resources in the region and caused discontent among the residents and the 

Government. In the context of the developed world Anderson‟s (1987) study on 

Chinatown in Vancouver (Canada) showed that an inflow of Chinese people caused 

a panic amongst the Government and the Canadian people. 

A reflection upon Darwin‟s historical media reports also enables a deeper 

exploration into the possible relationship between population inflows and protective 

community behaviour. A number of these media reports gave an indication of the 

community‟s reaction to the population inflows that occurred during Phase 3 and 

Phase 5 (1981 and 1996 respectively - refer Figure 7.1). During the 1981 phase of 

population inflow for example, inward bound refugee children seemed to arouse 

feelings of anxiousness within the community; 

“Hundreds of refugee children were expected in Darwin this 

year…the influx of refugee and migrant children, already at a rate 

of 10 a week, stems from families in southern hostels electing to 

live in the north because the climate and lifestyle were more of 

what they were used to. Mr Robertson said two intensive English 

language units at Berrimah Primary School and Dripstone High 

School were unable to cope”(Refugees in Move North 1981). 

Intricately linked to population levels, nervous community sentiments were also 

associated with power consumption and the availability of open space in Darwin; 

 “Power consumption in Darwin is increasing at 17 per cent a 

year and the city will outreach itself if it does not have a new 

power station by 1986”(Muddimer 1981a). 
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~ 

“For those of us who enjoy open space and foreshores free from 

pubs, motels and housing who have settled in Darwin because it is 

not a Gold Coast, the future looks bleak”(Spurr 1981). 

It seemed that the community reacted in a protective manner to the phase of inward 

population migration around this time. In particular, the protection of parks and open 

spaces was evident; 

“Suddenly alderman are appearing in print voicing their 

concerns over parks and open spaces, roads and development” 

(Sick of Council 1981, my emphasis) 

Media reports associated with the Phase 5 population inflow (i.e. 1996 – refer Figure 

7.1) also supported the idea that population inflows stimulated community 

nervousness, discomfort, and the protection of Darwin‟s features. In particular, news 

reports identified Darwin‟s temporary visitors as catalysts for this reaction; 

“The Northern Territory remains Australia‟s least settled and 

most transient community…home owners usually have a stake in 

society. Long term stability, respect for private property, extended 

families and a civilised sense of community are typical by 

products of home ownership. The reverse generally also is true. 

Low home ownership almost always is indicative of high mobility 

and transiency, the ingredients behind much of the Territory‟s 

unsavoury rates of crime” (Home Data Clue to NT 1996, my 

emphasis). 

Another 1996 news report implicated Darwin‟s temporary visitors as a source of 

resident discomfort and called upon the authorities to protect the city‟s civic areas. 

Attention was drawn towards:  

“Campers at Vesteys [Beach in Darwin] and the dozen or more, 

yes dozen or more, assorted cars, caravans and other ramshackle 

vehicles that are permitted to use these tourist spots as their 

overnight, no-charge accommodation. All of these users have 

assorted and questionable housekeeping practices and its great to 

be accosted by a range of undies flapping in the sea-breeze, the 

shabby dogs and the snotty-nosed children who are mostly naked 

and dirty. Encourage tourists to come to Darwin by all means, but 
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complimentary use of our parks and beach fronts is a bit rich. Is 

this a Council or Government responsibility?” (Webb 1996, my 

emphasis). 

The above material provides some substance to the idea that the NT‟s population 

inflow stimulated the Mindil Beach as a Protected Site discourse. Further research is 

needed however to gain a comprehensive understanding of any relationship between 

these two phenomena. Consolidating upon the patterns identified above, such 

research might focus specifically on the consequences of population inflows for 

local geographies. Questions which will guide future research are obvious. For 

example, is the pattern involving a population inflow and the Mindil Beach as a 

Protected Site discourse (refer to Phases 3 and 5 in Figure 7.1) more than a sheer co-

incidence? Do population inflows produce nervousness amongst residents of 

Darwin? Similarly, do population inflows influence the protection of local 

geographies in the NT? These questions, which stem from my observations, provide 

points of departure for future research concerned with migration and place.  

During my comparative analysis I encountered a second PR which warranted further 

exploration. I elaborate on this PR below. 

7.1.2 – PR2: Net Overseas Migration (NOM) and the Absence of Mindil Beach 

Discourses 

In the second PR that I identified, two peculiar events occurred simultaneously at 

one point in the sample. I noticed this pattern by comparing the migrant origin data 

and Mindil Beach discourse data (see the composite graph illustrated in Figure 7.2). 

At the top of the graph the text describes the origin of inward NT migrants 

respective to each phase whilst the Mindil Beach discourses are again represented by 

the coloured rectangles.  
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DISCOURSE VS ORIGIN COMPOSITION

 

Figure 7.2 – Mindil Beach discourses Vs NT migrant origin, 1971-2006. 

My comparison of these data sets revealed that during Phase 6, for the first (and 

only) time in the sample: 

 Overseas migrants represented a larger proportion of NT migrants than those 

from interstate  

 There was an absence of Mindil Beach discourses in the NT News. 

These events were peculiar because they did not occur during any other phase 

throughout the sample. Below I use my historical analysis of Mindil Beach and a 

small number of cultural studies to stimulate ideas for future research concerned 

with these phenomena.  

NOM VS an Absence of Mindil Beach Discourses: A Deeper Exploration 

The theoretical discussions provided by Vanclay (2008) and Miller et al. (2008) 

shed some light on the PR between NOM levels and place discourses. The authors 

explained that place-making is about changing the way people feel about a place. It 

involves individuals connecting and developing a personal attachment with a 

locality. Place only exists therefore “when an individual can tell a story about the 

specific locality, something that can indicate personal meaning” (Vanclay 2008, 

p.4). Conversely, place ceases to exist when an individual has no connection with it 

and no capacity to convey its meaning discursively. 
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The above ideas stimulate research concerned with the possible link between high 

levels of NOM and the absence of Mindil Beach discourses. Based on the work of 

Vanclay (2008) and Miller et al. (2008), it is possible to speculate that overseas 

migrants had less of a connection with Mindil Beach than domestic migrants. 

Furthermore, it might be assumed that they were less capable of participating in 

social dialogue and contributing to a discourse associated with the site. According to 

these theories the over-representation of overseas migrants would have impeded the 

production and exchange of Mindil Beach discourses within the community during 

Phase 6. Future studies could directly incorporate these musings and yield more 

comprehensive knowledge regarding the possible link between NOM and the 

discursive representation of local geographies in the NT. 

A reflection upon the historical geography of Mindil Beach (refer Chapter 4) also 

facilitates a deeper exploration into PR2. Recall that from 1975 Mindil Beach was 

transformed into a commercial site. It became tightly controlled by Darwin‟s 

political elite and increasingly oriented towards tourists and the global marketplace. 

Arguably a product of its entry into the global marketplace, high levels of NOM in 

Phase 6 (refer Figure 7.2) may have resulted in Mindil Beach losing its local 

significance. These ideas contrast with the theoretical insights of Vanclay (2008) 

and Miller et al. (2008) but nevertheless, they provide a plausible reason why a 

Mindil Beach discourse was absent from community dialogue (manifest in the NT 

News) at the time in question. I presented previously the 1991 media report 

declaring that the Sunset Market had “become too crowded and is losing its basic 

character and attraction” (Muddimer 1991, p.5). Could it be that during Phase 6 

Mindil Beach became so toured, so wasted and so consumed by overseas migrants 

that in the end, all that was left was a set of abstract characteristics (Urry 2007)? 

As was the case with PR1 presented above, my deeper exploration of PR2 has 

provided some points of departure for research concerned with the relationship 

between NOM levels and the discursive representation of local geographies. Below I 

present and discuss a third PR which offers additional research opportunities.  

7.1.3 – PR3: Queensland migrants and Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place  

During my comparative analysis I noticed a third PR (involving Queensland 

migrants and the Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place discourse) which warrants 
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further exploration. This PR is shown in Phase 4 (refer to the composite graph in 

Figure 7.2 which compares the migrant origin data and Mindil Beach discourse data) 

where: 

 Queensland provided the largest proportion of migrants to the NT 

 The Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place discourse emerged. 

These two events seemed peculiar to me because, as shown in Figure 7.2, neither of 

them had occurred at any other time in the sample. Their simultaneous appearance 

during Phase 4 provided a stimulus to delve deeper into a possible link between the 

two phenomena.  

Queensland Migrants VS Mindil Beach as an Exclusive Place Discourse: A Deeper 

Exploration 

Cultural studies concerned with the link between Queensland migrants and place 

discourses were extremely scarce in the extant literature. I recognised Mullins‟ 

(1991) study on the Gold Coast and the Sunshine Coast regions (in Queensland, 

Australia) however as one that could assist me in delving further into PR3. The Gold 

Coast and the Sunshine Coast regions are the two largest centres in Australia 

devoted exclusively to tourism (Mullins 1991). In terms of class structure, the 

people residing in these tourist cities are socially distinct in comparison to those 

residing in other Australian cities. Specifically, there is a “much larger proportion 

who are small capitalists and petty bourgeoisie” (Mullins, 1991 p.337).  These 

people have had a profound economic and political impact on the two coastal cities. 

They have “provided the tourist goods and services…constructed the cities…and 

dominated local government” (Mullins, 1991 p.337). They are the people who make 

decisions “about what – and who – should be visible and what should not” (Zukin 

1995, p.5).  

Coupled with my observations, Mullins‟ (1991) observations encourage me to 

speculate on the possibility that PR3 exists. If we assume that small capitalists and 

bourgeoisie were among the inflow of Queensland migrants during Phase 4 (refer 

Figure 7.2), then PR3 is plausible. It is plausible that, in a scenario similar to their 

hometown cities in Queensland, the migrants were drawn to the tourist strip in 

Darwin – “the narrow piece of land abutting the beach and extending the length of 

the coastline” (Mullins, 1991 p.332). They desired this environment to be free from 
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the other (in this case Darwin‟s homosexual and itinerant people). They achieved 

this by using their political and economic power to create the Mindil Beach as an 

Exclusive Place discourse. Through structured community discussion this discourse 

pervaded community dialogue and, in turn, it emerged in Darwin‟s text media. 

Admittedly these ideas are speculative (at best) however they may suggest a basis 

for future research associated with migrants and the social construction of place.  

The historical material associated with Mindil Beach was less helpful to my 

exploration into PR3. Nevertheless, I discovered two media reports (see excerpts 

below) that might promote further research. The reports suggested that Mindil Beach 

was being influenced by population pressures, and further, that powerful political 

and economic figures were controlling the site and excluding others from its 

redevelopment: 

“The market area will have a $380,000 face lift this year under 

the Chief Minister‟s Darwin Enhancement Program. The work 

will be undertaken to improve crowd movement…[and include] 

new paved areas, improved lighting which will be low level, new 

toilets (replacing the present dilapidated facilities) and 

demountables. The plan has been criticised by a Conservation 

Commission officer and former City Council Parks supervisor, 

Mr. George Brown [, who said that] Darwin people were being 

told what work would be undertaken at Mindil. But there had 

been a complete lack of consultation…It was a problem that the 

Government went ahead with the schemes and told people 

afterwards. There seemed to be no wish to consult people” 

(Muddimer 1991, p.5, my emphasis) 

~ 

The community complained “last month that there had been a 

lack of consultation, losing the chance of obtaining [Mindil 

Beach] improvement ideas from a range of people” (DCC Backs 

Beach Work 1991). 

Whilst these reports did not suggest that efforts to construct an exclusive place at 

Mindil Beach were being driven by Queensland migrants per se, they did draw 

attention to possible links between power relationships, population pressures and 

place production. These ideas invoke questions which may be used as a basis for 
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future research. For example, is there are link between the socio-economic status of 

migrants and the social construction of place? Similarly, do large numbers of 

migrants from a particular location (e.g. a particular state, territory or nation) 

influence the construction of exclusive places? Answers to these questions will 

provide a greater understanding of the possible relationship between migration and 

place.  

Unlike the PR‟s discussed above, the age of NT migrants seemed to be significant in 

the fourth and final PR. I present this final PR in the following section and discuss it 

in the context of future research. 

7.1.4 – PR4: migrants aged 25-34 years and Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory  

In the fourth PR that warrants further investigation, two peculiar events again 

seemed to correspond at one point in the sample. I noticed this pattern by comparing 

the migrant age data and Mindil Beach discourse data (see the composite graph 

illustrated in Figure 7.3). At the top of the graph the text describes the age 

composition of inward NT migrants respective to each phase whilst the Mindil 

Beach discourses are again represented by the coloured rectangles. My comparison 

of these data sets revealed that Phase 3 was the only phase that exhibited: 

 An inflow of migrants dominated by a comparatively older age group (i.e. 25-34 

years) 

 The Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory discourse 

A Stage for the ‘Territory Lifestyle’ (STL)

A 

Commodity

Jan 1970 (Start of 

Sample)

Dec 2006          

(End of Sample)

„75 „80 „85 „90 „95 2000

Mindil 

Beach 

as…

Date

PHASE 1: PHASE 2: PHASE 3: PHASE 4: PHASE 5: PHASE 6:

A Protected

Site

A Commodity

An 

Exclusive 

Place

A 

Protected

Site

A Place of 

Memory

High proportion 

of people aged 

20-29 years old, 

tourists of all 

ages. 

Reduced number 

of people aged 

20-29 years, 

increased number 

of people aged 

30-39 and 5-14 

years.

High proportion of 

people aged 25-34

years old, high 

turnover of students 

and those of a 

working age.

High proportions of 

young people aged 

20-29 years. Fewer 

old people aged 65+ 

years.

High proportions of 

young people aged 

20-29 years. Fewer 

old people aged 

65+ years.

High proportions of 

young people aged 0-

14 and 20-34 years. 

Fewer old people aged 

65+ years.

DISCOURSE VS AGE COMPOSITION

 

Figure 7.3 - Mindil Beach discourses Vs NT migrant age, 1971-2006. 
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These events seemed peculiar to me because they did not occur during any other 

phase throughout the sample. Their simultaneous manifestation during Phase 3 led 

me to speculate that they may be linked. Was it possible that an influx of 

comparatively older migrants was related to the Mindil Beach as a Place Memory 

discourse? I revisited the secondary data to explore this query.  

Migrants aged 25-34 years and Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory Discourse: A 

Deeper Exploration 

According to Coser (1992), there are no place “recollections which can be said to be 

purely interior, that is, which can be preserved only within individual memory” 

(Coser 1992, p.169). In contrast, place recollections are developed and maintained 

collectively within society. They are “preserved by the chronicling of events in 

written sources or by oral tradition. But these events are not all treated in the same 

manner. Many of them escape notice because potential carriers of the message 

remain indifferent, while others assume high saliency” (Coser 1992, p.32). The age 

of these carriers is important in this respect because the older people are much more 

interested in the past than younger people (Coser 1992, my emphasis). 

Alongside my observations, Coser‟s (1992) work might motivate researchers to 

examine the possibility that a spike in the older demographic (i.e. 25-34 year olds 

represented the largest proportion of inward migrants in Phase 3 in contrast to other 

phases where younger age groups represented the largest proportions – refer Figure 

7.3) was linked to the Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory discourse in Phase 3. 

Based upon his work it is conceivable that the older demographic influenced the 

manifestation of the discourse. In comparison to the younger age groups, the older 

inward migrants may have taken a greater interest in the events that transpired at 

Mindil Beach throughout history. In turn, they may have interacted with the older 

residents and participated in their structured discussions concerning the mnemonic 

cues present at Mindil Beach. These ideas are speculative however they could be 

incorporated into future studies which seek to further explore the possible link 

between older migrants and the Place of Memory discourse. 

Alternative ideas for future research emerged when I returned to the historical 

material (i.e. oral history records and newspaper articles) associated with Mindil 

Beach. Upon revisiting the material I noticed that the Casino development and the 
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associated cultural transformation of Mindil Beach occurred at approximately the 

same time that the Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory discourse emerged (i.e. 1981 

– Phase 3). Recall that the “Manager of the Mindil Beach Caravan Park sold the land 

in 1978 for the development of the Darwin Casino” (Dunn 2002). The large scale 

earthworks associated with the Casino development had a significant impact on 

Mindil Beach and its surrounds. The swamp land was reclaimed and the vegetation 

was cleared. This occurred over a large area:  

“…coffee bush, right up as far as the Gardens itself, where the 

oval is now. That was all…coffee bush, and swamp land” (NTAS 

1991). 

Following this, the foundation piles for the Casino were installed. They were “driven 

through layers of sand and mud to an extraordinary nine to twelve metres before 

hitting soft rock. There is almost as much under the ground as now rising above the 

Mindil sand” (Muddimer 1981). 

As per the above historical material, it occurred to me that the radical transformation 

of Mindil Beach may have been a factor which stimulated the Mindil Beach as a 

Place of Memory discourse. It is likely that the imposing Casino development 

induced community discussions about the way Mindil Beach used to be. Could the 

Casino development, as opposed to the inward migration individuals aged 25-34 

years, be the factor that influenced the emergence of the Mindil Beach as a Place of 

Memory discourse during Phase 3? Alternatively, could both factors have influenced 

the emergence of the discourse? I have no means to answer these questions 

conclusively but instead, I propose that they be used as lines of enquiry to guide 

future research.  

Above I identified the four PR‟s that I encountered during my comparative analysis. 

Using secondary data, I explored and discussed the possibility that place discourses 

and population migration are linked. In the following section I provide a summary of 

this information. 

7.1.5 - Summary of the Possible Relationships Between NT Migration and Mindil 

Beach Discourses (1971-2006) 

In Table 7.1 I have summarised the four PR‟s yielded by my comparative analysis. 

The table contains three columns with the following headings: 
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1) PR Number 

2) Relationship Components - this column is comprised of two sub-columns; 

the first titled Population Migration Data, the second titled Mindil Beach 

discourses. The sub-columns indicate which components of each data set 

(i.e. the Population Migration data set and the Mindil Beach discourses data 

set) form the PR 

3) Nature of Relationship Between Components – this column describes how 

the relationship components seemed to be related. 

Table 7.1 – A summary of the PR‟s yielded by my comparative analyses. 

 

1) PR 

Number 

2) Relationship Components  

3) Nature of Possible Relationship 

Between the Components 
Population 

Migration Data 

Mindil Beach 

Discourses 

1 Population Flow 

(inflow) 

Protected Site A Population inflow and the Protected Site 

discourse occurred simultaneously on two 

occasions throughout the sample. 

2 Migrant Origin 

(NOM
31

) 

 

Not Evident (i.e. 

my analysis found 

no discourse apart 

from the STL
32

)   

During Phase 6 NOM had the greatest effect 

on population change and the STL discourse 

was the single discourse to emerge. These 

events were peculiar (i.e. neither occurred at 

any other time during the sample). 

3 Migrant Origin 

(Queensland) 

Exclusive Place During Phase 4 Queensland provided the 

largest proportion of migrants to the NT and 

the Exclusive Place discourse emerged. 

These events were peculiar (i.e. neither 

occurred at any other time during the 

sample). 

4 Migrant Age 

(migrants aged 

25-34 years) 

Place of Memory During Phase 3 the 25-34 year old age group 

represented the largest proportion of inward 

NT migrants and the Place of Memory 

discourse emerged. These events were 

peculiar (i.e. neither occurred at any other 

time during the sample). 

 

Table 7.1 indicates that the four PR‟s involved a range of components. In respect to 

the population migration data set, these components included both population flow 

                                                 

31
 Net overseas migration. 

32
 Stage for the Territory Lifestyle discourse. 
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(i.e. inflow) and population composition (i.e. migrant origin and migrant age). These 

components formed a possible relationship with a number of Mindil Beach 

discourses (namely the Protected Site, Exclusive Place and Place of Memory 

discourses).   

I have now presented the four PR‟s yielded by my comparative analysis. A return to 

human geography literature and historical material associated with Mindil Beach 

enabled a deeper exploration into the temporal patterns that I identified in my 

sample. This undertaking also enabled me to raise some preliminary questions 

pertaining to future migration and place research. In the following part I elaborate on 

these questions and frame each PR as a new research agenda. 

 

7.2 – FUTURE RESEARCH 

There are few geographical studies concerned specifically with the relationship 

between migration and place. Subsequently, the scope for research in this field is 

extremely broad. It is necessary however to start teasing apart the complexity 

associated with the relationship between these two social phenomena. My study has 

made a preliminary probe into this contemporary geographical topic by identifying 

four PR‟s (refer Table 7.1 above) for which I had limited supporting evidence. 

These four PR‟s do not entail overt empirical correlations however they do stimulate 

some ideas which are feasible points of departure for further research. I discuss each 

PR in this manner below. 

The first PR (refer Table 7.1) encourages an exploration into the possibility that the 

NT‟s population inflow stimulated community nervousness and the protection local 

geographies in the Darwin. This idea has pertinence to place attachment literature, 

and the closely related literatures on place identity and NIMBYism (Not In My Back 

Yard, see Dear 1992; Burningham 2000; Devine-Wright 2009). The NIMBY 

concept has been commonly used to describe and explain community opposition to 

commercial developments. In “plain language NIMBYs are residents who want to 

protect their turf. More formally, NIMBY refers to the protectionist attitudes of and 

oppositional tactics adopted by community groups facing an unwelcome 

development in their neighbourhood” (Devine-Wright 2009, p.430). Daily 

communicative acts (such as the Protected Site discourse that I revealed in Chapter 
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6) are among these oppositional tactics that people use to maintain places tied to 

their culture and identity (Clark 1993). 

Contributing to the place attachment literature, further research could concentrate on 

the relationship between the NT‟s inward population flows and the maintenance of 

place identity. In respect to this relationship there are various questions which 

remain unanswered. For example, are inward NT population flows responsible for 

producing communicative acts (i.e. Protected Site discourses) associated with the 

protection of culture and place identity? If so, what are the effects of these 

communicative acts? My research also encourages an exploration of NIMBYism in 

Darwin. Does NIMBYism exist in some areas of Darwin for instance? Is there any 

evidence to suggest that protective community behaviour is tied directly to 

population migration? Nuanced investigations into these queries will broaden our 

knowledge regarding the consequences of population migration for local 

geographies. 

The other PR‟s yielded by my analyses encourage research concerned with the type 

(i.e. composition) of migrants and the impacts that specific social groups have on 

place production. In the case of the second PR (refer Table 7.1), my analyses 

encourage an investigation into the link between high net overseas migration levels 

in the NT and the disappearance of Mindil Beach discourses from community 

dialogue. The interrupted transmission or disappearance of place knowledge poses 

as a concern for Findlay (2008) and Heyes and Jacobs (2008). In particular, Heyes 

and Jacobs (2008) believe that the disappearance of place knowledge produces a risk 

that deeply rooted connections to places will be lost, and that people will become 

disengaged from their local geographies. In turn, this scenario would have 

ramifications for community strength and social capital (Putnam 2000; Western et 

al. 2005) maintained by the communities in question.   

There exists a need therefore for future studies to either confirm or dispel this 

possible link between overseas migration and the disappearance of place discourses. 

Do overseas migrants impede the transmission of localised place knowledge? Is 

there a link between the origin of migrants and the type of place discourses that 

emerge in society? Or are overseas migrants just as likely to impinge upon place 

discourses as domestic migrants? These are important questions which could be 

used to extend my exploratory research in this thesis. A research project which 
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specifically aims to assess the impact of overseas migration on the maintenance of 

place knowledge will make a valuable contribution to human geography literature. 

The third PR (refer Table 7.1) that I revealed also encouraged research concerned 

with migrant type (or migrants distinguished by their origin) and the role of migrants 

in place production. In this instance my analyses promote an investigation into the 

link between Queensland migrants and the emergence of the Mindil Beach as an 

Exclusive Place discourse. I speculated that this population influx was comprised of 

small capitalists and bourgeoisie who contributed to the Exclusive Place discourse. 

This observation aligned closely with research into geographies of power or the 

power struggles that emerge from conflicts over urban space (see for example 

Anderson 1987; Hayden 1995). This branch of human geography has shown that, in 

contrast to being passive cultural abstractions, place discourses have the capacity to 

become political projections capable of silencing minority groups (Anderson 1987). 

Inclusive and equitable local geographies could be achieved by identifying and 

resisting these exclusive place discourses from community dialogue.  

Building upon my work, a range of questions might guide further research in this 

area. For example, do large scale urban development projects (and the population 

influx that they stimulate) correspond with the production of exclusive place 

discourses at the local level? Does an inflow of middle class migrants correlate with 

the emergence of exclusive place discourses within community dialogue? Projects 

which pursue answers to these questions may be able to draw upon additional 

migrant data (such as migrant income levels or employment attributes) and produce 

results that are more conclusive than my own. Through this more nuanced approach, 

it may be possible to identify correlations between types of migrants and specific 

discourses which marginalise particular social groups. 

The final PR (PR4 – refer Table 7.1) yielded by my analyses also stimulated some 

ideas for further research. Based on PR4 I speculated that the inward migration of 

older people possibly induced the transmission of place memories within Mindil 

Beach discourses. This idea relates directly to social memory literature (see Coser 

1992; Fentress and Wickham 1992) and studies concerned with the weakening, 

revision or even erasure of place meaning (see Carment 2002; Chang 2005; Roberts 

and Young 2008). Social memories are “built on the shared experiences of a people 

or a community. Also referred to as…„public‟ memory, these recollections involve 
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selective interpretations of the past as members of a community decide what is 

worthy of remembering” (Chang 2005, p.248). Social memory is extremely 

significant in the context of local geographies. It is “essential for the creation of an 

enduring and shared sense of place” (Roberts and Young, 2008, p.53). Noting the 

significance of place memory, human geographers must identify factors which 

influence its transmission.  

By extending my analyses researchers may be able to produce more conclusive 

findings associated with the link between older migrants and place memories. My 

limited data prevented me from comprehensively investigating this link however 

future researchers might address this by incorporating additional discourse sources 

into their studies. In places like Darwin where population migration levels are 

comparatively high, it would be beneficial to know which migrant age groups are 

most likely to transmit place memories. Such knowledge would perhaps assist 

community groups to better maintain a sense of place within their communities. 

I have now framed and discussed the four PR‟s as feasible points of departure for 

further research. Below I present a summary of these future research opportunities. 

7.2.1 – Summary of Future Research Opportunities 

My research has drawn attention to four areas where cultural research can be 

extended. I have summarised these research opportunities in Table 7.2 under the 

flowing headings: 

 Research Area – this column lists the four research areas discussed above  

 Area of Geography – this column lists the relevant areas of geography  

 Research Questions – this column lists some research questions which might 

guide future studies 

 Key Literature – this column lists the key literature relevant to the respective 

research area. 

I propose that the information presented below be used to extend my preliminary 

investigations into the possible link between population migration and place. 
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Table 7.2 – Four areas for future research. 

Research Area 
Area of 

Geography 
Research Questions Key Literature 

1) Population inflow 

and the protection of 

local geographies 

Place Identity 

NIMBYism 

Are inward population flows 

responsible for producing 

communicative acts aimed at 

protecting place identity? 

Is there any evidence to suggest that 

NIMBYism is tied directly to 

population migration? 

Dear (1992) 

Burningham 

(2000) 

Devine-Wright 

(2009) 

2) Levels of overseas 

migration and the 

transmission of place 

knowledge 

Social Capital 

Do overseas migrants impede the 

transmission of localised place 

knowledge? 

Western et al. 

(2005) 

Putnam (2000) 

3) Middle class migrants 

and exclusive places 

Geographies 

of Power 

Does an inflow of middle class 

migrants correlate with the emergence 

of exclusive place discourses within 

community dialogue? 

Anderson 

(1987) 

Hayden (1995) 

4) Older migrants and 

place memory 

Social 

Memory 

Does an inflow of older people induce 

the transmission of place memories? 

Coser (1992) 

Fentress and 

Wickham 

(1992) 

Above I have outlined the four areas for future research. In the remainder of this 

chapter I will describe how my investigation concerning the relationships between 

the NT‟s population migration phases and place discourses contributes to the field of 

human geography. I will outline the implications of my research, the limitations of 

my research, and I will describe how these limitations might be addressed in future 

studies. 

 

7.3 – THESIS IMPLICATIONS (THEORETICAL, METHODOLOGICAL AND 

PRACTICAL) 

This part of the chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section I outline the 

theoretical and methodological implications of my research. In the second section I 

outline the practical implications. 

7.3.1 – Theoretical and Methodological Implications 

My work contributed to the extant knowledge regarding the execution of social 

research. I achieved this by demonstrating how two different social theories can be 
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applied in place-based studies. First, I demonstrated how social constructionism 

theory can be used to investigate the production of place. By adopting the social 

constructionism framework I was able to analyse the construction of places through 

the exchange of text media discourses. Subsequently I illustrated how place 

discourses, conveying seemingly natural features of the social world, were in fact 

laden with an individual‟s personal experiences (Jackson and Penrose 1993). My 

work therefore exhibited the successful application of social constructionism to the 

examination of place, and it verified the theory‟s value in social research.  

Second, I demonstrated how symbolic interactionism (SI) theory can be used to 

investigate the production of place. By applying the SI processes (i.e. 

institutionalisation, objectivation and internalisation) to my analyses of place 

discourse, I demonstrated that SI is a second valuable theoretical framework for 

place research. I illustrated how SI can be used to guide place research concerned 

with the place knowledge residing in an individuals stock of knowledge and recipe 

knowledge (Berger and Luckmann 1966). Furthermore, my work illustrated how the 

theory can be adapted to the analysis of place discourses contained within text 

media. My use of SI therefore affirmed its value as a theoretical platform from 

which the micro social interactions of actors (i.e. the production and exchange of 

place discourses between actors) can be analysed. 

My work also created new possibilities for the execution of social research. In a 

unique and unconventional approach I successfully integrated social constructionism 

(a macro social theory in comparison to SI), SI (a micro social theory in comparison 

to social constructionism) and Ethnographic Content Analysis (ECA; the method) in 

my analyses. Previously these theoretical and methodological approaches had not 

been integrated into a research project investigating the relationship between 

migration and place. My work therefore had implications for future research by 

expanding the theoretical toolkit available to human geographers, or by broadening 

the means by which place research can be undertaken. It provided new possibilities 

for developing social theory frameworks (both macro and micro), and for exploring 

the link between migration and place.  

My research also informed theory regarding the relationship between population 

migration and place. Aligning closely with the common assumption amongst human 

geographers, my initial theoretical position maintained that places were socially 
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constructed and influenced by human agency. In accordance with this position I 

theorised that places would change as the agents (i.e. migrants) moved through 

them. I expected that a comparative analysis of population migration phases and text 

media discourses (as products of human agency) would reflect these changes over 

time. However, this expectation was not conclusively realised.  

Instead, a new set of theoretical possibilities emerged and I developed alternative 

theoretical perspectives regarding the relationship between population migration and 

place. On one hand my historical analysis of Mindil Beach in Chapter 4 supported 

the argument that migrants transform local geographies (see Walmsley et al. 1998; 

Fischer 2008; Hugo 2008). This was evident in the market gardens that were 

manifest at the site during the Chinese incumbency, the Indigenous people whose 

burial sites and corroborees influenced its cultural fabric during their incumbency, 

and the tourists who altered the site for their purposes in more recent times. On the 

other hand, my comparative analyses of NT migration phases and Mindil Beach 

discourses (presented in this chapter) failed to uncover any overt empirical 

relationship between the two phenomena. My analyses suggested the possibility that 

Mindil Beach discourses changed independently of the NT‟s population migration 

phases. This finding is discordant with the common view (expressed by Putnam 

2000; Urry 2002; Sheller 2004; Easthope and Gabriel 2008; Roberts and Young 

2008 for instance) that migration has a distinct affect on the ways places are 

perceived and woven into the consciousness of society. 

However this does not imply that no relationships exist between population 

migration and place. The lack of an overt empirical correlation between the two 

phenomena may be due to limitations associated with my data and methods (I 

elaborate on my research limitations in Part 7.4 below). The relationship between 

the two phenomena was potentially too complex (and my methods potentially too 

coarse) to reveal a simple empirical correlation. In addition, unusual factors 

associated with NT society had the potential to disrupt the predicted link between 

population migration and place. Cyclone Tracy is one of these unusual factors. 

Large cyclones are rare in Australia and Cyclone Tracy was the catalyst for huge 

and unprecedented movements of people in the NT. Other unusual factors are the 

relatively large proportions of government officials and military personnel that 
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comprised the NT population throughout history. These unusual factors may have 

prevented the expected relationship from being manifest in my analyses. 

In sum, the implications of my work are threefold. First, by applying a framework 

influenced by social constructionism and SI theories in my analysis of place 

production (via media discourse exchange), my work has provided a novel 

theoretical approach which caters to both micro and macro interactive settings. 

Second, by integrating these theories with the ECA methodology in place-based 

research, my work has expanded the theoretical and methodological toolkit available 

to practitioners and broadened the means by which social research is conducted. 

Third, my findings implied that there is no simplistic link between migration and 

place discourses. Instead, the theorised link may be influenced by other complexities 

that a more sensitive investigation (employing more nuanced methods) might 

uncover.    

Apart from the above theoretical and methodological implications, there were also 

practical implications that stemmed from my research. I present these in the next 

section. 

7.3.2 – Practical Implications 

Two practical implications stemmed from my research. First, my findings had 

implications for the way local authorities manage the site‟s cultural heritage for 

economic purposes. The relevant authorities might make better use of Mindil Beach 

by promoting its cultural heritage alongside its current cultural characteristics. The 

historical geography of Mindil Beach that I presented in Chapter 4 revealed a rich 

and diverse cultural fabric at the site comprised of Indigenous, Chinese and 

European influences. However, my analyses showed that in the most recent history 

these cultures were supplanted by mainstream culture produced by (and for) tourists 

and Darwin‟s political elite. The global shift towards consumerism occurred at 

Mindil Beach. In this environment the site‟s cultural heritage can be better utilised to 

suit the current role that it plays in catering for Darwin‟s political elite. 

Carment (2002) drew attention to the integral role that cultural heritage tourism 

plays in Darwin‟s local economy and the NT economy more broadly. He highlighted 

past strategies and projects developed by the NT authorities which attracted tourism 

by leveraging the Territory‟s cultural heritage attributes. One example of these 
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projects is the Explorer Highway Tourist Drive located along the Stuart Highway 

(the NT‟s major road which links Darwin to Port Augusta in South Australia). The 

tourist drive is comprised of infostands (or storyboards) that provide historical 

accounts of pioneer activities in the NT. Noting Carment‟s (2002) observations and 

the fact that “712,000 people visited Darwin in 2004/05, spending $681 million” 

(Roberts and Young 2008, p.56), it would appear that the NT‟s cultural heritage is a 

major tourist drawcard and a phenomenon that has widespread appeal. It seems 

obvious that “an astute council would want to identify [additional] means by which 

they could entice people to visit and to linger in their city” (Roberts and Young 

2008, p.56). 

By revealing the cultural heritage aspects of Mindil Beach, my research has 

provided the local authorities with a means to increase its appeal to tourists and 

locals alike. My historical analyses revealed the details of corroborees, community 

celebrations and market gardens (among other events and activities) held at Mindil 

Beach throughout history. In their current day efforts to promote Mindil Beach as 

Darwin‟s premier cultural precinct, this historical information could be used by the 

authorities to develop the place product, to “improve the visitor (and resident) 

experience, place promotional techniques and…[the] representations of the locality” 

(Selby 2004, p.202). The same applies to my revelations associated with the effects 

of war (i.e. soldier rehabilitation camps and the alleged burials of war victims) at the 

site. Prideaux (2007) asserted that military history is an important aspect of heritage 

tourism and an aspect that is drawing increasing interest from tourists. At Mindil 

Beach however, there remains considerable scope for sensitively incorporating this 

history into the site. Thus, there exists an opportunity to utilise Darwin‟s wartime 

history and improve the visitor experience. 

The second practical implication of my work also relates to the management of 

Mindil Beach, and in particular, to managing the changing nature of the site. 

Between 1971 and 2006 my analyses revealed five separate discourses. The 

discourses were derived from structured community discussions and they depicted 

Mindil Beach in varying ways. The discourses indicated that the community‟s social 

stock of knowledge relating to the site was dynamic and unstable throughout the 

period in question. These unstable discursive representations of Mindil Beach which 
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pervaded community consciousness (and which may continue to do so in the future) 

may be a cause for concern.   

In this era of globalisation, Corcoran (2002) suggests that we need a notion of place 

as stable and secure. In the words of Relph (1976, p.6), if places are “sources of 

security and identity for individuals and for groups of people, then it is important 

that the means of experiencing, creating and maintaining significant places are not 

lost”. This is perhaps necessary in Darwin if consideration is given to the 

nervousness and protective behaviour exhibited by the community on some 

occasions (refer above to my analysis of the relationship between NT population 

inflow and the Mindil Beach as a Protected Site discourse) throughout history. 

These community characteristics possibly indicate a need to create and maintain a 

stable discursive representation of Mindil Beach. To satisfy this need, the varying 

Mindil Beach discourses revealed by my analyses would have to be reduced in 

number or made more analogous. These ideas call to mind the responsibilities of 

Darwin‟s local authorities and their role in managing the discursive representation of 

the site. Admittedly this is a challenging task. However successive governments 

might achieve this over the long-term by adhering to a single, consistent and socially 

equitable representation of the site, and by promoting this discursively through 

Darwin‟s various media outlets. 

There is of course an alternative implication which stems from my identification of 

varying Mindil Beach discourses. It could be argued that change is a natural 

phenomenon, something that all places undergo, and something that is not 

necessarily detrimental to the community. Indeed the continual transformation and 

regulation of culture can often be beneficial to community groups (see for example 

Zukin 1995; Findlay 2008; Heyes and Jacobs 2008). Being closely linked to 

government and finance the cultural transformation of places is “more and more the 

business of cities – the basis of their tourist attractions and their unique, competitive 

edge” (Zukin, 1995, p.2). The “global competition to be attractive to certain 

„strangers‟ is transforming places. They are remade as a spectacle so as to attract 

various kinds of strangers while repelling other kinds [and subsequently] there are 

now certain global icons that the whole world wants to see” (Urry 2007, p.254). It is 

therefore inevitable in a globalised and highly mobile society that economies 

expand, social groups come and go and that places are eventually modified. From 
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this perspective the emergence of multiple Mindil Beach discourses is perhaps less 

of a concern, and local authorities might choose to refrain from actively and 

consciously interfering in the discursive (re)production of the site.  

Above I have discussed both the theoretical and practical implications of my 

research. This range of implications has been restricted by certain limitations 

associated with my project. In the next part of this chapter I identify these 

limitations. 

 

7.4 - RESEARCH LIMITATIONS  

This part of the chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section I outline the 

research limitations derived from my data. In the second section I outline the 

research limitations derived from my methods. These limitations potentially 

influenced the results yielded by my comparative analysis of the NT‟s migration 

phases and Mindil Beach discourses.  

7.4.1 – Limitations derived from my data 

The data that I used in my research can be categorised into two main groups and 

each group had a limited scope. Population migration data was the first of these 

groups. My decision to include age, sex and origin migrant attributes in my analyses 

of NT population migration imposed a limitation upon my research. I opted to 

include these attributes in my analyses because they are among the more sensitive 

derived from the census (i.e. they demonstrate changes in migration more distinctly 

than others). Nevertheless, if I included additional migrant characteristics (such as 

religion for example) in my analyses, then I may have produced different results. 

The same can be said for the scalar dimension of the population migration data that I 

used. I predominantly focussed upon interstate and international migration as 

opposed to smaller scale migrations (e.g. intrastate migration or migration 

throughout Darwin itself). I specifically analysed these types of migration data 

because they more readily indicated changes to population flow, composition and 

subsequently, overall population change in the NT. If I included smaller scale 

migration data in my analyses then I may have produced different migration phases 
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and subsequently, alternative perspectives concerning the relationship between the 

NT‟s migration phases and Mindil Beach discourses.   

Mindil Beach discourses comprised the second group of data that I relied upon and 

two limitations were derived from this data source. The first limitation stemmed 

from my decision to use newspapers as my source of Mindil Beach discourses. 

Newspapers specifically “re-enforce and re-create the dominant views of the 

cultures in which they are produced and consumed” (Carpenter 2001, P.38, my 

emphasis). This is often at the expense of alternative or minority groups whose 

voices are silenced (Powell 1993; see also Barclay and Liu 2003 for an example of 

the way Indigenous voices are suppressed in text media). Consequently, my ECA 

data was limited to dominant (as opposed to minority) discourses that existed within 

society. 

Despite being a factor which limited my ECA data however, my focus on 

newspapers (and on society‟s dominant discourses) was consistent with the 

theoretical framework which underpinned my research. As I described in Chapter 2, 

social constructionism theory suggests that social phenomena are shared 

characterisations constructed by majority groups for their own purposes. A 

consistent application of this theory demanded that I focussed my attention on the 

discourses developed by Darwin‟s majority groups. Thus, my decision to use 

newspapers as my data source was justified from a theoretical perspective.  

The second limitation stemmed from my decision to rely upon the NT News as my 

source publication. I chose the NT News as my source publication because it 

captured the daily NT newspaper market and it had an uninterrupted production 

cycle spanning more than half a century. It was therefore the publication most 

amenable to my ECA methodology. However, as I explained in Chapter 6, there 

may have been other sources (e.g. television or radio dialogue) where alternative 

Mindil Beach discourses were manifest. The inclusion of other data sources in my 

analyses may have provided different perspectives. 

7.4.2 – Limitations derived from my methods 

My chosen methods were suited to the exploratory nature of my research however 

they were in some ways restrictive. To analyse the NT‟s population migration 

phases (refer Chapter 3) I employed a basic methodology involving descriptive 
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statistics (as opposed to inferential statistics). Assuming that sufficient migration 

data was available, an inferential statistical analysis combined with a quantitative 

content analysis (QCA) methodology may have revealed more conclusive findings 

associated with the link between the NT‟s migration phases and Mindil Beach 

discourses. For example, a time-series analysis of NT migration data coupled with a 

QCA may have broadened the analysis to illuminate different population migration 

patterns.  

In a similar vein, my utility of the ECA methodology (refer Chapter 5) as opposed to 

other qualitative discourse analysis (or QCA) methodologies may have imposed 

limitations upon my work. As with my descriptive analysis of population migration 

data, my ECA methodology was exploratory in nature. It encouraged me to engage 

reflexively and interactively with the text, and it enabled an element of ongoing 

discovery (Altheide 1996) in respect to the discursive representation of Mindil 

Beach. It is likely that other discourse analysis methodologies, such as those 

implemented by Kondracki et al. (2002) or Danielson and Lasorsa (1997) for 

instance, would have revealed different Mindil Beach discourses to those presented 

in my thesis. This does not suggest that my methodological approach was weak. It 

does however suggest that my ECA methodology limited my findings to those 

developed during my independent and personal interactions with the NT News 

articles. 

A research limitation was also derived from the design of my ECA exercise. I chose 

to collect newspaper articles written at six year intervals across my sample. It is 

likely that the newspaper articles written between these intervals contained 

alternative Mindil Beach discourses to those that I identified. If I had selected 

different intervals throughout my sample, or indeed a larger or smaller number of 

intervals, then I may have revealed a different range of Mindil Beach discourses. In 

turn, this alternate range of discourses may have transformed my findings. 

Above I have described the implications and limitations of my research. I conclude 

my thesis in the following part by providing a chapter summary.  
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7.5 – SUMMARY 

In this chapter I explored and discussed the possibility that changes in NT migration 

phases were linked to changes in the Mindil Beach discourses. Stemming from my 

comparative analyses of these phenomena, I drew attention to four areas where 

cultural research can be extended. First, my work encouraged future investigations 

into the possible link between NT population inflows, community nervousness, and 

the protection local geographies. An investigation of this nature would contribute to 

place attachment literature, and the closely related literatures on place identity and 

NIMBYism. Second, it emphasised the need for research concerned with overseas 

migration into the NT, and the possibility that high levels of overseas migration 

interferes with the maintenance of place knowledge and social capital. Third, my 

work established a foundation for research into geographies of power operating 

within the NT. In particular, it encouraged studies concerned with the link between 

inflows of different types of migrants (distinguished by income level for example) 

and the creation of exclusive or marginal geographies. Finally, my thesis identified 

new possibilities for social memory (and place meaning) research by suggesting that 

an influx of older people possibly induced the transmission of place memories 

within Mindil Beach discourses. By laying these four platforms, my thesis promoted 

the study of migration and place. 

I also outlined the implications of my research in this chapter. The first set of 

methodological implications derived from my thesis related to the application of 

social theory. My work demonstrated how the constructionist framework facilitates 

the analysis of place production via social interaction. These theoretical implications 

contributed to existing knowledge by emphasising the value of social 

constructionism in place-based research. In addition, my use of SI affirmed its value 

as a theoretical platform from which the micro social interactions of actors can be 

analysed.  

The second set of methodological implications derived from my work was more 

unique. I made a new contribution to the human geography literature by integrating 

social constructionism theory, SI theory and the ECA methodology in my analyses. 

My novel, integrative approach has provided new possibilities for geographers. It 

has provided researchers with a means to break away from theoretical conventions 
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and adopt a more nuanced analytical framework. In sum, it has illuminated 

additional means for macro and micro social enquiry concerned with the 

(re)production of place. 

In addition to the methodological implications, my research had theoretical 

implications for the way place and migration is understood within human 

geography. A range of studies (refer Sheller 2004; Easthope and Gabriel 2008; 

Roberts and Young 2008) suggested that place is influenced by high levels of 

population migration. My findings suggested that Mindil Beach discourses changed 

independently of the NT‟s population migration phases. Thus, I failed to confirm an 

overt link between migration and place and my conclusion provided an alternative 

theoretical perspective regarding the relationship in question. 

The practical implications of my thesis related to the management of Mindil Beach 

for tourism purposes and also for resident well-being. In respect to tourism 

management, the cultural heritage aspects of the site could be better leveraged to 

“improve the visitor (and resident) experience, place promotional techniques 

and…[the] representations of the locality” (Selby 2004, p.202). In respect to 

Darwin‟s residents, Mindil Beach could be better managed by maintaining a stable 

discursive representation of the site which is socially equitable. Admittedly this may 

be a difficult outcome for the relevant authorities to achieve, however such an 

outcome could increase notions of security and identity (Corcoran 2002) in a 

community that has exhibited nervousness and protective behaviour on some 

occasions throughout history.  

The above implications of my thesis were limited by the data and methodologies 

that I utilised. My NT migration data was restricted to age, sex and origin 

characteristics of migrants whilst my Mindil Beach discourses data was restricted to 

one media source. In the absence of these restrictions, my respective analyses may 

have yielded different results. In terms of my methodologies, my decision to employ 

a descriptive statistical analysis combined with an ethnographic-style discourse 

analysis (as opposed to an inferential statistical analysis combined with a QCA) may 

have imposed limitations on my results. Furthermore, my design and utility of the 

ECA methodology may have produced alternative Mindil Beach discourses to those 

that a QCA methodology may have revealed. These caveats associated with my data 

and methodologies potentially reduced the scope of my thesis. 
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A P P E N D I C E S  

APPENDIX 1 

Appendix 1 contains material associated with Chapter 3 – Population Dynamics in 

the Northern Territory. In Part A1.1 I outline my rationale for selecting the dates 

associated with my population migration analysis. In the second part (Part A.1.2) I 

discuss the census and its pertinence to my research. 

A1.1 - Rationale for Selecting the Investigation Dates  

In Chapter 3 I investigated NT population migration (inflows and outflows) during 

recent history. For the purpose of my investigation, I opted to focus on the 36 year 

period commencing at the start of 1971 and concluding at the end of 2006. I 

identified 6 separate phases of inflows and outflows in this period (note that these 

phases were derived from natural breaks in the data).  My choice to focus on the 

period in question was influenced by two factors: 

1) The Australian Census – the census is conducted every five years and provides a 

snapshot of migration patterns in Australia during the year it is conducted (below I 

provide further information regarding the census). I relied predominantly upon 

census results during my investigation, and subsequently, it was logical to select a 

commencement and conclusion date that coincided with census events.    

2) Cyclone Tracy – the cyclone struck Darwin during 1974 and had a significant 

impact on population migration in the NT. I intended to investigate these impacts. In 

order to do so, it was necessary to gain a snapshot of the NT population prior to the 

cyclone (i.e. prior to 1974) and to compare it with subsequent snapshots. The first 

census prior to the cyclone was conducted in 1971. Thus, I chose to commence my 

investigation from this date, and continue my investigation until the most recent 

census snapshot (i.e. 2006). 

A1.2 - Census Overview 

In this overview I describe the nature of the census and how the census survey was 

administered. I explain: 

 How the census was designed to gauge migration 

 How the origin, age and sex of migrants was determined by the census 
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 My rationale for including these variables in my analyses in Chapter 3 

In the final section, I discuss the reliability of census data. 

A1.2.1 - Census: Administration and Design 

The majority of the information used in Chapter 3 was derived from the Australian 

Demographic Statistics collection (Catalogue No. 3101.0) created by the ABS (see 

ABS 2009). This collection contained interstate migration statistics derived from the 

national Census of Population and Housing conducted in Australia every five years 

by the ABS. Bell and Stratton (1998) explained three ways that the Australian 

census is unique in comparison to census activities conducted elsewhere in the 

developed world; 

1) It collects data on migration over both a one-year and five-year interval 

2) It is held on a quinquennial basis, thereby providing frequent updates 

3) It seeks information on a wide range of individual housing characteristics 

which can be cross-classified with other census variables to provide a 

comprehensive profile of migration patterns. 

The Australian census therefore provides a rich source of data on Australia‟s internal 

migration. 

As described above, Australia‟s census is conducted on a quinquennial (five-yearly) 

basis. It has been conducted on this basis since 1961 (Carson 2008). The procedure 

involves a census form being distributed to every household in the country (and in 

some cases offshore
33

) for completion on the night of enumeration. The night of 

enumeration is determined by the ABS and deliberately scheduled to minimise the 

likelihood of people being away from home. In 1991 for instance, the ABS decided 

to postpone the census date by more than a month to avoid a coincidence with the 

school holidays (Bell and Ward 1998). In any case, the aim of each census is to 

achieve complete enumeration (rather than a sample) and to gather a statistical 

snapshot of the entire Australian population (Brown and Bell 2003).  

                                                 

33
 From 1996, individuals aboard off-shore drilling rigs, drilling platforms and Australian-registered 

ships in Australian waters were expected to participate in the census. This expectation also applied to 

those individuals on overnight train or bus journeys (Bell and Stratton 1998). 
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There have been slight variations associated with the census format throughout 

history however the current data on Australia‟s internal migration is derived from 

three multi-part questions. These questions sought to “identify each individual‟s 

place of usual residence on census night, whether they had moved over the previous 

one or five years and, if so, their previous address” (Bell and Stratton 1998, p.156, 

my emphasis - see next section for a definition of the phrase). Bell and Stratton 

(1998) explained that the multi-part questions produce rich information which 

enables the measurement of migration in Australia. This information includes 

variables which distinguish migrants from non-migrants, the respondent‟s 

geographic location (state and Statistical Local Area - SLA) at each point in time, 

and a range of migrant characteristics. 

In particular, there were four variables derived from the census which were most 

useful for this thesis. I define each of the four variables below and outline my 

rationale for including them in my study. 

A1.2.2 - Key Census Variables 

The four census variables pertinent to my analysis of NT migration in Chapter 3 

included: age, sex, place of usual residence on census night, and place of usual 

residence five years previous to census night. Of these variables, the latter two 

enabled an identification of the origin of NT migrants. The ABS provided 

operational definitions (i.e. definitions used for census purposes) of each of these 

variables, and presented a series of guidelines pertaining to the way each was 

presented in census output (see ABS 1999; 1999a). The ABS definitions for each of 

the five variables are as follows: 

1) Age – Age is the time elapsed (usually in complete years) from the date of 

live birth to the date of a particular survey such as the census (ABS 1999).  

2) Sex – Sex is defined as the distinction between male and female, as reported 

by a person (ABS 1999). 

3) Place of Usual Residence – Place of Usual Residence is defined as the 

dwelling (address) at which a person has lived or intends to live for a total of 

six months or more in a calendar year (ABS 2004). 
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4) Place of Usual Residence Five Years Ago (PUR5) – PUR5 is defined as the 

dwelling (address) at which a person was living at for a total of six months or 

more in the calendar year 5 years prior to the census (ABS 2006). 

My reasons for selecting these variables and the others that I used in Chapter 3 are 

outlined below.  

A1.2.3 - Rationale for Selecting the Variables 

The large number of variables derived from the Australian census makes it possible 

to establish a detailed profile of the characteristics of migrants (Bell and Ward 

2000). Migrants can be distinguished by characteristics including (dis)ability, 

education, family and household circumstances (i.e. marital status and income 

levels) and languages (i.e. proficiency in English, language spoken at home) among 

others. Given the extensive range, I encountered some difficulty when selecting the 

variables to be included in my analysis. Owing to the exploratory nature of my 

investigation into the emergence of place discourses in the NT, I made the decision 

to include the above four variables because they are among the more sensitive 

derived from the census (i.e. they demonstrate changes in migration more distinctly 

than others). I made this decision following discussions with NT academic 

demographers and after familiarising myself with the range of census variables. 

Aside from the above four variables, I also made the decision to omit Indigenous 

movers and natural increase (NI) from my investigations. In respect to Indigenous 

movers, I made this decision for two reasons. Firstly, the quality of migration data 

associated with the NT‟s Indigenous population was poor. This was due to 

inadequate migration estimation techniques being used, the changing definitions of 

Indigenous populations over time (Carson 2008), and the census concepts and 

categories pertaining to Indigenous people (Bell and Ward 2000; Wilson and Barnes 

2007). I explain these issues more fully in Section A1.2.4 (see below).  

The second reason why I omitted Indigenous movers from this research was related 

to the design of the investigation. I designed my project to enable a comparison of 

population dynamics (analysed in Chapter 3) with varying place discourses 

conveyed in the NT News (analysed in Chapter 6). As with most mainstream media 

formats, newspapers predominantly convey dominant (or mainstream) discourses 

which results in the “silencing of Indigenous voices on a vast range of issues” 
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(Meadows 2001, p.7). An increasing number of Indigenous communities are 

subsequently “demonstrating their loss of patience with journalists following their 

exclusion from public sphere debates” (Meadows 2001, p.7). Given the omission of 

Indigenous voice in the NT News place discourses, it was logical to compare these 

discourses with population data that similarly omitted the (flow and composition of) 

Indigenous populations. Thus, I chose to overlook the Indigenous population in my 

analysis of NT population dynamics in Chapter 3. 

There were also two reasons why I chose to omit NI from my investigation. The first 

of these reasons was related to the design of my investigation. As I defined at the 

commencement Chapter 3, NI is the “excess of births over deaths” (ABS 2006, 

p.68). Whilst this variable does indicate one dimension of change within the NT 

population, it does not indicate population flow (i.e. migration) per se. Thus, given 

that migration was the exclusive focus of my investigation, I made the decision to 

omit NI from the list of variables that I associated with my study. 

The second reason was related to the nature of the NI variable and its influence on 

population change. Taylor and Carson (2008, p.1) explained that “most of the 

volatility in population change in the Territory is the result of widely fluctuating 

levels of net interstate migration and, to a lesser extent, net overseas migration”. 

This statement indicated that NI has less of an influence on population change. My 

decision to omit NI from the investigation was reinforced when I gained this 

understanding. 

A1.2.4 – Census Data Reliability 

Census data is valuable to migration research, however there are some caveats 

associated with its use. Firstly, Carson (2008) warned that the quality of census data 

pertaining to Indigenous populations is notoriously poor, with estimation techniques 

and the definition of Indigenous populations having changed over time. Moreover, 

he explained that Indigenous people were first enumerated in the census in 1971, 

and as such, he suggested that great care is required in interpreting data about this 

population, particularly in the first few census‟ in which they were included. 

Other authors drew attention to the quality of census data associated with Australia‟s 

Indigenous populations. Wilson and Barnes (2007) suggested that the data is 

weakened by the application of western demographic concepts and categories (such 
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as household, family and usual address) in the census which may have limited 

relevance to traditionally-oriented Indigenous communities, and further, by the fact 

that Indigenous populations are not commonly contained by precise and uncontested 

boundaries. Similarly, Bell and Ward (2000) explained that some Indigenous groups 

typically follow a fixed, annual circuit and tend to inhabit a network of places rather 

than a residence. These reasons all had the capacity to reduce the quality of 

Indigenous migration data derived from the census. 

A second issue that affected census data reliability was resident non-compliance, a 

situation where residents do not respond or respond incorrectly to census questions. 

For example, “there are issues with people self-determining their place of residence, 

and with not answering the questions about where they used to live” (Carson et al. 

2008, p.2). This particular scenario was evident amongst those people living in 

Darwin (and the NT more broadly) during the 1981 census. The high proportion of 

Darwin residents who did not state their 1981 usual residence resulted in a much 

higher level of non-compliance in the NT than elsewhere in Australia (Taylor 1989, 

p.188). Circumstances like this directly impacted upon the reliability of census 

results and the related migration analyses. 

A third issue related to the discrete temporal nature of the census. Identified as its 

most significant shortcoming by Bell and Ward (1998), the census provided only a 

simple-cross section (snapshot) of migration status at a specific point in time. It 

provided no information on the duration of absences from home and, as a result, it 

was not always possible to differentiate people who were away for a single night 

from those on extended trips. Thus, it failed to capture several of the key dimensions 

of migration such as seasonality, duration and repetition (Bell and Brown 2005). 

Like any snapshot then, “the picture derived from the census is not necessarily 

representative of either the magnitude, composition or spatial distribution of 

temporary movements at other times of the year” (Bell and Ward 1998, p.62). 

Other issues pertaining to the reliability of census data have been identified in the 

extant literature. An example (occurring at various points in time) is the census 

enumeration procedures which have been known to cause problems (see Bell and 

Ward 1998; Carson 2008). More generally, the overall census design has been 

criticised for negatively impacting upon data reliability (see Bell and Stratton 1998). 

Notwithstanding the shortcomings outlined above, it is a general consensus that the 
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census is the single most valuable data source available for migration research. It has 

the unique capacity to provide “a comprehensive, national perspective that captures 

all types of population movement, including permanent migration, on a consistent 

basis” (Bell and Ward 2000, p.104). It offers a useful starting point in the endeavour 

to establish the facts of population migration in Australia (Bell and Ward 1998) and, 

as such, my use of census data in my research is justified.  
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APPENDIX 2 

Appendix 2 contains material associated with Chapter 4 – the Historical Geography 

of Mindil Beach. The information presented in Chapter 4 was predominantly derived 

from three sources. These sources are a) an oral histories archive, b) historical 

inwards (NT Government) correspondence, and c) spatial information held by 

various NT Government departments. In Table A1 I provide my rationale for using 

each of these data sources. 

Table A1 - The data sources used in Chapter 4 and my rationale associated with their use. 

Data Source Rationale 

a) Oral Histories Archive The oral histories archive contained an 

extensive collection of historical information 

which described population flows at Mindil 

Beach, and changes to the site over time. 

Unlike other data sources, the archive 

provided:                                                         

- Eyewitness accounts associated with 

historical events at Mindil Beach.                                           

- Photographs, drawings and maps of Mindil 

Beach which supplemented the eyewitness 

accounts.                                                                 

- A single collection of information 

contained within an electronic database with 

query capabilities. 

I chose to use the oral histories archive for 

these reasons. 

b) Inwards Correspondence The inwards correspondence material was 

unique because it documented all major 

changes (e.g. land use, legislative) at Mindil 

Beach from the perspective of the State. This 

alternative perspective enriched the 

historical information contained in Chapter 4 

and this is why I chose to include it.  

c) Spatial Information (aerial photographs, 

historical maps and survey plans) 

I chose to include spatial information 

because:                                                           

- It enabled me to provide a visual reference 

(rather than a descriptive textual reference) 

to changes at the site. This strengthened the 

historical account.                                                   

- It corroborated information derived from 

the oral histories and inwards 

correspondence. 
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Below (in Section A2.1) I initially outline my methods associated with the collection 

and analysis of each of these data types. Following this (in Section A2.2), I describe 

the trustworthiness of the data sources. 

A2.1 - Methods  

A2.1.1 – Methods: Oral Histories 

The oral histories archive that I accessed for my research was held and maintained 

by the Northern Territory Archives Service (NTAS) located in Darwin. The archive 

was comprised of recorded interviews conducted by NT Government staff. The 

interviews were first conducted in 1979 when the “Northern Territory Government 

recognised that there were many important recollections of life and time in the 

Territory that should be preserved for posterity” (NT Government 2007). The 

interviews covered a broad range of topics related to life in the NT throughout 

history. NTAS held over 1500 audio recordings (amounting to over 2500 hours) of 

interviews conducted with current or previous long-term Darwin residents. Many of 

these interviews were supplemented with historical photographs donated by either 

the interviewee or his/her relatives. In most cases, typed transcripts of the interviews 

were available for my research purposes. 

To access the oral histories archive, I first had to become registered by NTAS as a 

researcher. This registration was granted following my written application to NTAS, 

and a meeting with NTAS staff. The meeting was held to determine the nature and 

purpose of my research project. Once registered, I was permitted to search through 

the database of the oral histories and request any items that were of interest. NTAS 

staff retrieved the requested items, and delivered them to a reading room where I 

was able to view them. Some items appended to the oral history transcripts (such as 

photograph albums, photographs, hand written letters etc.) were fragile and could 

only be handled by NTAS staff. Often it was only a small proportion of an entire 

interview transcript which had some pertinence to the historical geography of Mindil 

Beach. For this reason, I spent many months searching through the oral history 

archives, and I employed specific search techniques. The steps that were associated 

with this phase of my research are outlined below: 
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 Step 1: Become familiar with Mindil Beach 

This involved viewing a number of historical maps which featured Mindil Beach 

and its nearby areas. Unlike the bulk of the NTAS archive, these maps were 

laminated copies and readily accessible in the reading room. I took preliminary 

notes of the key features of the site (place names, nearby land uses, topographic 

features, locations of man made structures such as roads, gardens, dwellings etc.). I 

visited the site on a number of occasions to develop a familiarity with it.  

 Step 2: Create a list of search terms from the preliminary notes 

Using the preliminary notes created during Step 1 as a reference, I created a list of 

terms related to the site. These terms were listed in order of their salience. For 

example, if a certain land use feature appeared in all historical maps and was 

prominent in those maps, then this feature would be salient. Conversely, if there was 

a land use feature that appeared in only one or two maps, then this feature would be 

less salient. Step 2 was finalised once the list was complete.  

 Step 3: Search summaries for terms associated with Mindil Beach 

NTAS maintained a database of their historical information. This database listed (by 

series) all the historical information held by the organisation. The NTAS Series 226 

contained summaries of the interview transcripts conducted by NTAS staff. These 

summaries specified the name of both the interviewer and the interviewee, the date 

and location of the interview, the interview duration, the topics covered during the 

interview, and the temporal sequence of these topics throughout the recording. 

Using the database, I was able to search the interview summaries for key words and 

the prevalence of those words during an interview.  

I entered the search terms created during Step 2 into the database as key words. At 

the completion of each search, the database returned some results indicating which 

interview summaries contained the key words. I viewed these summaries in 

electronic format and was able to vaguely determine their pertinence to the project. 

 Step 4: Request any interview transcripts which may be valuable  

Having searched and viewed the summaries to determine their potential value, I 

made requests to view hard copies of the interview transcripts predicted to be most 

relevant. To make these requests I completed a Search Room Records Form and 
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submitted the form to NTAS staff. The form specified the bibliographic details of 

the interview transcript of interest. NTAS staff retrieved the hard copy interview 

transcript (and any photographs or other historical material appended to it) from the 

archive and delivered it to me in the reading room. 

 Step 5: Analyse interview transcripts and their attachments  

At Step 5, my first task was to locate the section of the interview transcript which 

contained the valuable dialogue. As mentioned above, it was often only a small 

proportion of an entire interview transcript which had some pertinence to the 

research. To achieve this task and locate the proportion of interest, I used the 

electronic interview summaries (refer Step 3) as a reference. Once located, I 

analysed the interview dialogue for information pertinent to the historical geography 

of Mindil Beach. In particular, I sought to identify information regarding land use 

changes or historical events at the site.  

 Step 6: Make a record of valuable information  

I recorded any valuable information contained within the transcripts at Step 6. This 

task involved three procedures. Firstly, I created a verbatim copy of valuable 

dialogue. NTAS did not provide electronic copies of interview transcripts, so I 

achieved this by manually typing a copy of each relevant portion of interview 

dialogue. Secondly, I obtained a copy of any historical maps photographs or other 

material. NTAS policy required that NTAS staff conducted all copying activities 

associated with supplementary transcript material, and as such, I submitted requests 

for this material as necessary. Lastly, I created an administrative record of the all 

valuable material for future reference. For this purpose, I created a spread sheet 

(illustrated in Figure A1) which I used to store the attributes of each transcript. 

I listed each attribute in a separate column of the spreadsheet. As illustrated in 

Figure A1, the columns (from left to right) included: 

1) Transcript No. – the NTAS assigned transcript number.  

2) Interviewee Surname – Surname (and Christian name) of the person interviewed 

by NTAS. 

3) Date of Interview – the date when the interview was conducted. 
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4) Historical Period Described – the approximate point in history (i.e. the year[s]) 

that was being discussed during the interview. 

5) Mindil Beach described as - indicates how the interviewee was describing 

Mindil Beach during the interview. 

6) Link to actual data – a link to an electronic copy of the interview dialogue that I 

typed in verbatim. 

Each record in this spreadsheet represented a single transcript. Thus, each time I 

made a copy of interview dialogue, I added a record to represent the associated 

transcript. 

Burstow T.docIndigenous Burial Site19421/08/1984Burstow, Tom23

Sheldon-Collins 

F.docMilitary operations19411/10/1992

Sheldon-Collins, 

Francis 706

Hughes Maj

Gen R.doc

Relaxation and 

recreation area194015/12/1984

Hughes, Maj. Gen. 

R. L.381

Garton G.doc

Relaxation and 

recreation area19401/08/1988Garton, Gladys534

Duke B.doc

Venue for 

social/community events19391/07/1992Duke, Betty791

Stewart L -

1a.docShanty Town19381/01/1981Stewart, Lou123/2

Lovegrove

C.doc

Relaxation and 

recreation area193825/10/1982Lovegrove, Creed82

Eddy, N.docSewerage Dump19381/01/1982Eddy, Nancy197

McDonald P.docSewerage Dump19371/01/1990McDonald, Patrick655

Pott W.docSewerage Dump193529/04/1982Pott, William307

Angeles E.docIndigenous ceremony19331/11/1981Angeles, Elna151

Steele R.doc

Venue for 

social/community events19321/01/1982Steele, Robert711

Lee, H.doc

Garden/chinese market 

garden19201/04/1981Lee, Henry261

McGinness V 

(2).doc

Garden/chinese market 

garden19171/01/1938McGinness, Val86

Harmanis L + 

H.docIndigenous Burial Site19171/01/1979

Harmanis, Louis and 

Helene  414

Link to actual 

data

Mindil Beach described 

as

Historical Period 

Described

Date of 

InterviewInterviewee SurnameTranscript No

 

Figure A1 – A spreadsheet, created for administrative purposes, containing attributes of each 

transcript which had some of its dialogue copied. 

 Step 7: Construct a historical account of Mindil Beach using oral history 

data.  

At the final step I compiled the large collection of historical data derived from the 

oral history archives into a draft document. I did this by copying excerpts of 

valuable interview dialogue into a blank document. Using the administrative 

spreadsheet (refer Figure A1) as a reference, I arranged the excerpts in temporal 

order (i.e. according to the historical period described column in the spreadsheet). 

Where possible, I grouped related interview dialogue excerpts together. For 

example, if there were two excerpts which were associated with the construction of 

the Casino circa 1992, then I would place these excerpts in the same section of the 
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document (i.e. under the heading 1992). I adhered to the above procedure for the 

entire duration of Step 7 until I had copied all interview excerpts in to the draft 

document. Lastly, I highlighted excerpts which described flows of people interacting 

with Mindil Beach. This draft document formed the basis of Chapter 4. 

A2.1.2 – Methods: Inwards Correspondence (historical NT administration files)  

Inwards correspondence was a second source of historical information that I used in 

Chapter 4. The inwards correspondence archive was comprised of a range of 

documents either created or received by the NT Government. These documents, 

related to the administration of the NT, described many events, political affairs, and 

legislative instruments associated with Darwin (and the NT more broadly). Like 

some of the items that were appended to the oral history transcripts, many of these 

documents were fragile and could only be handled by NTAS staff. Alongside other 

areas in Darwin, Mindil Beach was the subject of some of this correspondence. 

Subsequently, the archive provided valuable historical information related to land 

use changes and cultural events that occurred at the site. In general, the archive 

included information regarding: 

 Garden licenses issued in the Mindil Beach area 

 Government leases issued in Mindil Beach the area 

 Public proclamations detailing land use legislation 

 Correspondence from residents to Government Officials (e.g. Director of 

Lands) regarding political and social issues at Mindil Beach 

I conducted my collection and analysis of the inwards correspondence following my 

collection and analysis of the oral histories. Undertaking the research in this order 

proved to be beneficial because, in many cases, I supplemented the historical 

information derived from the oral histories transcripts with the inwards 

correspondence material. In addition, knowledge of Mindil Beach that I derived 

from the oral histories facilitated my collection of relevant inwards correspondence 

material. For example, land use activities mentioned in the oral histories transcripts 

formed the basis of my searches for pertinent inwards correspondence material. 

The inwards correspondences were held in many series, each with a different 

identification number. The series were contained in a database maintained by 
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NTAS. In the database, each series was represented by a record which listed the 

following attributes:  

 The series code  

 The type of material contained in the series (e.g. letters, lease documents) 

 The series title  

 A précis of the series  

 Dates of production of the material which comprised the series.  

I queried the database to obtain historical information relevant to Chapter 4. I 

describe the steps associated with this procedure below:    

 Step 1: Search NTAS database for inwards correspondence related to Mindil 

Beach 

During the first step I searched through the inwards correspondence database for 

information related to Mindil Beach. I developed the list of key words 

(predominantly derived from my analysis of oral history transcripts) shown in Table 

A2 which I used to query the database. As a result of the queries I identified a 

number of series with possible relevance to the research. The database indicated 

which microfiche held further details concerning the contents of that series. I 

recorded the microfiche details. 

Table A2 – A list of key words which I used in the inwards correspondence database queries. 

Casino Reserve 

Caravan park Sewer 

Government garden Prohibited Area 

Nightsoil Corroboree 

Piggery Huts 

Chinese gardens Shanty town 

Wireless Station Swamp 
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Table A2 cont. - A list of key words which I used in the inwards correspondence database 

queries. 

Cemetery Totem 

Burials/Burial site Pukamani 

Nurses Walk Camping 

Sanitary Tent 

Kahlin Beach 

Bones/Bodies/Remains Sewerage 

Mindil Reserve 

 Step 2: Locate microfiche and identify content of series 

I collected and projected each microfiche that I identified during Step 1 in a 

microfiche reader located in the NTAS reading room. Given that each microfiche 

contained more specific details regarding the content of each inwards 

correspondence series, my objective during this procedure was to further 

substantiate the value of each series to my research. Once I had located them on the 

microfiche, I analysed the contents of each series for information related to land use 

changes and/or descriptions of historical events at Mindil Beach. As a result of this 

procedure, I identified a number of series that were potentially of value. I recorded 

the codes and titles of these series (displayed in Table A3) for the purposes of Step 

3. 

Table A3 – Series which I viewed on microfiche and predicted to be of value to the research. 

SERIES CODE SERIES TITLE 

NTRS 3345 Correspondence files relating to land 

sales, reservations and townships 

(previously registered as F5) 

NTRS 866 

 

Personal photographs featuring 2nd 

Flying Boat Maintenance Unit, Darwin 

1945-1945 
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Table A3 cont. – Series which I viewed on microfiche and predicted to be of value to the 

research. 

SERIES CODE SERIES TITLE 

NTRS 234 Photographic proof-sheets 1979-1985 

NTRS 3348 Miscellaneous lease files with ML prefix 

(previously registered as F30) circa 

1915-1990 

NTRS 259 Photographs, postcards and glass slides 

relating to the top end including Paul 

Foelsche photographs and maps of the 

Northern Territory 1871-1922 

NTRS 2669 

 

Occupation license files with an OL 

prefix (Previously registered as F29) 

1913-1984 

 

 Step 3: Request and analyse series which were predicted to be valuable to the 

research 

At Step 3, I made a request to NTAS staff to view hard copy documents associated 

with the above series. I made these requests following the same procedure used to 

request oral history material (refer Step 4, page 266). Each series contained a large 

volume of documents, and often a major proportion of those were unrelated to the 

historical geography of Mindil Beach. In addition, the documents were often fragile, 

in a state of ill repair, and could only be handled whilst wearing gloves. 

Consequently, my analysis of each inwards correspondence series was time 

consuming.  

In each series I located and analysed the exact hard copy material that I identified on 

the microfiche register. My analysis involved reading each document to determine 

its association with Mindil Beach and its value to the thesis. For example, I read a 

document related to a land lease near Mindil Beach to determine if 1) the subject 

land was in fact located in close proximity to Mindil Beach 2) the document 

illustrated any significant land use changes at the time 3) the contents of the 

document had any relationship with oral history records. If I attained a positive 

result in respect to each of these enquires, then I deemed the document in question to 

be valuable to the thesis. I applied and iterated this procedure for the duration of my 
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analysis. My analysis of inwards correspondence therefore took place throughout the 

entire research process; my study was shaped and reshaped as the analysis 

proceeded, and I gradually transformed data into findings (Watt 2007). 

 Step 4: Make an administrative record of valuable material 

At Step 4 I made an administrative record of the valuable material that emerged 

from the inwards correspondence archive. To achieve this task, I created a 

spreadsheet which contained the attributes of each valuable piece of historical 

information. As displayed in Figure A2, I listed each attribute in a separate column 

of the spreadsheet. 

Series Box Item No. Author/producer Production Material type Pertinence to project Link to description Link to actual file

date of material

NTRS 259 NA Plate # 25 Foelsche (glass plate) 01/09/1883 Glass plate Chinese gardens Foelsche (1883).doc ..\NTAS Oral Histories Data.jpg

NTRS 3345 31 P19 Pany Que and Director of lands1913-1915 Letters (see actual p/c f ile )Chinese gardens Pany Que, re Garden Licences Nos 29 and 65 (1913).doc

NTRS 3345 34 R1 Rilstone S and Govt Secretary 25/03/1915 Letters (see actual p/c f ile )Dairy Farm Rilstone (1915).doc

F5 31 P36 Government Administrator (J.A. Gilruth)15/10/1915 Public Proclamtion ("Prohibited Area Near Mindil Beach")Mindil Beach as an exclusive place for WhitesGovernment Administrator (J.A. Gilruth) (1918).doc

F5 6 B175 W. A Haydon and W. R. Blevin (applicants)2/06/1917 Form for application of miscellaneous lease to the Govt. SecretaryMindil Beach as leased property W. A Haydon and W. R. Blevin (1917).doc

F5 6 V20 Arthur W. Brockman (Licensed Surveyor)9/05/1918 Letter to Director of lands (Trow er H M)Foreigners residing on hills above MindilLicensed surveyor 1918.doc

NTRS 3345 18 H156 Director of lands - hlth inspect - hlth off26/02/1918 Letters (see actual p/c f ile )Radio station Dtr of lands - hlth inspect - hlth off (1918).doc

F5 26 M165 H. M. Trow er (Director of lands)4/04/1919 Letter from Director of lands to Classif ication Board re suitability for leaseMindil Beach as leased property H. M. Trow er (Director of lands) (1919).doc

F5 2 A158 Director of lands 9/12/1919 Letter to Classif ication boardMindil dedicated as rec reserve Director of Lands 1919.doc

F5 2 A158 Protector of Aboriginals (McDonald)12/11/1919 Letter to Director of lands (Trow er H M)Europeans camping on Mindil ForeshoreProtector of aboriginals 1919.doc

Series

Box

Item No.

Author/Producer

Production date of material

Material type

Pertinence to project

Link to description Link to actual file

 

Figure A2 – Columns of the spreadsheet which contained attributes of inwards correspondence 

material. 

These columns, appearing from left to right in Figure A2 included: 

1) Series – A unique code that corresponded to the inwards correspondence series. 

2) Box – A numeral that corresponded to the box in which the inwards 

correspondence was stored.   

3) Item No. - A code that corresponded to a group of inwards correspondence 

material. 
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4) Author/producer – The name of the person(s) that were responsible for 

producing the historical information. 

5) Production date of material – The date when the historical material was 

produced. 

6) Material type – The type of historical information (e.g. letter, public 

proclamation, photograph).  

7) Pertinence to project – A short description of how the material related to Mindil 

Beach.  

8) Link to description - A link to an electronic document which provided a more 

detailed description of the historic material. 

9) Link to actual file
34

 – A link to an identical electronic copy of the material (e.g. 

an electronic copy of a map, photograph or letter). 

I concluded Step 4 when I had created a spreadsheet record for each piece of 

valuable material. 

 Step 5: Make copies of valuable material 

Once I had identified and recorded valuable inwards correspondence material, I 

sought to obtain copies. During Step 5 I did this in two ways. In the case of single 

page handwritten or typed material (i.e. letters or other typed correspondence); I 

copied the entire document manually. In all other cases (i.e. where the material was 

comprised of multiple pages or maps/photographs), I copied the material 

electronically using a scanning device. I obtained electronic copies of inwards 

correspondence material by submitting a request form to NTAS staff.  

 Step 6: Collate the inwards correspondence material with the draft document 

During the final step I collated the inwards correspondence material with the oral 

history material in the draft document referred to previously. I aimed to supplement 

the oral histories excerpts (already copied into the draft) with the valuable inwards 

correspondence material. By doing so, I achieved a stronger historical account of 

Mindil Beach and the population flows that impacted upon it. Using the 

                                                 

34
 Unlike the other data in the spreadsheet, I added data to this column during Step 5 when I had 

obtained electronic copies and I was able to create a link to their electronic location. 
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administrative spreadsheet (refer Figure A2) as a reference, I arranged the excerpts 

of the inwards correspondence material in temporal order (i.e. according to the 

production date of material column in the spreadsheet). Where possible, I again 

grouped related material together. For example, if there were two letters relating to 

farming activities at Mindil Beach during 1945, then I would place these excerpts in 

the same section of the document (i.e. under the existing 1945 heading). I adhered to 

the above procedure for the entire duration Step 6 until all inwards correspondence 

excerpts had been copied in to the draft document. Lastly, I highlighted excerpts 

which described flows of people interacting with Mindil Beach. 

A2.1.3 – Methods: Spatial Information (aerial photographs, historical maps and 

geographical information systems) 

Spatial information was the third and final type of historical information that I used 

in Chapter 4. This type of information consisted of historical aerial photographs of 

Mindil Beach, historical maps and survey plans of the site. The NT Library and the 

NT Lands Group respectively were the organisations who maintained archives of 

this data. The library‟s aerial photographs were taken from different aircraft that 

flew over Darwin on various dates throughout history. The remaining spatial data 

(held by the NT Lands Group) was created by NT Government surveyors. The 

subjects of the maps and survey plans associated with this research were generally 

limited to the following: 

 The Aboriginal compound on the headland above Mindil Beach 

 Roads at Mindil Beach 

 A sanitary reserve at Mindil Beach 

 A proposed cemetery nearby to Mindil Beach 

 Nearby gardens 

 Vegetation and land cover  

I identified the archives of spatial information by investigating the holdings of 

various NT Government agencies online, and also by having preliminary discussions 

with their respective staff. Together, I used the spatial information to supplement the 

oral histories and inwards correspondence data, and to build a more comprehensive 
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history of Mindil Beach. My method associated with the collection and analysis of 

spatial information was comprised of the following four steps: 

 Step 1: Search archives and identify material of possible value 

I identified the aerial photographs held by the NT Library by analysing a range of 

hard copy illustrations of aircraft flight paths over the Mindil Beach area (see Figure 

A3 for an example). By tracing the flight paths of these aircraft, I discerned a 

number of aerial photographs which may have been taken above Mindil Beach.  

 

Figure A3 – An illustration of aircraft flight paths over Darwin during 1976. 

Each flight path in the document was labelled with a code corresponding to a series 

of photographs contained within the archive. I recorded these codes in a list (see 

Table A4) for future reference. 

Table A4 – Codes corresponding to photograph series presumed to be taken above Mindil 

Beach. 

CAG5541 1969 Run 4 

NT408 1976 Runs 4-6 

NT450 1977 Run 7 

NT450 1977 Run 8 

NT467 1978 Run 4 

NT470 1978 Run 5 
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The search for historical maps and plans held by the NT Lands Group was 

conducted by staff employed by the organisation. I attended a meeting with an NT 

Lands Group staff member to investigate which maps and plans were of value to my 

research. I recorded details of these materials during the meeting. 

 Step 2: Combine the records of historical material identified within both 

archives 

I created an administrative record of all historical material (i.e. aerial photographs 

and maps) that I predicted to be pertinent to the historical geography of Mindil 

Beach. I entered this record into a spreadsheet and recorded the attributes of each 

piece of historic information. The spreadsheet was identical to the one that I created 

for the inwards correspondence data (refer Figure A2, page 273). Step 2 was 

finalised when the spreadsheet contained the attributes of each pertinent piece of 

historical material that I identified in the NT Library and NT Lands Group archives.  

 Step 3: Obtain copies of material and verify pertinence to the research 

At Step 3 I obtained copies of all the material in the spreadsheet. In respect to the 

aerial photographs, I achieved this by making a request to NT Library staff to view 

hard copies of the items. Once my request for these items was processed, library 

staff delivered the items to the reading room where I again analysed them for 

pertinence to the research. My analysis involved determining if 1) the geographical 

coverage of the photographs included Mindil Beach 2) the image was clear and 

coherent. If I attained positive results in respect to these enquiries, then I determined 

the photographs to be valuable to my research. I then made a second request to 

library staff for electronic copies of all valuable items. I received and retained the 

electronic copies. 

At the commencement of my initial meeting with the NT Lands Group staff, I 

requested copies of the historical maps and plans. The staff provided me with 

electronic copies of these items and I analysed them to determine their pertinence to 

my research. This involved determining if 1) the geographical coverage of the maps 

or plans included Mindil Beach 2) the maps or plans were legible. If I attained 

positive results in respect to these enquiries, then I deemed the maps valuable to my 

research and I retained them. 
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 Step 4: Collate spatial information with descriptive information in the draft 

At Step 4 I integrated the entire collection of historical data. I compared the spatial 

data (i.e. photographs, maps and plans of Mindil Beach) with descriptive data (i.e. 

oral histories and inwards correspondence) and where possible, I linked these data 

sets together. I aimed here to supplement the oral histories and inwards 

correspondence excerpts (already copied into the draft) with the valuable spatial 

data. By doing so, I further strengthened the historical account of Mindil Beach and 

the population flows that impacted upon it. 

I modified the majority of the spatial before I entered it into the draft. I modified the 

aerial photographs used in the chapter with Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 

software. I achieved this by joining a number of individual photographs and creating 

one single image. In respect to the maps and plans included in this chapter, I 

cropped and enlarged each image to an appropriate size before I added them to the 

draft document. I finalised Step 4 by copying all spatial data into the document 

under the appropriate temporal heading. 

A2.2 – Trustworthiness of Historical Data (oral histories, inwards correspondence 

and spatial information) 

During the construction of any historical account of place or region, the geographer 

plays an active role as “one who sifts through massive amounts of material to 

describe the world in a verbal portrait” (Entrikin 1991, p.129). During this process, 

there are a number of factors which influence the portrait s/he creates. These factors 

were influential in my historical account of Mindil Beach. For example, the oral 

history data that I used was influenced by a range of factors including the age, 

agency and life stage of the interview participants, and by the personal agendas or 

relationships that they maintained (Bornat 2001). The substance of this secondary 

data was further influenced by my own subjective interpretation of the transcripts. 

The same applied to the historical information contained in the inwards 

correspondence which, like any physical object or historical trace, can in no way be 

embraced as a single “autonomous guide to bygone times” (Lowenthal 1985, p.238). 

This is because writing fades, documents become damaged or destroyed and their 

context can be misinterpreted. Finally, historical spatial data “sources are often 

incomplete, inaccurate or ambiguous” (Gregory and Ell 2007, p.17). In addition, 
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scale inaccuracies can result from digitising imprecision. It is likely therefore, that 

the above factors impacted upon the trustworthiness of my historical account of 

Mindil Beach. 

I adopted the triangulation approach to mitigate these potential effects. 

Triangulation is defined as a trustworthiness measure whereby “researchers make 

use of multiple and different sources, methods, investigators, and theories to provide 

corroborating evidence” (Creswell 1998, p.202). Using triangulation, I increased the 

trustworthiness of a claim that I made based upon one data source by “integrating 

additional information from other data sources (e.g. interviews, reviews of 

literature)” (Nüsser 2001, p.249; see also Rose 2003) which supported my position. 

For example, a photograph (data source 1) depicting an Indigenous ceremony at 

Mindil Beach was used to corroborate an oral history account (data source 2) of the 

same event. Using this technique I increased the trustworthiness of my historical 

account of Mindil Beach. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Appendix 3 contains material associated with Chapter 5 - Ethnographic Content 

Analysis and the NT News. In Part A3.1 I provide some sample NT News articles. In 

Part A3.2 I present the complete list of the Frames, Themes, and Discourses 

developed during the manifest ECA.  

A3.1 – Sample NT News Articles 

                     

 

 

 

Figure A4 – NT News article entitled „Big Day Monday‟ 

(source: NT News, 18/02/1970, p.7). 
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A3.2: Complete list of the Frames, Themes, and Discourses developed during the 

Manifest Analysis 

Frames 

1) Lifestyle: Mindil Beach is mentioned in an article that was written with a broad 

emphasis on the romanticised interests, hobbies or pastimes of a person or group 

of people.     
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2) Danger/Public Hazard: Mindil Beach is mentioned in an article that was written 

with a broad emphasis on a public nuisance or possible threat to the community. 

3) Community: Mindil Beach is mentioned in an article that was written with a 

broad emphasis on community (e.g. community spirit, social cohesion) or 

consequences stemming from some act or affair that are felt community wide (or 

by a group within it). 

4) Politics: Mindil Beach is mentioned in an article that was written with a broad 

emphasis on local authorities and their relationships with people or other 

organisations. 

5) Industry: Mindil Beach is mentioned in an article that was written with a broad 

emphasis on a particular industry sector. 

6) Nature: Mindil Beach is mentioned in an article that was written with a broad 

emphasis on a natural phenomenon or its affects. 

7) History: Mindil Beach is mentioned in an article that was written with a broad 

emphasis on historical events. 

Themes 

1) Exercise: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as a venue for habitual 

physical activity or routine physical exercise. 

2) Crime/Malevolence: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as a venue where 

unpleasant or anti-social behaviour is prevalent and/or where crimes occur. 

3) Entertainment: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as place of rides, games, 

competitions, or other large scale spectacles. 

4) Community Resource(s): Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as a place with 

the capacity to attract or provide something useful to the community. For 

example: space, capital, natural resources or public amenities. 

5) Achievement: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as a place where 

individual challenges occur, or a place where people achieve success. 

6) Environment: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach a place where natural 

phenomena are threatened, or are themselves a threat. 
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7) Childhood/adolescence: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as a venue for 

youth leisure activities and for growing up. 

8) Debate/conflict: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as a place of conflict, 

and where a dispute is being waged between two or more parties over some 

aspect of the venue. 

9) Mystery: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as a place of unexplained 

events. 

10) War: Mini-frames that describe Mindil Beach as having an association with War. 

Discourses 

1) Leisure and Enjoyment: describes Mindil Beach as a site of passive recreation, 

relaxation and/or exercise. Text or images might include jogging, children 

playing, family gatherings, walking dogs etc. Organised events such as festivals 

or large scale community events are excluded from this category. 

2) Natural Predator(s): describes Mindil Beach as a place where human life or well 

being is threatened by natural phenomena.  

3) Community and Social Events: describes Mindil Beach as venue for organised, 

large scale community celebrations or festivals, usually funded, sponsored or 

organised by specific private and/or public organisations (e.g. Sunset Markets, 

On The Beach Carnival etc.). 

4) Residential Accommodation: describes Mindil Beach as a venue which provides 

(or has the capacity to provide) residential accommodation for people. This 

accommodation may be off any type including caravans, makeshift shelters or 

tents. 

5) Social Exclusion/Inequality: describes Mindil Beach as a site where social 

inequality is readily observed and/or being enforced by powerful groups.  

6) Novelty: describes Mindil Beach as a strange or unique place comprised of 

unusual events and characters.  

7) Affluence: describes Mindil Beach as a place characterised by wealth and 

prosperity. 
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8) Sporting/social organisations: describes Mindil Beach as a place that supports 

the activities of sports teams or other organisations. 

9) Damage/ill-repair: describes Mindil Beach as a place that is fragile or 

deteriorating due to some kind of man-made interference.  

10) Criminality and unsociable behaviour: describes Mindil Beach as a site where 

criminal activity is prevalent, or as a site where human well being is threatened 

by unsociable behaviour. 

11) Iconic Infrastructure: describes Mindil Beach as an iconic landmark with 

widespread regional significance (or a place which has potential to be developed 

as such). 

12) Burial ground: describes Mindil Beach as a place where human bodies are 

buried. 

13) Casino: describes Mindil Beach as nothing more than a Casino (and its related 

facilities). 

14) Indigenous: describes Mindil Beach as being under the ownership of Indigenous 

people. 
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APPENDIX 4  

Appendix 4 contains material associated with Chapter 7 – Discussion and 

Conclusion: Exploring the Relationship Between NT Population Migration Phases 

and Mindil Beach Discourses (1971-2006). In Part A4.1 I describe the data that I 

used to compare NT population dynamics and Mindil Beach discourses. Next (in 

Part A4.2), I describe the methods that were associated with this exercise. 

A4.1 – Data 

In Chapter 7 I compared two longitudinal data sets (1971-2006) that I presented 

earlier in the thesis. The data sets were: 

1) NT population migration data (i.e. phases of migration flows and the 

composition of those flows) presented in Chapter 3 

2) Mindil Beach discourse data presented in Chapter 6 

Thus, the data that I used in Chapter 7 was a composite of secondary migration data 

(predominantly sourced from the census) and Mindil Beach discourses (sourced 

from the NT News)
35

. The methods that I used to analyse this data are described 

below.  

A4.2 - Methods Used in the Comparison Exercise 

There were four steps involved in my comparison of the two data sets. They include: 

 Step 1: Organise data sets to enable comparison 

At the commencement of the comparison activity I possessed three summaries 

associated with the two longitudinal data sets. I created these summaries during the 

analyses that I completed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6. The NT population migration 

data set was summarised in a graph and a table whilst the Mindil Beach discourses 

data set was summarised in a graph. These three summaries (i.e. two graphs and one 

table) are displayed in Figure A6. 

 

                                                 

35
 Refer to Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 for comprehensive descriptions of their corresponding data sets. 
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Figure A6 – The population migration data set from Chapter 3 was summarised by a graph of 

population flow (left) and a table describing population composition (bottom). The Mindil Beach 

discourses data set from Chapter 6 was summarised in a graph (right). 

In order to compare the two data sets (i.e. population migration and Mindil Beach 

discourses) and identify possible relationships between the two phenomena, I 

decided to combine the summaries. This involved merging the summaries into 

composite graphs to enable visual comparisons. My objective was to compare 

Mindil Beach discourses with population flow (both inflow and outflow) and the 

population composition (origin, age and sex) changes identified in Chapter 3. Thus, 

I had to create the following four graphs: 

1) Mindil Beach discourses Vs Population flow 

As shown in Figure A7 I created this graph by merging the population flow data 

with the Mindil Beach discourse data. In the composite graph I illustrated each 

phase of population flow by placing red lines on top of the original discourse graph. 

These red lines were placed at a perpendicular angle to the time-line (x-axis), and at 

intervals which corresponded with the NT population flow phases. I labelled each 

phase with red text at the top of the composite graph. 
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MERGED DATA

Population Flow

Mindil Beach Discourses

COMPOSITE GRAPH

Mindil Beach Discourses Vs Population Flow

 

Figure A7 – A composite graph (Mindil Beach discourses vs. population flow) was created by 

merging two data sets derived from my earlier analyses. 

2) Mindil Beach discourses Vs origin 

As depicted in Figure A8 I created the second composite graph (i.e. Mindil Beach 

discourses Vs Origin) by merging Mindil Beach discourses and migrant origin data. 

Unlike the previous composite graph, the second composite graph was created by 

merging tabular (origin) data with the graphical Mindil Beach discourse data. In the 

composite graph I again illustrated each phase by placing red lines at a 

perpendicular angle to the time-line. I then copied the tabular (origin) data and 

placed it under each phase at the top of the graph (refer Figure A8). 

MERGED DATA

Mindil Beach Discourses

COMPOSITE GRAPH

Mindil Beach Discourses Vs Origin

Origin data

 

Figure A8 - A composite graph (Mindil Beach discourses vs. origin) was created by merging 

two data sets derived from my earlier analyses. 
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3) Mindil Beach discourses Vs age 

I created the third composite graph by merging Mindil Beach discourses and migrant 

age data (see Figure A9). This process again involved merging tabular (age) data 

with the graphical Mindil Beach discourse data. I followed the exact procedure 

outlined above in this instance. 

MERGED DATA

Mindil Beach Discourses

COMPOSITE GRAPH

Mindil Beach Discourses Vs Age

Age data

 

Figure A9 - A composite graph (Mindil Beach discourses vs. age) was created by merging two 

data sets derived from my earlier analyses. 

4) Mindil Beach discourses Vs sex 

The final composite graph involved an amalgamation of Mindil Beach discourses 

and migrant sex data (see Figure A10). Like the second and third graphs outlined 

above, this composite graph contained both tabular (sex) data and the graphical 

Mindil Beach discourse data. I followed the exact procedures outlined above to 

create this final graph (i.e. I copied the tabular data and placed it under each phase at 

the top of the graph). Step 1 was finalised when I had created all four composite 

graphs. 

MERGED DATA

Mindil Beach Discourses

COMPOSITE GRAPH

Mindil Beach Discourses Vs Sex

Sex data

 

Figure A10- A composite graph (Mindil Beach discourses vs. sex) was created by merging two 

data sets derived from my earlier analyses. 
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 Step 2: Use composite graphs to identify possible relationships between the two 

phenomena 

At Step 2 I compared Mindil Beach discourses and the population data with the 

intention of identifying possible relationships between the two phenomena. I used 

the four composite graphs created at Step 1 for this purpose. In each graph I 

identified these possible relationships by:  

1) Identifying patterns manifest in my data.  

This involved identifying instances where one type of population change seemed to 

be temporally associated with one type of discourse change (and the iteration of 

such a change). For example, in the Mindil Beach discourse VS population flow 

graph I identified a pattern involving population inflow and the Protected Site 

discourse. This graph indicated that, on two occasions throughout the sample, a 

population inflow seemed to coincide with the Protected Site discourse. The black 

boxes in Figure A11 highlight these two occasions. I sought to identify patters such 

as the one depicted below in all four graphs. 

 

Figure A11 – On two occasions a population inflow seemed to coincide with the Protected Site 

discourse. 
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2) Identifying peculiarities manifest in my data.  

This involved identifying instances where a peculiar change in one phenomenon 

seemed to be temporally associated with a peculiar change in the other phenomenon. 

For example, the 25-34 year old age group represented the largest proportion of 

inward NT migrants during Phase 3. This was peculiar because the 20-29 year old 

age group represented the largest proportion of inward NT migrants during all other 

phases. In addition, the Place of Memory discourse appeared during Phase 3. This 

was peculiar because it did not appear in any other phase. I deemed the coincidence 

of these two peculiarities in Phase 3 (highlighted by the black boxes in Figure A12) 

as an instance where a possible relationship existed. I sought to identify similar 

patters in all four graphs. 

 

Figure A12 – Two peculiar results (i.e. Place of Memory discourse and 25-34 year olds as 

largest proportion of inward NT migrants) coincided during Phase 3. 

As a result of the above procedures I identified four possible relationships manifest 

within the graphs. I made a list of these relationships (see Table A5) and used it as a 

reference in Step 3. 
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Table A5 – A list of the possible relationships manifest in the comparison graphs. 

 

1) Possible 

Relationship 

Number 

2) Relationship Components  

3) Nature of Relationship Between 

Components 
Population 

Migration Data 

Mindil 

Beach 

Discourses 

1 Population Flow 

(inflow) 

Protected 

Site 

A Population inflow and the Protected Site 

discourse occurred simultaneously on two 

occasions throughout the sample. Thus, they 

seemed to be related. 

2 Migrant Origin 

(NOM) 

 

Not Evident  During Phase 6 NOM had the greatest affect 

on population change and the STL discourse 

was the single discourse to emerge. These 

events were peculiar (i.e. neither occurred at 

any other time during the sample). Thus, they 

seemed to be related. 

3 Migrant Origin 

(Queensland) 

Exclusive 

Place 

During Phase 4 Queensland provided the 

largest proportion of migrants to the NT and 

the Exclusive Place discourse emerged. These 

events were peculiar (i.e. neither occurred at 

any other time during the sample). Thus, they 

seemed to be related. 

4 Migrant Age 

(migrants aged 

25-34 years) 

Place of 

Memory 

During Phase 3 the 25-34 year old age group 

represented the largest proportion of inward 

NT migrants and the Place of Memory 

discourse emerged. These events were peculiar 

(i.e. neither occurred at any other time during 

the sample). Thus, they seemed to be related. 

 

 Step 3: Explore each possible relationship more thoroughly 

At Step 3 I made a deeper exploration into each possible relationship contained in 

the list (refer Table A5). I will refer to Possible Relationship Number 4 and provide 

an example of this procedure. As described in Table A5, I identified a possible link 

between migrant age and the Place of Memory discourse in this particular case. I 

further explored this possible link by: 

1) Developing an assumption to explain the patterns observed in my composite 

graphs 

I developed an assumption based upon the patterns that I observed in the composite 

graph prima facie. In respect to Possible Relationship 4 for example (refer Table 

A5), I assumed that the inward migration of people aged 25-34 years to the NT was 

related to the Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory discourse. Having set this 
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assumption, I revisited secondary data in an attempt to find information which 

supported (or opposed) it. 

2) Revisiting the literature  

First I revisited the literature associated with place and memory. This activity re-

affirmed that people strive to maintain the places that are associated with their 

important lifetime memories (Lowenthal 1985) and that older people are much more 

interested in the past than younger people (Coser 1992). Furthermore, the SI 

literature suggested that people do this through social interaction; 

institutionalisation, objectivation, internalisation and by engraining place discourse 

into the social stock of knowledge and recipe knowledge held by society. Based on 

these ideas, my assumption regarding a link between people aged 25-34 years and 

the Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory seemed plausible. Next, I revisited historical 

data associated with Mindil Beach in an attempt to gather further information in 

support of my assumption. 

3) Revisiting historical data (e.g. newspaper articles, oral histories) associated 

with Mindil Beach 

A vast archive of historical data informed Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 (refer to the 

chapters entitled The Historical Geography of Mindil Beach and Mindil Beach 

discourses respectively) of my thesis. This archive also provided a means to further 

explore my assumption. Upon revisiting the material I noticed that the Casino 

development and the associated cultural transformation of Mindil Beach occurred at 

approximately the same time that the Mindil Beach as a Place of Memory discourse 

emerged (i.e. 1981 – Phase 3). It occurred to me that this development (as opposed 

to the inward migration of individuals aged 25-34 years old) could have influenced 

the emergence of memories in the discursive representation of Mindil Beach during 

Phase 3. This idea of course contrasted with those conveyed in the literature.  

I explored each Possible Relationship in the fashion described above; I developed an 

assumption based upon my initial observations and then re-visited secondary data in 

an attempt to support it. Step 3 was finalised when I had explored all four 

relationships. 
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 Step 4: Write a summary of findings for inclusion in draft  

At Step 4 I wrote a summary of my exploration into each Possible Relationship. 

Each summary included: 

1) A composite graph (one of the four created at Step 1) which illustrated 

the respective Possible Relationships 

I used the graph to illustrate the temporal occurrence of the relationship within the 

sample. It provided a visual cue for the discussion which followed. 

2) An expanded description of the components of each Possible 

Relationship 

I identified the population migration component (e.g. Migrant Age) and the Mindil 

Beach discourse (e.g. Place of Memory discourse) with which it seemed to 

correspond.   

3) An expanded description of the nature of each Possible Relationship  

I described why there seemed to be a link between the two components in question. I 

also explained my assumption associated with each Possible Relationship. 

4)  Secondary data (i.e. literature and historical data associated with Mindil 

Beach) which enabled a deeper exploration of each possible relationship. 

I added the secondary data which facilitated my exploration and stimulated ideas for 

future research. 

These summaries were incorporated into a draft document which formed the basis of 

Chapter 7. 

 


